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Chapter 0 
Preliminary Notes for reading this book 

 
Welcome to an introduction to a revolutionary new body of knowledge: 
psycanics.   

Psycanics, psycan, and psycanic 
 

Psycanics is an extensive model of human existence that integrates 
philosophy, psychology, non-physical energy physics, and spirituality into one 
body of knowledge, and corrects the errors of religions. It is scientific: it proves 
its laws and principles and eschews faith and belief. 

As scientific philosophy of how life works and as does all true knowledge, 
Psycanics gives you the power to understand and control your life. It gives you 
the power to resolve problems, eliminate all your negative emotions, pain, & 
suffering; better your relationships; grow your self-esteem and self-love and 
love for others; and expand your happiness.  Its central themes are your 
relationship with Wisdom, Power, Love, and Joy.  

A psican is the non-physical LIFE Energy entity, consisting primarily of 
Consciousness, Will, (Causal Ability), and Love-Joy. Synonyms include “spirit” 
and “soul”.  You are a psican, an immortal Spirit, temporarily located in a 
physical body for the purpose of experiencing and manipulating the physical 
universe. Psycanics is the study of the origin, nature, functioning, abilities, 
and purposes of psicans; also of the non-physical part of humankind; 
Consciousness, Will, Mind, Emotion, Love, and Happiness. 

Psycanic is an adjective that means of, belonging to, or related to, psicans. 
Anything psycanic is anything that is non-physical, which cannot be detected 
or measured by the human body or physical instruments. Psycanic energies / 
realities / things / experiences include: your identities1, your thoughts and all 
the content of your mind and sub-consciousness (memories, data, ideas, 
imaginations, dreams, knowledge, plans, goals, values, beliefs, dogmas, 
philosophies, religions, etc.); and all your emotions: anger, anxiety, fear, 
sadness, sorrow, grief, guilt, resentment, depression, frustration, desperation, 
etc.  

Notice that the most important things in life are psycanic, not physical: 
Wisdom, Intelligence, creativity, imagination, enthusiasm, Love, Joy, 
relationships, and feelings, for example. Even the concept of money (as 

                                                           
 

1 Identities: the meaning of this extremely important concept will be come clear much 
later.  



 
opposed to the physical representations of money such as coins and bills) is 
psycanic. 

 
Psycanics and Mysticism 

I am mixing and interweaving two different bodies of knowledge in this 
book: Psycanics and Mysticism. Psycanics is a science of life at the everyday, 
human level. It deals with phenomena that the average human being 
experiences frequently: consciousness, mind, thought, memories, subconscious, 
traumatic incidents, emotions, communication, relationships, conflicts, work, 
success, leadership, etc. psycanics presents how these things work using precise 
laws, formulas, and equations.  

To be a science, Psycanics must ―and does― prove everything it states. 
You, personally, can verify is laws and principles in you own life. Learn them, 
apply them, and see for yourself if they work and if psycanics is an accurate 
model of how life works.  Here are three examples of the Laws of Psycanics:  

The Ultimate Motivation of ALL human behavior is one’s own happiness. 
Corollary: Altruism and self-sacrifice are illusions: they do not exist. 

External Events NEVER cause human emotions. 
 

The only pain and suffering that exist in life is your own 
emotional resistance to reality. 

 
We shall prove all three in the book. The fact that everything in psycanics is 

provable assures us that we are dealing with TRUTH and not with beliefs. The 
difference is critical in science and all knowledge, as we shall see later in the 
book.  

 
MYSTICISM 
Mysticism is true knowledge2 gained through personal experience of the 

transhuman levels of Consciousness = Being; especially personal experience of 
the SUPREME BEING.  Mysticism deals with phenomena and laws of Realities 
far beyond normal human perception. It deals with the nature of the BEing 
itself, of the psican as a Spirit (irrelevant of operating as human being), of higher 
BEings, of the true nature of the SUPREME BEING and one’s communication 
and personal relationship with HIR3. It deals with immortality, what happens 

                                                           
 

2 True knowledge as opposed to belief systems, dogmas and doctrines, most of which 
are fantasies.  
3 hir: him or her.  



 
after body death, past lives, with the growth or expansion of the “soul”4 (the 
psican), and above all, with how to return to ESSENCE, how to “go to heaven”.  

Mystical laws and data are not easily verifiable by the ordinary person. On 
the contrary, they require both a Teacher and years of study and disciplines to 
experience and understand. This is not to say that Mysticism is less scientific of 
TRUTH than psycanics; only that it is much more difficult to verify.  The ONLY 
instrument possible is your own Consciousness finely honed by years of 
disciplines such as meditation and diet. Therefore, it is impossible to prove 
Mysticism to another: each person must walk the path to discover TRUTH for 
himself.  

Another of the “problems” with Mysticism is that it deals with many of the 
same things as religions (The SUPREME BEING, for example). Mysticism, 
therefore, will trigger people’s beliefs, dogmas, ignorance, intolerance, “I have 
the ONLY truth”, and fanaticism in the area.  Furthermore, Mysticism often 
flatly contradicts religions. However, as religions are impossible to verify, and 
Mysticism is very difficult to verify; it is impossible for either to prove TRUTH5.  

I am a mystic. Mysticism is my field of specialty and passion; not 
philosophy or psychology per se. Psycanics, which resolves most of the major 
questions of philosophy and psychology, comes out of mysticism. I discovered 
psycanics in the course of my mystical studies and investigations. I was not 
looking for psycanics; I just realized that all that I was seeing mystically about 
spirit-ual existence was also applicable to the daily life of every human being 
(who, after all is a spirit). I saw that what I was learning mystically was the 
solution to all human problems and suffering, both individually and as a race.  

In this introductory text, I am presenting an overview of both fields as they 
are truly are intertwined. They are really one thing, one spectrum of knowledge. 
However, humans create belief6 systems like popcorn popping; and belief 
systems are lies that separate and damage humanity. If there is to be any hope 
for humanity, we must find real spiritual TRUTH, ONE body of knowledge that 
will be accepted by all and will unite humanity.  That TRUTH does exist, and 
psycanics is an introduction to it.  

TRUTH must be proved. Therefore, we must distinguish psycanics as easily 
provable, from mysticism that is not easily provable. We must start with 
psycanics, and leave Mysticism for later.  

                                                           
 

4 “Soul” and “heaven” are religious terms rather than psycanic ones, but most people are 
familiar with these concepts. 
5 TRUTH: that which can be verified objectively so that all observers must agree to it, 
and so there will be only ONE body of data (as with the physical sciences). Where there 
is a multiplicity of ideas about the same thing, as with religions, the TRUTH is NOT 
known.  
6 Belief: an idea to which the believer has assigned the certification of “truth” despite the 
lack of objective proof. Thus the idea does not meet the standard of TRUTH (above). 
Belief is a dirty word in science and in psycanics. It is unproved Truth = NOT TRUTH.   



 
However, in this introductory text, I am not distinguishing between 

psycanics and Mysticism, nor am I offering many proofs. The details and proofs 
are found in my other works. In this book, I seek to paint an overall, conceptual 
landscape of human existence, as I have come to understand it.  

Sometimes people who have truly understood psycanics and are able to 
marvel at its complexity-simplicity, specificity-universality, sophistication, 
accuracy and power, ask me how did I ever “think it all up”; how did I ever 
discover it all, and what a genius I must be to have resolved questions that have 
baffled philosophers for thousands of years and psychologists for hundreds.  

It was not through any special intelligence or genius. Most humans, 
especially in the West, who have sought answers to the BIG QUESTIONS about 
existence, have tried to do so within the box of ordinary perceptions, reason, or 
through their (very poor) interpretations of the verbal sayings of others 
(forming thusly the Western religions). Let me explain.  

Imagine that humans are inside a closed room no windows or doors, and 
have never been outside that room. The room represents our physical world 
and the limits of our senses; the outside of the room represents the rest of the 
cosmos, most of which is not physical.  

Think of the cosmos as analogous to the Electromagnetic Radiation 
Spectrum. Right now, you are in the middle of thousands of kinds of radiations. 
All around you are many frequencies of energy: dozens of TV channels, 
hundreds of radio stations, cell phone transmissions, military signals, GPS and 
other satellite transmissions, microwaves, taxi and other business radios, etc. 
However, you only perceive the kind of energy for which your reception 
apparatus is designed and then only the frequency to which you are tuned. The 
Cosmos is similar; a huge spectrum of universes as frequencies of energies.  As 
a human being, you receive only the signal we call the “physical universe”, 
while all about you are thousands of other frequencies.  

From within the room (our limited physical perceptions), some humans have 
tried to figure out what is beyond the room (i.e. the cosmos and how existence 
works). However, all that they can perceive and have to work with is what is 
within the room: the physical universe, their intelligence and reason, best 
guesses; and in the case of the religions, the ancient, verbal, partial, and 
misunderstood reports of a few others who did see beyond room.  Therefore, 
the efforts of such people (the philosophers and psychologists) to describe and 
explain what they have never seen and cannot touch have not been very 
successful.  In addition, religions, as interpretations and distortions of the 
reports of the few who have seen, are horrendously wrong. 

I cannot claim to rival the philosophers and psychologists in intelligence or 
education. Psycanics is so accurate and powerful because I cheated. I went 
outside the room and poked around in the Cosmos. I was able to simply 
observe how existence is put together: how Consciousness, BEing, Spirit, 
Reality, Creation, Experience, Love, Happiness, the SUPREME BEING, etc. 
work.  I am just describing what I saw and learned; working with the 
advantages of a 20th century basic education and modern scientific concepts and 
terminology. Consider me just a reporter on my beat. Curiously enough, what I 
report explains and confirms many of the teachings of the Greats, such as 



 
Buddha and Christ: their original teachings, not the religions that have grown 
up around them.  

 
Conventions 

 
To get the most out of this book, please note the following recommendations 

and text conventions:  
SPIRITUAL VERSUS RELIGIOUS 

The word “spiritual” is often written “spirit-ual”.  This is to remind the 
reader not to confuse spiritual with religious.  

 Spiritual means “related to spirit”, to a non-physical, Life-
energy entity.  Spirit means “Life” or the “Animating Factor” in the 
universe. Its prime characteristics are Awareness, Will, and Essence.  
There is only ONE SPIRIT or LIFE ESSENCE BEING (aka that in 
different levels and amounts imbues ITSELF into forms, creating the 
appearance of many separated, individual BEings.  You are a spirit, a 
Life-Energy entity, temporarily focused in a physical body.  All the 
laws of Spirit and spirit-ual energy apply to you.  

 Religious means “related to a registered brand of dogmas, 
doctrines, and rituals about The SUPREME BEING.”  

Many people confuse these words, spiritual and religious, thinking they are 
more or less the same.  However, they are only not the same, but are sometimes 
opposites.  Something can be very spiritual and not at all religious, e.g. 
meditation and mysticism. 

And something can be very religious and not at all spiritual, e.g. dogmas 
and doctrines, intolerance of other religions, intolerance of free thinking, 
intolerance of ideas such as spirits and past lives, inquisitions, crusades, jihads 
and other “holy” wars, terrorism.   

Psycanics is highly spiritual in that it deals with you as a spirit and how 
you function spirit-ually.  Psycanics is not a religion and is not religious: it 
eschews dogmas, doctrines, faith, and belief.  It is a science, founded on 
evidence and proof. As we shall see, religions are unfounded belief systems 
without evidence, and therefore are logically, philosophically, and scientifically 
NOT TRUE7.  

                                                           
 

7 NOT TRUE is a technical term in psycanics meaning anything for which there is no 
objective evidence or proof such that all other people must agree to its existence or 
functioning. Where humankind has found TRUTH, there is only ONE, in use by all 
people everywhere without argument. The physical sciences are example of TRUTH. 
Religions, by their multiplicity alone, show themselves as NOT TRUTH, as only beliefs. 
There is a chapter on all this in this book.  



 
 
COMPREHENSION 

Knowledge is Power. Comprehension is Knowledge.  Never proceed 
beyond a word or idea that is not completely clear to you.  Mis-
understandings and confusion snowball, as each basic idea not understood 
impossibilities the understanding of the following ideas that build up the 
previous ones. To continue reading beyond a misunderstood word is to 
guarantee increasing difficulty and eventually total failure in understanding 
any text.  

Whenever you do not understand something, the problem is one or more 
mis-understood words in the idea. You are studying a powerful science, and 
like all sciences, it has a precise, technical terminology that permits fast and 
accurate communication. However, you must know the meanings of the terms. 
You will find a Glossary at the back of this book and a free Dictionary of 
Psycanics online at www.psycanics.org. You will need it and an English 
language dictionary. You will also find much more information about study 
and learning in the front of the Dictionary. (This information explains why 
children have problems in school.)  

 
NEVER PROCEED BEYOND SOMETHING 
 YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND FULLY. 

 
STOP and CLEAR the meaning of the words in the sentence, and only 

proceed when the meaning of the sentence is clear.  
 
ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, SYMBOLS, FORMULAS & 

EQUATIONS 
Psycanics has many acronyms, abbreviations, and symbols: PIRs, NIRs, 

RExp, RespExp, neg emo, emolovejoy, Rxx, Perxx, and UPS, to name a few. 
Example:  “ ” means “Causes or Produces”.  Example: “BE FEEL,” means 

BE causes FEEL.  “UPS” means Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering.  (Memorize this 
one: you will see it frequently.)  

Each is a symbol to be learned and connected with its concept. These are 
listed in the free Dictionary of Psycanics, www.psycanics.org  

 
POLARITIES AND THE SYMBOL +/- 

Many of the most important phenomena of existence, and therefore in 
psycanics, are Polarities (as explained in the text).  When the concept of Polarity 
is important to the term being discussed, the symbols of +/- will be added before 
or after the word.  

 
Examples of the use of the Polarity symbol +/-.   



 
 “Emotion+/-” This means “both positive emotions and negative 

emotions,” or “any emotion whether positive or negative,” or “the 
entire Emotion Polarity Scale from lowest negative to highest positive”.  

 “Love+/-” means both positive love and negative love. (The 
concept of negative love will be explained in the text.)  

The term "anti" may be used to express the negative polarity, for examples:  

 “The concept of Power+/- includes +Power and AntiPower.” 

 “The negative polarity of Love is AntiLove.” 

 
GENDER 

Where a sentence includes both or either gender, I use these dual gender 
forms: s/he for she or he; hir for him or her; hirs for his or hers.  Example: 
Whoever fixed that; s/he is very intelligent, but s/he left behind hir tools. 

 
WORD EQUATIONS  

You will often see two or more words with an equal sign between them, and 
all the words underlined to group them into that thusly-created word equation. 
The equal sign between the words means that the underlined words share the 
same concept; or one thing is included in the other, or they are in some way 
highly related as to meaning.  

Underlined word equations connect or unite different words that refer to the 
same phenomenon.  This is extremely important to full conceptual 
comprehension. 

 
 
 
 
Three examples of word equations:  

1. negative emotions = MODs = activations= resistance = AntiLove = UPS 
2. consciousness = perception = feeling = experience = knowing  
3. Emotions+/- = Love+/- = Happiness+/-.  

 
In each example, these words appear to be different phenomena, but they 

are really all the same thing.  It is unfortunate that we have different words for 
the same thing as this has prevented real understanding of the phenomenon.  

For example, we will show that Emotions+/- = Love+/- = Happiness+/- are all 
the same thing.  Until you understand this, you do not really understand any of 
them and are lacking critical data about how your life works.  

When studying, until you understand why and how the equation-linked 
phenomena are all the same, you have not understood any of them fully.  Any 
time you do not understand why the equal sign is there, why and how the 



 
terms are intimately related, you do not have full conceptual understanding in 
the area.  

Make sure that you understand the sentence with each of the words 
individually and with all the words together.  At first, word equations may feel 
a little awkward, but you will soon get used to it and eventually appreciate how 
they add to your understanding. 

 
WORDS IN ALL CAPS  
1. All words referring to that indefinable FIRST CAUSE beyond human 

comprehension (aka God) are written in all caps; and there are many.  Examples 
include INFINITE, CONSCIOUSNESS, INTELLIGENCE, LOVE; WISDOM, 
CREATOR, CAUSE, WILL, POWER, ENERGY, ESSENCE, SPACE, the ONE, the 
ALL THAT IS, IT, the EVERYTHING-NOTHING, TAO, SOURCE; ESSENCE, 
etc.  Pronouns referring to IT are also capitalized and will usually be dual 
gender: S/HE, HIR, ITSELF, etc.  

2. The elements of the Causal Sequence, BE—>FEEL—>THINK—
>RELATE—>DO—>HAVE, are always written in all caps to make sure that the 
reader recognizes that we are referring to elements of the Causal Sequence.  
This rule includes their derivatives such as BEing, FEELing, FELT, RELATEing, 
RELATIONS, DOing, DID, HAVEing, HAD, etc.  When you see any of these 
words with capital letters, remember to add in the entire concept of the Causal 
Sequence and of that element of the Causal Sequence in particular.   

3. Your BEing consists of all your IDentities. IDentities are written in 
capital letters: for example: I AM ABLE; I AM INTELLIGENT; I CAN DO IT.  
The purpose is to insure that the reader recognizes that these are IDentities and 
that all the laws of IDentities apply. Like BAD and the Causal Sequence, 
IDentity is a crucial concept in psycanics. 

4. BAD and, when important TRUTH are written in all caps to remind the 
reader of their total concept and the extreme importance of those concepts to 
human existence.  As an example of such importance: BAD is the only entry 
point to Anti-Love; it is the only cause of all pain and suffering. This book 
introduces the concept of BAD; its totality is explained in the book: Level 2: The 
Fundamentals of BEing.  

5. The first time a technical term of the psycanics terminology is 
introduced in the text, it may be written in capital letters for emphasis: e.g. 
ACTIVATION. It will also be defined at that point.  

 

CAPITAL FIRST LETTER ONLY  
Words with a capital first letter refer to the entire psycanic concept of that 

phenomenon. The major psycanic concepts are usually so complex and 



 
extensive that they require multiple chapters, even entire books to explain. 
Examples of such major concepts include Love, Power, Cause, Space, Polarity, 
Responsability, Fatal Paradigm, and Victim. IDentity and SPace are written 
with the first two letters capitalized that are also their abbreviations: ID and SP. 
Each of these concepts is a major and important concept in psycanics and the 
first letter is capitalized to help the reader remember this when s/he sees the 
term.  

 
REPETITION OF DATA 

In the first level of books on psycanics, I try to make each book a 
conceptually complete unit, so that each can be understood without needing to 
have read previous books.  To do this, I must repeat certain fundamental 
concepts in each book. For example, no serious philosophical discussion of life 
can be complete without Polarity and the Causal Sequence. Therefore, I must 
include these in all the first level of books so that each can be read 
independently of the others.  

In the second level of books, I presume that the reader already understands 
the fundamental concepts, and so make a minimum mention of these so that we 
can proceed to advanced concepts.   



 

Chapter 1 
You Are a Philosopher 

PHILOSOPHY I 
You are a philosopher.  You are a philosopher whether you know it or not, 

and whether you want to be or not.  
Let us prove that statement.  The first appendix in this book is the 12 Great 

Questions of Philosophy8.  This is a list of the principle concepts with which all 
philosophy has dealt since wo/mankind first began to question existence9.  

Go there and read them, and as you read those ten short paragraphs, ask 
yourself: do you have an answer to many, if not most, of them?  At this point, 
we don't care whether your answers are true or false, right or wrong, good or 
bad; nor do we care where you got them from; i.e. you thought it up yourself, 
from things you have read, from a formal study of philosophy, or from a 
religion (which is where most people take their answers).  Our only 
consideration here is: Do you have answers?  

Go ahead, read the Questions, and see if you have an answer of any kind 
about many, most, or all of those 10 items.  Then come back here.  

 

 
 
You do have answers, do you not?  Ergo10: you have a philosophy, and that 

in itself is enough to make you a philosopher.  
Furthermore, you have been an active philosopher at times.  Have you not 

discussed and debated political, spiritual, religious, and social issues with 
others (i.e. at least some of the 10 Questions), at one time or another?  That is 
what philosophers do: argue the issues, supposedly to clarify them and arrive at 
the TRUTH.  They call it dialectic.  Dialectic is a sport of philosophers at least 
since the Greeks.  

                                                           
 

8 Philosophies and religions deal with the same questions: the difference is how they 
arrive at their answers: Philosophy by reason and proofs; religion claims divine 
revelation and authority. For the moment, we shall consider treat them as equal. We will 
come back to this in the chapter on TRUTH 
9 The earliest recordings of philosophy that we have are the Hindu Vedanta of about 
3500 years ago in the East, and in the West, the debates of the Greeks about 2500 years 
ago. 
10 Ergo: Latin for “therefore”: a common term in Logic and Philosophy, especially where 
a conclusion follows from a premise.  



 
However, you carry an even greater mark of a philosopher.  You are the 

CAUSE11 of your philosophy.  You are either the Creator12 or the 
“Determinator13” of your philosophy; both are conditions of Cause.  You are 
who decided on and chose to adopt whatever is your philosophy.  You are the 
ultimate authority who determines which philosophy you are going to use.  No 
matter who originally invented that philosophy, when you “import” it into you 
life, it then becomes yours.  

Even if you have “bought into” and imported an off-the-shelf, pre-packaged, 
brand-name philosophy initially created by someone else—such as a religion—
you are still the person who decides to adopt that philosophy or religion as 
yours.  Nobody can force you what to think and believe: you alone determine 
this.  You are the Determinator (or Creator) of your philosophy.  

You can assert that your religion is the divine revelation of God; that it is 
Eternal Truth and the Only Truth, or anything else you want to claim.  You can 
try to justify, validate, authenticate or assign authorship of your philosophy any 
way you want (to God, for example); but all of that is just another part of your 
philosophy.  All such claims are but other items in your philosophy; and you 
are the person who decides to include and believe such claims.  Always, it is 
your determination to include and believe any part of your philosophy.  
Moreover, it is always your determination to assign your beliefs the label of 
“truth”–whether or not you have evidence or proof.14).  You are the 
Determinator of your philosophy and all that is in it.  

 
You are the person who is responsible for your adoption, your “possession” 

of your philosophy and every item in it, no matter where you “bought” it.  You 
are the ABSOLUTE and FINAL authority on what philosophy / religion you use 
to guide your life, no matter whom you cite as the original author.  You are the 
Determinator, and it is impossible to avoid your responsability for choosing 
your philosophy and beliefs.  

Nor can you claim that your philosophy is the one that everybody uses as an 
excuse for adopting it.  No matter what philosophy / religion you point to, no 
more than about ten percent of the human race uses it.  No one system of 
thought or beliefs even comes close to a majority acceptance, much less universal 

                                                           
 

11 Cause, as opposed to Effect. Cause is that which initiates, creates, produces, moves, 
other things. 
12 Most people don't bother to create their philosophy from scratch, as that is a lot of 
intellectual work. Most people adopt ready-made philosophies created by someone else, 
(usually the longer dead the better, as if old, aged, antique, or ancient makes it better).  
13 Determinator: The highest and indisputable authority who Causes, determines, 
decides, chooses something. The ultimate decider of any issue; s/he who has the final 
word on what is or shall be. Determination is the act of choosing someone else’s creation 
for oneself.   
14 We will investigate the nature of belief and TRUTH in a later chapter.  



 
acceptance (as the physical sciences do).  Not that how many people use a 
particular philosophy is any kind of justification: you are always the 
Determinator for you and that is what matters.  

What you must understand here is that YOU determine your philosophy: 
not God, not your family, not your race, traditions, culture or society, not your 
upbringing, or whatever else, YOU DO.  This understanding is important.  

As we shall show, your philosophy produces powerful consequences for 
you; in fact, it controls your life.  You are going to enjoy the fruits or suffer the 
consequences of your choice of philosophy, the primary one of which is your 
happiness or unhappiness.  

 
You are a philosopher because you have answers to most of the Ten Great 

Questions: you have a philosophy.  You are a philosopher because you debate 
philosophical issues with others.  Above all, you are a philosopher because your 
answers to the 10 Questions are your decisions determining your beliefs as to how 
things are and how life works.  You have chosen a philosophy for you and that 
makes you a philosopher.  

 

So, how does it feel to be a philosopher? 



 
 

PHILOSOPHY II 
 

Now that we have established that you are a philosopher, let us 
philosophize together a bit.  To begin with, let us philosophize about 
philosophy itself.  

Let our next question be: Is philosophy important?  Better yet, let us get 
personal: Is your philosophy important?  (Note that the Value (i.e. degree of 
Good or Bad) and the importance of anything is a philosophical question.)  

The answer is ABSOLUTELY, and not only important, but your philosophy 
is the most important thing in your life.  Let us examine that statement.  

Man is a rational animal, and knowledge and thinking is what guides his 
actions.  Man is a productive animal, a goal orientated animal, and the purpose 
of hir actions is to achieve those goals.  THINK directs DO and DO produce 
RESULTS.  This, mind and knowledge, is Man’s great advantage over the 
animals, because as a runner, swimmer, jumper, flyer, hider, fighter, etc.; he is 
easy prey.15  

A philosophy is knowledge.  It is a mental model of life, of how it works, 
and how it should work, including ethics or moral standards (i.e. good and 
bad).  The purpose of your philosophy is to guide you, first to 
determine what goals are worthwhile, and then to indicate by what 
means you can reach them.  

Your philosophy is your value and guidance system in life.  It illuminates for 
you what life is about, what is its meaning and purpose.  It tells you who you 
are in life and delineates your relationships to the rest of the universe.  

 
(Examples: Are you a purely material being evolved out of the primal 
mud and with only one human lifetime; or are you a spirit descended 
from the SUPREME BEING, temporarily residing in a body in one of 
many lifetimes? Do you continue to exist beyond death?  If so, does that 
existence end at some point, or are you immortal?  Your answers to these 
questions are an example of how your philosophy determines Who You 
Are and what you consider is your relationship to the rest of creation.)    
 
Notice one other thing: Your philosophy is your spirituality.  Your 

philosophy includes your beliefs about spirituality, soul, immortality, spirits, 
and about God, including when those beliefs are materialistic, agnostic or 
atheist.  Many of the 10 Great Questions deal with the non-physical = spirit-ual 
side of your existence, including whether or not there is a SUPREME BEING, 
whether or not you are a spirit, your relationship with (if there is one), the 

                                                           
 

15 Even animals smaller than he can take him.  



 
determination of Good & Evil, what happens after death, etc.  Note that all 
religions are philosophies; both deal with the same questions. The only 
difference is how they arrive at their answers.  Philosophies use experiential 
evidence and reason; religions claim divine revelation–without the slightest 
evidence or proof, of course.   

Your philosophy of life highlights for you what is important, what is not, 
what is good and what is bad, what you should do and should not do, and so 
on.  It is the map that guides you throughout your life, both in choosing your 
goals, and in how you should act to reach them.  Your philosophy is like the 
operating system of a computer.  You may have many other 
applications (ideas and goals) running, but the operating system is 
always there in the background directing operations.  

In summary: Your philosophy is your beliefs about the nature of life, who 
you are in relation to the universe, what your goals should be in life, and how 
you should achieve them.  

You live—or try to live—or profess to live and hide that you do not16—by 
your philosophy (remembering that this includes religions for the moment).   

Here is a Law of Life: 
 

THINK  DO  HAVE 
 
This corresponds to: 

Knowledge & Ideas (i.e. Philosophy)  guides ACTIONS to produce  
 RESULTS good or bad. 

 
Look again at your philosophy of life, at your answers to the 10 Questions.  

Observe how they stand up above and rule your life.  They color your thinking, 
your values, your goals, and your actions, what you think you should do and 
should not do, and what you think others should do and should not do, and 
even how much force you are justified in using to make others do what they 
should or should not do -―according to your philosophy, of course.  

For an example of how important and controlling is a philosophy, just look 
at people who are strong believers in any religion and see how this dictates how 
they think, what they value, their ideas of good and bad, and their actions, and 
their relationships with others.  Notice how their religion (philosophy) rules 
their lives.   

Even if you do not have a religion, you do have a philosophy of life—even if 
you are not very conscious of it (as many people are not).  For example, the 
United States was founded on a philosophy of freedom, personal responsability, 
democracy, capitalism, etc.—and most Americans believe in these.  Notice how 

                                                           
 

16 Several Christian Fundamentalists are famous examples, as well as the recent scandal 
about pedophile priest in the Catholic Church.  



 
that philosophy has determined the wealth, power, and quality of life in the 
United States.  There is always philosophy behind everything, whether you 
are aware of it or not. 

For another vivid example of how philosophy determines behavior and 
controls our lives, let's look at terrorism.  Most terrorism is the direct result of 
certain philosophies: extremist religions.  Terrorists act the way they DO 
because of the way they THINK.  The sequence is THINK  DO  RESULTS= 
bombs.  

To change that (terrorist) behavior, you need to change the philosophy, the 
THINK, which produces it.  The more you attack terrorism with violence, the 
more you reinforce it.  The Law of Life here is:  Resistance Causes Persistence.  
The world will not be able to eliminate terrorism until it eliminates (by 
persuasion, not by force) the way of THINKing, the philosophies, that produce 
terrorism.  

You can see that philosophy is extremely powerful as what initiates the 
sequence (THINK DO HAVE).  It originates our results in life, be these 
“good” or “bad”.  Ergo, your philosophy gives you either power17 or destroys 
your power.  

So are philosophy in general, and your philosophy in particular, important?  
ABSOLUTELY!  It is the most important thing in your life because it is the 
foundation and guidance system, the THINK, behind all else.  

Given the overwhelming importance of philosophy, we can suspect that a 
wise philosopher would make sure that s/he has a good one, an accurate one; 
one that will assure hir power and take hir where s/he wants to go in life.  

We will come back to and investigate this “where you want to go in life" 
later.  

This brings us to our next two questions in our philosophizing:  
“How good is my philosophy, how accurate is it, how powerful is it?—
and  
“Can I improve my philosophy?”  Is it the best it can be?–because the 
quality of my life depends on this.  

The purpose of this book is to give you some ideas on how you can improve 
your philosophy. 

So let us continue: Full philosophy ahead! 

                                                           
 

17 “Power” in psycanics is the ability to produce the desired results, whatever these may 
be at the moment, in Love and win-win for all. “Power” in psycanics does not mean the 
use of force, threat, punishment, or violence to control and dominate others. 



 

 
WHAT IS LIFE ABOUT FOR YOU? 

WHAT DO YOU WANT IN LIFE? 
PART 1 

 
Theoretically, our next questions should be: What am I?  Who am I?  Where 

am I?  Where do I come from?  What am I doing here?  What is life?  What is the 
purpose of life?  How does life work?  Where, if anywhere, am I going?  Do I 
have a purpose in life, and if so what is it?  Do I have power, do I control life, or 
does life control me?  If I have power over my life, how much?  ―and how do I 
exercise that power?  ―and other such meta-questions about existence.  

You probably have answers to these questions.  Are they the ancient, 
standard answers of religions?  The answers that some religions offer are 
around 2000 years old.  Humankind’s knowledge and understanding of the 
universe has come a long way in those 2000 years in all fields—philosophy and 
spirituality included.  Today we have much, much better answers to those 
questions; and those old ones are, in fact, quite obsolete—as is almost 
everything in the past.  

As you progress through this book, we will present answers to many of 
these questions.  As the answers are sophisticated and complicated, we must 
build up to them. 

 
For the moment, we are going to limit ourselves to much simpler, but no less 

important questions:  
What do you want in life?  What are you seeking in life? 
Is that what you REALLY want in life?  Is that really valuable and 
important?  Are you really aimed in the right direction? 
What should you be seeking in life, if that is other than what you are 
seeking? 
Are you seeking what you want with methods that will work? 

 
Let’s start with the question: What do you want in life?  
Well, what do you want?  
Make a list of, say, 12 things, that you most want in life.  Go ahead and do it 

now, before you turn the page and continue our discussion.  You will get a lot 
more out of this book if you actually do the occasional exercises, than if you just 
read through them.  

Furthermore, we are going to use that list in several exercises, not just this 
first one.  So go ahead and write the 12 things in the space I have left for you 
here.  Then, you might find it useful to number (or re-order) them in order of 
their importance to you, 1 down to 12.   



 
The Twelve Things I Most Want in Life 
#                Random Order as I think of them 

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

  

 
 
   Re-ordered by Importance: 1 = Most Important, down to 12 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

12  

 



 

 
WHAT IS LIFE ABOUT FOR YOU?   

WHAT DO YOU WANT IN LIFE?  
PART 2 

 
In answer to that question, most people will list things like health, a love 
relationship, children, a nice home, new car, a career or profession, success, 
money or wealth, travel, recognition, prestige or fame, influence or power, to 
get to the top, etc.  For our purposes here, it makes no difference what you have 
listed, only that you have listed your goals.  Anything and everything you have 
identified is fine.  

It is important to be very clear on and sure of your goals in life.  There are 
two reasons for this.  

1. The first is that you are not likely to hit a target you haven't been 
aiming at.  To get where you want, you need to know where you are 
going.  

2. The second is that when you do hit the target, when you do get to 
the top of your mountain, you do not want to discover that you 
climbed the wrong mountain, that that goal is really not very 
important—as so many people discover in the latter stages of their 
lives.  For example, nobody on their deathbed looking back on their 
lives is likely to say: “I wish I had spent more time at the office”. 

So let us discover that mountain, the real mountain of life, now—and save 
you years of misdirected effort.  Let’s get very clear on your real goal in life 
now.  Because, you see, none of those things on your list is what you are really 
seeking in life.  Despite their appearances and your desire and attraction, none 
of them are of prime importance.  

You see, what you are really seeking in life is happiness, to be happy.  
Let's look at that statement and see if it is true.  Do you remember the Greek 

myth of King Midas?  He was a king to whom the gods granted one wish.  
Midas wished that everything he touched would turn to gold: he thought that 
that would make him the happiest of mortals.  However, he soon regretted his 
wish.  When he tried to eat, his food, on touching his mouth, turned to the 
inedible metal.  When he embraced his daughter, she transformed into a golden 
statue.  And so on.  He quickly became the most miserable of men, and begged 
the gods to be relieved of his gift.  

What you really seek in life is your happiness.  You want those things 
because you THINK they are going to make you happy.  This is a mirage we 
hope to dispel in this book.  

We can start to dispel that illusion by observing that, like Midas, if anything 
that you want should make you unhappy, you will try to get rid of it or get 
away from it.  

 



 
For example, let’s take a big and almost universal goal of humans: marriage 

(including in this term couple / love relationships, whatever the form or 
duration).  Why do people marry?  If you are married or want to be, why are 
you considering such a drastic move?  (Especially considering that about 90+% 
of all marriages fail18—you can get better odds in Las Vegas.)  

Do you not get married because you think you will be happier married than 
not?  Are you not seeking the experiences love and joy that are the elixir of 
happiness in and from your marriage?  Do you not marry to be happy?  Have 
you ever heard of anyone who got married to suffer?  That may be how it turns 
out, but was that ever the plan going in?  

Ergo: The purpose of marriage is happiness.  
What is the purpose of divorce?  

When the relationship / marriage turns sour (as most will19) and becomes a 
source of problems, conflicts and unhappiness, what do you do?  Do you not try 
to end it, to divorce (or just leave), or at least stay away from your partner as 
much as possible? 20   

Why do you divorce?  
You divorce to be happy: i.e. the same reason you got married!  
You got married to be happy; and you get divorced to be happy.  
It's not the marriage or the divorce that is the purpose for your decisions and 

actions: it is your happiness.  What you seek in life is your happiness.  All 
humans do.  Where they differ is in the means they think will take them to that 
end, not in the end itself.  

 

Law: The Ultimate Motivation of all human behavior is one’s 
happiness 

We can repeat this motivation observation on anything and everything in 
your life.  For example, you take a new job and you are happy with it.  
However, if it eventually becomes unpleasant enough, a source of unhappiness, 
you will quit and look for something happier.  If you are living short of money, 

                                                           
 

18 50% end in divorce.  Most others are in negative energy and the people stay together 
for external reasons such as religion, children, property, reputation, etc.  
19 There are the exact reasons why marriages go bad, a story I tell in other places. 
Psycanics pinpoint what is necessary to make a marriage and any other relationship 
work. 
20 Unless your religion requires you to stay together in spite of your unhappiness.  In 
this case, you think it is happier for you in the long run to stay in the unhappy marriage 
to avoid God's punishment (very unhappy), or to secure God reward (even greater 
happiness later). In either case your decision is always made the according to your 
estimation of your greater happiness over what ever timeframe you consider most 
important. 



 
so that leaving the job is worrisome or fearsome, you do whatever causes you 
the least unhappiness, which is the relative happiness.  If your fear of no money 
is worse than your dislike of the job, you will stay in the job.  If your dislike of 
the job is more unhappiness than your fear of no money, you will leave the job.  
YOU ALWAYS TAKE THE CHOICE OF GREATEST HAPPINESS.  When you 
have to choose between two “evils”, you will take the one of least pain, which is 
the happier of the two.  

This principle of DO and seeking things (HAVE) because you think they will 
make you happy, and abandoning them if they make you unhappy is 
unwavering.  The ultimate motivation of all human behavior and effort is 
one's own happiness.  This is a primary Law of Life.  It can be proved for any 
and all human behavior and there are NO exceptions.  

What you really need to profoundly understand and very, very few people ever 
do, is that you are seeking your happiness.  

YOU SEEK YOUR HAPPINESS.   
You have no choice about it: you cannot not seek your happiness.  

Ready, Aim, Go 

If you are not consciously aiming at your real target in life: 
happiness;  

you have no reason to expect to hit it. 
If you aim at all those other things, you may or may not hit them, but even if 

you do, that is absolutely no guarantee whatsoever that you will be happy.  
Notice that there are many people who have most or all of those things and they 
are not happy.  Hollywood, to name one place, is full and famous for such 
people.  Americans in general have much more of such things than most of the 
rest of the world—at the same time that the unhappiness suppression 
businesses, those that make and sell drugs that change or suppress negative 
feelings (alcohol, tobacco, tranquilizers, barbiturates (e.g. Valium, Prozac, etc) 
are thriving and booming.  

All your efforts, all your goals, and all your relationships are your attempts 
to get to happiness; they are not happiness itself.  Nor can they in and by 
themselves bring you happiness.  Many people have all of those things you 
want and are not happy.  As we shall prove, nothing external to you can ever 
produce your happiness.  

Happiness is your real target in life.  You must deeply understand that and 
reorient your efforts to climb that mountain, or you will never get very far up it.  

Very few people ever do achieve much happiness, a statement that will 
become more real as we define what happiness is in the next section 

.  



 

Chapter 2 
Happiness:  

What is IT?  and Where is IT? 

Once you understand that your happiness is what you seek in life, then 
“poof”: our philosophy genie materializes two new questions: (That is a 
problem with philosophy: every time you answer a question, two or three more 
jump out at you.)  

1- What is happiness?  And  

2- What causes or produces happiness?  
Let's tackle “What is happiness?” first.  
#1—WHAT IS HAPPINESS 

Happiness is a state of positive experience all the time. 
As your primary experience is your emotions, we can rephrase this to say: 
Happiness is a state of positive feeling, of positive emotions all the time.  

Happiness is continual, permanent, impervious, and impregnable to external 
events.  It is a state wholly free of all negative emotions21, free of all UPS:  
Definition: UPS: abbreviation Unhappiness, Pain, & Suffering.   
UPS and “pain” always referring to psycanic = mental and emotional pain and 
suffering, unless physical pain is specified.  UPS is any degree of unhappiness, 
of negative feeling or negative emotion.  We will be using this acronym 
frequently as it is opposite of Happiness.  The only UPS that exists in life is 
your negative emotions.  

Happiness is a state of positive emotions,  
every day, all day, and day after day. 

 
Let's examine that “all the time" first.  The state of Happiness is all the time, 

or it does not exist.  If you live bouncing up and down the spectrum of 
emotions, sometimes feeling good, and other times feeling bad, then you are not 
happy.  If you live with anything more than extremely infrequent, very short 
bouts of negative emotions (that you immediately discreate), you do not 
qualify as happy.  Happiness is all the time, or it isn't.  

                                                           
 

21 The negative emotions include all forms of unpleasant or painful feelings: They 
include: hostility, anger, frustration, anxiety, fear, worry, impatience, panic, jealousy, 
envy, guilt, resentment, hate, sadness, grief, sorrow, depression, apathy, defeat, 
desperation, and all experiences of low self-esteem, to name a few.  



 
To help you see why all the time is critical to our definition of Happiness, 

let's use the analogies of health and of wealth.  
If a person has money in the bank one day; but the next, they are thousands 

of dollars in debt; and then an hour later, they are in the black again, and then 
suddenly they are back in the red; but a day later, they are in the black again, 
only to fall into the red again that afternoon, and this bouncing back and forth 
between red and black is all they ever do, would you say they are wealthy?  

If a person is sick one minute, then is healthy the next minute, and then is 
sick again an hour later, and then healthy that evening, but sick again in the 
morning, and so on: back and forth; would you say that that person is truly 
healthy?  Hardly, right? 

Most people spend their whole lives with recurring activations of their 
negative emotions.  That is not happiness.  For most humans, no matter how 
high their up moments, these soon pass; and they find themselves over and 
over again in boredom, anger, guilt, anxiety, worry, fear, sadness, grief, despair, 
depression, resentments, hate, sorrow, traumatic memories, emptiness, etc.  If 
you live bouncing up and down, in, out, and around in your negative emotions, 
victim of your addictions (food, alcohol, tobacco, tranquilizers, anti-depressants, 
drugs, workaholic, etc.) and with problems and conflicts in your relationships: 
this is not a condition of Happiness.  

 
Happiness, like health and wealth, is a continual, permanent, and 

impregnable positive experiential state of FEELing—or it is non-existent.  
We can observe that very, very few humans fulfill this definition of Happy. 

There aren’t many human beings who are totally free of negative emotions and 
in positive emotion all the time.  Not because they cannot be, but because they 
do not know how, and cannot do the work on themselves necessary to be 
Happy.  This lack of knowledge is what we seek to remedy in this book.  

 
However, the real question is not how happy others are: the real questions 

are: 
 
 



 

ARE YOU HAPPY? 
 

Are you totally free of negative emotions, of pain and suffering, and  
living in a constant experience of self-love, joy, and enthusiasm for life? 

 
 
 
If not:  

Can you be happier than you are now?  
And above all: 

Can you reach the state of Happiness? 
This I will answer: Yes, you can—absolutely.   

Is it fast or easy: NO. 
 

Next question:  
Are you willing to dedicate your life to your Happiness?  

You are already doing so, whether you realize it or not. The ultimate 
motivation of every human behavior is one’s own happiness. The question is: 
Is what you are DOing now, how you operate your life now, effective (Power-
full) in taking you to your Happiness.  

The answer to this is NO. What you THINK DO22 (know, act & apply) 
until now has taken you to where you are now. If you want more and better 
results, you must apply more and better knowledge. It is insanity to continue 
to operate your life with the THINK DO you have now and expect better 
results.  So the question now is: 

 
Are you willing to dedicate time and effort to  

study the nature of Happiness, and  
to apply the knowledge and methods to yourself? 

 
If not, then there is no sense in your continuing to read this book, because it 

is about how to be Happy all the time, no matter what. If you are willing, then 
continue, because this book introduces you to exactly how to be Happy.  

                                                           
 

22 THINK means everything you have and do in your mind, including your knowledge, 
desires and plans. THINK guides ACTIONS to produce. 



 

 
What is Happiness? 

 
Part 2 

 
We have established the validity of the statement that Happiness is all the 

time or it does not exist for said person. Now, let us examine the second part of 
our definition of Happiness: your state of emotions. Here is a law that you can 
prove for yourself by trying to find an exception in your own life. 

 
HAPPINESS IS PURELY EMOTIONAL: 

 
Happiness is purely experiential, it is how you feel. Your primary experience 

= feeling in life23, your strongest and most important feelings, are your 
emotions; so much so that we can state: Happiness is purely emotional.  

 
Positive emotions are happiness; and  

Negative emotions are UPS: Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering. 
 

You know if you are happy or not by checking how you feel. Your happiness 
is how you feel, and ONLY how you feel.  

Verify the validity of these statements for yourself. Try to find any event 24or 
situation in your life that is happy or unhappy apart from your emotional 
experience about the event. Try to identify any event or moment of happiness 
that is not made so by your positive emotions. Likewise, try to identify any time 
you have experienced any flavor of UPS (Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering) that is 
not made so by your emotions.  

You will not be able to do this: events themselves are just events. In 
themselves, they are not happy or unhappy. Events have no feelings, no 
emotions: you have to put the emotion there. (There is a mechanism in you that 
does this, about which you will learn later.)  Your happiness or pain in life is 

                                                           
 

23 We are interested only in psycanic experience for the moment, not physical. Positive 
physical experience is defined as Pleasure, not Happiness.  
24 An “event” in science is any perception of anything, usually of a change in the 
environment. It can be anything that happens, any change in a situation, any change in 
form, color or temperature of an object, any movement of anything, the arrival or 
departure of any thing or person, anything a person says or does, and so on. In its 
general definition, it means any person, thing, occurrence, situation or circumstance.  



 
never the events; but how you feel, your emotions, during and after those 
events.  

For example, two women become pregnant. One is overjoyed; the other is 
angry, fearful, and depressed.  (Notice that both situations occur every day 
around the world.) The event is the same; however their emotions, their 
experience = Happiness or UPS are opposites. Furthermore, the same woman 
may be happy about one pregnancy and unhappy about another one. The event 
is the same in all cases, and is just the event; it is their emotions that determine 
their happiness or suffering, not the event.   

 
EVENTS NEVER CAUSE PSYCANIC EXPERIENCE 

Your first reaction might be: Well, events cause my emotions so it comes out 
to the same thing.  However, this is not so. Events never cause your emotions.  

We just proved this with the example of the pregnancies above. Same event 
in each case; totally different emotions.  Therefore, the event is not the cause of 
the emotions. Were it true Cause, it would have to Cause the same experience in 
all humans every time (like sugar, or salt or fire or ice do).  We will come back 
to this shortly. 

The idea that external events cause your emotions, make you suffer or can 
make you happy, is one of the 12 Great Hallucinations25 of humanity.  Just as 
for thousands of years, people thought that the earth was flat and that the sun 
revolved around it, so do most people think that external events cause their 
emotions.  

At the effect of the flat earth illusion, people would not sail far out to sea. 
Lost in the hallucination that external events cause the emotions, people waste 
their lives in the External Quest26 of trying to control external events to be 
happy. This is not only futile; it is impossible. Trying to control externals27 to be 
Happy is to live like Don Quixote: jostling with windmills.  

If externals were the cause of human emotions, then the same event would 
cause the same emotion in every human every time. Scientifically, Cause-Effect 
relationships must be Consistent or they do not exist. We see this Consistency of 
Cause-Effect when dealing with physical events such as light, fire and sound; or 
salt, sugar, and chile peppers. These events always cause the same experience to 
everybody all the time. Fire always burns; sugar always tastes sweet, and a chile 

                                                           
 

25 Six of these are mentioned in the book.  
26 All efforts to control external events to stop UPS or to cause oneself happiness. As 
external events do not cause internal (emotional) experience, the External Quest is 
impossible.  
27 Externals: short for External Events: any thing, person, occurrence, or situation.  



 
pepper is always “picante28” to everybody, every time that they experience the 
corresponding event.   

However, when we deal with non-physical experiences like thoughts and 
emotions, we find there is no correspondence whatsoever between an external 
event and the internal, emotional experience of human beings. For any given 
event, some people experience negative emotions, some people experience no 
emotion, and others experience positive emotions, all varying from person to 
person.  

For example, if any given person dies: some people suffer, some people are 
indifferent, some people are glad. The death of a person does not cause grief or 
celebration, or it would cause the same feelings to everyone. This inconsistency 
of Cause-Effect is proof that nothing external ever causes emotions.  

If you hold one factor constant (the external event), and the other factor 
varies (the experience of the person), then the Cause of that variance must be 
within that which varies, the person. There is no other possibility of Cause. 
Variance can’t be caused by that which does not vary.  

(The above is a short summary of a much longer, more formal proof that can 
be found in the book EMOTIONS, LOVE, & HAPPINESS.)  

 
ANOTHER PROOF THAT EVENTS NEVER CAUSE HAPPINESS 

We can see from yet another observation that external events do not cause 
happiness. You remember those things on your want list?  

Are there people who have one of those things and are not happy?  
Are there people who have most or all of those things and are not 
happy?  
Are there people who lack some of those things and are happy?  
Are there people who lack most or all of those things and are happy?  

The answer to every question is yes. There are people who have every 
material advantage, all fame and fortune, and are neurotically unhappy, driven 
to drink and drugs (legal and illegal).  Hollywood, the sports world, and the 
pop/rock music worlds are famous for highly successful, highly unhappy, 
neurotic people. A Buddhist monk, on the other hand, renounces everything but 
two robes and a begging bowl, yet s/he may live in a high level of serenity and 
joy all the time: our definition of happiness.  

No matter what external situation or combination of “HAVE” or “NOT 
HAVE” you choose, the experience of the human beings living with that 
external situation varies from very negative to very positive. There is no Cause-
Effect relation between external events and internal human experience. 

                                                           
 

28 Spanish for anything that “pica”: “picks” you= bites or stings. When applied to taste, 
is the equivalent of “spicy hot” in English.  



 
You may think you understand this intellectually now, but it will probably 

take years for you to really get it.  That’s ok: the extrication of the spirit from 
materiality takes a long time. 

 

It is extremely important that you understand  
all this if you ever want to be happy. 

 
Happiness is PURELY emotional. It is HOW YOU FEEL, not what you 

have or what you are doing, or what happens to you, or whom you are with.  

You achieve happiness, not by controlling the externals of your life, but by 
DIRECTLY controlling your emotions irrelevant of the externals. 

Your emotions are internally generated, psycanic energies: they are not at 
the effect of physical things and events (unless you fail to control them). Events 
do not cause your emotions, do not cause your UPS, and they can never 
produce true happiness.  

 
To be happy, you don’t have to control the external events of your life—

which is great news as nobody has the power to control most of the events of 
their lives.  You only have to learn to control your emotions; with psycanics, this 
control is fairly easy.  

 
Furthermore, controlling the externals29 of your life, getting everything you 

want, will still not guarantee you happiness (and will often take you further 
from it)—remember Hollywood. On the following page are two graphs. The 
first shows how most people live emotionally all their lives. The second shows 
how psycanics teaches you to live.  

                                                           
 

29 “Externals” is short for external anything outside of you, the BEing; anything physical 
such as: objects, actions, events, situations, other people, etc.; anything external to your 
consciousness, mind and emotions.  



 

Comparison Graphs of:  1- How most people live emotionally; versus  
2- What is Happiness, the Purpose of your studies of psycanics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

I repeat because this concept is so important: You achieve happiness not by 
controlling the externals of your life, but by DIRECTLY controlling your 

emotions, irrelevant of the externals.  
Thus, you do not need ANY externals to be happy. Moreover, none of the 

externals in the world will assure your happiness. 
You can eliminate all negative emotions from your life and create a state of 

all positive emotions all the time. (You will learn the theory of this in this book. 
The full technology requires additional study and practice.)  

You can reach a state in which no external can make you suffer, and you 
don´t need any particular external to be happy. You can be happy all the time 
no matter the external world—and this is the ONLY way you will ever be 
truly happy.  

This is the only way you will ever be truly happy because: 1- the external 
world (events) are always changing and you will never control the external 
world to any great extent.  As long as you have your happiness, your emotional 
life, pegged to the external world, there is no hope for your happiness.  

A truly Wise, Powerful and Love-ing30 person is able to maintain hir 
positive emotional state all the time no matter what. This is one of the things 
you will be learning to do by studying Psycanic Philosophy: how to be happy 
all the time no matter the external events and situations of your life, no matter 
what happens to you or around you.  

This is to free yourself of the world.  Negative events will no longer be able 
to cause you suffering, and you will be free of all neurotic compulsion to control 
others and the world, to force “positive” events or accumulate material things to 
try to feel good. There is no true happiness without this freedom from the 
world. “Be in the world, but be not of it.”  

Is it easy to achieve this level of power, freedom and happiness?  
Absolutely not!  It is the most difficult enterprise you will ever undertake, and 
it will take you years, a lifetime, to achieve it.  

However, note, you have nothing better, nothing more important to do, then 
to work on your happiness.  

That is all that you do anyway. Your happiness is the ultimate motivation of 
all your efforts and actions in life. The problem is not your motivation, nor any 
lack of effort; the problem has been your lack of the right knowledge, your lack 
of the correct philosophy.  

On the bright side, this Quest for Your Happiness is the most challenging 
and fascinating voyage on which you will ever embark: the adventure of 
discovering the fullness of your true Self. Fortunately, it comes little by little and 
your path is always up; every day you improve. 

 

                                                           
 

30 Wisdom, Power & Love all have very special meanings and importances in psycanics, 
which will become clearer later.  



 

Your Philosophy and Your Happiness 
 

Is your happiness important to you?  
Is there anything more important to you than your happiness?  
If you say that there is some thing more important and name that goal.  Then 

I would ask you: “How will you feel if you fail to achieve that goal?”   
And you will have to respond: “Pretty bad.  It would be an unhappy, even 

painful failure.”  
So then, I would ask you: “So the pain of whom are you trying to avoid, and 

the happiness of whom are you trying to produce, by achieving that goal?”  
And you will have to respond: “Mine”.  
So, we see that you want that goal to be happy—which puts us right back 

where we started: your happiness is the ultimate motivation of all your efforts 
in life.  There is nothing more important to you than your happiness. That goal 
is only your current idea of how to achieve your happiness. 

 
Furthermore, we can prove that happiness is the ultimate motivation of 

every human behavior, from heroism to terrorism, and that there are zero 
exceptions to this law. (You will find the formal proof of this in my other 
writings.)  

Now that we have seen that happiness is the ultimate motivation of all your 
efforts in life, we can come back to the issue of your philosophy of life.  

The purpose of any philosophy is happiness. The purpose of any 
philosophy is to describe the “good life” and tell you how to lead it. All 
philosophies are “THINKs” (ideas) to guide DOs to produce the HAVE of 
Happiness. Life works: 

 

THINK  DO  HAVE. 
 
Some philosophies /religions tell you that the world is a place of tribulations 

and tears, a valley of sin and suffering. Therefore, you should not expect much 
happiness in the here and now. BUT if you successfully navigate the trials and 
tribulations and abstain from enraging God (as if that were possible: how 
arrogant is the human being!), then you will finally be rewarded with happiness 
in the heavens.  Religions try to justify suffering31 and bait the hook to get your 
allegiance with the promise of eventual happiness. No matter what the 
philosophy/religions, the final purpose is always happiness.  

The objective of your existence is to be happy (and happy here and now, 
rather than waiting for some nebulous afterlife.) The purpose of your 

                                                           
 

31 In this book, you will learn the true Cause of ALL UPS (Unhappiness, Pain & 
Suffering).  



 
philosophy of life is to guide you to your objective, to your happiness. Your 
philosophy of life is your model and plan of the world that you hope will 
conduct you to happiness.  

So, the question no longer is: “Am I a philosopher or not?”  The question 
now is: “How accurate, how effective, how good, is my philosophy?”  Is my 
philosophy good enough, accurate enough, as a map of life to take me to my 
happiness?   

That question is equivalent to “Will I ever achieve happiness ―or not?   
So, will you?  Will you ever achieve any significant degree of happiness?  
If your philosophy is inadequate to the task of producing your happiness, 

the answer to that question is no.  
Notice that “no happiness” is the situation of 99.99% of humanity. Look 

around at the people you know, and at the planet in general, you will see that 
very few philosophies are equal to the task of producing happiness, as 
demonstrated by the fact that there are very few truly happy human beings.  

And don't be fooled by the mask that everyone puts on to the world, that 
they are fine and happy.  Underneath the mask, human beings are a seething 
cauldron of negative emotions, although many have learned to suppress them—
or at least not show them.   

Some people have learned to suppress their emotions internally, turning 
themselves “wooden”.  The cost of suppressing your negative emotions is that 
you also negate any experience of love, joy and happiness.  You cannot 
suppress the negative emotions without also suppressing the positive ones: 
suppression of feeling suppresses all feelings.   

Billions of others have turned to the help of a long menu of substances and 
chemical suppressants: food, alcohol, tobacco, caffeine, tranquilizers, 
barbiturates, Prozac, Xanax, Valium, marijuana, cocaine, to name a few.  

Others have turned to many other methods to ignore, change, or suppress 
their negative experience, methods we will see later in this book.  

The purpose of this book is to introduce you to the concepts you need to 
achieve happiness and love, especially self-love, all the time.  

 
The first step to your happiness is to eliminate UPS: Unhappiness, Pain & 

Suffering. The second step is to create Love, Happiness & Joy.  
 
 

SUMMARY 
 

What every human being is seeking in life is hir happiness: to be in positive 
emotions: satisfaction, enthusiasm, love and joy all the time.  The only 
difference between one person and another is HOW they THINK they can 
achieve happiness, i.e. their philosophy.  

Almost all of the ideas on use on this planet are wrong anyway, wrong 
meaning that they don’t work; they don’t produce happiness.  



 
As we shall prove, happiness is an internal experiential state and you can 

only achieve it by becoming impervious to external conditions. As long as you 
are looking for it in what you DO or what you HAVE (including 
RELATIONships)32 you will never find it. It isn’t there; it is inside of you.  As 
long as you are looking for it externally, there is no hope for your Happiness, 
because you will NEVER be able to control externals sufficiently to avoid all 
negative events and Cause sufficient positive ones: NEVER.  

If you do not put Happiness as your main goal in life, ahead of anything 
in your external circumstances (RELATE, DO, HAVE), you may or may not 
achieve those external things, but you have no reason to expect to achieve 
Happiness.  

And even if you do achieve your ideal external circumstances, it is 
absolutely no guarantee of Happiness, and in fact, may contribute to your 
unhappiness.  .  

To achieve Happiness, as to achieve anything, you must study it and 
understand it. Power is defined in psycanics as the ability to produce the 
desired results33.  Knowledge is Power: THINK DO HAVE.  

                                                           
 

32 RELATE: The area of your life involving with communication and dealing with 
others. DO: all your actions, behaviors, habits, etc. HAVE: Everything you possess: job, 
money, house, jewelry, art, car, position, status, etc.  
33 Power in psycanics refers to your personal power to produce your desired results, 
your goals in life, but as to Happiness itself and as to material things. It does not mean 
egoist power and domination of others through force or economics.  



 

 
Step 1 to Happiness is the 

THE ELIMINATION OF UPS:   
Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering 

 
You must learn to free yourself of all negative emotional energy  

as the first step to Happiness. 
 

The second step is to learn to live continually increasing your 
amount and experience of positive energies. 

 
You cannot expect to successfully fill the  

ship of your happiness with positive energy  
while it is full of holes leaking in negative energy. 

 



 

Chapter 3 
Polarity 

One of the most basic factors that you need to understand to control life, to 
end pain and suffering and to be happy, is the phenomenon of Polarity. Almost 
all of the important forms of experience34 are polarities. Polarity is so important 
that we can say inerrably that the person who does not understand the Laws 
of Polarity will never eliminate UPS (Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering) from 
hir life.  The price of ignorance of Polarity is suffering.  

A polarity is an idea, a concept that is then pulled and stretched into two 
opposing directions, towards two extremes or poles. This creates a spectrum, a 
range, of degrees of experience between those two poles.  

Polarity spectrums in the physical universe include: light—dark; big—little; 
color; the electromagnetic radiation spectrum; harder-soft; sharp-dull; and so 
on.  No experience is possible until the concept is stretched into a spectrum. If 
everything was the same temperature, you could have no experience of hot or 
cold, and “temperature” itself could only be a mental concept. It could not be an 
experience because you know nothing else but that one temperature. . There 
would be no contrasts, nothing else against which to perceive temperature. (If 
everything were red, you would have no concept of color.) 

An example will help make the concept of spectrum clear. The temperature 
spectrum is one that you are surely familiar with.  Its two poles are hot and-
cold. The temperature of anything can range from absolute zero a minus 459 F 
(chilly)—to about 100,000,000 F (sizzling) in the center of a supernova at the 
time of its explosion. The Temperature Spectrum consists of the 100,000,459 
degrees F between those two poles (give or take a few million degrees.)  

 
However, we are interested in the polarity spectrums of your non-physical 

experience, your psycanic experience. The Psycanic Polarity Spectrums of 
most interest include:  

 Cause-Effect 
 Wise—Stupid 
 Able—Unable 
 Success—Failure 
 Valuable—Worthless 
 Happiness—UPS 

                                                           
 

34 Experience: anything that you can perceive or feel in any way. You have both physical 
experiences, and non-physical= psycanic experiences, such as your thoughts, emotions, 
love, self-esteem, memories, ideas, values, etc.   
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 Love-Anti-Love. 
 The Emotions  
(From the deepest negative (depression) to the highest positive (ecstasy.) 
 Good-Bad  
 Affinity-Aversion 
 Acceptance—Resistance 
 Integration—Separation 
 Life—Death 
 Essence—AntiEssence35.  

 
 
THE LAWS OF POLARITY 

There are a few Laws of Polarity that you must understand to understand 
how your experience= your Happiness—UPS function. 

1 Both poles of a polarity must exist. You can’t have one pole without the 
other.  

 Corollary: You cannot have a spectrum without two poles. 
(Any two points become poles and create a spectrum between them.)  

 Corollary: You cannot have one side of a spectrum without the 
other side. In other words: 

YOU CAN’T HAVE POSITIVE WITHOUT NEGATIVE. 
 

Dichotomy: A dichotomy is a special case of a polarity where there are two 
opposites, two poles, but there is no spectrum in between. For example, male—
female is a dichotomy. Most of the rules of polarity still apply and we include 
dichotomies within the concept of Polarity.  

2 Polarity creates Relativity: Everything is relative: You can not define any 
position on a polarity spectrum except relative to another point on the 
spectrum.  Two examples: 

a. Are you hot or cold? Relative to ice, you are hot. Relative to boiling 
water, you are cold. You can’t say what you are or where you are on the 
spectrum, except as relative to some other point.  You cannot say you are a 
father or mother except relative to your offspring.  
b. You can only detect one color relative to a different color. You can’t 
perceive a white figure on a white background, or a red figure on a red 
background.  You must have a different color to show up any given color.   
                                                           
 

35 The Essence-AntiEssence Polarity, which is also the God-Man Polarity, will be 
explained later in the book. It is the most important of all the Polarities, along with 
Good-Bad.   
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Major Law: You can know and appreciate one side of a spectrum 
(i.e. the positive side) only to the degree that you have experienced the 
other (i.e. negative) side of the spectrum. Two examples:  

c. The farther apart two colors; the more contrast (difference) between 
them, the better you will note them. Light green to dark green is little 
contrast; black to white, or red to yellow, is most noticeable.  
d. The farther apart the poles of your temperature spectrum experience, 
the better. You will understand “temperature” much better by holding ice 
and then burning yourself with hot coffee, than you will playing with two 
things of only slightly different temperatures.  
The last two Laws of Polarity are of particular importance:  

It is impossible for positive experience to exist  
without negative experience also existing. 

You can know and appreciate positive experience only  
to the degree that you have known negative experience. 

 
An example will help to make this last law clear.  

A. You most appreciate a warm house when you come inside from a 
blizzard. You most appreciate an air-conditioned room when you come 
inside on a hot, sweaty day. You most appreciate health when you are 
sick. You most appreciate wealth (money) when you have been poor.  
B. Furthermore, to continue appreciating any polar experience, you 
must occasionally go to the other side of the polarity to refresh your 
experience of that other side. For example, if you stay a long time in a 
warm room and become completely warm and accustomed to it, you will 
lose the consciousness and appreciation of the warmth that you had 
when you first came in from the cold. You must go back into the cold to 
re-awaken your experience of the cold and then back into warm to refresh 
your awareness and appreciation of warmth. 

Our universe absolutely requires polarities. Existence would be gray, dull 
and boring without them.  Life is juicy (full of experience) to the extent that you 
move back and forth between the poles. If you stay in any one experience too 
long, your senses become dulled to it. (Compare how you feel when you first 
fall in love to after 10 years in a marriage). 

 
Life is the play of opposites, and the play between opposites. 
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We indicate the major concepts (Love, SPace, Cause, Victim, etc) by 

capitalizing the first letter, and most of these are Polarities. However, when it is 
necessary to emphasize the polarity of a concept we will add +/- after the word.  

 
1.-   Emotions, or Emotions-/+, means the positive and the negative 

emotions.  
2.-   Love or Love-/+, means positive love= +love, and negative love= 

antilove. 
 

The concept of Polarity and the concept of Reality (in the next chapter) are 
fundamental to all the rest of our discussion in this book. 

The TAO symbol (shown here as part of the psycanics logo) represents 
Polarity and the world as a play of opposites, each creating the other. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

Chapter 4 
Reality & Truth 

 
 
Since the beginning, philosophers have argued about the nature of reality, of 

mind and matter, about what is real and not real, and about Truth; questions 
among the 12 Great Questions of Philosophy.  

The concept of Reality and of TRUTH in psycanics answers these millenary 
questions. They are sophisticated concepts, although not very complicated ones, 
all things considered.  Understanding the answers is necessary to resolve many 
of the problems of existence including experience, creation and discreation, 
communication and negotiation, and relationships.  

 
INTRODUCTION TO THE CONCEPT OF REALITY 

Everything that exists is made of energy. Energy takes infinitude36 of kinds 
and forms. Each form of energy is a reality. A reality is any mass, any form, any 
kind, any agglomeration of energy. A reality is energy “pressed” into a certain 
modulation, thereby making it something particular and unique. Every object 
and every form of radiant energy (heat, light, sound, etc) is a reality. A reality is 
energy with an identity. Everything that exists is a reality.   

We can divide realities into two basic classes: physical and psycanic. 
Physical realities include everything that exists in the physical universe. A table 
is a reality; a book is a reality; an apple is a reality; your body is a reality, every 
sound is a reality; a star is a reality; heat is a reality, and so on. The physical 
universe is the sum of all the realities in it.  

Psycanic realities are those that are not physical. Your thoughts and your 
emotions are not physical: they can’t be detected or measured with physical 
instruments.  You can’t go to the hardware store and say: “Give me a yard of 
love, a pound of great ideas, and a cubic foot of joy”.  However, the fact that 
they are not physical in no way means that they do not exist: you know they 
exist: you live your thoughts and emotions every day.  If they exist, then they 
are realities. As they can’t be detected or measured with physical instruments, 
they are meta-physical realities, realities beyond the physical universe.  We call 
such beyond-the-physical realities psycanic realities. Psycanic realities are those 
realities that are made of psycanic = trans-physical energy. Psycanics is the 
science of psycanic realities.  

 

                                                           
 

36 A multitude approaching infinity in number 



 
 

The two kinds of psycanic realities you are most familiar with are thought 
and emotions. (There are others.)  

 
MENTAL PSYCANIC REALITIES: THOUGHT = ALL MIND 

CONTENT 
 

You have many kinds of thoughts: memories, data, knowledge, ideas, mental 
images, programs, paradigms, beliefs, values, imaginations, visions, dreams, 
and so on. Every one of these is a psycanic reality, a mind energy reality, a 
mental object made of thought-frequency energy.   

EMOTIONAL PSYCANIC REALITIES: ALL THE EMOTIONS 
 

Likewise you have many flavors of emotion: hostility, anger, worry, anxiety, 
fear, panic, terror, hate, resentment, guilt, frustration, desperation, sadness, 
sorrow, grief, apathy, despair, and depression, and so on. Every one of these is a 
psycanic reality; a mass of emotion-frequency energy.  

 
EXPERIENCE 

EXPERIENCE is a major concept in psycanics. Your experience is everything 
you can sense= perceive= feel= know. (These are the same phenomenon: 
Consciousness at work.)  The only thing that exists for you is your experience. 
The ONLY motivation of ALL human behavior is to control one’s experience.  

 

Realities and Experience are Cause and Effect:    
Realities cause Experience.  

Experience is the Effect of Realities. 
 

All your experience is the effect, the impact, the action, of a reality on your 
consciousness which is your ability to perceive = experience. Realities cause 
experience; experience is the effect of realities (on consciousness).  

 

Physical realities cause physical experiences;  
Psycanic realities cause psycanic experience. 

 
The control of your experience is the ultimate motivation of all human effort. 

You want to produce the experience of Happiness. You can control your 



 
Experience by learning to create and discreate your realities. This is a major 
objective of psycanics: to rehabilitate your psican ability to create and discreate.  

 
REAL 

Do not confuse the word “real” with “reality”.  Real means that the reality 
that is being perceived, is being experienced, in present time.  

Ordinary English uses the word “real” to mean “really exists” as in “not 
imaginary,” i.e. “not of the mind.” However, everything in your mind including 
your mental “image-ations” are realities, and they are real whenever you are 
experiencing=perceiving them—and not real when you are not, just as physical 
realities are. The ordinary English meaning of real is completely un-
philosophical, and is useless and counter-productive for your personal power to 
control life.  

Thus, a reality may or may not be real at any given moment. For example, I 
have a pen in my hand.  

That pen is a reality for both of us; it exists.  
It is real for me because I can perceive it, I see it and I feel it.  
It is not real for you because you do not perceive it.  
I am thinking about that pen. That thought is a reality for both of us; it 
exists—although you can’t perceive it yourself, you can understand 
and accept that I am thinking about it.   
The thought is real for me because I can perceive it, I think it, I “see” it 
in my mind   
The thought is not real for you because you do not perceive it.  
I am thinking about the planet Pluto. Pluto is a reality because it exists. 
It is not real for either of us (unless we are looking at it through a 
telescope.)  

 
Reality means it exists; Real means that it is being experienced in the 

present moment. The universe consists of an almost infinite number of realities. 
Only a few hundred of these are real for you at any given moment. In addition, 
if you close your eyes and cover your ears, most of these will no longer be real 
for you. However, they continue to be realities. Therefore, we have REAL 
Realities and NOT REAL Realities ―those that are not in present time 
experience.  

All of the things you wish to eliminate from your life are realities, and all the 
things you wish to make real (create) in your life are realities. The only thing 
you do in life is try to make things real or not real.  

This is important because later you will learn how to make your experience 
NO LONGER REAL, no longer existing, by discreating the causing realities. 
This is how you eliminate negative experience from your life. However, few 
people do this (discreate realities): most try to make their experience NOT-



 
REAL by resisting.  This does not work:  Resistance Causes Pain & Persistence: 
Laws we will see in this book.  .  

 
 
REALITY AND TRUTH 

Reality and truth are very different concepts. Every idea is a mental reality; 
it exists. However, relatively few realities are TRUTH. For example, here is a list 
of (mental) realities. How many are TRUE? 

1. The moon is made of green cheese. 
2. The Bible is the word of God. 
3. The Atlantic Ocean is bigger than the Pacific. 
4. All sinners will go to hell. 
5. Men will be living on Mars by the year 2005.  
6. Jesus Christ is the only son of God.  
7. Get married and live happily ever after.  
8. My religion is the only true religion. 
9. White men can't jump. 
10. Only people in my religion can get into heaven. Therefore, other 

religions are wrong and worthless.  
11. Little red men live on Saturn. Little blue men live on Mars.  
12. God cares what wo/men do.  
13. You, a puny mortal, can anger God if you break Her commandments.  
14. We are saved through our faith in Jesus Christ.  
15. Women are smarter than men are; except that. . .   
16. Dwarfs fewer than 3 feet tall are smarter than women are. 
17. The universe consists of ONE BEING dividing ITSELF into Many in 

order to play with ITSELF.  
18. Man is one of the sensory organs of God. God experiences through 

Man everything that Man experiences.  
19. God loves sex and experiences it through all of HIR creatures, 

Humankind included.  
Notice that there is no end to listing realities: we could go on infinitely both 

stating mental realities that already exist, and creating new ones.  
20: OF ALL THESE REALITIES, ONLY 17, 18, 19, AND MAYBE 15 ARE 

TRUE.  
Do you object to reality 20 above? Do you object, saying perhaps that 17, 18 

and 19 are not true, and that others are? Good: This is precisely the point: How 



 
can we know what TRUTH is? There can be only ONE Truth, universally 
recognized by all—or we are dealing with realities, not TRUTH37. We will have 
a chapter on TRUTH later.  

The BEing that you are, the spirit, is a CREATOR of REALITY. That is what 
you do: you create realities. You create realities in order to experience them. 
Your mind spews out about a 200,000 realities (thoughts) a day. You 
(Humankind) also create infinitude of physical realities: art, music, buildings, 
cars, airplanes, and the almost infinite variety of products you will find in 
stores.  This is one of the main things that you share as a “son of God” made in 
HIR “image and likeness”: CREATOR. 

Now back to EXPERIENCE: Experience is the purpose of existence. Realities 
Cause Experience.  The cosmos itself is the SUPREME BEING dividing 
HIRSELF up into an infinity of realities in order to play and experience and 
know HIRSELF in all HIR infinite possibilities of BEing different realities. 
Experience is the name of the Game of Life.  

All you do in life is seek experiences, and to control your experiences. You 
seek to avoid the negative, painful ones, and to get the positive, pleasureful 
ones. There is no other human effort other than to control experience.  

To change any experience, you only have to  
discreate the reality causing. 

However, this is exactly what most people do NOT DO. 
What they do is RESIST the reality, which causes UPS and its 

PERSISTENCE.  
 

Cosmic Law of Energy: Resistance Causes Persistence 
 
Commons forms of Resistance include: attacking it with negative emotion, 

suppressing it with substances (food, alcohol, tobacco, tranquilizers, drugs, etc), 
ignore it with distracting activities or seeking Moments of Pleasure (MOPs) 
such as sex, shopping, TV, avoiding being alone, etc. We will see many other 
forms when we get to DO in the Causal Sequence, later in this book.  

However, we need to park this all-important concept of Resistance for a 
moment while we finish exploring the concept of TRUTH. We will come back 
Resistance in the next chapter. 

 

                                                           
 

37 My personal experience of existence leads to me consider only 17, 18, and 19 are 
TRUE, but as I have no objective proof of them, we must place them in the category of 
NOT TRUE. 15 would require testing to prove one way or another. If you have any of the 
others as true, you do not understand the concept of TRUTH and are lost in beliefs.  



 

TRUTH 
 

TRUTH is a matter entirely separate from Reality. All realities exist and 
have a right to exist (no matter how stupid, or far removed from Truth, they 
may be). However, not all realities are TRUTH—in fact; the great majority of the 
mental realities (ideas, beliefs, religions, etc) on this planet are NOT TRUTH. 
The failure to distinguish between reality and TRUTH has caused untold 
suffering on this planet; and if not corrected, will eventually destroy 
humanity. 

To be a philosopher, to avoid useless arguments with others, and to be a 
Happy person, you must be able to distinguish TRUTH from realities.  

Definition: TRUTH is the degree of correspondence between a 
reality and a statement about that reality.  
(The statement is in itself a mental reality, but we shall differentiate it here from 
the initial reality by calling it the “statement”.)  

TRUTH exists ONLY when there is a demonstrated (i.e. proven) 
correspondence between the statement and the real nature of reality. A 
statement can receive the CERTIFICATION of TRUE only when the 
correspondence is demonstrated to the satisfaction of all rational beings 
involved.  

To label something TRUE is to say: “This statement accurately describes this 
reality, and I can prove that it does so by presenting the reality for your 
inspection”.  

Any failure to demonstrate correspondence means that the statement does 
not fulfill the condition for a Certification of TRUE and may not so be 
labeled.  To label anything TRUTH that does not fulfill that condition is to lie. .  

This also means that whenever a reality is not available to check its 
correspondence with the statement (not real); we have no way of establishing 
TRUTH.  In such case, the label of TRUTH may NOT be applied—and to do so 
is a LIE. It is a lie to say that something is TRUE when it has NOT fulfilled the 
conditions of TRUTH.  

If I say that, “The wall is black”; and we look at it and see that it is white, 
and then my statement that the wall is black is NOT TRUE.  The wall is white, 
not black: there is no correspondence between the reality (the wall) and the 
statement (black). A statement is TRUE only when correspondence is proven. 
The burden of showing correspondence is on whoever claims that hir statement 
is true, me in this case of the wall. Unless I can demonstrate correspondence, 



 
any statement I make does not qualify as TRUE and must be labeled NOT 
TRUE38. 
Parallel Concept: To Be Right: To be Right means to possess the Truth. People 
will fight, kill, and die to be Right.  They will often rather be Right than have 
their relationships work. The irony is that what they think is truth and right, 
rarely is. People argue, fight and die over realities, and that is both tragic and 
stupid.39  

Let's use an example from religion to go into this more deeply.  (Religions 
are chock-full of realities that they assert as true that are patently NOT TRUE. 
This makes them sitting ducks for examples about TRUTH. However, the 
principles involved apply to all statements by anybody about anything.)  

Many people will assert as TRUE the statement “The Bible is the word of 
God”.  That is their reality (A), and it is a valid psycanic reality, an idea in their 
mind. The problem is not so much reality A; the problem is that they add a 
reality B to that reality A. Reality B is their creation-->belief that "Reality A is 
true".  Neither reality A or B is TRUE*. Such people are now lost in their 
hallucinations: they have created the illusion of Truth where there is none 
whatsoever.   

For that assertion A to be TRUE, they must demonstrate that the Christian 
bible is the word of God in such a manner that it convinces a rational observer. 
As most people on the planet do not accept the Bible as the word of God—
despite thousands of years of Bible thumping—it is obvious that they have not 
been successful at showing correspondence. This is not surprising, as there is no 
proof whatsoever of this claim about the bible.   

Until a religion (or any entity) can demonstrate, prove, to others, that any 
statement it makes corresponds to the reality it is describing, all those 
statements are NOT TRUE.  Such statements are realities but they are NOT 
TRUTH.  

Mental realities (i.e. beliefs) are a nickel a million: there are billions of them 
on the planet, running around loose and wild in human minds. TRUTH is 
something else entirely. As a general rule, there is only one TRUTH, and it is 
the same and agreed to by every rational person.  

For example of TRUTH as best humanity can know it at any point in time, 
we have the physical sciences. The sciences such as physics, chemistry, 
electronics, etc. are good examples of TRUTH: They are universally accepted; 
everyone uses the same one. Nobody is arguing about them, or preaching and 
trying to convince / convert others.  There is no multiplicity of realities.   

                                                           
 

38 Existence is more complicated than this as we have the Spectrum of MU, as explained 
in my more advanced texts about Reality and Truth.  For now, we will use only two 
possibilities: on and off: TRUE and NOT TRUE.  
39 Reminds me of a statement attributed to Einstein: “There are two things that appear to 
be infinite: 1- the universe itself; and 2- human stupidity. I am not sure about the first.”  



 
When a statement is TRUE, all sane, rational others must agree to it. They 

must agree to it because there is objective evidence, verifiable by all parties, that 
it is so. When that condition is met, when there is TRUTH, we will find that 
there is only ONE TRUTH, accepted and used by all universally. Any time 
you have many, differing, opposing, contradictory realities about anything, you 
can be sure that the TRUTH is not known.  

A multiplicity of beliefs about the same thing is de facto roof  
that the TRUTH is not known. 

You must show correspondence to earn the right to label something 
TRUTH. You can preach a reality as “true” in the absence of correspondence, 
but that does not make it TRUE. That only signals a belief. 
Definition: Belief: A statement about a reality to which the holder of the belief 
has assigned the label of TRUTH arbitrarily, without evidence of its 
correspondence to the reality.40  Because a belief has been assigned falsely the 
label of TRUTH, all beliefs are lies–on top of which the statement itself is 
NOT TRUE.  

Thus, a belief is a statement about any reality, plus a declaration that that 
statement is true even though there is no correspondence between the belief 
reality and the reality that it addresses. This is always a lie. If there is no 
correspondence, the TRUTH is not known and that label may not be applied.  

Nothing that any religion says is TRUTH until and unless that religion can 
demonstrate the correspondence of their statements with reality, and do so in 
such a way that others must agree. This will result in ONE TRUTH, agreed to 
by all. Given that what stands out on this planet is the multiplicity of religions 
and dogmas, all in disagreement; obviously nobody is proving correspondence, 
ergo nobody has the TRUTH.  I repeat: Multiplicity of realities in itself is 
proof that the TRUTH is not known.   

 
Human beings are at least subconsciously aware of 1- the importance of 

TRUTH; and 2- the philosophical problem of establishing TRUTH.  TRUTH, 
being right, is important because it is the correct THINK in the 
THINK DO HAVE sequence.  Fundamentally, correct THINK is essential to 
survival, because the mind is man’s weapon of survival and it must be armed 
with TRUTH to work right. Applied to religion, this means you are not going to 
HAVE (get) “salvation” or God, if your THINKing is wrong.  

                                                           
 

40 Note: “belief" is a dirty word in psycanics. You either know something, know that it is 
TRUE; or you know that you have no correspondence and therefore you don't know 
TRUTH, which is the condition of NOT TRUE. You hold as TRUE only those things that 
are truly TRUTH. Anything else goes into the NOT TRUE bin.  
 



 
Most religions try to establish that they have truth by simply declaring that 

they are not only truth, but also the ONLY truth; statements patently NOT 
TRUE and pathetic to a philosopher.  

Were a religion truly true, it would not have to claim it so. It would prove 
itself and be self evident to all, just as it is with the physical sciences. Nobody is 
marching around the street claiming that physics or chemistry is TRUE and the 
ONLY TRUTH. The question does not even arise because the correspondence 
between the laws of physics and how the physical universe operates is 
verifiable by anyone who wishes to do so.  

Humankind fights, suffers, and kills because it does not distinguish 
between reality, belief, and TRUTH. Man has killed millions of hirself in the 
name of realities totally NOT TRUE.  Even more frightening it is, to note that 
Man only kills man in the name of NOT TRUE realities. Much of history is the 
sad tale of preaching, coercing, Inquisitions, Crusades, Jihads, and torturing and 
killing others in the name of religion. Nobody is being tortured and killed over 
physics and chemistry41; only over religions.  

One of the great tragedies of the human race is that parents program their 
children with hundreds of realities, programs of shoulds and should nots42 
(including religions), but never teach them to distinguish for themselves 
TRUTH from reality. Furthermore, they program the children with their beliefs, 
most of which are NOT TRUE. The children grow up believing those NOT 
TRUE realities all their lives and pass them on to their children—ad nauseam. 
This has retarded the philosophical, psychological and spiritual progress of the 
human race for thousands of years.  

 
 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CONCEPT OF REALITY 
To begin with, you are a creator of realities, which includes your identities, 

all your thoughts and beliefs (everything in your mind and subconscious), and 
all your emotions. As your creations of reality cause your experiences, you are, 
therefore, the creator of your experiences, including all your UPS (Unhappiness, 
Pain, & Suffering). Fortunately, what you have created, you can discreate, 
when you know how: you are also a dis-creator of realities.  

Another importance of realities is in communication and relationships. 
When you understand that humans are, by their fundamental nature, creators 
of realities, of their points of view, opinions, rules and programs43 about almost 

                                                           
 

41 Unless it was by religions, Galileo being a famous case.  
42 Remember these words: programs, should be, and should not be: we will see them 
again shortly.  
43 Program: a person’s ideas or beliefs about how something SHOULD BE. SHOULD BE 
is a polarity, which means that person will also have ideas about what SHOULD NOT 



 
everything—including you; and when you understand that realities are not per 
se TRUTH, you no longer get upset about what people think or say. You can let 
people have their realities; you do not need to resist their realities, attack them, 
or try to change them. When you give SPace44 to and validate the realities of 
others, you will no longer have many arguments.  

 
Validate means to accept that a reality is valid, that it exists and it has a 

right to exist. All realities have a right to exist; all realities are valid. It is the 
infinite variety of realities that enriches the universe.  To validate a reality does 
not mean that the reality is right, TRUE, or that you agree with it, or that you 
are adopting it as yours, or that you are going to use it. It only means that you 
recognize that it is the reality of the other person, and it has the right exist, and 
the person the right to possess it, as stupid as that reality may be—which is just 
your reality about their reality. When you understand all this about realities, 
you will see that you do not need to use negative energy and resistance against 
the realities of others.  

In the psycanics communication and relationship courses, there are 
exercises that teach you how to validate the realities of others and then respond 
in ways so that the others put all their attention on considering the validity and 
TRUTH of your realities (if you have TRUTH). You thereby avoid angry 
argument, and you are able to conduct the discussion so that everybody can 
either reach an agreement on the optimum reality, or agree not to agree and 
remain friends. When you apply the principles of realities in communication, 
there will be no argument, only a calm and rational discussion. 

 
 
 
EXERCISE 
Here is an exercise you can use to train yourself in the first part of this 

communication ability. No matter what someone says to you, validate his or her 
reality. You can validate their reality by saying just “I understand”, or “I got it,” 
or, “Thank you for telling me that.”  When you don’t agree with their reality, 
you can validate with: “I understand how you think, Thank you.”  Never resist 

                                                                                                                                              
 

BE. This polarity is extremely important and will be explained in depth in the next 
chapters.   
44 SPace is a major concept in psycanics. For now, consider it the absence of resistance 
and negative energy. 



 
their reality; validate it. Do this and you will find that it is impossible to get 
into an argument.  

 
What I want you to most take with you from this chapter is the concepts of 

and distinctions between reality, belief, and truth. That distinction is important 
to your happiness. It is important to ending UPS. It is important to bettering 
your communications and relationships. And it is important to understanding 
and applying the next chapter.  

 



 

Chapter 5 
Should Not Be & Resistance 

Our first milestone in our journey to your Happiness is to show you how 
emotional pain and suffering work so that you can stop creating them. All UPS 
(Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering) is your own mental and emotional resistance 
to What Is, to Reality45, to events. Your UPS is never Reality= events themselves, 
but always your negative emotions about those events.  

 

Your Emotions+/- are Happiness+/-. 
Neg Emo46 is the only UPS there is.  

 
The events never cause your emotions, NEVER47; and even if they did, you 

will never control most events of your life. If events did cause your emotions, 
there would be no hope for your Happiness precisely because you will never 
control most of them. Fortunately, events do not cause your emotions—EVER. 
Until you truly understand this there is no hope for your Happiness because 
you will be seeking it where it doesn’t exist, by means that can’t work: 
outside of you, by controlling events.  

As events don’t cause your emotions, and as you don’t control most events 
anyway, your only hope for Happiness is to learn to control your emotions.  
This is completely possible when you understand how your mind and emotions 
function.  

In this chapter, we introduce one of the deadly operations of your mind, 
part of the mechanism of how you create your UPS in life. When you do not 
understand and control your mind, it will spew unwarranted, NOT TRUE 
realities; hallucinations, in other words.  You can only suffer in life after you 
have created certain hallucinations. Objective Reality, as we said above, NEVER 

                                                           
 

45 When the Word “Reality” is capitalized, it mean either the entire concept of Reality, or 
the external Objective Reality of the physical universes, of events and facts, as they are, 
irrelevant of anyone’s opinions about them.  
46 Neg emo: short for negative emotions.  
47 We will in later chapters show you the entire mechanism of what does cause your 
emotions. 



 
causes your UPS. What causes it are some of your mental hallucinations; your 
NOT TRUE realities.    

 
YOUR MIND IS YOUR GREATEST ALLY— 

—OR YOUR GREATEST ENEMY 
depending on whether you control it—or it controls you. 

 
The uncontrolled mind will tend to ignore What Is= Reality As It Is, and 

will spew out its realities (pure creations) of What Should Be and What Should 
Not Be.  Such ideas are always NOT TRUTH, as we shall see.  

Your realities of “should / should not Be” are among the most powerful 
and most dangerous thoughts= decisions= judgments= opinions that you ever 
create:  

 

It (whatever) SHOULD NOT BE.  
(Or: It (whatever) SHOULD BE.)48 

 
These NOT TRUE creations of your mind are fatal to Personal Power, Love, 

Relationships, and Happiness. 
 
Now we introduce the concept of Resistance. 
 
We define Resistance as the refusal to accept What Is= reality As It Is, 

which usually escalates to the use of negative energy against it to change, stop, 
punish or destroy it.  49 

                                                           
 

48 Note: SHOULD BE <> SHOULD NOT BE is a Polarity and all the rules of Polarity 
apply. If something SHOULD BE, then things that deviate from or are opposite to that 
SHOULD NOT BE. And if something SHOULD NOT BE, then there is something that 
SHOULD BE --even if it is only the absence of that which SHOULD NOT BE.  
Therefore, you can’t have one without the other, and they will always be found together. 
If something Should Be, that automatically creates that everything opposed to that ideal 
Should Not Be. In this chapter, we are focusing on the Should Not Be side, but the other 
is always present.  
49 This is not the complete definition, only what we need here. There is another very 
important definition of Resistance as the Refusal to Experience, which is important in the 
discreation of realities.  



 
The purpose of all resistance = negative energy is to change, stop, punish 

or destroy that which should not be.  
 
PROGRAMS 
A person’s beliefs = (realities + false opinion of “is truth”) of what should 

be and what should not be are called PROGRAMS. Programs are your mental 
models and projections onto What Is=Reality of how Reality (life) should BE / 
not BE–(according to your programs).  

How many things in life fall in that category of “should not be”? (This 
includes both “should not exist at all”, and “should not be as it, but could “be” 
if it were changed and different”—which is really the same thing, because if it 
“be” differently, it “not be” how and what it is now).  

You have thousands of programs—and each one is a thorn in your 
Happiness. In human relations (e.g. couple and parent-child relationships), 
behind every problem and conflict you will ALWAYS find Programs: One or 
both parties is trying to dictate to the other how they SHOULD and SHOULD 
NOT BE (or FEEL or THINK or DO). Nobody can live happily for very long 
trying to obey the Programs of others. All BEings seek Freedom to BE and DO, 
and so each person will eventually resist the impositions of others and fight to 
assert hir own ways of BEing and DOing: result: CONFLICT.  

How many realities do you have about your spouse should BE and DO?–
and what s/he should NOT BE and NOT DO?  What should your child BE & 
DO, and NOT BE and NOT DO?  

These are your programs. Behind your relationships conflicts you will 
always find Programs. The more you try to control them to get them to fulfill 
your programs, the worse your relationship with them will be.  

One of the ways that you can identify things that “should not be” is if you 
experience any disagreement, resistance50 or aversion to something–and 
especially if you experience any negative emotion about that thing.  If this 
“causes” you any UPS such as anger, worry, anxiety, fear or sadness, etc. 
(Another name for “should not Be” is “BAD”, which we will see in the next 
chapter.)  You can ONLY experience UPS in the presence of something that 
should not be = is BAD (in your opinion).  

Test that statement if you wish: Try to find ANY negative emotion in your 
life, past or present, which is not related to something that should not be = is 

                                                           
 

50 Resistance, symbol Rxx, will be explained later in this chapter.  



 
BAD. (You won’t be able to because that is impossible, but try it to know this 
for yourself.)  

 
 
EXERCISE 
Make a list, personalizing it to your own life: how many things can you 

identify in your life that should not Be (or should be different)?  How many 
BAD things are there in life in general, and in your life in particular? Include 
global events51, national and local events; and especially all negative events and 
conditions in your personal life.  

Again, it is important that you do the exercises, both to make the data more 
real, and to apply the knowledge to your life. Make a list as extensive as you can of 
“should not be’s” in your life. I will list here below a few of the more common and 
general items to illustrate the exercise and demonstrate what we are looking for.  

 
Things most people would say SHOULD NOT BE: (The important ones are 

those related to your relationships, but we include some world events also.) 
that my spouse does “A” and that s/he doesn’t do “B.”  
that my parents do “X” and do not treat me as I wish to be treated. 
that my child doesn’t “Y”; and s/he should be a good student.  
that my boss does “Z.” 
terrorism 
infidelity 
poverty 
failure 
illegal drug use and drug trafficking  
racketeering 
murder 
sickness 
theft 
tyrants 
death of a loved one 
one's own death 
pain 

                                                           
 

51 Remember that the word "event" is a very general word that includes occurrences, 
conditions, situations, things, other people and what they say or do.  



 
suffering52 
the negative, painful emotions:  
anger, hostility, and aggression 
worry, anxiety, fear, panic 
sadness, sorrow, grief 
resentment, regret, guilt 
desperation, depression, apathy 
 
If you did this exercise noting all the “should not be’s” in both your life 

and the world in general, you could easily have several hundred items on your 
list.  The more the better, because it will make the following ideas more 
impactful53 for you.  

 
 
Be careful to understand this chapter because, to the extent that 

you are living life at the effect of your programs, you will be: 
1- Unable to control your life; and  
2- Living in UPS. 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF SHOULD / SHOULD NOT BE. 
 
REALITY VERSUS TRUTH 
Programs are realities, never Truth. What Is, Is; and What Ain’t, Ain’t.  

Reality is as it is. You have no way of knowing in TRUTH whether a reality 
(and especially other people) should be other than as it is; much less how it 
should be from among all the infinite possibilities.  All you can know is HOW 
IT IS. So when you say something should or should not BE, you: 1- don’t really 
know; you can’t prove correspondence, and so you are not speaking TRUTH; 
and 2- you are arguing with and attacking Reality, with What Is:  

Your opinions (programs) about “how it should be” or “what should not 
be” are hallucinations. Furthermore, as a disagreement with and a distortion of 
reality, as hallucinations, they are a form of insanity. Your Programs send you 
into Resistance to Reality. Your Resistance is your UPS and Resistance Causes 

                                                           
 

52 Pain (always psycanic unless physical is specified) is any negative emotion. Suffering 
is resistance to pain, which is to say it is pain generated about pain.  
53 Impactful: full of impact, thereby making the idea clearer.  



 
Persistence.  (We will explain all this below.) You can’t be very effective in 
changing Reality when you are resisting it.  

You Can’t Control Reality With Hallucinations. 
WHENEVER YOU ARGUE OR ATTACK REALITY, YOU ALWAYS 
LOSE: 1- you suffer; 2- you sabotage your Power: at the effect of your UPS and 
Resistance, you are ineffective in achieving change.  Resistance Causes 
Persistence 

The first casualties of your creations of Should Not BE is your Personal 
Power and your Happiness.  

 
YOUR HAPPINESS 
What is important about all the things that should not be (see your list) is 

your happiness, or more accurately: your unhappiness (UPS).  
Have you ever noticed that you are only unhappy in the presence of 

something that should not be (something that violates your programs)? Take a 
look at your list.  Are not the things on your list of what “should not be” 
exactly what you commonly consider the cause of UPS (in your life and/or the 
lives of others)?  

 
 
 
 
Here is an absolute Law of Life: 

YOU CAN’T SUFFER WITHOUT FIRST  
HAVING CREATED IN YOUR MIND “IT SHOULD NOT BE”— 

(AND THAT IS ALWAYS YOUR GRATUITOUS CREATION.) 
 
Do you not believe that you would be happier if none of those things that 

should not be did indeed not exist? Furthermore, to be happy, you want all the 
things that should be to exist. Would life not be happy if everything was as it 
should be?   

Notice how you are attaching your happiness to getting everything to be as 
it should be and not be (by your programs). Well, it ain’t gonna happen.  It is 
impossible to get other people, your life, and the world as it “should be”.  
Nobody has such power. If your happiness depends on getting things to BE as 
they should BE and not BE as they should not BE; then again, there is no hope 



 
for your happiness.  You have to achieve Happiness in the midst of What Is, 
As It Is = Reality, Here and Now.  

It gets worse: If you have your mind wired that things that should be will 
make you happy; by the Laws of Polarity, everything that should not be (by 
your programs) MUST cause your unhappiness.  Look at your list of all the 
things that should not be and you are seeing the list of your unhappinesses.  

It gets “worser” still, as we delve deeper into the mechanism of 
unhappiness. You are in a vicious circle of your own untruths, of your own 
hallucinations.  You are labeling things “should not be” because they appear to 
be the cause of your UPS. However, the only UPS that exists is your emotional 
resistance to Reality, to What Is. What causes your emotional resistance is your 
creations of should not be. It is not the thing or event that causes your UPS; it is 
your creation of should not be.  

You then embark on the always-impossible External Quest54 to change, 
stop, punish, or destroy what should not be to try to stop your UPS, and try to 
make be what should be to be happy.  This is impossible. The whole 
mechanism is a hallucination. You are chasing the windmills of your mind 
when you strive to make things as they should and should not be.  

It is a hallucination that any external event ever causes your internal 
experience. Nothing external to you EVER causes your psycanic experience, 
positive or negative, as we have already shown in previous chapters. 55 

We can look at this yet another way: Any external event that causes UPS 
should not be ―that seems to make sense. Nevertheless, we have proven that 
nothing external ever causes UPS. (Your UPS is your resistance and your 
resistance is triggered by your creations of should not be.) Therefore, there is 
nothing external that should not be because nothing external EVER causes UPS.  

The Ignorant56 humbe creates hir Programs (personal realities) of what 
should and should not be. These are hallucinations, delusions, lies, distortions 
of reality. Reality is What Is As It Is.  Should be and should not be are mirages, 
especially as regards other people. You can never know how somebody else 

                                                           
 

54 External Quest: All efforts and behaviors to control externals events and things to 
control psycanic experience. All negative behavior is External Quest: no exceptions.  
55 Remember that, while the proof of this in the previous chapters was very summary, 
this is proved extensively and formally in my other works. 
56 Ignorant: reference to the Wisdom-Ignorance Polarity, and means a person ignorant of 
how life works, of psycanics. S/he may be a scholar in many other fields, but if s/he does 
not know how hir BEing, mind, emotions, love and happiness work, s/he is ignorant of 
the things most important in life.  



 
should or should not BE or DO.  In the name of personal sovereignty, of 
freedom and self-expression, that can only be decided by each person. It is the 
epitome of arrogance to think that you know best for someone else, including 
your offspring. (Most people have not even done very well in choosing the best 
for themselves—yet place themselves as authorities on how others should be.)  

 
Furthermore, it is arrogance, hubris, for me to judge that 
something “should not be” when the SUPREME BEING allows 
to exist. If God Almighty thought something “should not BE”, 
then it would not BE, end of story.  
There is nothing but the ONE, the SUPREME BEING, 
Everything that exists is a form of the SUPREME BEING, and 
the SUPREME BEING is taking on all forms for 
BE>FEEL>THINK> RELATE>DO>HAVE in order to know and 
experience HIRSELF in all HIR infinite possibilities of BEing, 
FEELing, THINKing, RELATEing, DOing, and HAVEing.  
WHO AM I TO DENY TO GOD ANY FORM OF BEING, ANY 
EXPERIENCE, thinking it should not be?   
Furthermore, I must remember that many things are Polarities, 
and for the “positive” side to exist, the “negative” side must 
exist and must be experienced by some part of the SUPREME 
BEING for the positive side to be experienced and appreciated.  
Who am I to try to stop the universe from BEing As It Is, to try 
to make it less than it is?  

 
HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE MECHANISM OF UPS57.  

 The humbe is operating in the Fatal IDentity (BE in the Causal 
Sequence): I AM NOT CAUSE; I AM NOT CREATOR of my psycanic 
experience, of my emotions = my FEEL and therefore of my happiness.  

 The humbe is operating in the AntiEssence IDentities (Negative BE) 
and therefore in negative FEEL= UPS. (We will see all this later; I need to 
mention it here to be complete with the mechanism of unhappiness.)   

 Fatal Paradigm: THINK: As I AM NOT CAUSE, NOT RESPONSIBLE 
for my emotions, externals must be what are causing my emotions and 
UPS.  Therefore, I must control externals to stop UPS and achieve 
happiness.  

                                                           
 

57 The mechanism is explained in much greater detail in other books.  



 
 More THINK: This paradigm leads to more THINK: the Programs:  

How should things be and not be, so as to not “cause” me UPS, and to 
“cause” me happiness?  

 EXTERNAL QUEST: DO the person then struggles with the world 
trying to conform it to hir program of how it should be / not be in order to 
control hir FEEL= emotions= happiness.  The results or no-results are hir 
HAVE.  
The ignorant humbe resists what should not be with negative emotional 

energy that is hir UPS= negative FEEL. S/he then assigns cause= blames hir UPS 
on what should not be because it appears to be the cause of hir UPS. S/he then 
struggles to change, stop, punish or destroy what should not be starting with 
hir own negative emotional energy—WHICH IS HIR UPS.   

The being enters on a downward spiral into ever more resistance to what 
should not be because it (appears to) cause hir UPS. That resistance is even 
more UPS, that triggers even more resistance to the apparent “cause” that 
should not be, which resistance is even more UPS, and so on.  

 
 
 

 

Most humbes are lost in this mechanism of unhappiness. 

To the extent that you are living life out of your programs,  
you will be  

1- unable to control your life; and  
2- living in UPS. 

Whenever you argue with Reality, you lose and you suffer. 

YOUR MIND IS YOUR GREATEST ALLY 
OR YOUR GREATEST ENEMY― 

depending on whether you control it, or it controls you. 



 
 

THE PHILOSOPHICAL ROAD OUT 
We are now at a fork in our road of understanding all this. Down the left 

road, we need to investigate where those determinations of “should not be’s” 
really come from; what really causes us to label something as should not be. 
Down the right road, we need to investigate where the UPS really come from. 
Let's take the question of UPS first.  

Where do UPS come from? What really causes it? What is the relationship 
of UPS to external events—if any? What is the real cause of all human 
Unhappiness, Pain, & Suffering?  

Let’s examine this by starting with the assumption (already proved wrong 
above, and which we will prove wrong by another method later) that there 
really are things that should not be.  What do you do when there is something 
that should not be?  

Here is where we go more deeply into the nature of Resistance. What you 
do is you try to use negative energy to change, stop, punish, or destroy it. 

Physical Energy: Where you can, you will use negative physical energy 
against that thing to change, stop, punish, or destroy it.  

For example, how much negative energy do we throw against terrorism? -
―measuring the energy in manpower, money, time, effort and firepower, and 
anything else you consider relevant.  Notice that we don’t use any positive 
energy, the only energy that will eventually work― against terrorism (like 
founding schools to teach new ways of THINKing and bringing prosperity to 
the region).  

Another example: How much negative energy does the government throw 
against drug trafficking ―again measuring the energy in those forms and any 
other form you wish?  

Also, observe the law: Rxx Perxx: (Resistance Causes Persistance.)  All that 
resistance has bloated the illegal drug trafficking business into a multi-billion 
dollar industry.  

In this book, we are primarily interested in your use of psycanic energy, not 
physical energy. However, the principle of the use of negative energy to change, 
stop, punish, or destroy that, which should not be, is the same.  

Psycanic Energy: Whether or not you can use physical energy against 
something that should not be, you will still (tend to) generate negative 
psycanic energy (mental and emotional energies such as anger, anxiety, fear, 
sadness, and grief, etc) about that event. Notice that these energies are your own 
feelings: they are your happiness or UPS. Look at your list again, and notice 



 
that what you feel the worst about is what you will put highest on your list of 
should not be that most affects you.   

Notice also, that on proving that external events are not cause of your 
internal psycanic energies, the only thing that can be Cause is YOU. YOU are 
generating those internal psycanic energies. We will see the exact mechanism of 
this generation later in this book.   

YOU are generating your negative psycanic energies, your negative 
emotions. How do those negative energies feel? Pretty bad, no?  Pretty 
unhappy, no?  Big question:  

 

Who suffers when you generate negative emotions? 
 
YOU, right? Your negative emotions are, in fact, the only UPS 

(Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering) that exists. UPS is never the events; it is how 
you FEEL about the events. And how you FEEL about events is never caused by 
the events (again, as we have proved).  (We will see what internal mechanism 
does cause your emotions in about 5 chapters.)  

There is no UPS in the world other than your own negative 
emotions—and  

You are the Creator of your emotions, of your UPS.   
You are the sole creator of ALL your UPS in life;  

ALWAYS, NO EXCEPTIONS, NONE, period 
You must understand all this or you will never be Happy. 

You are the CREATOR of your emotions. They are internal, psycanic 
energies that you generate and only you. Nothing outside of you can ever make 
you feel anything. Your negative emotions=UPS are not caused by the "should 
not be” events, but by YOU.   

YOU first create that something that IS “should not be”–your hallucination. 
Then YOU attack that What ISness, Reality, with your negative emotions (and 
that as if the ISness cares much about your opinions of should not be and your 
negative emotions). Then YOU suffer YOUR negative emotions. Then you 
blame your pain on the ISness and attack it even more.  

Tell me this is not insane. 
 
THE GOOD NEWS 



 
The fact that external events do not cause your emotions, neither your 

UPS nor happiness is tremendously good news. IT means that you have the 
control, and can (learn to) control your UPS and Happiness. If your emotions 
were caused by external events, you would have no control and could never 
stop pain or achieve much happiness. Nobody who has ever lived has had 
much control over external events, including all the kings and emperors piled 
together. 

 
Let us summarize these extremely important principles of life:  
The only UPS that exists is your own negative emotions. 
Stated in reverse:  
 

Your own negative emotions are the only UPS that exists; 
and 

your emotions are NEVER caused by external events,  
but by your RESISTANCE to those events. 

You resist events because you have created  
that they “should not be”  

which is an irrelevant hallucination: What Is, IS; and What Ain’t, Ain’t58:  
Events ARE, and ARE as THEY ARE.  

“Should not be” is insanity that crashes against the  
rocks of reality like waves against Gibraltar. 

 
Your UPS in life is never the event, 

but rather your RESISTANCE to those events. 
You think you resist events because  

you think they cause your UPS (and therefore they should not BE).   
You have it all backasswards. 

It is your resistance itself that is your UPS, not the events.   
And you resist=UPS solely because YOU  

have created should not BE. 
 
We can summarize all of this with a formula where the  means “causes” 

or “produces”. 

                                                           
 

58 Let us see if that gets past my editor who says I always have to talk politely and 
politically correctly.  



 

Should not be  Resistance  UPS & Persistence 
This simply says that should not be provokes resistance and your 

resistance is your unhappiness, pain & suffering in life, that also causes the 
persistence of that which you persist.  

Continuing our summary: 
Therefore, we now know where our UPS comes from. It is not caused by 

that which should not be; it is not the events, but rather our resistance to events 
that we ourselves have created and “painted” with "should not be".  

Our point of control in life is not the events, but rather our resistance. Man 
has been attacking that which should not be with everything from clubs to 
atom bombs since the beginning of time—and it's all still there!–and thriving. 
Nobody has much control over events; nobody—not kings, emperors or 
governments—can make most things that are not be. (If they could, we would 
not have terrorism, poverty, corruption, drug trafficking, environmental 
destruction, and so on.) 

Likewise, in your own life, if you could make things not be, there would be 
nothing on your list, right?  

But most importantly for your Happiness, we have shown that UPS is not 
the events but our emotional resistance to events.  That resistance = UPS is 
something that each person creates internally as a result of hir creation of 
should not be.  

Because you are the creator of your resistance, you control it. Moreover, 
that, what you can control, is your point of power in life to stop your UPS, and 
stopping your UPS is the first step on your road to real, all the time, 
impregnable Happiness.   



 

Should not be  Resistance  UPS & Perxx 
You understand now the resistance and UPS elements of our formula 

above. However, the element “should not be” still needs investigation. So let's 
go back and take now the left fork in our road of reasoning, to examine where 
does "should not be" come from?  

What determines that something “should not be”?  
To find the answer to this question, we must first find something that 

really, really should not be. To find something that really, really should not be; 
we have to find the TRUTH of it, find correspondence of that label to a reality 
somewhere so we can look for what causes that something should not be.  

We must find something that TRULY should not be; something everyone 
agrees that should not be, or that has some other kind of measure that 
establishes the TRUTH that it should not be. If somebody thinks that something 
should not be, but somebody else thinks that it should be, then how can we 
determine whether it should or should not be? No matter how we look at it, it 
always comes down to being a matter of personal opinion. Our only hope to 
find a TRUE should not be is to find correspondence and therefore something 
that everyone agrees should not be.  

This can't be done.  No matter what event we take that someone thinks 
should not be, we can always find somebody who thinks that that thing should 
be, always.  

No matter how we look, there is no objective measure of should or should 
not be: it is always one man’s opinion against another’s.  Should not be NEVER 
exists in objective Reality as part or characteristic of the thing; it only exists in 
your mind, and by your creation.  

Let's illustrate this with just one example, an example as radical as we can 
find.  An example that I imagine you will be very emphatic in your opinion that it 
should not be: terrorism.  

Are there people who think that terrorism should not be? 
Obviously, yes.  Probably most people think this. (Of course, 
“what most people think” is totally useless for establishing 
TRUTH.  Most people thought the world was flat for thousands 
of years.)  
Are there people who think that terrorism should be? 
Absolutely—who do you think is doing the terrorism?–and 
supporting those who do it with millions of dollars and other 
kinds of aid? Furthermore, they think it should be with such 
conviction that they are willing to sacrifice their lives to making 
sure that it exists. And there are not just one or two people that 
think that terrorism should be, there are many thousands, and 



 
maybe even millions that at least sympathize with that point of 
view (even if not actively participating in producing such 
events). 
 

No matter what event we take, we can always find some who think that it 
should not be, and some who think that it should be. If we were to take a 
planet-wide vote on whether humanity is hopeless and the earth should be sent 
hurtling into the sun, there would still be some people who think it should be.  

Again, we see there is NEVER any TRUTH to “should not be”.  It is a 
hallucination in your mind.  

So the question is: Where does “should not be” come from?  What 
determines that something "should not be"? What is the cause, the creator, the 
determinator, of what should be and should not be?  

We have a situation exactly parallel with our question of what causes the 
human emotions. When examining the cause of the human emotions, we saw 
that for any external event, the emotions could be anywhere on the emotional 
energy spectrum from very negative to very positive. We also saw that we 
could take a great variety of events, also along a spectrum of negative to 
positive, and find the same human emotions about very different, even opposite 
events. We saw that for any given event held as a constant, human experience 
would vary enormously. This, you will remember, is proof that there is no cause 
effect relationship between external events and internal experience. That which 
does not vary cannot cause that which does vary. The cause of the variance 
must be within that which is varying.  

We have the same situation with our question of what determines that 
something should not be. If we take any given event, human opinion about 
whether it should or should not be runs the entire gamut, from totally against = 
total resistance, to totally in favor of.  

Again, our conclusion must be the same. The determination that something 
should or should not be is not an objective reality, but a subjective one. It is a 
decision, opinion, and determination of each person, and not caused by any 
inherent characteristic of the event itself.  It is never TRUTH. “Should not be” 
does not exist in the external, objective world; only in your internal world, in 
your mind, and ONLY by your creation.  

In other words, you are the creator, the determinator of what should be 
and what should not be in your life—as are your emotions; and all the other 
content of your mind: your decisions, opinions, and beliefs, all your mental 
realities. They are always your creations—and if you don’t learn how they work 
and how to control them they can make your life hell on earth.  This knowledge 
starts with understanding that nothing in the external world can determine 



 
your internal energies. You are god in your internal universe of your mind and 
emotions.  

You are the sole creator of should not be+/-. 
So let’s take our previous statement:  (Remember the  means “causes” or 

“produces”.) 

Should not be  Resistance  Pain (UPS) 
And add the “you” to it as the creator of “should not be”, as we have just 

proved.  The formula now reads: 

YOU  it should not be  Resistance  Pain (UPS). 
We can ignore the intermediate steps for the moment, so that we have: 

YOU  UPS. 
YOU ARE THE SOLE CREATOR OF ALL YOUR UPS. 

How does it feel to know that? For some it is a major revelation. It is also a 
major division point in life. Those who never understand it or refuse to accept 
and apply this wisdom, are condemned to a life of suffering.  Those who do 
understand can proceed to learn how they create their UPS and how to stop it 
and create Happiness.   

Here is key data about that YOU part. You are a spirit-ual BEing, playing 
in a physical universe. Your emotions= happiness are your primary FEELing.  

I want you here to understand, almost memorize the purpose of your 
Programs. This is important to understand the Causal Sequence and your 
problem behaviors with others:  

Your Programs are your mental realities, beliefs, of how your world should 
be / should not be for the purpose of controlling your BE-FEEL when you are 

lost in the External Quest. 

 
The concept of BE-FEEL is of extreme importance as it is the ultimate 

motivation, the most powerful factor, in your life. Furthermore, we will soon 
prove that it is really not external events that you are resisting, but rather your 
Self, Who You Are= your BE in relation to events.  That you appear to be 
resisting external events is another of life's great hallucinations. However, all 



 
this will not make much sense until we cover the concept of BE-FEEL in the 
coming chapters.  Just remember this as a Concept Connection Point59.  

For now, we are going to ignore the YOU part and concentrate on the UPS 
part.   

Your only UPS in life is your  
Resistance to What Is = Reality 

You are the sole creator of your  
Should Not be Resistance  Pain (UPS) sequences. 

Our goal, remember, is to show you how to eliminate UPS from your life. 
To that end, we must unravel the snarled skein of false beliefs, hallucinations, 
and delusions about the nature of reality and laws of life in which the average 
human being is totally lost.  We have taken one end of the yarn and are 
carefully following and pulling on it with our reason and logic to undo all the 
smaller knots that make up the Gordian Knot of Life. The names of some of 
these knots are: Polarity; Reality, Beliefs, Truth, Should<>Should Not be, 
Resistance, and UPS.  These we have undone so far. We have yet to see the 
knots of Good & BAD, the nature of the emotions, self-love, and the most 
important one of all: BE-FEEL.  

 
Should Be < > Should Not Be 

is a Polarity. 
 
Next observation: Most of the things that should not be are Polarities 

(includes dichotomies); they have an opposite that should be. For example, 
everything on the list I gave at the beginning of the chapter is a Polarity.  

 
(If it is not clear to you that one or more items on my list are 
polarities, don't worry about it.  I don't want to take the time 
and space here to show that they are, as it is not critical to the 
point we are making.  If it has an opposite, consider it a 
polarity. For just one example, let's take murder: the opposite of 
murder is to give life (birth) or to save a life.  Thus murder is 
the “southern-most” pole of a spectrum that goes from murder-
through all degrees of harming someone (including murdering 
yourself slowly with substance abuses like tobacco and 

                                                           
 

59 Psycanics is a “spherical” science, rather than linear. Most concepts dovetail with 
many other concepts to create a whole, a globe, of great beauty and TRUTH of how 
existence works.  



 
alcohol), to a neutral point of doing nothing, then up through 
all degrees of supporting and assisting someone’s health, to 
saving a life at the very top of our spectrum.)  
The polarities that we are interested in are psycanic ones, 
especially the ones that have to do with your experience, your 
feeling, your happiness and unhappiness in life. These include: 
Cause-Effect; Wise-Stupid, Able-Unable, Success-Failure, 
Valuable-Worthless (as applied to you), Self-Esteem-/+ 
Happiness—UPS, Love-Anti-Love, The Emotions+/-, Good-Bad, 
Affinity-Aversion, and Acceptance—Resistance.  
 

Now, let’s go back to our Laws of Polarity: You can't have one side of a 
polarity spectrum without the other; positive can't exist without negative.  For 
the positive side of any experience, event or phenomenon to exist, the negative 
side, the opposite, must exist, and must be experienced, at least occasionally.   

Do you not want the positive side of life to exist? Because if you say that the 
negative side should not be, you are also saying the positive side shall not be. 
How will life be and feel without positives-which would include Love and 
Happiness itself?  

 You think, consciously or unconsciously, that your negative emotions, 
anger fear grief, depression etc., should not be; but do you not want 
contentment, love, and enthusiasm to exist?  You cannot have one without 
the other.  

 If you say that ugly things should not be, you are also saying that 
beautiful things shall not be. You cannot have one without the other. 

 You think, consciously or unconsciously, that bad events should not be; 
but if they can’t be, then neither can there be good events. 

 You think that poverty should not be; but if there is no poverty, there 
can be no wealth. Without scarcity, there can be no abundance. 

 You think that sickness should not be, but if there is no sickness, there 
can be no health. You cannot have one without the other. 

 You think that losing should not be, but if you can’t lose, you can’t win 
either.  

 You think that physical pain should not be, but if there were no 
physical pain, you would have no warning of harm and destruction to your 
body. You would burn yourself badly without even realizing it. You could 
have any disease and not know to seek help in time.  

 You think, consciously or unconsciously, that unhappiness, pain, and 
suffering should not be, but do you not want happiness and joy to exist? 
You cannot have one without the other.  



 
When you resist the negative polarity of any kind of experience in life, you 
are resisting life itself. You are resisting life as it is, and as it must be for the 
positive side to exist.  

 
All your UPS is resisting life as it IS and must be60— 

―with your UPS not caused by How It IS, 
 but by your hallucinations of 

 should not be. 
 

You cannot have positive without negative, and if you start eliminating the 
negatives from life, you will also be eliminating the positives.  You will, in fact, 
be eliminating the entire polarity, and therefore ALL of that kind of 
experience.  To the degree that you start eliminating polarities, you begin to 
lose the many possibilities of experience that make life so interesting. To the 
degree that you eliminate polarities, life becomes less and less varied, and more 
and more dull and boring.  

So, considering all of this, how well does your opinion of should not be 
stack up against must exist for Life to be?  Can you see that there is nothing 
that should not be, and if that thing were not, Life itself would be by that much 
diminished also on the positive side? 

We have already shown that creating "should not be" is painful. Your only 
pain in life is your resistance to What Is as your effort to make it not be. Can 
you now see also that creating "should not be" is contrary to life and therefore 
unwise (as well as painful)?  

Furthermore, the should not Be Rxx UPS (Resistance triggers Pain) 
sequence is like banging your head on somebody's car parked in your spot to 
move it.  Banging your head on the car only hurts you, and does very little to 
move the car. Banging your head on the car is a form of refusal to accept 
Reality. A refusal to accept Reality does nothing to change it. In fact, because of 
certain Laws of Energy, your resistance actually causes the persistence of that 
which you wish to change in life. If you go to the owner of the car with negative 
energy about hir leaving it there, you are most likely to receive negative energy 
in return. It is your positive energy and action, not your negative energy, which 
will move the car.  

                                                           
 

60 We shall later see that what you really resist is not external reality, but yourSelf in the 
AntiEssence IDentities.  



 
If something already is, then your opinion that it should not be comes too 

late for any action to avoid it being, and therefore is irrelevant. The question 
now is not whether it should be or not, but given that It Is, what is your best 
course of action, in Love and Wisdom, to change it?—(if you still want to do so. 
Once things now longer “cause” you UPS, you will loose the compulsion to 
change most of them.)  

That wise and loving course of action will rarely be resistance, both because 
your resistance is your pain, and because resistance is usually ineffective, and 
often contra-productive. (For example: What happens when you resist someone 
with your anger?)  

The way in which I present these teachings here and in my other books is 
perhaps novel, the expression of my particular experiences and ways of looking 
at life.  However, we must observe that these teachings themselves are ancient, 
and were expounded by such well-known philosophers as Buddha and Christ, 
both of whom taught non-resistance to “evil” and SPace.   

 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
One of the most nefarious of all human creations is the Should be<> 

Should Not Be Polarity.  Our individual ideas of what or how something or 
someone should be, or should not be, are called Programs. Every human being 
has thousands of programs.  

Should / Should Not Be is always a psycanic (mental) reality; it is NEVER 
TRUTH. There is no correspondence between should not be and any Reality 
that already is. If it exists, it IS as it IS: that is Reality.  Furthermore, it is 
impossible to find anything that should not be; there is never universal 
agreement on what should or should not Be.  Ergo, should not be is always a 
point of view, a personal opinion. Your opinions about whether or how 
anything should be are irrelevant hallucinations that only distort your 
perceptions and ability to deal with Reality, and cause you pain.  

Your creations= realities of should not be lead to the generation of 
Resistance and negative energy, emotional and/or physical, to attack some part 
of Life to change, stop, punish or destroy it. Your Resistance= negative 
emotions are the ONLY UPS that exists.  Therefore, you are the SOLE creator 
of your UPS in life.  

Behind EVERY negative emotion (and behind all relationship conflicts), 
 there are ALWAYS Programs.  

You are the SOLE creator of your Programs, your Resistances & your UPS. 
Because Resistance Causes Persistence, your Should Not be Resistance 

also causes the Persistence of what you are attacking to change, stop, punish or 



 
destroy.  Therefore, your Programs  Resistance also reduces your Personal 
Power to control your world.  

 
You cannot have Positive in Life without Negative. To create that anything 

should not Be and try to destroy it, is to attack Life itself as it is and must be 
for the positive sides, the “should Be” sides, of Polarities to exist. There is 
NOTHING that is, that Should Not be—other than your “should not Be’s”  

 
 

When you argue with and Resist Reality, Reality ALWAYS wins,  
and you ALWAYS suffer. 

 
Conceptual Connection Point #1 

“Should not be” is an attack on BE=BEing, and  
BE / BEing is the Primary Element in the Causal Sequence.  

 
Conceptual Connection Point #2 

We will later see that it is nor external events you  
should not be  resist, but rather yourSelf in the  

Anti-Essence IDentities (BEingnesses)  
We will see that your negative emotions= UPS are AntiLove for Self, 

Resistance to Self, when you are in those negative states of BEing (the 
AntiEssence IDentities).  You project your AntiLove Resistance to Self to 

external events when those events activate your negative IDentities and you 
do not understand the psycanics of your BEing.  

WHAT YOU REALLY RESIST IS YOURSELF  
in the AntiEssence IDentities that you “should not be”.  

None of this will make much sense until farther in the book, but we need to 
add this here to be conceptually complete.  

 



 

Chapter 6 
Good & BAD 

Of all the creations of humankind, mental or otherwise, of all hir realities; 
none is more nefarious than BAD, none is “BADder” than BAD.  (By “BAD”, we 
mean the Opinion of BAD; the judgment that you make that something is BAD, 
no matter by what criteria.) 

We have already studied BAD; we just studied it in the chapter on 
Resistance under the name of that which “should not be”.  BAD and “should 
not be” are basically the same thing, as you can see in our formal definition of 
the concept of BAD:  

BAD is that which should not be as it is  
thereby “justifying” the use of negative energy  

to change, stop, punish, or destroy it. 

That negative energy that you generate to change, stop, punish, or destroy 
the BAD thing starts with your negative emotions—and those are your only 
UPS in life.  Furthermore, that negative energy is your Resistance to the BAD 
thing that causes its Persistence. We express this with the formula:  

 
BAD Rxx Perxx & UPS 

 
This reads as the Creation of the Opinion of BAD triggers Resistance to that 

BAD thing, which causes the Persistence of it, and which Resistance is your Pain 
(UPS) in life.  

 

BAD is the trigger for your negative emotions = UPS (Pain). 



 

It is impossible to suffer in the absence of BAD. 

Furthermore, the amount and intensity of your neg emo61 = UPS 
 in life is ALWAYS PROPORTIONAL to the  

amount of BAD you are creating (about whatever). 

Therefore, to stop all pain and suffering in life, 
 all you have to do is eliminate all the BAD things from your life. 
 
At first take, eliminating all the BAD things in life might seem impossible.  

After all, mankind has been attacking BAD and evil with everything from sticks 
and stones to hydrogen bombs ever since caveperson times.  And as we pointed 
out before: No Good has it done: BAD is still with us and thriving—and getting 
BADder 
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.   
 

Good is that which SHOULD be.  
BAD is that which SHOULD NOT be. 

 
Good is a catalyst for Love, and Love is the ONLY Happiness that exists.  

BAD is the catalyst for AntiLove, and Antilove is the  
ONLY UPS (Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering) that exists. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These 4 Polarities are all 
interrelated, as you will come to 

understand. 
According to your opinion= 

creation of Should Be=Good or 
Should NOT BE= BAD, do you 
love or antilove anything.  Your 
love/antilove is your happiness 

or pain. 

GOOD =
SHOULD BE  

Love = Happiness 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BAD = 
SHOULD NOT BE 

 AntiLove = UPS. 

SPace:  
What Is As It Is 

Everything that we said in the previous chapter about 
should not be Resistance Perxx & UPS  

also applies to BAD. 



 

GOOD-BAD is a POLARITY, and all the Laws of Polarity apply. 
Good-BAD is a Polarity: you cannot have one without the other, just as you 

cannot have Beauty without Ugliness.  Good and BAD are the two sides of the 
same coin.  

You cannot decide that something is Good without creating, in that same 
instant, the opposite as BAD.  You will experience that opposite as BAD 
whenever you should encounter it. Thus, you cannot escape the creation of 
BAD by trying only to create Good.  You must learn to create SPace62.  

 
The following is an advanced concept that may not make much 
sense to you if you are a beginner in spiritual philosophy, but 
I’m including it as food for thought:  
To escape the curse of Good-BAD, you must transcend them 
altogether. (This is, however, a very advanced state of 
spirituality). 
You must transcend all creation of Good and BAD to come to 
real spiritual Freedom, Wisdom, Power, Love, Happiness—and 
to find the SUPREME BEING (should you be looking for HIR). 
(There is no Good-BAD in the SUPREME BEING’s world—it is 
a purely human creation.)  
For those who are Christians, I will rephrase this in biblical 
terms: Adam and Eve lost Paradise (God’s Presence, Love, and 
Happiness) when they partook of the apple of the Knowledge 
of Good & BAD. To return to Paradise= God= Heaven, you 
must regurgitate the apple: you must “lose” that knowledge, 
the recognition, and the distinction, of Good & BAD.  
This is especially difficult to do when you are caught up in a 
religion, as religions delight in specifying in great detail—
thereby creating—Good and BAD.  Thus, the old saying: ·To 
find God, you must loose your religion·.  

                                                           
 

62 SPace is a major concept in psycanics, but not covered in this work.  



 

Major Concept and Your Responsability: 
YOU ARE THE CREATOR, the SOLE CREATOR, of BAD. 

 
Note that the question of Good-BAD, which includes the subjects of 

morality and ethics, is one of the 12 Great Questions of Philosophy. So let’s 
adventure into this one aware that we are treading the same ground as Plato 
and Socrates and all the greats.  

In the chapter on Realities, we showed that you are the creator (or 
determinator and importer, if you adopted them from someone else) of all your 
mental realities.  And in that chapter, we delineated the critical difference 
between reality and TRUTH.  In the chapter on Resistance, we showed that you 
are the creator of “should not be”; and that it is a reality and never TRUTH.  

All of these concepts: Reality, Creation and Creator, and Not-Truth, apply to 
BAD.  However, it is so important that you understand these concepts as applied to 
BAD, that we are going to repeat them specifically referencing BAD.   

Our first objective is your realization that you are the SOLE Creator of BAD 
in your universe.  

Our questions here for philosophizing are: 
Where does the property or characteristic of BAD come from? What 

CAUSES (makes, determines) that something is BAD?  
To answer this question, we need to collect a bunch of BAD things and 

examine them to see what they have in common that makes them BAD. So let's 
take a tour through the cosmos, and fill your specimen collection basket with all 
the BAD things we can find.  This science: we are looking for TRUTH here, and 
not just someone's opinions or beliefs. The things we collect must be TRULY 
BAD things. So fill your basket only with TRUTH, with things that are TRULY 
BAD.  

Ok: bring your collection basket into the laboratory, and let’s examine each 
BAD thing under our super high-power, electron philoscope63.  We are looking 
for two things: 1- the property or characteristic of BAD; and 2- for the Cause of 
BAD ―that creates that property.  

So we examine and inspect everything BAD in the universe, or at least our 
collection basket.  We eventually realize that we have the same problem we had 
with “should not be”.  (This should come as no surprise as BAD and should 

                                                           
 

63 Invented word: a microscope for philosophical inspection.  



 
not be are the same thing.) We can't find anything for which BAD is TRUTH.  
We can't find anything that has, either or both: 

 a visible, definable, innate, repeatable, measurable characteristic or 
property of BAD: 

 failing that, at least something that everybody agrees is BAD. 

As to #1—in examining things, we can find such properties and 
characteristics as: chemical composition, size, shape, mass, color, temperature, 
etc, but never can we find, much less measure, any characteristic or quality 
called BAD.  

As to #2-, we can't find any thing or event that everyone agrees is BAD.  
Even when we take the biggest act of destruction on the planet, the two atom 
bombs dropped on Japan at the end of World War II; we find some people, (the 
(Americans, for example) hold it as Good; and some people (the Japanese, or 
example) hold it as BAD. Even when we take the biggest act of terrorism on the 
planet, the destruction of the World Trade Towers on 9/11, we find there are 
some people who have determined that as BAD; and others (Islamic extremists, 
for example) hold it as Good. There is never agreement among humans on 
Good and BAD.  

Even if we take an event such as a person’s mother dying, for some this is 
BAD, and for some it is Good; they are glad their mother is dead. Even if we 
take robbing a bank, at least the robber thinks that it is Good.  

No matter where and how we look, we must eventually face the fact that: 

Good-BAD does not exist in the objective universe, anywhere, at 
all. 

 
The SUPREME BEING just didn’t make any, or S/HE hid it so well we can’t 

find it.  There certainly isn’t any BAD anywhere to be found on this planet–and 
this is a pretty tough planet, as civilizations go.  

However, BAD is a reality and it is often very REAL64. We perceive it, we 
see it, and we experience it all the time in relation to many things. Behind 

                                                           
 

64 Remember the definition of REAL: that which is experienced. Also remember not to 
confuse Reality with Truth, or Truth with Belief. Restudy the previous chapter if these 
concepts are not clear, because understanding them opens the door to great 
understanding and power in life.  



 
EVERY negative emotion, there is always a BAD, and who doesn’t have a lot of 
negative emotions throughout life?  Certainly, there seems to be no shortage of 
BAD in our experience or on this planet.  

So where is it? Where is BAD that it seems so REAL and so ever-present?  
And how did it get there? 

BAD is so REAL and so close and so “everywhere” because it is in your 
mind. You are carrying it around with you all the time and everywhere you go. 
You create it and live projecting it, “painting” it, on people, events, and things—
usually without any awareness that you are doing so.  

You can measure any object, any person, but you will never be able to 
detect the quality of BAD in them. BAD exists only in your mind, and only by 
your determination, your creation.  

The inescapable TRUTH is that Good-BAD is purely subjective, created in 
the mind of each person by that person according to whatever criteria that 
person has adopted. Furthermore, as we will see below, those criteria are 
always a creation of that person. Each person is the Creator and the carrier of 
the BAD virus. S/he infects the things and events around hir.  

 

YOU ARE THE CREATOR OF BAD. 
Good-BAD exists only in your mind and by your creation. 

 
There is never any correspondence between reality and the label of BAD. 

Ergo: There is never any TRUTH to the opinion of BAD: BAD is a lie and a 
hallucination 

 
 
 



 

BAD IS ALWAYS NOT TRUE: 

THERE IS NO TRUTH IN BAD.  
There is never any correspondence between any event or thing  

and the statement of BAD. 

BAD is a lie, a mirage. 
 

BAD is an additive to a reality; and a FALSE additive at that.  It is an idea 
you create and then ADD on to realities; you “paint” realities with it. Your 
“paint” colors the reality and thus changes and distorts it. You no longer 
perceive reality as it is but rather as you have distorted, disguised, disfigured it 
by painting it over with BAD. Thus BAD is a distortion of reality, and distorts 
your perceptions of reality—and therefore the manner in which you treat such 
realities, as your BADs send you into antilove65.  You cannot control reality 
using lies and distortions. Thus, your distortion of BAD reduces your Personal 
Power to control reality.  

Then you deny that you have created BAD and painted it on the reality, and 
claim that BAD is an innate quality of the reality. You DENY 
RESPONSABILITY for being the CREATOR of BAD. This is a second lie, and 
this turns you into a Victim66 of your creations.  

DELUSIONS AND HALLUCINATIONS  
BAD is an illusion. An illusion that you create is called a hallucination or a 

delusion. BAD is a hallucination, a delusion. S/he who creates BAD deludes 
hirself. LSD has nothing on BAD as to being a hallucinogen, BAD wins without 
trouble.  It is more universal, more powerful, more insidious, more harmful.  
Why is BAD still legal?  

 

CREATOR 
One of the major themes of psycanics is that you are Creator. You are the 

Creator of all your psycanic realities and experience. You are the Creator of all 

                                                           
 

65 AntiLove is a concept we will be defining in the next chapters. For now consider it all 
your negative energies, especially your negative emotions = UPS (Pain).  
66 Victim: the Effect positions on the Cause-Effect Polarity. An important concept in 
psycanics not expounded in this work.  



 
your thoughts, all the content of your mind, both conscious and subconscious. 
You are the Creator of all your emotions, as we will prove in the coming 
chapters.   You are god in your psycanic universe. You are the sole Creator of all 
your mental realities. You determine what viewpoint, what opinion or 
judgment you take on anything.  

 

You are the sole creator of BAD… 
and because BAD triggers and is the only trigger for  

Resistance= neg emo= UPS,  
you are the sole Creator of your  

Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering in life. 



 

The Criteria for BAD 
 
As BAD does not exist (except as a hallucination in your mind), there is no, 

and there can never be, any absolute criteria or standard of Good-BAD. 
Therefore, you will never find agreement among humans about what is Good 
and what is BAD.  This is reflected in the almost infinite variety of religions, 
regulations, customs, and laws on this planet.  And what is BAD in one place or 
time, or according to one entity, is Good then the who, where, why or where are 
different.  BAD is a matter of timing and geography. Common examples include 
gambling, prostitution and killing people (killing others is ok in war, or if done 
by the state, or in self-defense).  

BUYING INTO PREPACKAGED, OFF-THE-SHELF, BRAND-NAME 
CODES OF GOOD-BAD 

Some people will argue that Good-BAD is set by some final authority, 
usually tracing it back to the SUPREME BEING either through a sacred book 
(such as the Bible or Koran), or as interpreted by the ecclesiastical authorities of 
a church, or maybe by civil authorities and law. Let us answer that by the 
numbers:  

First, notice that no religion has more than about 10% of the population of 
the planet67, so that 90% of the people in the planet disagree that that book, or 
those authorities, or that those rules speak for the SUPREME BEING. 
Therefore, we are not even close to any kind of agreement. The same is true for 
legal codes.  

Second: There is no TRUTH in any claim that the SUPREME BEING has 
ever set down a code—much less what it is.  Nobody has ever shown a 
correspondence between any book or any set of rules, and the SUPREME 
BEING as the author. (If they had, we wouldn’t have hundreds of religions and 
dozens of “holy” books on the planet.)  (Nor will there ever be any 
correspondence, because the SUPREME BEING has no rules other than the 
Laws of Nature—but that is another story far beyond this book.) 

                                                           
 

67 Catholicism claims 1 billion adherents, but this includes many sects whose doctrines 
are substantially different and who do not recognize the authority of the Roman Pope, 
including the Eastern Orthodox. It also includes anyone ever baptized in the church even 
if they have long since left it, a number that totals several hundred million. A more 
realistic figure is 600 million, and many of those are not really active.  



 
Good-BAD does not even exist for the SUPREME BEING, 
except as HIR experience of what Humankind creates.  Good-
BAD are strictly man-made creations, not the SUPREME 
BEING’s.  The SUPREME BEING is, by definition, incapable of 
creating anything BAD, as the SUPREME BEING is omnipotent 
and therefore anything the SUPREME BEING thinks “should 
not be”, would not be.  
Both because the SUPREME BEING has never created anything 
BAD, and because BAD is always a personal opinion= creation; 
there will NEVER be any agreement on what is the Will or the 
Commandments of God68; and therefore there will NEVER be 
any agreement among religions. (You can tie this in with the 
previous chapter where we saw that there is almost no TRUTH 
in religions.)   
Furthermore, the SUPREME BEING can’t have ever created any 
set of rules, because that would contradict HIR nature as 
INFINITE LOVE and FREEDOM (Freedom is an essential part 
of Love; Love can’t exist without Freedom.)  

Third: There can’t be an objective criteria or a final authority, because BAD 
does not exist as an objective reality that can be detected or measured.  There is 
no agreement, much less an absolute, objective standard, on Good-BAD as there 
is to the laws of science, and there NEVER will be such, because Good-BAD 
do not exist except as a subjective, personal creation and hallucination in the 
mind of each person.  

Fourth, even if there were somewhere some final authority (such as God) 
whose opinion did universally set Good-BAD, it is still the determination= 
decision of the believer to use that particular pre-packaged criteria. Each 
person is still the Cause, the Determinator, of Good-BAD in hir life, even when 
that determination is to use the prepackaged criteria of others, and even when 
that other is claimed to be God.  

 
 
 
In other words, if the SUPREME BEING did have and did indeed 

communicate rules of Good-BAD to mankind, it would still be your personal 

                                                           
 

68 There is NO TRUTH in any statement that God has any commandments, none 
whatsoever about anything – but that is another story and one too advanced for most 
people. The nature of God as LOVE and the nature of LOVE as FREEDOM precludes 
that God has any commandments.  



 
decision  belief #1- whether those are HIR rules, and #2- whether you are 
going to operate your life by them or not.  

As to #2: note that great numbers of people who do subscribe to one set or 
other of rules that they do believe are from the SUPREME BEING, have not and 
do follow those rules: look at Western history for the last 2000 years, and 
current events now.  

You can’t escape the fact that you are ALWAYS the ultimate determinator 
of Good-BAD in your universe.  You can’t escape the Responsability for being 
the Creator of Good-BAD in your life.  Even when you buy into someone else’s 
ideas (philosophy) of Good-BAD, that is your determination to do so.  Even if 
you have determined (and now believe) that the SUPREME BEING set those 
criteria; you are who has determined that the SUPREME BEING did that, and to 
import that code as yours.  YOU ARE THE CREATOR OF GOOD-BAD. No 
way out of it.  

 
And that is the TRUTH of Good-BAD: 

that there is NO Truth to it. 
 

Thus, one of the first responsabilities of a thinking wo/man is to create hir 
personal ethical code: what s/he will do and not do in life. To accept with little 
question the moral code of another is a cop out and the lazy man’s way. 
Unfortunately, most people go that way.  

To create a personal code of ethics requires a LOT of thinking69. However, 
to accept the code of another will almost always trap you into being less than all 
that you can be and generate for you a lot of UPS.  So accepting the code of 
another, even “God’s”, is its own punishment.70  

 
 
 
 

Note: The problem with Good-BAD is that it triggers 
Resistance, and triggers your UPS: you suffer. Resistance 

                                                           
 

69 In advanced psycanics, you will find some Principles, based on Love, to guide you in 
this. As few humans understand Love, you must first study it.  
70 See the book: How I Found Freedom in an UnFree World by Harry Browne for some 
interesting ideas on creating your personal code of ethics.  



 
also destroys Wisdom and therefore Effectivity (Power) to 
produce change. Furthermore, Resistance is an 
energization and energy energizes, makes more real and 
persistent any reality. Thus, Resistance Causes Persistence 
of the BAD event you are trying to change or eliminate. 
You will see how Rxx Perxx when we get to your 
negative identities.  
However, to say that there is no BAD is not to say that we 
must accept everything as it is—by any means. On the 
contrary, we are always acting to bring things into an 
ideal state. Instead of BAD, Wisdom uses the measures of 
Positive-Negative, and Love-AntiLove to decide what is 
desirable and what is not. Then Wisdom acts with Love 
―NOT ANTILOVE RESISTANCE― to produce the 
changes desired. Wisdom, Power, and Love start with 
SPace to how things are now and then work with LOVE 
to effect changes.  The explanation of this is beyond the 
scope of this book.  



 

NOBODY EVER DOES BAD 
 
Here is another idea that will stretch the reality horizon71 of many people, 

but one for which we can prove TRUTH:   

No human being has ever done, ever does, nor can s/he ever do,  
anything BAD, from hir point of view. 

At the moment of action, every human being always does what s/he 
considers as the highest, the “Goodest”, option possible to hir, given hir 
understanding of the world and hir value system.  At the moment of action, 
each person thinks that what s/he does is the best= Goodest option possible, 
given who s/he is, what s/he wants and hir moral code.  If s/he is caught 
between two negatives, s/he will choose “the lesser of two evils”, which is the 
Relative Good. (Remember Relativity is an aspect of Polarity.) 

For example, suppose I am in an argument with you.  I pull out 
my gun and shoot you dead. At the moment of pulling the 
trigger, I must feel that killing you is justified; that it is Gooder 
for me or mine that you are dead instead of alive.  Your death 
is the Good for that moment.  At the moment of action, I have 
killing you as justified by my reasons and logic, no matter how 
insane those reasons may appear to another. An instant before 
pulling the trigger, I may not have thought that way; and 
immediately after, I may be all grief and regret. But at the 
moment of action, I did what was Goodest from my point of 
view.  (Remember Relativity as part of Polarity.) 
Maybe I was at the effect of my anger or hate and my reason 
distorted or lost, but at the moment of action, I had to compute 
that it was Good to kill you.  I had to believe that in some way 
the world, or at least my life, would be better off without you. I 
had to believe, consciously or subconsciously, that I (or my 
interests) would be better off without you in the universe, and 
that that was a higher Good than your life—which life is BAD 
anyway because you were causing me problems or pain; 
(therefore not a hard choice).   

                                                           
 

71 Reality Horizon: The reality horizon of a person is the line or limit between what 
realities s/he can understand and accept as a possibility, if not of TRUTH; and realities 
that appear “too far out” for that person. For example, if I say: “Our galaxy has 
approximately 285,000 intelligent races at or above the human level of development, 
which is extremely primitive”; where is that statement in relation to your Reality 
Horizon: within or beyond? We are not debating its TRUTH, only whether it exists as a 
possibility of TRUTH within the total set of your realities, or it just seems so incredible to 
you as to be preposterous.  



 

No human being can ever do anything BAD from hir point of 
view. 

The terrorists do really BAD things—from a “normal” citizen’s point of 
view.  But from their point of view, as they have been taught, they are doing the 
highest Good: They are killing the infidel, the agents of Satan.  They are serving 
God as S/HE has commanded in their religion. They are saving their religion 
and tribe from the infidel, Christian imperialists. They are pleasing Allah, 
earning a place in heaven (with 21 virgins), and becoming heroes to their fellow 
citizens and families—not to mention the money their families receive.  

I repeat: Because Good-BAD does not exist in the objective universe, 
because it is always an individual creation, a purely personal opinion; there can 
never be and will never be a general agreement among mankind about what 
is Good and what is BAD.  

 
THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD-BAD IN RELATION TO  

THE LOVE+/- POLARITY. 
You love that which is Good. 
You antilove that which is BAD.  (Antilove includes the negative 

emotions and all other forms negative energy and actions to dominate, 
change, stop, punish or destroy BAD people, things or events.)  

 
Above all, Good-BAD determine your love for yourself (which is also self-

esteem).  You either love or anti-love yourself according to whether you are 
labeling yourself at the moment as Good or BAD—which itself is purely your 
decision = creation.  

 

 Good-BAD is the toggle switch between  
Love and AntiLove.  

 
If There is No Good or BAD, How the !?$#!@!! shall I know how to act? 
To the degree that you have understood this chapter, you may feel that you 

have just had the rug pulled out from under you. The question you will be 
facing if you find yourself sitting on the bare floor is: Well, if there is no Good or 
BAD, how do I decide and rule my actions?  By what criteria shall I use to 
decide what I should do, may do, and should not do?  

The answers that psycanics offers to these questions are extensive, 
sophisticated, and highly spirit-ual; and require knowledge beyond this book.  



 
To answer those questions, you must understand many other major concepts in 
psycanic philosophy, including:  

 Love—Antilove 

 Positive—Negative.  

 The Existential Experiential Imperative. 

 Programs 

 SPace 

 Freedom 

I will touch on some of these concepts in this introductory book, but their 
full exposition needs much more space than available in this book.  

 

NIsGOB CarPriCon: 
 

PRICES AND CONSEQUENCES; 
RESPONSABILITY VERSUS LIBERTINAGE 

Some people jump to the conclusion that as there is no BAD; they can do 
anything they want.  

You can, and you have always been able to. Note that human beings have 
been doing what they want since the beginning of time, including great acts of 
antilove, tyranny, torture, war, and destruction.  They continue to do so today.  

 
Note that, as regards all those “bad” things, the so-called Will and 

Commandments of God as expressed by religions have made no difference 
whatsoever.  

 
However, the fact that there is no objective Good-BAD is not a free ticket to 

libertinage. Actions always have prices and consequences. Every thing has 
characteristics, and every thing you do has prices and consequences.  

 
This brings us to a major principle of life and therefore of psycanics  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Nothing Is Good or BAD 
and everything has 

Characteristics, Prices & Consequences 
 (pronounced “nisgob, carpricon”): 

 
Every thing (includes people) has its characteristics. You need to treat 

each thing and person according to its nature, to its characteristics. You do not 
treat a cobra the same as you would your pet lizard. You do not treat a known 
liar the same way that you do a trusted friend. This does not mean that you 
treat the liar with antilove, only that you are aware of hir nature and act 
accordingly, with due caution.  

Actions have consequences. Everything you do produces some Effect, 
some kind of result, on yourself and on others. The consequences are either 
positive for you and others, or negative. Furthermore, your actions may 
provoke reactions from others, which are also consequences for you of your 
actions. If you don´t want the consequences, refrain from the action. Is that not 
Wisdom? and the preservation of your teeth.  

One of the definitions of Wisdom is the ability to foresee the consequences 
of your actions, therefore avoid the actions that produce consequences you do 
not want to experience. (Children, for example, should be taught Cause, Love, 
and Wisdom, not rules and regulations.)  

Based on whether your actions are energy and life enhancing (ectropic), or 
energy and life damaging (entropic); your actions are either Love or AntiLove.  

So your actions matter.  Above all, your actions matter to you; because your 
actions create you, form you, as either a wise and loving person, or an unwise 
and antiloving one. Your own self-esteem and self-love depends on Who You 
Are, your creation of Self.  We will show this later.  

Therefore, Nothing is Good or BAD (as we have proved)—and you need to 
act as wisely, effectively and as lovingly as you can, always. You can do 

NIsGoB
CarPriCon 



 
anything you want—but is it Wise? Is it Loving?  Is it Effective (Powerful)? 
Those questions can only be measured by the Characteristics, Prices, and 
Consequences. 

 
IT IS NOT BAD TO CREATE BAD, BUT CARPRICON!  
Even walking around creating BAD all the time, as most humbes do, is not 

BAD.  But it definitely has steep Prices and Consequences: Pain (UPS) and 
Persistence; loss of Power and Happiness.  

THE PRICE OF CREATING BAD IS SUFFERING (UPS). 
We explained that UPS is Resistance to what should not be. Your emotional 

resistance to What Is because it is BAD is the ONLY UPS that exists.  

 
Here are some observations for people who like the Bible:  

Adam and Eve left Paradise and went into the world of UPS (i.e. 
Hell)  

when they partook of (the apple of) the knowledge of Good & BAD.  
They knew Good & BAD because they began to create it.  

(There is no other way to know it: it doesn’t exist outside of the mind.) 
Above the Gates to Hell, it is not written, as so many think: 

Enter Here All Ye Who Do Evil. 
It is written: 

Enter Here All Ye Who Create Evil.   
This you do in your mind. 

 
The CREATION of BAD is the GATE TO HELL.  

Hell is an internal, experiential condition; it is the psycanic experience of  
Anti-Love = UPS, (no matter where you are).  

Thus, most people carry their Hell around with them here on Earth.  

 
I repeat this here for your convenience: 

To escape the curse of Good-BAD, and so return from Hell to Heaven, you 
must transcend the Polarity of Good-BAD altogether. 

You must transcend all creation of Good-BAD to achieve spiritual Freedom, 
Wisdom, Power, Love, Happiness ―and to find the SUPREME BEING. There is 



 
no Good-BAD in the SUPREME BEING’s world—it is a purely human creation.  
And as long as you are creating Good-BAD, you will be generating antilove and 
so can't enter the SUPREME BEING´s world = Love = “Heaven”.  

To rephrase this in mythical, biblical terms: Adam & Eve lost Paradise 
(God’s presence, Love, Happiness = Heaven) when they partook of the 
Knowledge (Creation) of Good & BAD.  

To return to Paradise = the SUPREME BEING = Heaven, you must “lose” 
the knowledge, the recognition, the distinction, the creation, of Good & BAD.  

Psycanics teaches you how to do this.  

 

BAD IS A CAPITAL MATTER IN PSYCANICS 
The word BAD is always capitalized in psycanics when it means the 

opinion/judgment/belief of BAD, or better said: the CREATION of BAD.  It is 
always capitalized to remind you of everything in this lesson and my other 
works). For more information on BAD see the books Psycanics: Fundamentals 
for three chapters, or Emotions, Love and Happiness.   

Psycanics uses the words BADder and BADdest in place of worse and 
worst to remind you that worse and worst are parts of the Polarity Spectrum of 
Good-BAD. (Likewise: Gooder and Goodest)  

The first letter of “Good” is Capitalized whenever it refers to the positive 
pole of the Good-BAD Polarity.  

EXERCISE 
The purposes of this exercise are: 

 That you learn to identify IN EXPERIENCE, not mind, your 
resistance creations, including “Should Not Be,” BAD, Resistance, & all 
flavors of UPS = neg emo. Experience is to feel them, not think about, 
analyze, or understand them. 

 That you begin to learn how to flow energy and discharge it by 
opening your consciousness, your awareness, and rehabilitating your 
ability to feel.  

 That you practice Experiencing your Experience to discreate it.  
 
 
The Laws are:  
 



 

Experience Experienced Discreates. 
Resistance Causes Persistence. 

 
Your flowing and experiencing your energies will eventually discharge 

much of your Resistance and UPS energies.  (It may not discharge all of it, 
because there are deeper causes at work here, the real causes of your resistances 
that we have yet to see.  

Take any item on your list of “Should Not Be” from the previous chapter 
that is a significant source of UPS (Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering) for you. 
Mentally look and confront that situation or event while you identify in 
experience, by feeling it, your labels and resistances and negative emotions 
related to that event.  

 
Practice feeling: Tell your being to “Open feeling”,72 and let yourself feel 

how you feel.  Experience your Experience! Feel your creations of how much it 
“should not be”, how BAD it is, how much you resist that event, and all your 
UPS = negative emotions (anger, guilt, fear, sadness, grief, etc.) related to that 
event.  

Notice also: Are you “Should Not Being”= BADding73 and therefore 
Resisting your UPS itself?  Are you resisting your negative emotions?  

Resisting pain is what creates suffering, as that resistance to pain is both 
more pain, and causes the pain to persist.  

Continue to do this as long as you can, or until your negative experience is 
discharged. Practice:  

 
1. Taking Responsability for your creations (BADs and neg emo). 
2. Feeling your negative experience (resistances, BADs, neg emo, etc.)   
 
You are practicing to feel and discreate later more important creations: your 

IDentities.  
 
SUMMARY 
                                                           
 

72 Just tell yourself to “Open Feeling”. Don’t try to analyze it, or understand it. Your 
BEing knows what that is and how to do it; your mind stuff about it will just interfere.  
73 BADding: to be creating or maintaining an opinion of BAD about anything. 



 
BAD is a major concept in psycanics. It is a very big phenomenon with 

many ramifications requiring a small book to explain completely.  
BAD is an extremely important concept, as it is the only cause of antilove74 

and of man’s inhumanity to man, and therefore of pain and suffering.  There is 
no shortage of these on this planet.  

The only Cause of UPS (Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering) in your life is your 
own negative emotions.  

BAD and should not be are equivalents; two ways to express the same 
basic idea.  BAD (triggers) UPS.  It is impossible to generate UPS without the 
existence of something BAD. It is impossible to suffer without first creating 
BAD.   

BAD Rxx Perxx: BAD triggers Resistance and Resistance Causes 
Persistence.  Your creations of BAD triggers negative energy resistance to events 
and situations, which energy tends to make them persist. Thus BAD reduces 
your Personal Power to control your life.  

You are Cause. You are Creator—a theme you will hear and see proved 
repeatedly in psycanics.  You are the sole creator of BAD. BAD does not exist 
except in your mind and by your creation. Ergo: you are the sole creator of all 
your UPS (Pain), and of the Persistence (which is to say, your inability) to 
change negative events in your life.  

“Should Not Be” and BAD are realities.   
They are never TRUTH. 

“Should Not Be,” BAD, Resistance & Pain 
They are all the same. 

“Should Not Be,” BAD, Resistance & Pain 
They are always your Creations. 

 
What Is, Is.  What Ain’t, Ain’t. 

Your UPS is never the What Is = Reality;  
It is your Resistance to What Is= Reality.   

You are the SOLE creator of your Rxx75 UPS. 
                                                           
 

74 Antilove here means both UPS pain to oneself, and negative acts to dominate, change, 
stop, punish or destroy others.  
75 Rxx: symbol for Resistance.  



 

Chapter 7 
As Happiness is Purely Emotional: 

What are your Emotions? 

Now that we have seen some of the mechanism of your creation of UPS, we 
need to return to the observation that Happiness is purely emotional. We have 
yet to see the entire mechanism of Happiness+/-, the YOU part in particular. To 
do so, we must first go deeper into the nature of the emotions. First, let us 
review what we saw in previous chapters:  

HAPPINESS IS PURELY EMOTIONAL: 
Positive emotions are happiness; and negative emotions are UPS. 

 
We told you to verify the Truth of these statements for yourself. Try to find 

any event or situation in your life that is happy or unhappy apart from your 
emotional experience, your feelings, about the event. Try to identify any 
moment of happiness (any MOP) that is not made so by your positive emotions. 
Likewise, try to identify any time you have experienced any flavor of UPS that 
is not thusly made unhappy by your negative emotions.  

That is an impossible task: Your feelings are your emotions, not the events. 
Events themselves are just events; they are never happiness or UPS. Events have 
no feelings, no emotions; and no event, nothing external to you can cause you 
to think or feel anything. Lower orders of energy do not control higher orders: 
nothing physical controls psycanic energies (thought and emotion).  You are 
who puts the emotions into events and life (by a mechanism we shall see in the 
coming chapters).  

Events never cause your emotions. The proof of this is that for any given 
event, human emotions vary along the entire Emotional Energy Spectrum. 
There is no Consistency of Cause Effect.  

It does appear to the ignorant76 humbe that events do cause emotions, 
because s/he perceives changes of events and hir emotions change. However, as 

                                                           
 

76 By ignorant, we mean psicanically ignorant; ignorant of how Being, Mind, Emotion, 
Love, Happiness, and relationships function. The person may be a scholar in other areas, 
but if s/he does not know how s/he hirself works, then s/he is ignorant of the most basic 
and most important thing in life: Self.  



 
we said, that is one of the 12 Great Hallucinations77, something like the physical 
illusion that the earth is flat and the sun rotates around it.  

 
The Emotions 

Of all the varieties of experience possible, both physical (sight, sound, 
touch, etc) and psycanic (thought and emotion), the most powerful ones are the 
emotions, with the exception of those rare moments of great pleasure or great 
physical pain.  

Our emotions are the "main event" throughout our life. Even when we 
want physical things like a new car or job, fame and fortune, we want them 
because of how we think they are going to make us feel emotionally: free, 
secure, happy, joyful, successful, powerful, admired, respected, loved. The 
advertising industry preys on this hunger, pitching that if you use their 
products your will BE-FEEL those things. Even the most powerful physical 
sensations, such as sex, have as their ultimate purpose emotional experiences 
such as closeness, intimacy, and love. Happiness itself is a positive emotional 
state.   

Events never cause your emotions, and so never cause your UPS and can 
never bring you Happiness. Your happiness or pain in life is never the events; 
but how you feel, your emotions, during those events. 

The importance of understanding this is that to be happy, you only have 
to learn to control your emotions directly. You will never be able to control 
them by trying to control events: you will never have enough power over 
events. Furthermore, events do not cause your emotions: they do not cause your 
UPS, and they can’t produce true happiness, only MOPs.  Trying to control 
events to avoid suffering and achieve happiness is called the External Quest in 
psycanics, and it is a waste of time and effort. Nor do you have to control events 
to be happy, fortunately; because if you did, there would be no hope for 
happiness.  

 
You achieve happiness, not by controlling the externals of your life, but 
by DIRECTLY controlling your emotions irrelevant of the externals. 

 
 
 

                                                           
 

77 Only six of the Hallucinations are mentioned in this book. 



 
This control of your emotions is what you will learn with psycanics. The 

objective is that you live in self-love and joy all the time, no matter what the 
external events and situations of your life. In this state, nothing, no external 
event, can perturb your state of being and FEELing. This is true Happiness; 
permanent and impregnable. 

 
SUMMARY:  
1- Happiness is purely emotional. 
2- Your emotions are “internal” psycanic energies that are not caused by 

external events. 
3- You are the Creator of your emotions and can control them directly.  
3- Learning to control your emotions directly is the ONLY path to 

happiness: you will never have enough control over events.  
 
We are now ready to proceed with our subject for this chapter: the nature of 

the emotions. We have shown that happiness is purely emotional. Therefore, to 
understand happiness, we must understand the emotions.  

 
The Emotional Energy Polarity Spectrum, simplified: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Let´s get right down to what the emotions are:  

Ecstasy 
Joy 
Excitement 
Satisfaction 
 

Bliss 
Enthusiasm 
Interest  
Contentment 
 

 
 

 
 
Hostility 
Anxiety 
Hate 
Grief 

 
 
Anger 
Fear 
Sadness 
Depression 

  Positive
         N

egative  
 

SPace = Zero Energy



 

THE EMOTIONS ARE LOVE. 
Most people think love is just one of the emotions, that of high affinity and 

attraction that feels so sweet. However, this is an extremely limited 
understanding of love energy. Let's examine Love.  

WHAT IS LOVE?  
First: Love is a polarity; correctly written it is Love+/-.  There is positive 

love and there is the opposite of Love, negative love or AntiLove. For example, 
anger, hate, fear, and grief are all opposites of positive love. We will show how 
Love is a polarity in more detail as our discussion proceeds.   

Love+/- is an energy+/-, a polar energy. This is an easy one to show and 
understand. Everything that exists is some form of energy. You can also easily 
understand your emotions as energies, psycanic energies. We will show that 
love energy and emotional energy is the same energy polarity.  

There are two main aspects to Love: the “internal” or psycanic aspect that 
is what you FEEL; and the “external” or physical aspect that is what you DO.  

The internal aspect of Love is your experience of it, your FEELing of it. 
Love is something that you FEEL. You seek it because it FEELs good. This 
FEELing aspect of Love+/- is the Emotions.    

The external aspect of Love is Love in action. Love is also a verb. Love is 
what you do. Love is the positive actions (DO), producing positive results 
(HAVE) that we take for the benefit of that which we love. Notice that it is your 
emotions+/- that motivate your actions+/- “Internal” Love as FEEL motivates 
“external” Love as Action= DO and produces positive results (HAVE) for the 
beloved. We write this FEEL DO HAVE78.  (For the purposes of our 
discussion here, we will not be speaking much of the external, DO and HAVE 
aspects of Love. In this chapter, we are interested only in the FEELing, the 
emotional, aspect.)  

Love+/- is a function of the Value Polarity, of the Good-BAD Polarity. The 
more Gooder= more valuable that something is to you, the more you love it. 
How much do you value and therefore love your spouse or child?  

The BADder something is, the more you antilove it. For example, is your 
kitchen garbage valuable to you? Are you loving it or antiloving it by throwing 
it out of your life? How much do most people AntiLove really “BAD” things 
like terrorism?  There, their antilove is measured in bullets and bombs. 

                                                           
 

78 The importance of FEEL DO HAVE will become clear in a later chapter.  



 
Love+/- is the Affinity+/- Polarity. (Affinity-Aversion).  Affinity is the 

degree of liking and attraction to something. Negative affinity, aversion, is the 
degree of dislike, rejection, and repulsion towards something.  Love+/- and 
Affinity+/- are so related that we even say we love something when we like it 
very much (like a good ice cream); and that we hate it when we dislike 
something very much (in my case, acid rock music). 

Love+/- is impulse energy+/- for movement towards or away, and 
therefore, for integration or separation. . Positive Love impulses us to move 
towards that which we love, to have and experience more of it, to join and unite 
with it. For an example of the positive side of Love as impulse to movement 
towards, take marriage and buying a home.  

AntiLove impulses us to avoid or move away from, to separate from, to 
stop or destroy, in order to have less and experience less of whatever it is we are 
antiloving; just the opposite of +Love. For an example of the negative side, for 
AntiLove, take divorce and war.  

 
LOVE as FEELING= EMOTIONS  

impulses and motivates  
LOVE as ACTION. 

 
Love is motivational energy for action. Positive love motivates us to take 

positive action that helps, supports, grows, or otherwise benefits the beloved.  
Example: how a good parent treats hir child. AntiLove motivates us to take 
negative actions that forcefully change, stop, punish, or destroy that which we 
antilove. Example, how we treat crime and criminals.  Remember that the other 
aspect of love is action. LOVE AS FEELING IMPULSES AND MOTIVATES 
LOVE AS ACTION.  

Love+/- is Happiness+/-. Finally, Love +/- is the Happiness +/- polarity. You 
can see this by adding up all of the other aspects of +Love and AntiLove and 
noting that they are Happiness or UPS.  

However, verify the Truth of this statement in your experience = FEELing 
by re-living a time when you “fell in love” with someone. Where were you on 
the Happiness+/- Polarity Scale while you were in love? Close to the top, no?  
Then remember a time when you resented or hated someone, and note where 
you were on the Happiness Polarity Scale: were you happy or unhappy 
experiencing your hate? 

There are other characteristics of Love+/-, but these are sufficient for our 
purposes.  



 
Now take the list of characteristics above and substitute the word 

"emotion" for the word "love".  
You will note that it makes absolutely no difference if you use the word 

love or you use the word emotion. This is because they are the exactly the same 
thing, the same energy.  

Emotions +/- = Love +/-  
 

Until you understand this, you understand neither emotions nor love and 
will have trouble controlling them.  

Next concept:  

EMOLOVEJOY 
We have shown that happiness is emotional. Emotions +/- = Happiness +/-  

 The only happiness that exists is your positive emotions.  
 The only UPS that exists is your negative emotions. 

 
We have shown that Love +/- is Happiness +/-.  

 All forms of positive love (interest, enthusiasm, joy feel good, 
are happiness. 

 All forms of Antilove love (anger, fear, hate, guilt, grief etc.) feel 
bad, are UPS. 

We have shown that emotions are love, and that the love energy is the 
emotions: Emotions +/- = Love +/-  

What can you conclude by observing all of these equivalencies? 

Emotions, Love & Happiness are all the same thing. 
It is unfortunate that we have three different, unrelated words for what is a 

single phenomenon. This multiplicity of words for one thing leads to confusion 
and lack of understanding of the phenomenon.  

We need to correct this problem, so we are going to invent one word that 
expresses and reminds us that these three things are really one and the same.  

We are going to use the word EmoLoveJoy +/-.  EmoLoveJoy means 
Emotions = Love = Happiness. (We will sometimes shorten this to LoveJoy.) 
Each of these is a Polarity ―and so must be, and is, EmoLoveJoy.   



 
When you see word EmoLoveJoy (or just LoveJoy), we are talking about 

this energy +/- that is one of the four main divine ESSENCE energies of which 
you are made79. We are talking about emotional energy +/- that is the same as 
Love energy +/- that is the same as Happiness / UPS.  IT IS ALL THE SAME 
THING.  

 
THE ULTIMATE MOTIVATION OF ALL HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
The ultimate motivation of all human behavior and effort is to control one’s 

experience. Your primary experience in life is your emotions, to avoid the 
negative ones and produce the positive emotions. Thus, the Ultimate 
Motivation of all human behavior is to control one’s emotions. As happiness is 
purely emotional, this is the same as saying: The ultimate motivation of all 
human behavior is to be Happy.  

Now we can state this same Law as: The ultimate motivation of all human 
behavior is to find and feel +Love.  Emotions, Love and Happiness Polarities 
are all the same thing, the same energy, and now we can state this Law 
including all three concepts using just one word: 

 

The ultimate motivation of all human behavior  
is to control one’s EmoLoveJoy. 

 
If you will remember, we said at the beginning of this book that the 

ultimate motivation of all human effort is Happiness. That statement is 
completely true, and now your understanding of Happiness+/- (and therefore of 
UPS), is beginning to take form.   

 
 
 
 

WHEREFORE ART THOU, OH LOVE? 
Our next questions are: Where does EmoLoveJoy come from?  What causes 

or produces it?  The answer is an extremely important datum about 
EmoLoveJoy:  

                                                           
 

79 The others are Wisdom, Power, Value, and we will have much to say about ESSENCE 
later.  



 
 

EMOLOVEJOY JOY is not just Love; EmoLoveJoy is your  
LOVE FOR SELF. 

It is SELF LOVE80. 
 

Your Emotions= Love= Joy+/- is your Love or AntiLove for yourSelf,  
for Who You Are= BE, for your BEing.   

Your BE changes constantly and therefore so do your emotions. . 
What produces and determines the flavor of your EmoLoveJoy+/- is YOU 

(more precisely, your Creation of Self that are your IDentities). We saw this 
already on the negative side with the formula YOU  what should not be= 
BAD UPS.  

Your EmoLoveJoy+/- is your love for yourSelf, and that Self changes 
constantly according to the events and situations–IF YOU LET IT; IF YOU DO 
NOT CONTROL WHO YOU ARE.  

You cannot control most events. You cannot control your emotions—they 
are automatic love energy reactions to Who You Are. What you can control is 
WHO YOU ARE.  

How all this works is the subject of our next chapters. 
 
 

                                                           
 

80 The proof that the emotions are Self-Love will be found in the book Emotions, Love 
and Happiness, one of the advanced texts.  



 

Chapter 8 
Your Essence And Your BEing 

As we look around at existence, there is one fact that jumps out at us. There 
is an INTELLIGENT, POWERFUL, LIFE FORCE at work, and it is Polarity.  

All Polarities, you will recall, are a concept stretched outwards towards two 
opposing poles, which creates a spectrum of experience. (Remember our 
example of “temperature”.  Temperature is a concept and not experience-able in 
itself: you must have hot and cold to have experiences of temperature.) You will 
remember that one pole of a Polarity must exist, and that both sides of a Polarity 
must be experienced (at least occasionally) to experience either.  

LIFE (aka the SUPREME BEING) cannot know ITSELF, or be known by 
other parts of ITSELF (i.e. humans), or be experience-able without becoming a 
Polarity- and so IT has. The SUPREME BEING is ONE existing before all things 
that BEcomes a Polarity to experience ITSELF more fully.  

We can call one pole LIFE or BEING and it is ectropic81. The opposing pole 
is entropic and we can label it: AntiLife, Matter, Death, Chaos, or Mud.  
Between the two poles is Change: growth and decay. The “upwards” scale of 
Change is growth to ever more LIFE. The “downwards” scale of Change is 
entropy and decay, to death, chaos, and dust.  

                                                           
 

81 Entropy and Ectropy are terms in physics and thermodynamics. Entropy is the 
tendency of a system to decay to minimal energy, temperature and organization. E.g. A 
cup of hot coffee will soon cool down to the ambient temperature by losing energy. A 
gas, liquid or soluble solid will disperse itself throughout the available space, mixing in 
with all other gases or liquids. Ectropy is the opposite of Entropy. Ectropy is any change 
to a high energy or organizational state. E.g. To heat the coffee is ectropic. To pump only 
oxygen out of the air into a tank is ectropic. To create a computer chip out of sand is 
ectropic. A plant is ectropic when it turns earth, water and sunlight into cells and 
nutrients. A plant becomes entropic when it dies and decays back into earth.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Notice that everything that exists is 
on this polarity spectrum and is always 
moving in one direction or the other.  
Everything that exists is always changing; 
nothing is static.   

Change is always in one direction or 
the other:  growth or decay, ectropy or 
entropy.   Existence is the play of the two 
forces: ectropy =LIFE; and entropy, =  
ANTILIFE.   

The LIFE FORCE, the LIFE 
ENERGY, or just LIFE for short, aka the 
SUPREME BEING, has the following 
characteristics and behaviors.  (Of course, it 
has many more, but these are sufficient for 
our purposes here.)   

Cause: aka Power and Force: The 
ability to change things, including its own 
forms of expression.  It is the CREATOR 
and the grower of things.  Will is the 
primary Causal Force.  Cause, Will, Power, 
Force, Creator; these are all intimately 
related.  

Intelligent Consciousness:  the 
LIFE FORCE is obviously intelligent, 
displaying an intelligence far, far beyond 
that of a human being.  For example, it is the 
INTELLIGENCE that designed the human 
body that we humans are still far from 
completely understanding.  Wisdom is a 

LIFE = BEING 
Ectropic Force 

Cause, Will, Force,  
Power, Creation 

Consciousness, Awareness 
Intelligence, Knowledge, 

Memory, Wisdom 
 

More Energy &  
Higher Forms of Energy 

 
Differentiation 

Order & Organization 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No Will, No Power 
Minimum Consciousness 

No Intelligence, Knowledge, 
Memory or Wisdom. 

 
Less Energy &

The LIFE FORCE Polarity 
& Direction of Change 



 
Let us take the simple example of an automobile.  The creation 
of an automobile requires a lot of LIFE or BEing, a lot of 
Ectropy.  
To manifest an automobile into physical reality requires great 
Cause guided by great Intelligence. Many, many things, energy 
and matter, must be moved, changed, differentiated and 
organized to produce an automobile. The earth must be mined 
for the iron ore and the coal to melt it. Energies of all kinds 
must be harnessed: intense fire, thousands of kinds of electric 
energies in computers and communications systems in the 
factory electrical system. The factories must be built, and 
enormous machinery created and installed. Thousands of 
pieces and parts must be formed of all kinds of materials 
(rubber, plastic, aluminum, copper, glass, carbon, ceramic, 
lubricants etc.). Each of these materials is a differentiation of 
matter. All of this requires tremendous intelligence, planning, 
and organization of millions of materials, energies, and human 
beings.  
Obviously, the production of an automobile requires great 
amount of LIFE FORCE or BEING: Cause-Will-Creator-Power, 
guided by Intelligence. That BEing (in this case many human 
BEings working together) differentiates and organizes energy 
and matter into ever-higher, more complicated and more 
sophisticated forms, that then interact and cooperate with other 
forms to create even higher levels of entities. The human being 
has enough LIFE ESSENCE to create an automobile. More 
sophisticated forms of LIFE such as a plant, and animal, the 
human body, a planet, the universe, require a much BIGGER 
(SUPREME?)  BEING with much greater LIFE FORCE.   

 
The LIFE FORCE is the upward-thrusting force in the universe in our 

diagram here. Another name for the LIFE FORCE is SUPREME BEING, aka82: 
the CREATOR; aka GOD.  It is the Ectropic Force in the Ectropy-Entropy 
Polarity.  

 
 
 

                                                           
 

82 Aka: also known as. Termed used in police work for an alias name.  



 

ENTROPY 
Playing against the LIFE FORCE is its opposite, which we can call Matter, 

Death, Chaos, or Entropy.  
Entropy is the force that drags or pulls things “down”.  It is the force that 

tries to reduce things to their lowest level of energy and of differentiation and 
organization.  It is the force to decay and death in living things, and to decay 
and minimize energy (the opposite of growth) in all things.  It tries to 
homogenize (the opposite of differentiation and organization) everything to 
mud or dust.  

 
 
Let's take our example of the automobile again.  Park it out on the street, 

and take away all attention and care from an Intelligent Cause, from a BEing, 
from a LIFE entity.  In a hundred years or so, you will have a pile of rust, and 
eventually dust. That is entropy at work.  

Likewise, take any form that the LIFE FORCE is animating and using - a 
plant, an animal, a human body. Have the LIFE FORCE leave, which is what 
happens at death; and watch the form decay back to the dust from which it 
came. From “dust to dust” as they say, LIFE is the part in between.  

 
FORMS AND THE SPECTRUM OF AMOUNT OF LIFE  
We can observe that the amount of the LIFE FORCE is always 

proportionate and appropriate to the physical form being animated. We can 
observe a spectrum of form versus amount of Life Force that runs from rock, 
through plant, through animal, to human being, which is as high as it goes on 
this planet—as yet.  

Each form is endowed with a certain amount and quality of LIFE according 
to its form. And within each of those general kinds of forms, there is a long 
spectrum of gradations of LIFE FORCE from the simplest to the most complex.  

 
 
 
 
 



 

ESSENCE 
So now, let us analyze the properties of the LIFE FORCE itself. We can see 

what LIFE does in the universe; it is very obvious.  The question is: What is it 
that does all that?  What are the properties of LIFE, of BEING? 

WISDOM - The first major quality that we can identify is 
CONSCIOUSNESS, the ability to perceive, to experience, to feel, which is also 
the ability to know.  Consciousness includes:  

Intelligence: Intelligence adds to the ability to perceive and to know, 
the ability to manipulate, compare, and compute with and about 
mental realities and symbols. This also requires  
Memory: the ability to store and to call up mental realities as needed.  
These both work with knowing and knowledge, and therefore with 
study and learning.  
Creativity, thinking ahead and planning are other aspects of Wisdom.   
For the lack of a better word, we will call this consciousness + 
intelligence + knowledge + memory +creativity, energy or ability: 
Wisdom 
 

POWER - The second major quality that we can identify we shall call 
CAUSE or POWER. Cause is the ability, first of all, to cause things to exist, 
which is CREATION.  Then it is the ability to change them, to move them, etc.  

Will is the manifestation of the Causal Force within you. Will includes 
the concepts of intention, commitment, and the ability to persist in a 
course of action despite all counter-force.  
CAUSE—CREATION includes the ability to create mental realities, 
images in the mind, which can also serve as the blueprints or models 
for creation in the physical universe.  
Responsability is also part of Cause. (See the Life Transformation 
Program for this—far too long to explain here.)  
 

VALUE - A third major quality of BEING, of LIFE, is VALUE. Value is the 
relative worth of something. Only (a) BEing has the ability to assign worth or 
value to anything. For example, which is more valuable: toilet paper, or a 
hundred dollar bill? Only BEing (and a higher degree of it, at that) can make 
that determination (i.e. your dog cannot make that evaluation).  



 
Also, notice that the more LIFE = BEING that something has, the more we 

tend to value it. As a general rule, a plant is worth more than a rock, an animal 
is worth more than a plant, and a human being is worth more than an animal.  

 
LOVE - The fourth major quality of BEING, of the LIFE FORCE is one that 

we have already seen: LOVE. This is the EmoLoveJoy energy we saw in the 
previous chapter. The more LIFE that anything has, the more developed is its 
emotional/love life.  The higher animals have basic emotions; man has a much 
fuller spectrum. The maximum level of LoveJoy is divine ecstasy and total bliss.  

These, then, are the four basic properties or energies of BEING, of the LIFE 
FORCE.  

 

WISDOM, POWER, VALUE, LOVEJOY83 
(ABBREVIATED WPVLJ) 

 
 
We call these four energies the ESSENCE of BEING, or the ESSENCE of 

LIFE, or just ESSENCE for short. They can also be called just BEING or just 
LIFE: it is all the same thing.  

The more LIFE / BEING that anything has/ is, the more it will have and 
express of these four qualities.  The higher any entity is on our scale of BEing 
(from rock, through plant, through animal, to human, to higher levels of life 
such as spirits); the more BEING= LIFE ESSENCE that that entity has/is; and 
the more it will experience and express of the qualities of LIFE: Consciousness, 
Intelligence,  

Now an important datum:  
YOU are made of this LIFE= BEING ENERGY. 

You are a BEing; you are LIFE manifesting as you. 
 

You are “aLIFE”84; 
You are an expression of the LIFE Force.  You are made of ESSENCE. 

                                                           
 

83 LoveJoy and EmoLoveJoy is the same thing.  
84 A play on the word the ALIVE and LIFE..  



 

Your body is a form designed and evolved by  
LIFE= (the SUPREME) BEING,  

to permit it, LIFE= BEING to play in the physical universe. 
You, the nonphysical, LIFE-energy entity (spirit)  

that is currently residing in and using the body,  
are pure ESSENCE. 

Your fundamental nature of BEing is Essence= 
WISDOM, POWER, VALUE, LOVEJOY. 

That is what you are, what you BE, in your deepest nature.  
Your ESSENCE is WPVLJ: Wisdom, Power and Ecstasy. 

We use the term “psican” for the nonphysical, LIFE-Energy BEing that you 
are. You, the psican, are an LIFE-Energy entity, made of WPVLJ.  
Psycanics is the study of the nature and characteristics of the psican. 

In religious terms: You are a “son of God”, a chip off the old block85, made 
in the “image and likeness” of the SUPREME BEING: just like the SUPREME 
BEING, out of the same stuff: ESSENCE.  

Note: There is another, equally important and fundamental 
characteristic of LIFE=BEING called SPace. Thus, ESSENCE is 
Wisdom, Power, Value, SPace, and LoveJoy.  The phenomenon 
of SPace is awesome in both size and complexity, and we must 
leave it to the advanced texts. The concept of SPace applies to 
physical space (i.e. the universe), but much more importantly, it 
refers to psycanic SPace.  
Note that the SUPREME BEING is the INFINITE SPACE in 
which all things exist. If the SUPREME BEING did not give 
both physical and psycanic SPace to exist to anything that 
exists, it would not, could not, exist. SPace is the absence of 
BAD Rxx and the beginning of Love= Happiness.  
For example: People deny others the SPace to BE as they are, 
(creating BADs, & Should and Should Not BE’s) which is the 
beginning of Rxx & antilove attacks to stop, change, punish or 
destroy.  See the definitions of SPace and of Love in the 
Dictionary of Psycanic Science.  
Yet another characteristic of ESSENCE is Beauty.  

                                                           
 

85 Ok. So “chip off the old block” is not exactly a religious term.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Consciousness = Awareness. 
Capacity for 

perception=feel=experience.  Basis of 
memory, intelligence, creativity  

WISDOM. 

Will = Cause = Power = 
Creator, Mover, Producer. 

Ability to Create Realities 

Value   
Capacity to e-Value-ate. 
The capacity to assign Value= Worth,
especially to Self.   

EmoLoveJoy
Emotions = Self-Love = 

Happiness/UPS 

PSICAN
You are a psican:  a non-physical LIFE-Energy entity (spirit), composed of the 

four basic LIFE ESSENCE ENERGIES,  
the ENERGIES of BEING:  Wisdom, Power, Value & Love Joy. 



 
Things get even more interesting. We have to leave Western philosophy 

here and take some data from Eastern philosophies such as Buddhism, 
Hinduism, and Taoism, data confirmed by all the mystics.  

 
There is only ONE BEING= LIFE force. You are, therefore, part of IT, and all 

of IT. Your separate individuality is an illusion, part of the cosmic Game that 
you and all of creation are playing. The ONE divides ITSELF into the Many in 
order to explore, experience, and play with ITSELF in all of ITS infinite 
possibilities of BEING. This gives the INFINITE many Points of View and pf 
Experience of ITSELF. You are one of the viewpoints of the SUPREME BEING 
upon ITSELF, the ONE. You are part of the ONE that both continues creation 
and experience from within the universe.  Even the parts that appear to be NOT 
LIFE, such as rocks, are made of the ONE—there is anything else to make 
anything of.  

 
The fundamental Game86 of your existence is to descend out of the ONE 

into the Many, going as far away from (your awareness of) your ESSENCE as 
you can, in order to have the Great Adventure of finding your way HOME 
again. As a human being, you are currently near the bottom of the cycle in this 
Game. We will come back to this in the chapter on the Existential Experiential 
Imperative. 

 
Where we want to go now is to pursue the question: 
If I am this marvelous ESSENCE BEING made of the LIFE ENERGY, 

composed of WISDOM, POWER, VALUE, LOVEJOY that you say; how is it 
that I don't experience= FEEL myself as BEing much of these qualities?  I don't 
feel very wise; I don't feel very powerful; I don't feel very worthy or deserving; 
and much of my EmoLoveJoy is negative: unhappiness pain and suffering. 

                                                           
 

86 Definition of Game in psycanics: The effort to overcome an obstacle to reach a goal. 
Experience, of which Games and Drama are important forms is the purpose of existence. 
Drama is created by pushing the limits of Polarities, especially the Power- Anti-Power 
Polarity. . See the advanced texts for the explanations necessary to make sense of this.  



 

Where is my experience of ESSENCE?  
Why am I not living in ESSENCE? 

Why am I not soaring in Power and Ecstasy?  
 
And that, my friend is the most important question you can ask and 

answer—because the answer is the Key to the Kingdom.  The Kingdom we all 
seek is ESSENCE.  

 



 
 
For our religious fans:  

What does it profit a man to gain the whole world,  
but lose the kingdom of Heaven? 
Seek first the Kingdom of Heaven 

(and all else will be added unto you). 
The Kingdom of Heaven is within. 

It is rediscovering your own ESSENCE. 
The experience of your ESSENCE is 

the only real Happiness that exists. 
It is POWER, LOVE, ECSTASY, and it is INFINITE. 

Why you are not experiencing your ESSENCE, 
 we answer in the next chapter. 

 

SUMMARY: 
You are a psican: an immortal, individualized “particle” of the ONE LIFE 

FORCE BEING that is behind all that exists. You are made of the same 
ESSENCE: Consciousness, Intelligence, Wisdom, Cause, Will, Power, Creator, 
SPace, Love, and Ecstasy.  .  

ONE LIGHT, many candles.  Your individuality and separation is an 
illusion, and to overcome that illusion and reconnect with the ONE is the major 
Game of your existence.  

You are in a Polarity Drama. You have “sent” yourself as far from the ONE 
ESSENCE as possible by creating and embedding yourself in AntiEssence. You 
are in the adventure of digging yourself out while exploring the Creation from 
an individualized Point of View. Eventually you will re-unite with the ONE, 
now able to experience and appreciate the warmth of your ONEness and 
ESSENCE for having been so long in the cold of AntiEssence and separation.  

Once you understand Who You Are and what is going on, you can assist 
and accelerate the process.  

 



 

Chapter 9 
ANTI-ESSENCE 

You are ESSENCE. You are an immortal, non-physical, LIFE-energy entity, 
currently focused in a human body. You are a spirit (religious term: soul) made 
of the original, spirit-ual energy that is LIFE, that is BEING, that consists of 
Wisdom, Power, Value & LoveJoy. We call this non-physical, LIFE energy 
spirit, the psican.  

The ONLY problem that you have in life is that, as a human being, you are 
not experiencing much of your ESSENCE. Overcoming this lack of the 
experience of ESSENCE is the ultimate motivation of everything you do in life: 
You try to increase your experience of ESSENCE, to try to get back to ESSENCE, 
to your origin and HOME. That motivation, that compulsion, is the Existential 
Experiential Imperative that we will see later. 

 
Three questions arise here:  

 Why is it that we humans do not experience what we are, our 
true spiritual ESSENCE.  

 How is it, by what mechanism is it, that we live not 
experiencing much of our deepest spiritual nature? How is it that we 
live experiencing so much of the opposites of our spiritual Essence? 
(Opposites include: no power, no value, and all the negative emotions.)  

 How do I reverse this situation and move into continual 
experience of my ESSENCE?  

 
You do not experience much ESSENCE because you have counter-created 

your ESSENCE. You have done your best to create the reality (not the Truth; 
remember the difference), that you are not ESSENCE.  

As you can see, you have succeeded very well at this, so well in fact that 
you now live as a human being rather than the god that you are. (Human beings 
are about as far down on the ESSENCE scale, as far as you can get from the 
SUPREME BEING, and still be a creator being. Animals, plants and minerals 
(i.e. rocks) are lower on the Scale of ESSENCE= BEing than humans, but they 
are not creator beings.)  



 
Why have you done this? To fully understand, you would need to 

understand Polarity, Cosmology, Game Conditions, and Drama.  These last 
three concepts are not covered in this book, so we will only deal with Polarity 
here.  

ESSENCE is a polarity; and each of the four main qualities of ESSENCE: 
Wisdom, Power, Value and EmoLoveJoy, is a polarity. Let’s recall some of the 
Laws of Polarity.  

You can’t have one side of a polarity without the other.  Ergo: for 
ESSENCE to exist, Anti-Essence must also exist.  

You can only know, experience and appreciate one side of a polarity to 
the degree that you have experienced and therefore know the other side of the 
polarity.  

For you to know and enjoy ESSENCE ―and this is your highest purpose—
you must have visited (experienced) AntiEssence. This is what you are doing as 
a human being: exploring AntiEssence. 

For the SUPREME BEING to experience being the SUPREME BEING, some 
parts of HIR must (pretend to) NOT-BE the SUPREME BEING; must experience 
being NOT-GOD. One of the parts pretending to NOT-BE the ONE is you, a 
human BEing. Thus, on one level, you are doing the ESSENCE = GOD a service, 
by visiting AntiEssence so that other parts can experience BEing ESSENCE. 

 
More importantly for you, is that you are in the great Cosmic Game and 

Adventure of descending into and climbing back out of AntiEssence to return to 
ESSENCE. By having been to AntiEssence, you will now be able to experience 
and appreciate BEing ESSENCE. You have gone out in the Cold (AntiEssence), 
so to speak, to know and enjoy WARMTH (ESSENCE).  

 
WHAT IS ANTIESSENCE? IN MORE DETAIL: 
AntiEssence is any creation of self that denies or suppresses ESSENCE. As 

ESSENCE is Wisdom, Power & Value, AntiEssence is any statement or belief 
about self that denies any of these qualities of BEing = Life.  

Your creations of self are your declarations of I AM and of I AM NOT.  
Some declarations of self take the form of verbs, such as: I CAN 
and I CAN’T; I DESERVE and I DON’T DESERVE; but the 
concept is the same: They are creations that define self. 



 
We call each creation = determination of self an IDentity, as it determines 

what you are, and what you are not.  Your realities (beliefs) of Who You Are, 
are called your IDentities.  You are the Creator, starting with you.  

We call your positive Essence IDentities: PIRs: Positive IDentity Realities.  
Your negative Essence IDentities are denominated: NIRs: Negative IDentity 
Realities.   

They are realities and all the Laws of Reality apply. They are IDentities 
because they are your realities about you.  

The exact words used to express these concepts Wisdom, Power, or Value 
are not important. There are dozens of ways to express each of the three 
“flavors” of AntiEssence (NIRs). It is the determination of the person that s/he is 
not Essence = is AntiEssence that is important.  See next page for examples. 

You are the Determinator (creator or importer) of reality for you. The most 
important Realities that you will ever create (or import from others) are your 
Realities of Self, of what you are and are not.  We call your creations= realities 
of self your identities.  

Of the various kinds of identities that you have as a human being, (includes 
the roles87 such as parent, salesperson, lawyer, etc) the most important ones are, 
by far, your ESSENCE IDentities.88  

                                                           
 

87 Roles are human identities, as opposed to Spirit or ESSENCE IDentities. 
88 When we are referring to the ESSENCE IDentities, we will capitalize the first two 
letters of IDentity or IDentities (thusly); or use the abbreviation ID or IDs.  
Roles are human identities, as opposed to Spirit or ESSENCE IDentities. 



 

Some examples will make Essence+/- IDentities, PIRs and NIRs, 
clear: 

ESSENCE IDentities = PIRs 
Wisdom Power Value 
I know. 
I am smart. 
I am intelligent. 
I am creative. 
I am imaginative. 
I can learn easily. 
I am wise. 

I am able. 
I am capable. 
I can do it. 
I am powerful. 
I am the creator. 
I am CAUSE. 
I am strong. 
I am a success. 

I am worthy. 
I am deserving. 
I deserve it. 
I am magnificent. 
I am good. 
I am good enough 

ANTI-ESSENCE IDentities = NIRs 
Anti-Wisdom 

(AW) 
Anti-Power (AP) Anti-Value (AV) 

I do not know. 
I am ignorant. 
I am less intelligent 

than others 
I am dumb. 
I am stupid. 
I am an idiot. 
I can’t learn. (also 

AntiPower) 

I am unable. 
I cannot (do 

whatever). 
I am powerless. 
I am weak. 
I am a failure. 
I am a coward. 
I am useless (also 

AntiValue). 

I am unworthy. 
I am undeserving. 
I do not deserve. 
I am less than others 

are. 
I am not good 

enough. 
I am no good. 
I am BAD. 
I am worthless. 
 

 



 
 

THE FOURTH ELEMENT OF ESSENCE: EmoLoveJoy  

You will notice that we did not put the fourth element of ESSENCE, Love+/- 
in the table. That is because the fourth element of ESSENCE is the result of the 
first three. You generate EmoLoveJoy as a result of Who You Are, the first three 
elements.  The fourth element of Essence is not only Love+/-; it is, you will 
recall, self-love+/-.  

You love yourself= generate positive emolovejoy when you are in “good” 
identities, the Essence IDentites.  You antilove yourself= generate negative 
emolovejoy when you are in BAD identities, the AntiEssence IDentities.  

You love or antilove yourself according to whether you are  
BEing Essence IDs & Good; or AntiEssence IDs & BAD,  

at any given moment, in relation to events. 

The only Happiness/UPS that exists in life is  
your love or antilove for yourself,  

which self is determined by your Essence IDentities  
of the moment. 

 

BAD TO SELF 
This brings us to the deadliest creation in the universe: your creations of 

BAD=Should Not BE to Self. Of all the things that you create BAD about, the 
worst by far is your creations of BAD about yourSelf, about your NIRs.  

It is actually not the NIR itself that you resist with your AntiLove=UPS, it is 
the BAD to NIR.  It is your creation of BAD that triggers your self-antilove, not 
the NIR itself.  (Remember, we said that it is impossible to suffer without first 
creating BAD?)  The Sequence is BAD Rxx = UPS & Persistence.  
Furthermore, it is your BAD Rxx that causes the Persistence of your NIRs as:  

1- You energize them with your antilove making them more real; AND  
2- you refuse to BE-FEEL= Experience them, which would discreate them.  

Experience Experienced Discreates. 
Resistance Causes Persistence. 

 



 
In fact, your creations of BAD to trigger events are really projections of your 

BAD to Self= NIRs. You create BAD about a trigger because it seems to be the 
Cause of your UPS (although you now know that it only triggers a 
NIR+BAD UPS sequence and that real cause of your UPS is your NIR+BAD, 
not the trigger). “As nothing external causes UPS, nothing external is BAD.”  

You remember that BAD=Should Not BE is a nothing, a hallucination and 
insanity. How does it feel to know that ALL your UPS in life has been about 
nothing, caused by your own gratuitously created hallucinations?  

You now know why we spent two long chapters on Should Not BE= BAD.  
Advanced Datum:  

Actually, the “Fifth” Element that triggers  
AntiEssence (BAD) is the DENIAL of the 4th Element of ESSENCE:  

SPace that is the beginning of Love.  

 
 
How you function subconsciously to create all your UPS in life: 
As regards the negative polarity of your IDentities, this is what you do, 

mostly unconsciously:  
1. First, you create an AntiEssence IDentity.  
2. Then you “paint” that ID, therefore yourSelf, 

BAD.   
3. Then you antilove your BAD Self generating 

negative emolovejoy.  When you paint your 
ID BAD, you resist it = yourSelf generating 
antilove. That self-antilove is the only 
happiness or pain that exists.  

 
Expressed in a formula: 

NIR  BAD  Rxx  Perxx & UPS 
A NIR BADed triggers Resistance which Causes 
Persistence and is UPS. 
 

 

 



 
Represented graphically, your IDentites and EmoLoveJoy function like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As a human being, you are a psican, a spirit, embedded, buried in 

AntiEssence Mass—“tons” of it. The AntiEssence Mass is the totality of your 
NIR Masses—there are several thousand. Our objective is to dig you out; to 
discreate the AntiEssence and so liberate your BEing to BE ESSENCE once 
again.  

You already are ESSENCE, so you don’t have to create that, only remove 
the AntiEssence creations=realities suppressing it, and affirm IT. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
You created all your AntiEssence long, long ago, as a spirit*. You bring it 

with you when you incarnate as a humbe (the ESM)89. As a humbe, your 
subconscious is packed with AntiEssence IDentity masses. Almost all of your 

                                                           
 

89 The ESM is called the “Original Sin” in Catholicism; and “Karma” in Buddhism and 
Hinduism.  
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Self Anti Love 
EmoLoveJoy 
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SPace, BAD, Should Not Be, Rxx, UPS, neg emo, EmoLoveJoy, Love, 
Happiness, & Reality are all interrelated concepts. 



 
experiences of AntiEssence in your life now are activations of masses of 
AntiEssence energy latent in your subconscious, triggered by an external 
event. 

 
*(We could pretend that all your experiential and behavioral 
problems began in this life in childhood—but it simply is not 
so. You are an immortal spirit and you created the ESM before 
you ever got here on this planet. The evidence for re-
incarnation is overwhelming. Anyone who denies it simply has 
not investigated the subject and is operating out of beliefs 
rather than Truth. Western religions have to deny re-
incarnation to maintain power over their believers.  
I remember a number of my past lives, and as a CDT Trainer 
see hundreds of people go into past lives to eliminate the root 
of some negative experience bothering them in present life. The 
work of the psychiatrist Brian Weiss is a good to place to being 
investigations, and there is more material on the internet than 
you can read in years.) 



 

ESSENCE SUPPRESSOR MASS = ANTI-ESSENCE MASS90 
 
The TOTALITY of your NIR Masses is called the Essence Suppressor Mass 

(ESM). The ESM is what blocks and suppresses your experience of Who You 
Really Are: LIFE FORCE = ESSENCE of BEing =the ONE. The ESM is the 
created reality mass91 (reality, not TRUTH) that reduces your experience of 
BEing from the ONE that you are, down to the level of BEing of a humbe, 
which as we said is as about as low as you can get and still be a creator BEing.  

 
Our objective in psycanics (your human life) is to discreate your 
NIRs and free you from your negative BE-FEEL, UPS, negative 
Causal Sequences, problems, conflicts, and neuroses.  
Our objective in Mysticism (your return to the ONE) is to get 
you out of the External Quest and into the Internal Quest, to 
discreate your ESM, to free your BEing and recover your 
experience and IDentity of ESSENCE and ONEness with the 
ALL THAT IS.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NIR MASS 
                                                           
 

90 The ESM and AM are two names for the same thing.  
91 Realities Causes Experience. Experience is the Effect of Realities (on Consciousness).  
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See next illustration for the structure of a NIR Mass.



 
We call these masses of negative psycanic energy: NIR Masses.  A NIR 

Mass consists of a NIR, plus an opinion of BAD, plus your negative emolovejoy 
= antilove resistance to that NIR, which is your UPS, and the only UPS that 
exists. The formula of a NIR Mass is: NIR+BAD AntiLove = UPS. 

PIR MASS 
Of course, the opposite polarity, the positive side, also exists: the PIR Mass 

or your spirit=psican itself. The PIR Mass is a PIR + the opinion it is Good to BE 
the PIR + Self-Love = Joy.  The formula is PIR+Good+Love. That Love for Self is 
the ONLY Happiness that exists.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTIVATION 
An Activation is the triggering and movement of a NIR Mass from your 

subconscious to your consciousness, which is your ability to perceive, 

The Structure of a PIR Mass: 
PIR + Good + LoveJoy

PIR:  E.g.,  
I AM ABLE! 
(P ID)

Creation of 
Good:   

I i d b
Positive EmoLoveJoy 

= Self Love = Happiness 

Small 
representation

P

NIR:  E.g.,  
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BAD:   

I i BAD BE NIR
Negative EmoLoveJoy 

= Self AntiLove. 

The Structure of a NIR Mass: 
NIR + BAD + AntiLove

N

Small 
representation



 
experience and feel.  (These are all the same thing.) You experience the 
activation as a MOD, a Moment of Dolor=Pain92 (aka MOA (Moment of 
AntiLove). You experience a NIR mass as a charge of negative emotion = UPS.  

Although you are often only aware of the negative emotion, your NIR and 
the opinion of BAD are always lurking behind the emotion. That negative 
emotion, you now know, is your AntiLove for self, for BEing in a negative 
Essence IDentity (NIR).  MOA= Moments of AntiLove are the ONLY UPS that 
exists—nothing else ever causes you unhappiness.  

TRIGGER EVENT 
The trigger event, or just trigger, for an activation = MOD can be almost 

anything. For example, if you see a snake, you might trigger fear. If somebody 
calls you an idiot, you will react with anger if you have an AntiWisdom NIR 
(e.g., I AM STUPID) in your subconscious.  

If you just think about the bills you must pay, you may trigger anxiety or 
worry. Anxiety is a member of the Fear group of emotions. Fear is the flavor of 
AntiLove that goes with Future AntiPower IDentities, such as: I AM NOT 
GOING TO BE ABLE TO do whatever.  

Let’s say you think of your debts and experience anxiety.  (You may not 
even be aware of the thought about the debts, and just find yourself suddenly 
feeling anxiety for no apparent reason.)  Behind all anxiety there will always be 
an Anti-Power NIR, e.g., I AM NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO earn enough 
money to pay my debts; or I am going to lose my house and I AM NOT 
GOING TO BE ABLE TO prevent that.  

What happens in life is that you perceive a trigger event, and you 
immediately assume (unconsciously) an IDentity in relation to that event. We 
will give an example of this with my pet cobra in a few moments.  

You then BEcome and experience that IDentity and you FEEL the love or 
antilove that you have for self in that IDentity. Again, you may only be aware of the 
negative emotion, but the IDentity (PIR or NIR) is always lurking back there in your 
subconscious. 

                                                           
 

92 We have already used “P” in MOP: Moment of Pleasure, so we use the Latin “Dolor” 
for Moment of Pain: MOD.   
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Your negative emotions = UPS are your AntiLove for self  
for BEing in a negative Essence IDentity. 

Behind every negative emotion, there is always a NIR— 
NO EXCEPTIONS. 

 
This is the mechanism of all unhappiness, pain, and suffering; and of all 

love, happiness, and joy.  All joy is the celebration of who you are when you 
are in Essence IDentities.  All pain is the lamentation of who you are when you 
are in AntiEssence IDentities.  

 
What you do with your activations is critical. You can try to 
ignore them, distract yourself from them, attack the trigger to 
change, stop, punish or destroy it, suppress the MOD with 
substance abuse, try to accumulate material things (money, 
relationships, power, etc) to counteract the MODs with MOPs 
(Moments of Pleasure = activations of PIR Masses), etc.  The 
average humbe uses all of these at one time or another.  
However, the correct procedure is to DISCREATE the NIRS. 
This cleans them out of your BEing. It both eliminates the MOD 
of the moment, and over the long run, eliminates all of the NIR 
Masses, returning you to BE ESSENCE all the time. This is the 
real path to Happiness, and to spiritual growth.   

 
One of our major objectives in psycanics is that you learn to discreate your 

masses of AntiEssence IDentities.  This eliminates your present time UPS, and 
bit by bit frees your BEing of all negative energy and experience, and returns 
you to ESSENCE–which is the purpose of life. Besides alleviating all human 
pain, neurosis, and addictions, it is a path back to The ONE.  



 
MY PET COBRA 
I have a pet cobra, psycanic to be sure, that I carry around with me to 

demonstrate all of this.  

Imagine that you see my cobra crawling across the floor towards you. What 
will you probably experience, what FEEL will you activate? Probably fear, 
terror, even panic, no?  Most people will try to get away. A very few, brave or 
foolhardy, might try to attack and kill the cobra.  

Notice that the above are antilove reactions (negative emotions= FEEL, and 
negative actions= DO) towards the cobra. They appear to be caused by the 
cobra. We shall see however, that they are only triggered by the cobra, but are 
caused by your IDentities.  

If you have watched much TV, channels such as Animal Planet, Discovery, 
or National Geographic, then you have certainly seen these guys that go out 
actively looking for snakes, cobras included.  What is their FEEL when they see 
a cobra? Excitement, enthusiasm, even joy, no?  And their physical actions are to 
approach, capture and examine the snake, care for it, and eventually release it 
somewhere safe.  Some of these guys practically kiss the snake.  Obviously, they 
love snakes, as opposed to those who antilove them, as above.  

In this case, we have the exact same external event, a cobra; and two 
intense, but entirely different psycanic experiences. For exactly the same event, 
we have totally opposite experiences: we have both great love and great 
antilove. Same event, opposite experiences.  

This is the mechanism of your psycanic experience, of your emotions and 
IDentities, of your UPS and MOPs. For the cobra, just substitute whatever are 
your personal triggers in your life. Every time you FEEL a negative emotion, 
you triggered an AntiEssence IDentity. There are NO exceptions to this rule.  

Notice, as we have said now several times, that there is no Consistency of 
Cause-Effect between the external trigger and the psycanic experience. Again, 
this proves that external events do not cause psycanic experience—which takes 
us to our question for this chapter:  

What does cause our psycanic experience?  
What causes our emotions? 

What is the mechanism of our Happiness ―UPS in life? 
 



 
The answer is the Essence IDentities+/- that you assume in relation to the 

events of your life. Your emotions are your love or antilove for self according to 
the IDs+/- that you assume in reference to events.  

In our cobra example, the first group of people, those who experience 
antilove= UPS, the fear or terror, are activating AntiEssence IDentities in 
relation to the cobra. They are adopting AntiWisdom and AntiPower NIRs: I 
DON´T KNOW how to handle this snake. I AM NOT CAPABLE of handling 
the cobra. The cobra is MORE POWERFUL THAN I: I AM POWER-LESS in 
relation to the cobra.  The cobra will harm / kill me and I WILL NOT BE ABLE 

TO AVOID THAT if I don’t get the hell out of here. Notice the AntiWisdom 
and AntiPower Essence IDentities. The self-antilove thus activated, fear, is then 
projected outward to the cobra, but its real purpose is to motivate and move us 
to get away from something that appears MORE POWERFUL than us. .  

The fears “flavor” of self-antilove impulses you to flee something that is 
more powerful than you are. Anger motivates you to attack; and grief is 
lamentation for that which you have no power either to attack (anger) or to 
escape (fear). (The exact mechanism of the different emotions is explained in my 
advanced works.)  

The people who have the opposite polarity reactions to the cobra are 
adopting the opposite polarity of Essence IDentities, of PIRs. They are operating 
in Wisdom & Power PIRS: I KNOW ABOUT COBRAS. I KNOW HOW TO 
HANDLE COBRAS. I AM CAPABLE AND ABLE TO HANDLE COBRAS. I AM 
MORE POWERFUL THAN THE COBRA. The assumption of PIRs activates self-
love that is experienced as self-confidence, enthusiasm and joy: Happiness. This 
self-love is then projected outward, to the cobra in this case.  
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This is the mechanism of your BEing and your FEELing (emotions) in 

life. It is the mechanism of all UPS (Unhappiness, Pain and Suffering) and of all 
Love, Joy and Happiness. This the fundamental operation of life; the 
assumption of IDentity and your self-love experience that results.   

In life, you often cannot control most events. You are not always going to 
be able to produce the positive events you desire; and you will not be able to 
avoid or stop the negative events of life (death of a loved one, loss of a job or 
money, failure, divorce, what others say and do, etc.)  

Nor can you control your emotions: they are automatic love energy 
reactions to Who You Are (IDs). Suppression of your emotions does not count 
as control and is ALWAYS unhealthy, physically and psicanically.  

Your POINT OF POWER in life is your IDentities. These you can always 
control, when you know how. That know-how is what you acquire by studying 
psycanic science. And control of your IDentities is all that is necessary for 
Happiness—and for success as we will later see.  

In every situation you have two distinct “problems.” The first is 
“internal”: your psycanic experience, your BE-FEEL (see below). This may be 
triggered by the external event, but it is NEVER caused by it. You must solve 
your psycanic experience problems internally with CDT (CREATION & 
DISCREATION TRAINING).   

The second “problem” is the external situation or event. You may need to 
act in some way. However, to do so with Wisdom, Love and Effectivity (Power), 
you must first eliminate your activation, as activations Destroy Wisdom, Love 
and Power (They are, by definitions, activations of AntiEssence,) however, 
much of the time, you will no longer need to take any action. You were trying 
to control the event to avoid activation. After CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology), the event will no longer trigger you and you will have no 
compulsion to change it.  

 
BE-FEEL 
By “BE” and your “BEing,” we mean: Who You Are; What You are BEing: 

particularly your Essence IDentities+/-, PIRs and NIRs. At any moment of your 
life, and in relation to any event, you are either BEing the Essence Identities of 
Wisdom, Power, Value; or you are activating and BEing the opposite polarity, 
your AntiEssence IDs = NIRs.  

By FEEL, we mean your emotions+/-. Your emotions are automatic love-
energy reactions to your Who You Are BEing at the moment or in relation to an 



 
event. As we have said now many times, your emotions, your EmoLoveJoy, are 
the only Happiness or UPS that exist. Your emotions are your Love for 
AntiLove for your Self= your BEing, where that Self is determined by the 
Essence Identities (PIRs or NIRs) that you are activating in the moment or in 
relation to an event. 

BE causes FEEL = BE FEEL 
ESSENCE IS WISDOM, POWER, VALUE & LOVEJOY, and it and all are 

Polarities. . Wisdom +/-, Power +/-, Value +/- are your BE. The EmoLoveJoy that 
results is your FEEL. Your FEEL is the result of your BE. Your happiness or 
your pain in life ―the ONLY happiness+/- that exists― is your BE-FEEL, how 
you FEEL about Who You BE at the moment.  

YOU CAN’T SEPARATE BE from FEEL, nor FEEL from BE. These are one 
phenomenon, like the two sides of the same coin. Your BE-FEEL= Essence +/- is 
what you are; it is your nature as a spirit, as a “chip off the old block” of 
ESSENCE= The SUPREME BEING. There is no way to separate them. They are 
WHAT YOU ARE. You are ESSENCE, and ESSENCE is Wisdom, Power, Value 
& LoveJoy. .  

Therefore we will often use the word BE-FEEL to denote this one thing, 
that which you are: the spirit energy, the Essence energy of Wisdom, Power, 
Value and LoveJoy.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Remember this term, BE-FEEL, as it is of extreme importance. It means 

What You Are, which is Essence = WPV, which can be suppressed by your 
creations of AntiEssence IDentities; and How you FEEL which is primarily your 

BE-FEEL:  it is one word, one thing.
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emotions =EmoLoveJoy, and therefore your Happiness-UPS polarity. We will be 
using this term BE-FEEL in the next two chapters.  

 
Self-Esteem 

Psychology has come to recognize the overwhelming importance of self-
image and self-esteem to the happiness and behaviors of a human being. And 
indeed they are of total importance. However, psychology has never really 
understood the true Causes and dynamics of self-image and self-esteem, a 
deficiency we resolve here.  

Basically, your self-image-esteem is your sense of self in two areas: 
competence to handle life (or any particular event)=Power; and your sense of 
Value, worth and deservingness. These are directly controlled by your 
Essence IDentities.   

Your self-image is your “image and likeness” of your Self, above all in the 
critical areas of Intelligence, Power, and Value = ESSENCE. That “image” of 
Self is your creation, your reality of Self, and is simply your IDentities, your 
PIRs and NIRs. Your “images” of yourself in these areas are either positive= 
PIRs, or negative= NIRs. However, your “self-image” is more than a mere 
mental image: it is your reality  experience of Self; it is how you BE-FEEL 
yourself. This is your BE-FEEL of the ESSENCE IDentities Polarity.  

Your self-esteem is simply how you estimate, how you evaluate yourself. 
Your esteem-ation is your e-Value-ation of yourself. How you qualify yourself 
depends on Who You ARE=BE that you are evaluating. Who you BE is 
determined by your IDentities in the areas of Wisdom, Power, and Value, that 
is, by your creations realities of Self that are your PIRs and NIRs. If your IDs= 
PIRs  self-esteem-ation sequence is positive, then you love yourself. If your 
IDs= NIRs self-e-value-ation sequence is negative, then you antilove 
yourself.  

Esteem is an aspect of Love. The more you esteem something, the more you 
treasure it, the more you love it. The more you dis-esteem something the more 
you have an aversion to it; the more you anti-love it. Your esteem for anything 
is experienced as a form of EmoLoveJoy, as enthusiasm or distaste.. Every time 
you are in negative emotion, you are in negative self-esteem.  Apply CDT 
(Creation & Discreation Technology). 



 
 

THE CAUSAL SEQUENCE OF ESSENCE 
ESSENCE itself is a Causal Sequence: The four elements of ESSENCE form 

the Causal Sequence of BEing93: Each element determines the next. 
 

Wisdom Power Value LoveJoy 
Therefore, self-image-esteem is a sequence, for which self-esteem= self-love 

is the last element.  
A- The Positive Self-Image Esteem Sequence: W+ P+ V+ LJ+ 

1. If you KNOW  you CAN (are able and powerful).  
2. If you CAN then  you are value.able: good, worthy and 
deserving.   
3. If you are Good and VALUE-able, then  your Self-Lovejoy 
triggers and you are happy. 

 
B- The Negative Self-Image Esteem Sequence: W- P- V- LJ- 

1. If you do NOT KNOW or are stupid, then  you CAN NOT 
(are NOT able and powerful).  
2. If you CAN’T then  you are NOT VALUE-able: not good, 
unworthy and undeserving.   
3. If you are NOT value-able, then  your self-anti-love triggers 
and you are UPS..  

It is as simple as that.  
We don’t use the words “self-image” and “self-esteem” much in psycanics; 

we use the concepts “BEing” or “IDentities” and Self-Love+/-. This gives us a 
much deeper understanding of the nature of self-image-esteem, and much more 
power over it.  

Normal CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) discreates negative self-
image esteem and creates positive in its place. No special attention is 
necessary.  

                                                           
 

93 Not to be confused with the Causal Sequence of Life: BE > FEEL > THINK > RELATE > 
DO > HAVE. This is  



 

Chapter 10 
The Existential/Experiential Imperative 

Imperative: noun: a command or course of action, compelling and 
urgent, that you must obey or do, made compulsory by its importance 
or by great authority or force.  
Existential: applies to your entire existence as an immortal, spirit-ual 
BEing, descended out of the ONE into the Many; and not just to one or 
a few human (or otherwise) lifetimes.  
Experiential: having to do with your experience, particularly your BE-
FEEL that is the primary of all forms of experience.  
 

The Existential Experiential IMPERATIVE94 is the compulsion of ALL 
BEings to return to the experience of, to BE-FEELing the MAXIMUM 
EXPERIENCE of being the ONE ESSENCE = THE SUPREME BEING again.  

 
We have said that  

The only motivation of all human effort and behavior is  
to control one’s experience. 

This law can be stated in many ways, for example: 

One’s own Happiness is the ultimate motivation  
of all human effort and behavior. 

 
And while I have left the proof of this law (necessary, remember, to be 

TRUTH) to my other works, I can prove it for any and every human behavior 
from scratching one’s nose, to terrorism and heroism. There are no exceptions.  

You may be able to prove that law to yourself by taking ANY 
human behavior and comparing how the person will BE-FEEL 
if they do it and how they will BE-FEEL if they don’t do it. You 

                                                           
 

94 IMPERATIVE in capital letters: The E.E. IMPERATIVE is such a major and important 
concept in psycanics that it is always capitalized.  



 
will find that they always chose what they calculate will 
produce for them ―and not for others95― the relative, more 
positive BE-FEEL.  

Our purpose now is to expand our understanding of the nature of 
Happiness and to investigate why the IMPERATIVE is true and is so powerful 
that it controls ALL human behavior.  

We have said that Happiness is purely emotional, and then have shown 
that emotions are EmoLoveJoy (Love and Happiness), and are the result of our 
BE = IDentities = Who We Are at the moment. Thus, Happiness is a positive 
BE-FEEL, a condition of positive Essence IDentities and the self-love that 
those IDs activate in us. Thus, it is really positive BE-FEEL we seek. That 
LOVEing FEELing for Who We BE as ESSENCE is the only happiness that 
exists.  

However, in the details, the human motivation for happiness / BE-FEEL is 
more complicated than that. There is a whole spectrum of levels of 
consciousness on which humans operate. Each level of consciousness has its 
own dynamics. Even so, the underlying imperative in each level or stage on the 
spectrum is always to avoid the activation = the BE-FEEL of the AntiEssence 
IDentities, and to try to increase the BE-FEEL of Essence.  

The differences in motivation and behaviors at each stage are not the result 
of any variations in the IMPERATIVE, but rather in the (mostly subconscious) 
understanding of the person of how to avoid UPS and achieve Happiness. 

These stages of consciousness, of motivation for happiness, are listed below 
in the order of basic to advanced, followed by brief explanations of each stage 
on the next page.  

Be aware that the advance into a higher stage does not drop off the lower 
ones immediately, so that we all are operating on multiple levels at the same 
time.  

 

Lower Human 
Survival.  
Security 
Sensation 

                                                           
 

95 Of course, it may be a win-win behavior that also pleases others, but the final criteria 
of decision is ALWAYS one’s own experience.  



 
Ego Power or Dominion 

 
Accidie or the Dark Night of the Soul  
      (Transition stage between Lower Human and Upper Human 
 
Upper Human 

Happiness 
Love: A—to be loved. B-to love others.  
Self-Love  

 
Spiritual 

   The seeking of more BEing = Essence: work on oneself. 
 
Supreme or Deity 

The final understanding and target: Integration or Union with the ONE: 
to BE-FEEL the Deity = INFINITE ESSENCE (again). This is to return 
HOME, to the Kingdom of Heaven.  

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EACH STAGE:  
It will help to remember Essence+/- = PIRs & NIRs = Wisdom+/-, Power+/-, 

& Value +/-; and that Essence +/- determines EmoLoveJoy+/- = Happiness/UPS. 

Survival: In the lowest stage of consciousness, the being seeks survival of 
the body (and of hir human identity). The most pressing concern will be air to 
breathe, followed by water, clothing, shelter from the elements, protection from 
other dangers, food, etc. Challenges to survival will activate the NIRs (Anti-
Power IDs) with the primary EmoLoveJoy being fear. Happiness is not having 
those IDs activated and so feeling safe and without MODs, at least for the 
moment.  

Security: Once the person has hir immediate survival handled, hir attention 
(consciousness) will turn to continued survival, to survival in the future: 
security. This can include getting food for later, for tomorrow; getting enough 
to pay future bills, assuring a place to live, setting aside for emergencies, saving 
for old age, etc. Challenges to security will also activate the Anti-Power 
IDentities with fear and anger MOAs96. “Happiness” the absence of pain. It is 
not having those IDs activated and having some Power IDs activated at having 
been able to manifest some (apparent) security.  

                                                           
 

96 MOA: Moments of AntiLove = MODs = activations.  



 
Sensation or Pleasure: When the person has a little extra TE97 left over from 

assuring survival and security, s/he will begin to seek to increase “happiness” 
by increasing pleasure, by stimulating positively the physical senses and 
sensations. S/he will seek tastier food, music, entertainment, recreational 
activities, more sexual experiences, finer clothing, vacations, etc. Happiness is 
the Power IDs of achieving these, and the Value IDs of (seemingly) to prove 
oneself worthy and deserving of them. Of course, failing to achieve any of these 
goals will activate the opposite polarity, the AntiEssence IDs and their UPS. In 
this level, happiness is mistaken for physical comfort and pleasure, having a 
“good time.”  The aspirations of many human beings do no go beyond this 
point.  

Ego Power or Dominion: When the person has even more TE left over from 
hir games in the first three levels, s/he will begin to seek Power to feed ego (as 
opposed to Personal Power controlled by Love). This quest can take many 
forms: prestige, titles, honors, or fame; rising in a hierarchy (commercial, 
religious, academic, or political) to command and control more and more 
people and other forms of energy, the accumulation and control of more and 
more material things or money, etc. The person is trying to compensate NIRs, 
exalt self above others, and reach happiness (PIRs) by proving to hirself and 
others hir Wisdom, Power and Value by ostentating98 symbols of worldly 
success. Successful actors, musicians, and sports figures often achieve the 
money necessary to really dramatize this stage, going on wild spending sprees 
and buying as many luxury goods as possible. At its worst, this level produces 
dictators and tyrants where they are not restrained by a check and balance 
political system. In this level, happiness is believed to be the possession of 
power, money and material goods.  

Accidie or the Dark Night of the Soul: In this stage, the being begins to 
realize (at first subconsciously) that nothing in this world will ever stop the pain 
or satisfy the void within; that no amount of material goods or success will ever 
truly and finally make hir happy. The world loses its glitter, but there is no 
(spirit-ual) light as yet. Life is empty, hollow and without meaning. This is a 
time of great pain and suffering for the being. The soul cries out for light. The 

                                                           
 

97 TE Time & Energy. Your TE is your life. Forms of energy here include money and 
attention.  
98 Ostentating: verb for ostentation: to show off, to use something to silently brag to 
others of power, success, worth, or being better than.  



 
fact that you are reading this book tells me that there is a high probability that 
you have experienced (and may be still feeling) some of this stage. This stage 
can be thought of as a burn up of the desires for material things to make room 
for things of the spirit.  

(Note: There are other dynamics, spiritual forces, at work in the 
level of Accidie and those following below, but we are ignoring 
them to concentrate on the aspect of Happiness.)  

 
UPPER HUMAN 
Happiness (This is the First Awakening stage in mysticism). The being 

(realizing at some level, not necessarily fully consciously) that Happiness is not 
to be found within materiality, starts a real search for Happiness, beyond all 
the stock answers offered by society. This will usually take him into spirituality. 
(Again: Do not confuse spirituality with religion: they are not the same thing, 
and, in fact, are usually polar opposites: religions actually separate and 
maintain you separated from The SUPREME BEING. As a person moves into 
spirituality, they will usually leave their religion.) The person will begin to 
accumulate spirit-ual ideas and knowledge, read books, take courses; and often 
begin to practice some disciplines (meditation, yoga, etc.). 

Love is the Answer:  (The Second Awakening) At some point, the person 
will begin to understand that the only Happiness is Love. (Actually it is 
ESSENCE, but Love is the major FEEL of ESSENCE, and is the fruit of the 
ESSENCE IDentities.) Although Love has been taught by all Masters (Christ & 
Buddha to name two well-known examples) since the beginning of time, 
humanity has not paid much attention, much less understood it. The awakening 
to Love is an individual experience that happens, as the person is ready for it.  

As the person begins to focus on and seek Love, s/he will, at first, tend to 
make two errors in hir search:  

To Be Loved: A first step in the direction of Love is often an 
attempt to be loved by others, to attract Love (although this also 
runs through the Lower Human levels as a compensation for 
NIRs).  
To Love Others: The person will usually increase hir efforts to 
Love by practicing tolerance and patience and other virtues, 
and often with service to others and community. While this will 



 
increase Love, it is a long and slow process; there are faster, 
more effective ways.99 

Self-Love:  Eventually the person will come to realize that Self-Love is the 
primary Love and that s/he can only truly and effortlessly love others to the 
extent that s/he loves Self. As long as s/he does not love Self, love of others 
requires constant vigilance and effort. The question of existence then becomes, 
“How do I increase my Love of Self,” which is the same as: “How do I increase 
the Love that I AM?”  

BEing: The Quest for BEing = Essence.  The easiest way to love your Self is 
to create your Self as eminently love-able (more correctly: to uncover the true, 
love-able Self that you are). To do this, you need to do is discreate the 
AntiEssence ID realities that activate your self antilove, so that your ESSENCE 
is dis-covered. In your fundamental nature of Essence, you are Love and love-
able.  

ECSTASY: THE SUPREME HAPPINESS: RE-INTEGRATION TO THE 
ONE 

When enough of the AntiEssence reality mass has been eliminated, your 
ego and the illusion of individuality and separation dissipate, and you are 
“born again into the spirit”, aka: Illumination, Enlightenment, Self-
Realization, Salvation, Re-Integration and Cosmic Consciousness100. The 
Father and you are ONE—again. This is the Maximum Happiness, Bliss and 
Ecstasy; the BE-FEEL of the INFINITE ESSENCE, the LIFE FORCE, the 
SUPREME BEING, from which all things are formed and from which you 
originally come. ESSENCE is the Ultimate Happiness and the only one that 
will ever finally satisfy the IMPERATIVE.  

The Upper Human Levels after Dark Nigh can be classified 
another way that is First Awakening, Second Awakening, 
Warrior, and Third Awakening. These are not covered in this 
book.  

                                                           
 

99 Christ is quoted as having said: “Love thy neighbor as thy self”. Unfortunately, that 
“love thy self” part is usually glossed over: it must both come first, and limits the love of 
other.   
100 See the book “Cosmic Consciousness” Richard M Bucke, 1898, a must-read classic in 
Mysticism.  



 
 

This is the Cosmic Game; the Supreme Game: the Descension101 into the 
opposite polarity of being The SUPREME BEING (separation, individuality, 
AntiEssence, limitation, UPS, etc.) for the adventure of touring through the 
creation, while “ascending” and returning to ESSENCE, now able to 
appreciate it for having been to the opposite polarity.  

 
 

                                                           
 

101 Descension: noun, the act of descending, the opposite of ascension.  
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About the diagram of Levels of Consciousness:  

 
These figures are representative estimations, not accurate 
counts: 
Maybe 40% of humanity is in Survival and Security: this would 
include all the people for whom daily survival: getting enough 
to eat, basic clothing and housing, medical care, etc. is a 
challenge, or just barely handled. Think of the billions of people 
in China, Africa, India, much of Latin America; and there are 
many even in the US. 
The second biggest group, say 25%, is Sensation or Pleasure: 
For these people, life is about having a good time: wining and 
dining, fun & partying, drinking, drugs, travel, vacations, 
travel, latest fashions, sports, shows,  The advertising industry 
targets these (as well as the next group).  
The third group in size is Conquest and Ego Power: trying to 
amass material things, and to control and dominate other 
people. Here you will find the wealthy, tycoons, magnates, 
moguls, politicians, military chiefs, and religion bosses, 15%?  
A much, much smaller group of humans have reached the 
Accidie stage: disillusionment with worldly games.  
Those in the levels above Accidie, those in a true spiritual 
search (which only exists outside of traditional Western 
religions), may be as many as 10% of the population.  
Those who have made their spiritual realization their primary 
goal in life (those who truly seek FIRST the Kingdom of 
Heaven) are few and far between, certainly less than 2% of the 
world’s population.  
Illuminati: Those who have transcended individuality and re-
integrated to the ONE are rare. There have only been about 235 
since the beginning of the human race. There may be a couple 
on the planet now.  
Earth, despites its technological advances, is an extremely 
primitive planet spiritually. Whenever the technology of a 
planet outstrips its spirituality, it destroys itself (think of letting 
a baby play with a loaded gun). Unless there is a major 
improvement in the level of consciousness of humanity, it is in 
danger of destroying itself within a few hundred years.  

 
We can now see that we can state the IMPERATIVE in many forms, 

depending on the level of consciousness and of understanding we are looking at 
it from:  



 
The ultimate motivation of all human behavior is to control one’s 

Experience: first physical, and then psycanic.  
 Survival / Security 
 Pleasure & Pain (to get the first and avoid the second)  
 Power, wealth, property, and the domination of others.  

AT ALL TIMES: To control one's own emotions: to avoid or terminate 
negative feelings and to produce and prolong positive ones. 

One’s Happiness (now recognized as a spiritual condition, not a physical 
one). 

 Love: To be loved; To love others. 
 Self-Love, requiring one to BE lovable. 
 To BE-FEEL more and more Essence = WPVLJ.  
 To return to INFINITE ESSENCE and BE The SUPREME BEING 

again. .  
 
You can now see where the power and the universality of the IMPERATIVE 

come from. It is the Power of your deepest urge to go HOME, to get back to 
HEAVEN from whence you come, and which, at the deepest levels of your 
BEing, you have never forgotten.  

This is the Existential, Experiential Imperative (EEI): the compulsion to 
seek to BE-FEEL ESSENCE again.  It is the ECTROPIC LIFE FORCE working on 
ITSELF to bring ITSELF into ever higher levels of ENERGY & BEING. .  

As one famous Teacher put it:  

“Seek FIRST the Kingdom of Heaven.  
The Kingdom is Within.” 

To that, we can add: You can’t do anything else, anyway. You ALWAYS 
obey the IMPERATIVE. You either know how to grow your ESSENCE, or you 
are wandering around lost in the External Quest. It is not a question of WHAT 
you do, it is where and how well you do it.  

We can say about the External Quest:  
If you are looking for Happiness in any way outside of you, 

in the world, you are in the Lower Human Levels of 
Consciousness.  

Your search and efforts are doomed to failure. 



 
So the question is: When are you going to align with the purpose of your 

existence and seek ESSENCE?  How much longer do you want to wander 
around in UPS?  

For the Christians and Bible fans among us  
How much longer are you going to wander around in the world of sweat 

and tears, in the valley of darkness outside the Garden of Eden, where you have 
been since Adam and you ate of the apple of the knowledge of Good & BAD?   

If you are a Christian: When are you going to start following the clearest 
and most definitive instructions ever left by Christ? He said WHAT to do (Seek 
the Kingdom, First, above all, above the External Quest); WHERE it is (Within); 
and HOW to do it: Love thy Self.  

“What doth it serve a man to gain the whole world,  
but not find his soul? 

 The Existential, Experiential Imperative (EEI) 
 is the compulsion to seek to BE ESSENCE again.   

All humans obey it at all times, whether they know it or not. They act to 
increase Essence to the best of their knowledge and understanding of Life 
(which admittedly, for most of humanity is extremely poor and often limited to 
religions).  

Notice that we are not saying that all behaviors and actions actually 
increase Essence–they don’t, and many decrease it–but that Essence is the 
underlying purpose of all human behavior and effort.  

The IMPERATIVE is the force behind the External Quest, and that which 
distorts (reverses) the Causal Sequence. When a person does not understand the 
IMPERATIVE and how to fulfill it through the Internal Quest, s/he will embark 
on the External Quest. The vast majority of humanity (say 99.9%) is in the 
External Quest. This is dangerous to your happiness and health, both 
individually and as a race.  

As the power of physical universe technology increases without a 
corresponding increase in spirituality, in the Wisdom & Love that must guide 
Power, the External Quest will destroy mankind. Even as we speak, there are 
thousands of human beings (terrorists or martyrs, depending on your point of 
view) scouring the planet trying to get weapons of mass destruction (nuclear 
bombs for example) to use wherever they decide they will do the most damage. 
Terrorism is AntiEssence and the External Quest at work.  



 
The External Quest is at work, albeit in less extreme ways, in most of 

humanity most of the time. You can see it in corporations and politics, in the 
struggles for success, fame and power—be damned others and the 
environment. You can see it in the neurotic accumulation and hoarding of 
wealth, be damned those who suffer for lack of necessities. (Pets in the US 
receive better medical care than 25% of the world’s population.) You can see it 
the greatest wasted recourse of this planet, the human mind, in the form of 
hundreds of millions of children not or sub educated, while billions are spent on 
weapons to glorify the ego of nations and their leaders.  

GOING BACK TO “HEAVEN” 
To actually increase your Essence, you need the Sofia102, the Wisdom, of 

which psycanics is a compilation. THINK guides DO to produce the desired 
HAVE even in Mysticism.  

You have descended out of the ONE (God) into (the appearance of) the 
Many and NOT-GOD. You have descended out of the ULTIMATE REALITY 
(the ONE) into Created Reality; out of ESSENCE into AntiEssence. All to fulfill 
the Laws of Polarity. You are here to explore, play and experience and know the 
infinite possibilities of expression of SELF by the ONE. 

You are one of those possibilities, playing with and within other 
expressions of the ONE ―and having the time of your life, creating the 
maximum Drama103 that you can. The purpose of existence is experience, and 
one of the maximum forms of experience is Drama. However, your supreme 
adventure and drama is your roundtrip from and return to ESSENCE.  

There is no such thing as hell (other than the UPS of AntiEssence).  All 
Beings = souls eventually return to BE again the SUPREME BEING: nobody 
can ever be lost or left out or fail. Everything that exists is a part of the ONE, 
and the ONE cannot lose HIRSELF. Individuality is an illusion, a necessary 
one in order to have the adventure of individuality and separation. You are 
already in the PROCESS of return (and well advanced if you got this far in 

                                                           
 

102 Sofia: Spiritual Knowledge and Wisdom: the teachings of the Spiritual Masters of 
how to return to God. Also called the Perennial Philosophy by Aldus Huxley in his book 
of that name, another must-read classic of mysticism.  
103 Drama: the juicy experience of challenge that comes from pushing the pole limits of a 
polarity, especially of Power. (If that doesn’t make much sense; you will find the 
explanation in Psycanics: The Fundamentals.)  



 
reading this book104). Furthermore, the TARGET is INFINITE; there is no 
place else to go; you have all Eternity to get there; and you are already there to 
begin with: you never left. All you have to do is figure out where and who 
you are. All you have to do is remove the illusion of not being the SUPREME 
BEING. You can do this with CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology).  

Once you understand what is going on in Life, and have a workable 
technology of BEing development (such as psycanics105), you can cooperate with 
the PROCESS, with Life’s main purpose, and greatly accelerate it.  

Furthermore, until you do understand and “get with the program,” you 
will be living like a blind man in a dark forest, walking around without really 
knowing why you are here and where you are going. You will wander around 
the forest of life bouncing in pain off the trees (the daily trials and tribulations of 
living). As Buddha said: “The price of ignorance is UPS.” To that we can add: 
“The price of wasted opportunities (to work on yourself) is UPS.”  

The exploration of your Self and the return to the SUPREME BEING is the 
most exciting—and the most exasperating—thing you will ever do. Once you 
get the knack of it, it is an adventure a thousand times more fascinating than 
anything in the physical universe.   

                                                           
 

104 The lower human levels of Consciousness can’t read this book. It will be of no 
interest to most; others won’t understand it; and the few that do, they will become very 
angry and attack it (and me as the author). (JC didn’t fare too well either – not that I am 
comparing me to him; I am nowhere near that level of Consciousness, but the message is 
the same.)  
105 There are many others, some quite good (but few as universal as psycanics). You 
must find the one that is best suited to your temperament –or develop your own (which 
requires Help from above). 



 
 

SUMMARY: The Existential Experiential Imperative: 
 

The undeniable compulsion and ultimate motivation of all human 
behavior, implanted within every human BEing,  

to seek to BE-FEEL ESSENCE = the SUPREME BEING (again), 
 at the varying levels of consciousness and  

comprehension of how to do so: 

 To control Experience 
 Pleasure-Pain: seek pleasure, avoid pain 
 Control Emotions: primary experience is Emotions-Love-Joy 
 Happiness- 
 Love: be loved love others  
 Love Self 
 BE someone self-lovable: BE Essence. Wisdom, Power, Value-able, 

SPacious and so self-Love-able. 
 To BE MAXIMUM ESSENCE: to finally Re-Integrate and BE 

ESSENCE = the SUPREME BEING, ecstasy itself. 
 

This is what every human being is trying to do at all times, according to hir 
Level of Consciousness. This is what YOU are trying to do at all times; this is 
what you really want.  

 
Now you know that, and have a workable technology to achieve it, what 

are you going to do about it?  



 
HERE IS A PROCESS:  
Imagine that you have understood the IMPERATIVE profoundly, and have 

decided to reorient your life around the expansion of your spirit in Wisdom, 
Power, Value & LoveJoy, above all else. Imagine that you have decided to make 
increasing your ESSENCE your highest priority that you have decided to really 
and truly "Seek first the Kingdom of Heaven".  

You begin to think about this constantly, to contemplate what it means and 
how to do it. You begin to evaluate life, all events and interactions, in terms of 
your consciousness of your Self, Who You Are, how you BE-FEEL.  

You make Self, your Essence—not things and events—your highest priority 
as you go through life. You begin to work on affirming your IDentities of WPV 
at all times to maintain and expand your Self in Essence no matter what 
happens around you. You measure your success in life not by the outcome of 
your efforts to control the external world, but by your success in remaining 
conscious of and controlling your Self, and increasing your experience of 
ESSENCE.  

You begin to thank the universe for the trigger events that it sends you, 
because you realize that each activation is the opportunity to see your NIRs. 
You seize each activation as spiritual gold, because they permit you to discreate 
your AntiEssence, and re-create you as you want to be: evermore PIRs, 
evermore Essence. You come to understand deeply that the purpose of the 
physical universe is to help you see who you are so that you can change to who 
you want to be. You see that the universe ITSELF is helping you to go HOME.  

Little by little, as you CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) yourself, 
you become less and less reactive to the world, and more and more calm and 
serene ―no matter the provocations (events). Little by little, you free yourself of 
AntiEssence and UPS, and little by little there begins to dawn in you the BE-
FEEL of WPV Self-Love, and therefore Happiness. This is true happiness, as 
opposed to MOPs, because it does not depend on getting what you want in the 
world. And it is true happiness because it is impervious to triggers.  

You have conquered the world: you are still in the world, but you are no 
longer of the world: you are well on your way back to the Heavens. 

 
How would it be to live like that?  



 

Chapter 11 
The Causal Sequence 

The BE-FEEL of Essence, of Wisdom, Power, Value & LoveJoy, is the 
ONLY Happiness that exists; and to BE-FEEL that more and more, and 
eventually infinitely, is the ultimate motivation of all human behavior. 
Betterment of BE-FEEL is the ultimate motivation of all human effort.  

There are two ways you can go about trying to control your BE-FEEL, the 
way that works, and the way that doesn’t work. The vast majority of humans 
are using the way that doesn’t work. To understand both ways, you must 
understand the Causal Sequence.  The CAUSAL SEQUENCE of LIFE is106: 

 
 

BE  FEEL THINK RELATE DO HAVE 
 
 
The Causal Sequence can also be stated as 

 

IDENTITY  EMOTION  MIND  RELATIONS & ACTION  RESULTS 

 
 
Each element in this second expression of the Causal Sequence corresponds 

to an element in the BE > FEEL > THINK > RELATE > DO > HAVE first 
expression above107.  

 
 
YOUR CAUSAL SEQUENCES ARE YOUR LIFE 

                                                           
 

106 (The arrow “ ” means “causes”, “determines” or “produces”) 
107 In psycanics, the Causal Sequence elements and their derivatives are always 
capitalized: BE, BEing, ARE, FEEL, FEELing, FELT, THOUGHT, DO, DOing, DID, 
DONE, ACTing, BEHAVE, BEHAVIOR, RELATEing, RELATIONships, HAVEing, 
RESULT, RESULTing, etc. to remind the reader that we are referring to an area in the 
Causal Sequence. 



 
Everything in your life falls into one of the six areas of the Causal Sequence. 

All your experience, everything in your life, occurs in these 6 areas. There 
are no other possibilities. Your life is your BE, FEEL, THINK, RELATE, DO and 
HAVE.  

Let’s briefly define each area to make sure of what we mean.  
 
 

THE ELEMENTS OF THE CAUSAL SEQUENCE 
 
BE = IDENTITY: What / Who You Are. Your basic nature is LIFE = 

ESSENCE= spirit = psican. The basic component of you as a non-physical = 
spirit-ual entity are Consciousness (awareness, including self awareness) and 
Will. (These are another way to describe Wisdom & Power & LoveJoy.)  

You are a non-physical Aware-Will, Life Energy= Essence entity: a spirit, 
technical name: psican. The SUPREME BEING is the CREATOR and the 
EXPERIENCER of all that is created. You are a sub-Creator and Experiencer of 
what you create. Through you, the ONE enters within the creation and 
continues to create and to experience. You might say you are the creator hands 
of The SUPREME BEING on earth, and one of HIR organs of perception.  

From your basic platform of spirit, of individualized, “particulized” 
Essence, you then create What You Are and Are Not, which is your BEing. Your 
BEing is all that you ARE being, which is also defined by all that you are NOT 
being. Your fundamental BEing is Essence; but to be a human BEing, you must 
NOT-BE much Essence. Therefore, you have counter-created, plastered over, 
your Essence with NOT Essence = AntiEssence (in the form of NIRs).  As a 
human being, your creations of being AntiEssence have blotted out your 
experience of your Essence.  

You create your BEing, what you are and are not, by simply deciding what 
you are or are not. These decisions are your “I AM and I AM NOT” 
declarations of self that we call IDentities. (We have already covered these.) 

Your IDentities, especially your PIRs & NIRs (your Essence-AntiEssence 
Polarity IDentities) are the first element of the Causal Sequence. THEY 
DETERMINE ALL THE OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE SEQUENCE—starting 
with FEEL = Emotions, as we have already seen.  



 
FEEL108, the second element in the Causal Sequence includes all your 

emotions+/-, your experience of Love and AntiLove, and your experience of 
Happiness or UPS. Your FEEL is the Emotions Polarity, the Love-AntiLove 
Polarity and the Happiness-UPS Polarity. These are all the same Polarity, which 
we represent with the word “EmoLoveJoy+/-“.  

FEELing includes joy, enthusiasm, rejoicing, interest, delight, affection, 
attraction, aversion, anger, fear, anxiety, panic, phobia, worry, guilt, resentment, 
hate, sadness, sorrow, depression, grief, mourning, regret, apathy and any other 
sentiment of any kind.  

As we have already covered FEEL thoroughly, there is no need to belabor 
its meaning here.  

THINK:  THINKing, the third element of the Causal Sequence includes all 
activity and all content of the mind. All mental realities.  

THINKing activities include: memorizing, remembering, analyzing, 
comparing, computing and calculating, envisioning, goal setting, planning, 
imagination, creativity, problem solving, etc109.  

Mental content includes all mental realities: Programs, “should /should 
not be”, BAD, thoughts, memories, ideas, knowledge, values, goals, visions, 
imaginations, mental images, and paradigms, among others.  

The general purpose of THINKing is to identify, plan and guide DO, 
usually in order to produce HAVE.  This is THINK > DO > HAVE in the Causal 
Sequence.  

DO: The next element of the Causal Sequence, DO, includes all your 
behaviors, habits, customs, actions and activities. DO can be divided into three 
elements: 1- your DO with people = RELATE, which includes 2- your DO with 
yourself; and 3- your DO with things.  

Your RELATE is your DO with beings. It includes how you communicate, 
act, treat, and interact with others; and how you react to their treatment of you. 
Thus, it includes such behaviors as Ego, Suppressor, Tyrant, Rebel, Sell Out, 
Octopus, Chameleon, and Victim. (Don’t worry about clearing these terms now; 

                                                           
 

108 Note: FEEL in capital letters refers to the second element of the Causal Sequence. 
“feel” in small letters means any kind of perception, any kind of experience, including 
the emotions.  
109 (Note: Mental activities can also be considered a psycanic DO, but we reserve DO in 
the Causal Sequence to mean physical activities.)   



 
just know that they are problem behaviors in relationships. We will see some of 
them later in the book.)  

Your DO to self includes how you treat and take care of your self, 
including diet, exercise, rest, medical treatment, etc. AND it includes all 
neurotic behavior (compulsions, obsessions, etc); and any substance abuse 
and addictions (alcohol, tobacco, food, drugs, etc.)  

Your DO with things includes such activities as driving, hobbies, sports, 
your work, career, profession or business activities; and your performance in all 
such activities.  

 
 Examples of positive DO: keeping your word, being on time, 

listening attentively, working with quality, driving carefully.  
 Examples of negative DO: criticizing, arguing, blaming, being 

late, laziness, the silent treatment, Victim, complaining, smoking, 
overeating, taking drugs, stealing, etc.  

 
Notice that the purpose of most DOing is to produce some result,  

which is your HAVE in the Causal Sequence. 
HAVE = RESULTS: Your HAVE is everything that shows up in your life, 

whether you take responsability for putting it there or not.  
It includes your business or your job, regardless of whether you like them 

or not. It includes all your material possessions and properties. It includes your 
money, bank accounts and your financial condition. It includes your successes 
and your failures. It includes titles and positions, and honors and disgraces.  

It includes your body and its condition of health or sickness. It includes all 
events, everything that happens to you; whether you call them good or bad 
luck, coincidence or accident.  

It includes the kind and amount of your relationships, and the quality of 
these. (Your RELATE= DO produces your relationships= HAVE. The amount 
and quality of your relationships is dependent on your RELATE actions, which 
is a perfect example of DO HAVE.)  

HAVE also includes your negative HAVE: the things you have that you 
don't want (e.g. Sickness, accidents, lack of money, etc).  

 
 



 
It also includes your NOT-HAVE: all that you do want (e.g. a better job, 

more money), but have not been able to manifest. (We will explain all this in the 
course on HAVE and how to create and manifest what you want in life.) 

 
Examples of positive HAVE include: good financial position, 
material abundance, relationships in harmony, children in 
Responsability and cooperation, fascinating work or career, a fit 
body..  
Examples of negative HAVE include: debts, lack of money, few 
or rundown possessions, conflictive relationships, children in 
rebellion, poor health, a job or career you dislike.  

 

Notice that the first four elements, BE > FEEL > THINK > RELATE 
are psycanic (non-physical); and only the last two occur in the 

physical universe: DO  HAVE.  

Your life = experience is primarily  
Psycanic = non-physical = spirit-ual.   



 

The “CAUSAL” PART of the Causal Sequence: 
 
It is a “Causal Sequence” because each factor determines (causes) the 

succeeding elements.  
BE FEEL: We have already seen how your BE determines your FEEL. 

Your IDentities generate your emotions. We have shown that your emotions are 
your Lovejoy or AntiLove-UPS for yourSelf according to Who You Are=BE 
(PIRs or NIRs) in relation to the events of your life.  

FEEL THINK: The IMPERATIVE is to control our FEEL. Thus our 
THINKing is directed to this end. If we know psycanics, if we have that THINK, 
we can discreate our negative BE-FEEL and create positive. If we don’t know 
psycanics, we will embark on the External Quest of DO HAVE FEEL.   

THINK DO:  We have pointed out above how THINKing plans and 
guides DO.  

DO HAVE:  YOU DO THINGS IN ORDER TO PRODUCE AND HAVE THE 

RESULTS, THE FRUITS OF THOSE ACTIONS.  
 

BE FEEL THINK RELATE & DO HAVE 
 

What the Causal Sequence says is (  means “determines”): 
What & Who I AM  What I FEEL  How I THINK  

 How I COMMUNICATE & TREAT others, and how I ACT and BEHAVE  
What I HAVE as a result. 

 
 

THE EXTERNAL QUEST REVERSES THE CAUSAL SEQUENCE 
Your THINK, your studies and knowledge, ideas and plans, values and 

beliefs, programs and paradigms, all together, decide and guide your actions 
and behaviors, both with people and with things. When you are in the Internal 
Quest, the purpose of your THINKing is to create visions of what you desire to 
manifest as an expression of Who You Are. The Causal Sequence works 
correctly: BE FEEL THINK  RELATE & DO.  

When you are in the External Quest, the purpose of your THINKing is to 
control your DO and HAVE to control your BE-FEEL. The Causal Sequence is 
distorted to THINK DO HAVE BE-FEEL. 



 
Your actions (RELATE & DO), obviously produce your results, your 

HAVE:   BE > FEEL > THINK > DO > HAVE unless you are in the External 
Quest, in which case you live trying to make the Causal Sequence work 
backwards. THINK DO HAVE BE-FEEL. It doesn’t work that way more 
than momentarily to give you MOPs.  

The Causal Sequence states that everything in your life: your emotions, 
your thoughts, your behaviors and actions, your relationships, and your 
possessions emanate from your BEing = IDentities. Your life functions according 
to the Causal Sequence—whether you know it or not, and whether you want it 
to or not. There is no escaping it: it controls your existence. There is nothing in 
life more important or more powerful than WHO YOU ARE (your BEing, which 
is made of your IDentities).  

Your life flows naturally out of your BE and all along your Causal 
Sequences to finally produce your HAVE, every person and thing in your life.  

A positive BE= PIRs will produce a positive FEEL= Self-LoveJoy, and a 
positive all-the-rest of that Causal Sequence.  
A negative BE= NIRs will produce a negative FEEL=AntiLove=UPS, and 
negative THINK, DO, and HAVE. You experience a negative Causal 
Sequence every time you are activated (angry, fearful, sad, depressed, 
feeling guilty, etc.)  

You will have noticed that life doesn't work very well when you are 
FEELing like that (neither your happiness, your relationships, your behaviors, 
nor your results). Furthermore, you are FEELing like that precisely because 
your life is not working as you want it to at the moment, you are not getting 
your desired results, and so you are activated. Furthermore, you are not getting 
positive results precisely because you are in NIRs and in the External Quest, 
thereby producing a Negative Causal Sequence. It is a vicious circle, and the 
only way out is to change your IDentities. 

The beauty and power of the Causal Sequence is that you only have to 
learn to control one thing, your BEing, to control all the rest of your life.  
Controlling your BE is the key to power over life. The continual evolution, or 
expansion, of your BEing is the main purpose of life. It is the key both to human 
development and to spiritual growth, as well as to happiness.   

To control your life, which is but the sum of your Causal Sequences, you 
only need to control the first element, your BE= IDs = PIRs & NIRs, because it is 
the determinant of all the others. This control, the power to create and discreate 
your IDentities, is the purpose of the CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology).  



 
By learning to trace back anything in your life to the causing IDentity and 

then to change that IDentity, you can control all the other elements of the 
Causal Sequence and therefore your life.  

 
The Causal Sequence is a Polarity 

The Causal Sequence and each element in it is a Polarity, and all of the 
Laws of Polarity apply.   

POSITIVE SIDE: When you are operating in the Essence IDentities PIRs (I 
KNOW; I AM WISE, I CAN, I AM WORTHY, I AM LOVE and LOVING, I AM 
JOYFUL), you naturally think, treat others, and behave in ways that produce 
positive results.  

NEGATIVE SIDE: When you are operating in the AntiEssence IDs (NIRs) 
which include: I AM STUPID, I AM UNABLE, I AM WEAK, I AM A FAILURE, 
I AM UNWORTHY, I AM LESS THAN; these produce negative FEEL= neg. 
EmoLoveJoy = UPS such as anger, anxiety, fear, guilt, resentment, sadness, 
grief, and depression, etc. At the effect of negative FEEL, you will tend to 
THINK, TREAT others, and ACT in ways that not only sabotage your 
production of positive results, but also tend to produce negative results, 
problems and conflicts, especially with other people. (To test this, remember 
times when you had to deal with an angry or fearful person.)   

Let us show this in more detail:  
THE POSITIVE SIDE:  
BE: By BEing Who You Want to BE, you will naturally love yourself.  
FEEL:  That self-love is the basis of all positive FEELings and is the only 

real happiness that exists. As you are already happy with a positive BE-FEEL, 
you have no need or compulsion to seek any particular outcome.  

THINK: BEing and FEELing thusly, you will naturally think positively,  
expansively and creatively.  

DO: When your THINKing is positive, your actions will be loving and 
effective.  

HAVE: Your positive, effective actions naturally produce the results that 
you desire to experience.   

 
 

THE OPPOSITE POLARITY, THE NEGATIVE SIDE,  
is what makes life difficult and painful:  



 
BE: Negative identities such as: weak, unable, failure, stupid, less than, 

unworthy, etc. produce a negative sequence. Negative IDentities are the only 
source of negative emotions, as we will show later.  

FEEL: When you are operating in negative IDentities, you will anti-love 
yourself with anger, fear, hate, sorrow and depression, etc. As you are suffering 
in negative BE-FEEL= UPS, you must, compulsively and neurotically, DO 
something to change that. In the External Quest, you will try to change 
externals to change your BE-FEEL.  

THINK: When your FEEL is negative, so will be your THINKing: It will be 
angry, contracted, egotistical, fearful, unreasonable. You will make unwise, neg 
emo driven, decisions, both about things and about people.  

RELATE: You will tend to discharge your self anti-love on others with 
anger and blame.   

DO: At the effect of neg emolovejoy, you will act in negative ways that 
estrange the good will and cooperation of others.  

HAVE: All this makes it difficult to get = HAVE what you want.  

The source of ALL pain and poor results in life is a  
negative Causal Sequence,  

starting with the UPS of a negative BE-FEEL, and  
followed by all negative, neurotic, addictive, antilove behavior (DO)110. 

. 

 
You have little choice or power over your Causal Sequences except by 

controlling your BE = IDentity—which is what gives you full power. While you 
can control a negative sequence, it requires constant awareness and effort.  

Positive BE will naturally execute a positive Causal Sequence; and a  
Negative BE will inevitably produce a negative sequence, pain and 
poor results.  

 
The proper way to apply the Causal Sequence is to control your 

IDentities. You do this by creating and discreating them with the CDT 
(Creation & Discreation Technology. All the rest of the Causal Sequence, your 

                                                           
 

110 We will give many examples of these behaviors in a later chapter.  



 
FEEL > THINK > RELATE & DO > HAVE then flow naturally out of your state 
of BEing.  

However, very few people understand this. Almost all of humanity is living 
backwards, in the External Quest and a backasswards Causal Sequence of 
THINK DO HAVE   (BE)-FEEL  (BE is there but unconscious).  

Remember the IMPERATIVE: When you don’t know how life works—as 
most people do not—you try to DO & HAVE to control your BE-FEEL  
Ignorant people DO  HAVE to try to activate their BE =PIRS of WPV to get 
the FEEL of the positive self-LoveJoy that results. They try to use externals to 
BE-FEEL WPVLJ: intelligent, wise, powerful, successful, valuable, important, 
worthy, etc.  

This is called the External Quest in psycanics, as opposed to the Internal 
Quest that is to work directly on your BE-FEEL by creating and discreating your 
PIRs and NIRs.  

The External Quest is trying to work the Causal Sequence in reverse. It is: 
  THINK  DO HAVE   (BE)-FEEL  (BE is there but unconscious).  

However, this never works more than momentarily to trigger a MOP111, 
which always pass. Trying to control the external world to control your 
experience, your BE-FEEL, is a fool’s game.  

 

                                                           
 

111 MOP: Moment of Pleasure: the fleeting activation of a PIR Self-love= EmoLoveJoy 
triggered by a positive event. They are a Mirage of happiness.  



 
 
SUMMARY: 
 

Life works by the Causal Sequence of  
BE > FEEL > THINK > RELATE & DO > HAVE. 

The ultimate motivation of all effort is one’s own Experience:  
to avoid or stop UPS= negative BE-FEEL;  

and to produce Happiness = positive BE-FEEL.   
 
There are two ways to go about this: 
Correct way: Control your BE-FEEL= PIRs and NIRs directly by creating 

and discreating them. This also automatically controls the rest of the Causal 
Sequence. Your BE-FEEL is not caused by external events, and you cannot 
control it by controlling external events (more than momentarily through 
stopping a particular trigger event (there will always be more and you will 
never be able to control them all); or triggering yourself a MOP, always fleeting, 
lasting at best until the next trigger).  

Wrong way: Does not work: Try to control externals (RELATE, DO 
HAVE) to avoid or stop NIRs activations (MODs), and to trigger PIRs as 
MOPs. You often can’t control externals to stop triggers, or to get what you 
want. As to MODs, life is a parade of events, positive and negative, and a new 
trigger will always be along soon. It only takes one trigger event to ruin your 
Happiness.  

As to MOPs: you often cannot get what you want when you want it; and 
even when you can, the event often passes or changes. Even when it does not 
the MOP will soon wear off. This, the External Quest, buries you in a continual, 
and ultimately impossible, struggle to control life to be happy.  

 

Most RELATE, DO and HAVE on this planet are dramatizations of the 
External Quest, compulsive, neurotic, antilove efforts to  

 avoid or stop UPS= negative BE-FEEL; and to  

 produce Happiness = positive BE-FEEL by controlling externals.   



 
The External Quest is the global mechanism of all negative human 

behavior, and the underlying cause of all the antilove, problems and conflicts on 
this planet. 

Of course, the underlying compulsive power for the External Quest is the 
IMPERATIVE. The External Quest is the result of ignorance of how Life and 
BEing and FEELing work.  

 

In Christian terms: 

 

“The Kingdom is Within.” 
(ESSENCE = God is Within.) 

 

Archimedes, the Greek mathematician and physicist, is reputed to have 
said that given an appropriate fulcrum and a long-enough levers, he could 
move the entire planet. I give you that fulcrum and lever: your BE-FEEL. Move 
it and you move your Causal Sequences; you can move your life, your world—
more than move it: you can re-shape it to whatever you like.  Whenever enough 
people understand and apply this, conditions on this planet will transform to 
harmony, unity, love and abundance for all.  

The following diagrams may help your understanding of the Causal 
Sequence 



 
 

 
The CAUSAL SEQUENCE  

as a Pyramid from Cause to Effect 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your EXPERIENCE = CAUSAL SEQUENCE  
as concentric circles of the elements 

The Causal Sequence is represented here as 
concentric circles with BE as Cause in the center.   
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to the Effects of FTRDH. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Chapter 12 
The External Quest 

The IMPERATIVE of your existence, that which you obey always–aware of 
it or not, like it or not—is your Happiness. We have shown that the ONLY 
Happiness that exists is emotional; that it is the EmoLoveJoy+/- energy. We have 
shown that energy is Self-Love, and that it is the natural and automatic result of 
BEing love-able, of BEing the Essence IDentities.  

 
More profoundly understood, the IMPERATIVE to Happiness is the 

compulsion to move up the Essence-AntiEssence Polarity Scale; to BE ever 
more LIFE, ever more WPVLJ, and ever more ESSENCE, ever more BEING, 
until you are the SUPREME BEING, ALL OF IT = the ONE again.  

 
If you were not at the effect of the Essence Suppressor Mass (the 

AntiEssence Mass in which you are embedded), every moment of your life 
would be ecstasy. You would be without ego and experiencing your ONEness 
with all things, and living in the Eternal Present. You would be drunk with love 
and bliss. You would be “The Father and I are ONE”, as JC112 put it. 

 
However, as we are humans and at the effect of our AntiEssence 

Suppressor Mass113, we cannot even sit still and truly feel into ourselves, 
because what we will first find is the pain of AntiEssence, of separation and the 
loss of LOVE. To avoid that pain, we seek that ecstasy of ESSENCE externally, 
where it can never be found, and by methods that can never work. 

 

                                                           
 

112 JC: Jesus Christ, one of the more well-known, Illuminated Masters. Most forms of 
Christianity are a vile distortion of his teachings.  
113 The Essence Suppressor Mass and the AntiEssence Suppressor Mass are the same 
thing.  



 

Here is a process you can try to experience your ESM for 
yourself (other than the experience of your activations= MOAs. 
Go into meditation. Discard all your plans and schemes for the 
future. Discard all your desires. Turn off your mind; do not 
think. Come totally into present time; blot out all thoughts and 
perceptions of elsewhere and elsewhen. Open your feeling and 
go into your present time experience, more and more and more. 
Once you are feeling well, and then go into your feeling of 
yourself. Who Am I? How do I really FEEL about me, about 
life? What is the deepest TRUTH of my experience?  
Control your attention114 to maintain it in Experience in general 
and the feeling of your Self in particular. You may find this 
hard to do. Your attention will want to evade no-thought and 
Self and run to your mind and thought115, into other areas of 
your life, into the future, anything but penetrate into your 
Experience of Self.  Your mind tries to avoid your penetrating 
into Self because it tries to save you from the pain, UPS, within 
you.  That UPS, that sadness, or anger, or fear, or whatever 
comes up for you, is smoke coming off your Essence 
Suppressor Mass.  Your attention bouncing off your Experience 
of Self into anything and everything else is the External Quest 
at work at a very subtle, but very powerful level.  

The IMPERATIVE to exit AntiEssence and achieve ever more Essence is the 
ultimate motivation of all human behaviors, especially including those that are 
antilove for self and others, and that cause all the problems, conflicts and 
suffering on this planet. Everything you DO and try to HAVE, especially 
including all your negative actions, have as their purpose to avoid or end any 
experience of the ESM (negative BE-FEEL = NIRs), and increase Essence 
(positive BE-FEEL = PIRs).  

 
There are two ways to go about satisfying the IMPERATIVE:  

1- The Internal Quest and 2- the External Quest. 
The Internal Quest is the only way that works medium and long term; i.e. 

for more than a few minutes or hours. To apply it, you simply learn to create 
and discreate your BE-FEEL directly. We have proved that external events 

                                                           
 

114 Attention is a ray of Consciousness. You have to control it in meditation.  
115 Mind-thought are opposed to Experience. Humbes flee to mind to avoid feel.  



 

never cause your BE-FEEL. As our cobra so kindly demonstrated, your FEEL is 
cause by the BE =IDS, that you activate in relation to events. Your 
IDs EmoLoveJoy, your BE-FEEL, consists of psycanic realities, of mental and 
emotional energy forms. You are the creator of these forms, and what you 
have created, you can discreate.  Eventually, you become totally FREE of the 
world, of all events, and are able to maintain positive IDs and Self-Love= 
Happiness all the time, no matter what.  This is the state of all true spiritual 
Masters—and rather rare they are: it is not easy or quick to attain.  

In the Internal Quest, you dedicate your life to polishing your BEing into 
ever higher levels of Essence: WPV116, and therefore of Self-love = 
EmoLoveJoy= Happiness. You use the physical universe, events and things, as 
a mirror to help you see Who You Are, so that you can change to BE Who You 
Want to BE. Every trigger event MOA is showing you Who You Are =NIRs, 
thus giving you a golden opportunity to discreate that NIR Mass and portion of 
your Essence Suppressor Mass.  

You discreate your NIRs and create PIRs- Then you let the rest of your life= 
your Causal Sequences= your THINK>RELATE & DO>HAVE flow naturally 
and easily from your positive BEing—and they do so without struggle and 
effort. As JC117 put it: “The Kingdom of Heaven is Within. Seek First the 
Kingdom and all else will be added unto you.”  

The External Quest includes all efforts and behaviors to control your 
internal, psycanic experience (BE-FEEL) by controlling external events and 
things; in other words with DO and HAVE: DO HAVE  (BE)-FEEL.  
There are two sides and many facets to the External Quest. The two sides are  

1- The “negative” side: all efforts to stop triggers and/or negative FEEL; 
and  

2- The “positive” side: all efforts to trigger positive FEEL, to get MOPs. 
(Neither side is really positive: both sides are compulsory, neurotic, 
antilove behaviors to control psycanic experience= BE-FEEL.  

                                                           
 

116 WPV: Wisdom, Power, Value, the 3 basic Essence IDentities, that then determine 
LoveJoy.  
117 JC: Jesus Christ, one of the most famous of the Illuminated Masters 



 

The “negative” side is all efforts (DOs) to control trigger events or to 
suppress negative BE-FEEL. It includes all behaviors to:  

1A Change, stop or destroy the trigger, if you have the power to do so. 
Control other people so that they do what you want, and don’t do what 
you don’t want. (Obviously, this is going to cause you major conflicts 
with others, conflicts visible every day in so many couple and parent-
child relationships.)  
1B Covert manipulation of the trigger. Appease or buy off a trigger that 
has too much power in relation to you by selling yourself out. 
Manipulate the trigger person with emotional blackmail or a Victim118 act. 
1C Suppress your negative FEEL directly with food or chemicals—which 
then become emotionally addictive, and some of them physically so. The 
power of an addiction over you is the power of your resistance to BE-
FEELing your NIR masses.  
1D: Attach yourself and become emotionally dependent on a person or a 
thing to shore up PIRs and avoid activating NIRs. The attachment can be 
to family members, Stellar Heroes119, pets, money, prized possessions, 
collections,–almost anything can the humbe use to generate MOPs.  
1E:  NOT-DOs: To avoid activation of NIRs fear or sorrow, the humbe 
avoids DOing all the things s/he wants to DO or knows would be best to 
DO.  

The “positive” side is all efforts to trigger positive BE-FEEL: MOPs as the 
Mirage of happiness.  

2A: Commercial Prey: Humbes are the prey of the advertising and 
business dragons who continually offer their goods as a palliative for 
NIRs: just buy their product and you will be smart, successful, thin, 
beautiful, attractive, important, admired, and loved. Entire industries 
depend on the External Quest of people: weight loss, fashion, jewelry, 
perfume, makeup, liquor, travel, luxury automobile, to name a few. 

                                                           
 

118 Victim is the negative part of the Cause-Effect Polarity, not covered in this book.  
119 A “Stellar Hero” is a successful and famous public figure such as actors, musicians, 
or athletes, that people identify with and emotional attach themselves to –to counteract 
their NIRs.  



 

2B Strive for intellectual recognition and acclaim: honors, titles, prestige, 
fame, the Nobel prize, etc. This is very big in the Academic world 
(education, universities, etc.) “Publish or Perish,” for example. 

2C Struggle and compete against others for success, fortune and acclaim 
in other lines of endeavor: theater, moves (Hollywood), music, sports. 
The players most caught up in the External Quest ostentate the symbols 
of their success and glamour.  

2C Scramble to amass and hoard material things: money, properties, art, 
jewelry, collections of all kinds; even as other people die for lack of basic 
necessities. This is called Hog in the Trough.   

2D: Battle for Power, for dominance and control of people or areas of life. 
Economic power, political power, military power, power in a hierarchy: 
government, business or religion.  

2E If you can’t do any of this personally, then identify and attach yourself 
to a Stellar Hero who has, and try to suck some PIR out of their “success.” 
At the very least, buy the brand of sneaker or beer or car that they 
recommend.  

Note: There is nothing wrong with many of these things in 
themselves120: it is the internal, neurotic compulsion, to 
achieving them that is the problem. Two other factors are to be 
noted:  

                                                           
 

120 In the advanced civilizations, the External Quest does not exist. Every mind is well 
educated, as that is considered the greatest asset of the race. (The vast majority of 
humbes do not have a decent education and so do not contribute much to the creation of 
wealth.)  In advanced civilizations, every individual on the planet shares in the wealth of 
all. There is no External Quest; there is no hoarding of material things; and anyone can 
have any experience (for example, live where they choose) that they choose to have. 
Change and variety is appreciated, not attachment to things or places. No person would 
ever try to control another. Children are all raised collectively and equally, by the elders, 
as children of the race, not of individuals; and everyone receives the best education 
possible Beings concentrate on expressing themselves and serving others, which is to 
love. Life is dedicated to the development and expression of Self. The are too many 
differences to name in less than a book.  



 

1- the NIRs UPS activations the person has to endure while 
struggling for them and especially on not achieving them, as 
many don’t.  
2- the discovery by those who do succeed, that one is really no 
happier than before, that hir MOPs are really empty (shadows 
of the coming Dark Night of the Soul.)   

The behaviors of people in the External Quest include: They try to 
DO HAVE BE-FEEL: to control the external world to control their 
experience= BE FEEL.  They use substances to suppress their FEELing. They try 
to control the BE DO of others to stop them from being triggers and to make 
them BE according to their programs so that they can BE FEEL good. They are 
preyed upon by advertising and business worlds to buy all kinds of products to 
compensate their Anti-Value NIRs and search for Love and Happiness. They try 
to become prestigious or famous to counteract the internal FEELings of low self-
worth due to their NIRs. And if they can’t become rich and famous personally, 
they do so vicariously by adopting a “Hero”.  They try to amass and hoard 
power, money, and material things to ostentate their power and importance.  If 
they have business, political or military power, they attack and try to take over 
other countries and the world (Think Pinky & the Brain). We will list these in 
more detail shortly.  

NEITHER SIDE WORKS. 
On the negative side, no matter how many MOD triggers you can squash, 

there will always be more. Life is a parade of the events, and when you are in 
the External Quest, any event can be a trigger. 

On the “positive” side, the best you can do is a MOPs121, but only when you 
are able to get what you want—much of the time you don’t get it.  But even 
getting a MOP is not much help; they are temporary; they always pass. 

Furthermore, the External Quest for MOPs produces even more activation 
of your AntiEssence, of your AntiPower NIRs when you can’t control events 
and get what you want.  The more a person feels driven to the External Quest, 

                                                           
 

121 MOPs: Moments of Pleasure: The fleeting activation of Power and Value PIRs and 
flashes of self-love= Happiness on achieving a goal. MOPs are a mirage of real happiness 
that always pass, but seduce the person into believing s/he is on the right path if only 
s/he can get enough of the right thing.  



 

and can’t succeed at it, the more activated and unhappier s/he will be.  
Unfortunately, if s/he is ignorant of psycanics, that unhappiness will often only 
reinforce hir efforts to the External Quest—it appears that s/he only needs to try 
harder.  

MOPs are Sisyphean. In Greek mythology, the human Sisyphus stole the 
secrets of power from the gods. He was punished by being sentenced to push a 
big boulder up a mountain. At the top, it would always slip out of his hands 
and tumble to the bottom of the mountain. He had to run down the mountain 
and push it up again—over and over, for all eternity.  

This is the path of s/he who lives seeking externals for their MOPs: the 
moment of pleasure always passes, and you are left holding the empty bag of 
your happiness.  You must then set a new goal and strive to reach it to get a 
new MOP—which will also pass.  You live as if riding a horse on a merry-go-
round, bouncing up and down between emotional highs and lows.  

Squashing triggers to stop MODs and getting MOPs are dangerous because 
they prolong the illusion, the Mirage, that you can eventually control your BE-
FEEL if only you can get enough Power to stop all the triggers, and enough 
things to maintain you in continual MOPs. But you will never get enough: you 
are on the merry-go-round of the External Quest.  Besides bouncing you up and 
down, around and around you go, seeking more and more and more. It will 
never be enough; nothing external can ever satisfy the quest for ESSENCE.  

And even when you do succeed in snatching the brass ring that looks so 
golden (i.e. whatever your goal is); it turns out to be empty; its MOP passes.  
But as you know nothing else, around you go for another brass ring.  People do 
this all their lives: some never wake up to the futility; others do, but cannot find 
the Answer, the Secret of Life.  

 
 
 
You don’t have to steal the secrets from the gods: I am giving them to you 

in my books.  But if you don’t apply them, you will continue to zip up and 
down–and mostly down—the EmoLoveJoy Polarity Scale, outracing Sisyphus 
on his mountain.   



 

Below is a list of some of the more common behaviors of humankind in the 
External Quest, the neurotic DOs in the Causal Sequence.  

As you read the list, note which ones you are using. However, do not think 
your personal list is complete: you will be using many more that you are not 
aware of; and this list itself is far from complete. 

 



 

 

External Quest Behaviors 
Examples of things  

Humans DO and HAVE  
to try to control their BE-FEEL:  

These are only examples: there are an infinitude of human behaviors not 
covered.  However, the dynamics of the External Quest and the reverse Causal 
Sequence apply to ALL negative behaviors.  

ATTACK the trigger event, the apparent cause of an activation = negative 
BE-FEEL= MOD= UPS, with antilove, with anything from anger to bullets and 
bombs, to change, stop, punish or destroy it. This is an attempt to control one’s 
Experience by eliminating the triggers. For example, relationship partners attack 
each other with negative energy to change the other’s behavior. Parents attack 
their “misbehaving” children with anger, invalidation, punishments, and other 
forms of domination to control them.  We will later show how the mechanism of 
all of this is to control one’s own BE-FEEL: the IMPERATIVE. Attack the trigger 
when the trigger is another person is the main cause of all human conflicts.  

CONTROL and DOMINATION of others.  EGO and SUPPRESSION.  
There are many forms:   

MASKs, EGO and EGODERAS: A mask is a mental model of a desired self 
that a person creates to compensate a NIR, to try to overlay and hide hir NIR 
from self and others; and to present that “face” to the world. A mask is always 
the opposite of a particular NIR. For example, if a person has an I AM STUPID 
NIR, hir mask might be KNOW IT ALL or SUPER SMART.  

EGO is the effort to apparently increase one’s BE (Power and Value), and 
therefore FEEL), not by increasing these in self, but by demeaning the BE of 
others, by invalidating them, making them less with words or deeds. Ego also 
tries to feed itself by being the “top dog,” the one who wields the power; 
tyranny is a epitome example. (The mechanism of Ego is presented in my other 
works.)  

Egoderas are the behaviors we use to try to convince ourselves 
and others of the realness of our mask. For example, the 
egoderas for KNOW IT ALL could be the DOs of being very 
argumentative with others, very opinionated, not listening and 



 

understanding others’ viewpoint; interrupting 
communications, and/or always insisting on being right.  

SUPPRESSION122 is an on-going relationship of Ego, of domination by one 
person of another. It is control, domination, suppression of the BE DO etc123 
of others. It can be overt or covert, and there are two sides to it: the Suppressor 
and the Suppressee. Both are at the Effect of their NIRs. It is extremely common 
in relationships, both spousal and parent-child. “You owe me” and other Guilt 
Trips and other manipulative games are just one aspect of covert Suppression.  

Any time there are frictions between parent and child, there is sure to be 
Suppression at work. Many adults were installed with Suppression programs 
by their elders in childhood and remain trapped in them all their lives. 
(Suppression is covered in my other works.)  

VICTIM.  People take the role of Victim and pretend inability or 
helplessness to attract the attention and support of others, and to manipulate 
them. Victim can use duty or emotional blackmail to control others. Victim is 
another of the forms of covert Suppression. The identity, dynamics and games 
of Victim are not covered further in this book.  

SELL OUT:  Many people sell out, to Dominators and to Victims, their own 
BE DO etc. (Who They Are) to stop attacks, to please others, to get or 
maintain love and support, or to emotional blackmail. They thus buy off the 
attacks of others and buy “love” in the forms of acceptation, approval and 
support. The price of selling out your BE DO, your preferences and choices, 
in life to the impositions of others is your happiness, and eventually your 
Self: very expensive; and in the end, you really get very little for it; not even 
real thanks and appreciation. (This mechanism is covered more extensively in 
the CREATOR book.)  

HOG IN THE TROUGH: HAVE:  the accumulation and hoarding of 
THINGS.  Humans dedicate their lives to “success” and to amassing the things, 
or at least the symbols, of success, power, prestige, and wealth.  Some try to get 
and hoard many more material things than any person needs to try to create in 

                                                           
 

122 Suppression is a technical term in psycanics that refers to a major and very common 
relationship mechanism. A full presentation can be found in the YOU ARE THE 
CREATOR OF YOUR LIFE book.  
123 BE DO or BE DO etc. Shortened forms of the Causal Sequence.  



 

themselves the BE-FEEL of secure, smart, powerful, successful, worthy, respect, 
love-ability, etc. Furthermore, they do this even while others suffer and die 
around them for lack of basic necessities. This phenomenon is called “Hog in 
the Trough”124, after the behavior of hogs at the feeding trough that butt each 
other out of the way so that they can eat it all as fast as possible. Where is the 
humanity in the fact that 125 richest people in the world have assets that exceed 
the combined GDP of all the least developed countries on the planet? The three 
richest men in the world have more wealth than the combined GDP of the 47 
poorest nations125. All of this exists right beside millions of others as they die of 
starvation and lack of basic medical care, which is part of the reason advanced 
races call this the Planet of No Love. (I think they are being kind: I would say it 
is the Planet of AntiLove.)  

OSTENTATION and GLAMOUR For some, the Hog in the Trough game 
includes the ostentation of what you HAVE (or can fool others into believing 
you HAVE). The glamour of Hollywood (the Academy Awards Ceremony as an 
example) and the conspicuous consumption of trivialities by some nouveau-
riche (e.g. sport and rock stars) are examples of ostentation. Notice that material 
success and things do not bring happiness: Hollywood and the sports world, to 
name just two, are also famous for their desperately unhappy and neurotic 
“successful” personalities.   

LOOKING GOOD: Fake it until you make it. If you cannot do HOG IN 
THE TROUGH, and don’t HAVE enough for serious OSTENTATION and 
GLAMOUR; well, DO the best you can. The commerce dragons of the world 
speaking through the advertising industry will prey on you and allure you with 
infinity of offerings to compensate your NIRs and try to make you BE-FEEL 
PIRs. BEcome smarter than others are because you bought this or that. BEcome 
successful and show off your power and importance because you have the latest 
model sport car or gadget. BEcome beautiful or at least attractive with the latest 
fashions, makeup, perfumes and accessories ―you just have to HAVE them to 
BE anybody. Notice how they sell beer by showing groups of informally 
dressed people having a good time: acceptance, being in the group, approved, 

                                                           
 

124 Name coined by Daniel DeRopp in the book: The Master Game.  
125 From the World Bank Group report: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Bank 



 

loved. Notice how they sell hard liquor by showing a handsome couple in dress 
clothes and luxurious surroundings: success, money, power, importance.  

STELLAR HERO WORSHIP: If you can’t even do much of LOOKING 
GOOD, much less HOG or GLAMOUR; at least you can find someone to hitch 
your star to, to identity with (note the id = BE), and so suck some vicarious 
positive BE-FEEL from, to compensate your lack.  Negative BE-FEEL, the NIRs, 
are felt as a lack of knowledge, power, ability, success, and worth. Many people, 
living in the experience of their NIRs try to counteract them by attaching 
themselves psychologically to a Stellar Hero. (Stellar refers to “star,” here as in 
“movie star.”) A Hero is anyone seen as having sufficient success, wealth and/or 
fame, and therefore the Wisdom, Power, Value and LoveJoy (BE-FEEL) that the 
starry-eyed fan would like to have. Adoring, star-struck groupies try to obtain 
positive BE-FEELings by identifying with their hero. Thus, we have the 
phenomenon of fans caught up in neurotic adoration of movie and TV stars, 
rock stars, sports figures, and such. In each case, the emotionally dependent 
person is trying to suck up some of the supposed PIRs and good BE-FEEL of the 
hero to compensate hir own sense of lack of power, success, value and LoveJoy.   

For example; there are few things on this planet as irrelevant and 
unimportant as the outcome of sports events, yet people flock to see their heroes 
in action and take very seriously the fortunes of their favored teams; sometimes 
dying for this, as has happened in multiple soccer matches. What are their daily 
lives like that such events and the rankings of their teams or stars are one of the 
highlights of their existence? Thus, do they strive to give meaning, importance, 
and MOPs to their lives in the “Eternal” External Quest? 

SUPPRESS FEEL DIRECTLY WITH ADDICTIONS AND 
ATTACHMENTS.  

ADDICTIONS: Substance Use and Abuse.  Almost everybody uses 
consumable chemical substances to suppress negative BE-FEEL, and where 
possible to stimulate a positive one. Examples of such substances include food; 
alcohol, tobacco, legal drugs126 (tranquilizers, barbiturates, antidepressants, etc); 
and illegal drugs (opiates, cocaine, marijuana, heroin, etc), glue, solvents, etc. 

                                                           
 

126 To name just a few of the legal drugs:: Xanax, Valium, Librium, Tranxene 
(clorazepate), Paxipam (halazepam), Centrax or Verstran (prazepam), Klonopin 
(formerly Clonopin) (clonazepam), Dalmane (flurazepam), Serax (oxazepam), Ativan 



 

Addictions: Humans use such substances to divert attention 
from and to suppress negative FEEL. To the degree that they 
work for that person, they become addictive127. The power of 
an addictive substance over a person is the IMPERATIVE to 
avoid or suppress one’s negative BE-FEEL, negative 
emolovejoy. To the degree that a substance works for a person 
in “short circuiting” hir negative experience, the person will 
compulsively turn again and again to that substance as a way to 
control experience, to avoid UPS and move towards happiness.  

You can free yourself or others of any addiction by discreating 
the underlying NIR. 

AVERSIONS are the “negative” side of Addictions and Attachments. We 
experience aversions and resistances to events because they activate our NIRs. 
For example: All aversion to other people is because something we see in them 
activates our NIRs: our dislike for others is always our dislike (antilove) for Self.  

ATTACHMENTS: An attachment is an addiction to anything other than a 
consumable substance; it is exactly the same mechanism of using something 
external to control experience. Chemicals are far from the only things people 
use to stop or avoid negative BE-FEEL. Almost all humans have 
ATTACHMENTS to other people and to things. Attachments are emotional 
dependencies on some external thing. People are attached to their children, to 
their parents, to their siblings, to their pets, to money, to their car, their stereo 
set, their possessions.  

You have an attachment if the arrival or departure of any person or thing 
in your life would cause you distress (UPS). (You resist the coming or going of 
anything into or out of your experience). This includes loss of job, money, home, 

                                                                                                                                              
 

(lorazepam), Restoril (temazepam), and Halcion (triazolam), Prozac, BuSpar, Ativan, 
Anafranil, Doriden (glutethimide), Noludar (methyprylon), Placidyl (ethchlorvynol), 
Noctec, Somnos, Beta-Chlor (chloral hydrate), Thorazine, Haldol, Clozaril, Risperdal, 
Seconal (secobarbital), Luminal (phenobarbital), Butibel (butabarbital), Amytal 
(amobarbital), Nembutal (pentobarbital), Tuinal (amobarbital and secobarbital).. 
127 Some substances also produce physical addictions because of their effects on the 
body. We are concerned only with emotion-backed addictions – which is how the 
physical addictions get started in the first place. .  



 

any possession, divorce, or death of a loved one (e.g. parent, child or spouse)–
and includes an attachment to Life or to your body (i.e. resistance to your own 
death). A spiritually advanced BEing is SPace to all events and totally free of 
the need for externals.  S/he needs nothing t to be happy—including his 
physical body.   

Perhaps a story from Mysticism can help illustrate this. There 
was once a village maiden who became pregnant. Her father 
and all the townspeople pressured her to reveal the father of 
the child so that they could make him responsible. During all 
her pregnancy, she resisted all efforts to make her speak, but 
once the baby was born, the demands and chastising simply 
became too much for her to continue holding out. Finally, she 
confessed. The father, she said, was the holy man who, all 
knew, lived under a tree on the outskirts of the village.    
The whole village marched out to confront the holy man with 
his sin of seducing the maiden and burdening her with a child. 
For the longest time, they spoke their mind lashing the old man 
with their indignation and anger. Finally they said: "Here it is 
your baby. Take it and raise it best you can." To all of this, the 
Sage responded only, as sages do: "Ah, So". Placing the child in 
his lap, the people return to their village. 
Time passed, but the conscience of the maiden-no-longer would 
not let her rest. Finally, at the end of a year, she could contain 
herself no more. She confessed that the real father was not the 
Sage, but a certain young man of the village. On hearing this, 
the villagers marched back out to the Sage, where they 
demanded that the holy man return the child. The sage, as 
sages do, responded only: "Ah, so", passed over the baby, and 
went back to his meditation. 
The moral is no attachment, no resistance. The Sage had no 
resistance to any event. He was not attached to his reputation. 
He did not resist the accusations of the maiden or the realities 
of the villagers. He was not attached to his own freedom of 
responsabilities, and took on a responsability when the flow of 
life presented it. He did not resist taking and raising the child. 
He cared for (which is to love) the baby to the best of his ability; 
but had no attachment to it, letting it go as easily as it had 
come. He was SPace to it all, in both directions; coming and 
going.   

 



 

To see your attachments, make a list of the people and things, that if you 
lost them, you would suffer. 

Attachments to goals: You have an attachment to something if you think 
you need that thing to be happy; if you have it as a goal necessary to your 
future, hoped-for happiness.  People set goals of success, wealth, prestige, fame 
and power to one day be happy.  To the degree that they are anxious and 
stressed or become workaholics while trying to get that goal, they are attached 
to it.  

Remember: Your level of happiness as a BEing is right now. It 
is how happy you are right now, and that is determined by 
your IDentities and Self-Love. Achieving a future goal such as 
success or wealth may give you a MOP, but it will not make 
any permanent change in your level of BE-FEEL & ESSENCE. 
Furthermore, the insecurity of reaching that goal, as well as the 
possibility of losing it, can activate even more negative BE-
FEEL. On top of that, you will probably enter on the “merry-go-
round” of wanting more and more and more to keep your 
MOPs coming—exactly as does a drug addict.  

DISTRACTORS:  Addictions are not only to things, they can also be to 
activities that distract us from our negative experience. Many people have 
addictions to and overindulgences in shopping (sprees), TV, hobbies, video 
games, sex, being with others (can’t be alone), gambling, escapist books (e.g. 
romance, adventure); and in any number of other activities that humans use to 
escape the world and their tensions and anxieties. The fact that many such 
activities are at least somewhat socially acceptable in no way changes their 
use-abuse to control Experience.  

 
NOT-DOs   
Your NOT-DOs are all the things you want to do or know that 
you should do, and do not. Something within keeps you from 
doing them. That something is your negative BE-FEEL, your 
NIRs. To actually do a NOT-DO, you would have to confront 
negative FEELings such as guilt, fear or sadness. To avoid such 
activations, you NOT-DO what you want or know that is best 
for you.   
Here are some examples of things that people NOT-DO to 
avoid activating negative BE-FEEL:  

 Not say what you really think about something 



 

 Not BE you; inhibit yourself, not fully express yourself. 
 Not approach a person of the opposite sex you are interested in 

(shyness).  
 Move out of your parents' house.  
 Move to another city.  
 Travel to another country.  
 Ask for something you need or want.  
 Ask for a raise.  
 Leave a job you dislike or that doesn't pay enough.  
 Get a divorce.  
 Tell someone the truth about what you feel.  

 

The FORCE underlying all negative (antilove) and NOT DO 
behavior is the IMPERATIVE to avoid negative experience  

and “cause” positive experience.   
The root of all psycanic experience is BE-FEEL.  

 
All the above are examples of Negative DOs in the reversed Causal 

Sequence due to the External Quest. All of them are compulsory, neurotic 
activities in which people indulge to try to avoid confronting NIR Mass 
activations, and to trigger MOPs to be “happy” awhile. It is a Sisyphean task: no 
matter the temporary successes you may achieve, your struggles can never end 
because MOPs will never take you back to ESSENCE, and ALL your 
AntiEssence is still there in your subconscious ready to pounce out on you at 
any trigger.  

External Quest: Wrong Way.  Can’t Work.  Turn Around. Go 
Within. 

Your life works by the Causal Sequence of BE > FEEL > THINK > RELATE > 
DO > HAVE. Change your BE and your FEEL and your DO will change. 
Discreating your NIRs frees you of the compulsion to control your experience 
through the External Quest. Creating and affirming PIRs within is the road to 
Essence and Happiness.  

 



 

 
ADDICTIONS 
All negative behavior is the attempt to control one’s psycanic experience 

(BE-FEEL. The force behind all addictions is negative emotions. The purpose of 
the addictive substance is to “short-circuit” negative experience: to avoid, 
stop, change, or suppress the negative emolovejoy.  

 

The power of an addiction over you is the power of  
your E.E. IMPERATIVE128 to avoid or suppress 

negative BE-FEEL= UPS. 

You now know that BE FEEL: that the  
ONLY cause of negative emolovejoy= UPS is a NIR.  

Ergo:  

As FEEL is always the result of a BE: a negative FEEL is always  
self-antilove for a BEing a negative ID= NIR,  

we can restate the above as_ 

THE POWER OF AN ADDICTION OVER YOU IS  
THE POWER OF YOUR  

E.E. IMPERATIVE TO AVOID BEing a NIR  
and antiloving yourSelf. 

 
To eliminate the compulsion to any addiction, the force behind the 

addictive behavior, all that you have to do is discreate the NIR that you are 
resisting BEing. CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) is a precise 
technology for discreating any psycanic reality.  

Give a CDT Trainer ANY negative human behavior, and s/he will guide 
you to find ―in reality, in experience, no guesswork― the negative BE-FEEL 
that is causing that behavior. Give hir any negative emotions, any habit, any 

                                                           
 

128 E.E. IMPERATIVE. Existential Experiential Imperative.  



 

neurotic behavior, any substance abuse or addiction, any compulsive activity, 
any personal or family conflict, and s/he will show you the negative BE-FEEL 
generating that DO in the Causal Sequence.  

 

Let’s do some CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) entry 
exercises to make all this more real for you. We are going to activate the 

neg emo and look for the NIRs in experience. 

ADDICTIONS:  
Take any addiction you have (food, alcohol, smoking, TV, marijuana, 

cocaine, Prozac, having to be with others to not be alone (or excessive use of cell 
phone)—whatever.  

Activate the impulse to that behavior. Either imagine yourself in the 
situation where the impulse tends to activate; re-live a time where it activated 
strongly, or wait until it does so in the course of your life. Do whatever you 
need to imagine, or actually put yourself, in a situation where you feel the 
impulse to your negative behavior.  

Once you feel the drive, the compulsion to that behavior, put the addictive 
substance in front of you and let yourself feel how much you want it, BUT don’t 
use (or do) it. Deny yourself permission to satisfy the impulse, and let the 
strength of the impulse grow. For example, if your impulse is to smoke, once 
you feel the need for the cigarette, put and look at the pack of cigarettes there in 
front of you, but don’t light up.  If the impulse is to eat, put your favorite snack 
on the table in front of you and look at it and feel your desire for it.  

Put your attention on your experience. Feel what you feel. Turn off your 
mind: do not think or analyze. Mind interferes with feeling. (In fact, the human 
being flees to mind, to thinking and analysis and understanding, precisely to 
avoid FEELing. Thinking, daydreaming, itself can be no-confront on negative 
FEEL and an addiction.)  

You will start to FEEL a negative emotion: For example, in the case of 
smoking, you may start to feel anxiety. In the case of overeating, you may start 
to feel sadness or loneliness. Let yourself FEEL whatever comes up: this is the 
negative emolovejoy you have been avoiding with your addiction.  

From the negative FEEL, identify your NIR.  As you now know, 
underneath the negative emolovejoy, there will be NIRs. As a beginner in 
working with your consciousness and experience, you may or may not be able 



 

to find them by yourself without a CDT Trainer129. They must be found by 
FEELing them, not by thinking or analyzing about them. These questions may 
help you:  

Smoking Example with Activation of Anxiety:  
1- What are you anxious about? (Your answer will be something in your 

life: e.g. getting a big job out at work on time.) 
2- How does it FEEL that you are NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO 

handle/prevent/fix whatever you are anxious about?  
That I AM NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO is an Anti-Power NIR. This is 

the IDentity reality that you would discreate with CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology) to eliminate the anxiety and therefore the compulsion to smoke.  

 
Eating Example with Activation of Sadness:  

1- What is so sad? (Example of an answer: I am alone; nobody loves me.)  
2- Who/How/What are you that nobody loves you? What quality is there 

about you that makes you unlove-able? 
Examples of possible answers:  I AM UNWORTHY; I AM NOT GOOD 

ENOUGH; I AM BAD; I AM A FAILURE, I AM LESS THAN OTHERS, I AM 
STUPID, etc.  

All of these are AntiEssence IDentity realities: NIRs. You would then 
discreate the NIR(s) came up for you with CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology). This will eliminate the NIR and its self-antilove in the form of 
sadness. This relives the need, the compulsion, to overeat to avoid this 
negative BE-FEEL. You have freed yourself of that addiction. (Note: it can take 
various hours of CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) over multiple 
sessions to completely eliminate an addiction.)  

You are addicted to things to avoid negative BE-FEEL; that is the 
IMPERATIVE at work. The power of your addictions over you is the force of the 
IMPERATIVE to avoid your own negative emolovejoy.  

                                                           
 

129 CDT Trainer: Creation & Discreation Technology Trainer: a person highly trained in 
psycanics who can guide and teach another person how to create and discreate in hir 
psycanic universe.  



 

Discreate the underlying NIRs and you will eliminate the negative 
emolovejoy whose IMPERIAL130 avoidance is the compulsory force that powers 
all addictions131. Eliminating the negative FEEL eliminates the compulsory force 
of the addiction and the person will recover the power to control his DO.  

 
ATTACHMENTS 
Most humans live emotionally dependent on many things in their lives. 

Subconsciously, they are neurotically and compulsively attached to externals 
(people and things) trying to maintain themselves in PIRs of Power and Value: 
i.e. Happy.  When they do lose that thing, they will experience major activations 
of NIRs, although they may only be aware of the EmoLoveJoy charges such as 
anger, fear, and grief.  

Let’s do an exercise to see the negative BE-FEEL behind Attachments.  

Take something very important to you, something you dearly love and feel 
you need; something that you would really activate on losing forever. You 
could take your job, money, jewelry, your sports car–but let’s really go for it 
here.  Let’s take your mother, your spouse, or your child: whoever seems most 
important to you.  

Most people think that their suffering when they lose someone/thing is a 
measure of how much they love that person. This is another of the Great 
Hallucinations of humankind. If you NEED something to be happy/ not suffer; 
if its loss would cause you UPS; you are USING it to avoid UPS. To the 
degree that you NEED any person (or thing) to avoid activations and get 
MOPs, you CANNOT love that person. You are USING hir to control your 
experience. Need and Love are opposed. Your attachment to that person is 
exactly like a drug addict’s addiction: the purpose is to avoid NIR activations. 
The only difference is that the attachment is socially acceptable—because of 
general ignorance.  

                                                           
 

130 IMPERIAL: having to do with the IMPERATIVE, the Existential, Experiential 
Imperative.  
131 There may also be a physical addiction to some substance that must be treated 
physically; we are speaking of the emotional component whose suppression began the 
addiction.  



 

Now imagine, really imagine, that you just received news that they have 
just been killed in a car accident caused by a drunken driver.  

How do you FEEL? Major activation, major MOD132no? Shock, maybe rage, 
grief, etc.  Behind every negative emotion, there is always a negative IDentity, a 
NIR. You may or may not be able to FEEL your NIRs behind a negative 
emotion, but I assure you, they are always there.   

For example, behind anger and rage, you may find AntiPower NIRs such 
as, “I COULD NOT prevent that event (death in this case). Behind the grief, 
there will be Anti-Power and/or Anti-Value NIRs such as: I AM WEAK, I 
CAN'T FACE LIFE alone (i.e. without the support of the parent who died); Now 
THERE IS NOBODY TO LOVE ME: I AM UNLOVED; I AM ABANDONED 
(Anti-Value). 

When someone dies, the grievers are not grieving for the deceased133; they 
are grieving for themselves due to the activation of AntiEssence IDentities. 
They are angry, fearful, sad or grieving for Who They Are in relation to that 
loss. 

Here is a real-life case: We had a young mother in her 20’s who went to 
sleep with her three month old child nestled against her bosom. She woke up in 
the morning to find the child dead, and not only dead, but also that apparently 
she had smothered it in her sleep.   

How would you feel if you had killed your baby thusly?  So you can 
understand we are talking major activation here: the mother was going out of 
her mind with pain.  

A relative knew of psycanics and called in a CDT Trainer, one of the best, 
Angel Gonzalez, San Diego, CA. Angel taught the mother to discreate her NIRs 
for 12 hours, 8 hours the first day and 4 hours the second to finally and totally 
eliminate the charge. (12 hours is a long time for CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology) on a single charge; most charges discreate in an hour or two. On 
the other hand, accidentally smothering your baby the day before is certainly 

                                                           
 

132 MOD: Moment of Dolor= Pain; activation of a NIR Mass with its MOA= UPS.. 
133 After all, do religions not teach that the person who died is in heaven with God and 
therefore happy?.  



 

one of the biggest charges humanly possible, and it was fresh—not something 
from hir childhood 20 years ago.   

I know that the charge was totally eliminated because, by chance, I was in 
San Diego a few weeks later and talked with the mother. We discussed the 
entire event and her experience from beginning to end. She was squeaky clean: 
totally without charge in the area.134  

NOT-DO EXERCISE 
As a final example of all that we are saying, let’s do an exercise on your 

NOT-DOs.  

Is there anything in your life that you have been wanting to DO, longing to 
DO, or think would be best for you, for your happiness, to DO ―but that you 
do NOT-DO it? The bigger and more important it is to you to DO that thing, 
the better example it will make for our purposes here.  

We don’t care what rationalization you are using for not doing it (For 
example: “It would hurt (whoever),” is a common rationalization.) However, do 
notice that you (almost certainly) have a rationalization for not acting.  

Also notice, that by not acting on your intuitions, desires and choices, you 
are selling yourself out135, you are selling out your own happiness (often in the 
name of the happiness, or at least, no pain, for someone else). You may feel 
quite trapped and unhappy about the situation, but you see no way out.  

Your dilemma here is due to erroneous paradigms programmed into you 
(usually in your childhood) by others to manipulate and control you. This is one 
of the many forms of covert Suppression. Notice that if you are not doing what 
you want, that programming and control is working. You have been suckered 
into sacrificing your happiness for that of another, probably in the name of love. 
It is not. It is totally selfish manipulation on the other’s part. If that person loved 
you, they would have your happiness as supreme and would never ask you to 

                                                           
 

134 You might think that she had “pardoned” or “forgiven” herself, as some systems 
teach. We don’t use the concept of pardon in psycanic. We discreate our creations about 
events so that there is nothing there to be pardoned. Only BAD things need to be 
forgiven; and BAD, as you now wisely know is an illusion.  
135 This is a particular mechanism of DO discussed in the YOU ARE CREATOR book.  



 

sacrifice it just to give them a MOP. However, others cannot love you when 
they are using you to get MOPs—as we said a few pages back.  

There is a powerful and perfect solution to such problems in relationships, 
but it is outside of our discussion here, and it requires wisdom elucidated in my 
other books.  

Now, take your NOT-DO (what you are NOT-DOing and want to that we 
asked for at the beginning of this section) and imagine yourself DOing it, 
completely, 100%.  

What activates? What do you FEEL? Guilt136? Anxiety? Fear? Sadness? 
Sorrow? Insecurity? Lack of self-confidence? (To FEEL, you have to be out of 
your mind and into your awareness, your experience. Remember: thought 
blocks FEEL.) Some form negative emolovejoy energy will come up into your 
experience if you let it. You are avoiding that NIR & MOA137 by NOT DOing 
that action.  

Behind every negative emotion, there are always Anti-Essence IDs = 
NIRs. NO exceptions. For example: 

If you FEEL guilt: there is an “I AM BAD” in there somewhere. Your 
creation is that you will be BAD if you do that, whether you have the action 
itself as BAD, or “hurting” someone else as BAD. Two comments on this:  

1- BAD is a hallucination and your creation ONLY. (We had two chapters 
on this–don’t fall for this one again.) You are feeling guilty due to a 
hallucination.  

2- It is impossible to hurt someone else: their “hurt” is their NIRs 
activating. You are not responsible for their NIRs; they are. You cannot expect 
to BE you, express YOU, and be happy if you live selling out your choices and 
happiness to the NIRs of others. What a control mechanism! To DO or NOT-DO 
something because someone is going to activate, is to sell yourSelf, your 
happiness, your life, out to the emotional hissy fits of others. You are letting 
yourself be controlled by the MOAs, the antilove, of others for themselves! 

                                                           
 

136 If guilt comes up, then you have been Suppressed with control programs installed by 
others – very common. In addition to CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology), you will 
also need some psycanics data to free yourself of the mental Suppression mechanism .  
137 MOA: Moment of AntiLove = MOD = activation of a NIR mass.  



 

Notice that they are willing for you to sacrifice your happiness to keep their 
NIRs from activating: is that love for you?  

If you FEEL insecurity, anxiety, or fear, then your AntiPower NIRs are 
activating. Examples of such NIRs include: I AM NOT CAPABLE ENOUGH, I 
AM NOT POWERFUL ENOUGH; I AM NOT STRONG ENOUGH, I AM 
WEAK; I CAN'T DO IT ALONE; I AM NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO DO IT, I 
AM NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO SUCCEED, I MIGHT FAIL, etc. 

 
No matter what your activation, your “flavor” of negative FEEL, you can 

learn to trace it to the underlying NIR. Discreate that NIR and you will 
unblock your ability to act, whether currently blocked by your fears of 
failure, or by the NIRs and manipulation of you by others. 

 
In closing:  
Your life works according to the causal sequence: 
 

BE > FEEL > THINK > RELATE > DO > HAVE 
 
To change anything: your emotions & UPS, your relationships, your 

habits, your actions or blocks to action, your addictions, your inability to 
manifest that things you want (your HAVE), you only need to change your 
BE. This is the beauty of life, and this is where your power over life lies. 



 

TWO DISTINCT PROBLEMS, 
one in each universe. 

 
When you find yourself activated, the “normal” (External Quest) impulse is 

to attack the trigger to stop, change, appease, punish or destroy it, to thereby 
terminate your activation.  If you can’t do anything about the trigger, (and 
sometimes even when you can), you will probably seek something (i.e. 
substances) to suppress your FEEL  

However, you must realize that you have two distinct problems, and a 
golden opportunity.  

The first problem is your “internal” problem, the problem in your psycanic 
universe, the problem of your negative experience, of your negative BE-FEEL = 
UPS. The second problem is the external event or situation in the physical 
universe, should that require your action to correct.  

The solution to your internal, experiential problem, to your MODs, is to 
apply CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) to discreate your activated 
NIRs. This will eliminate your MOA = UPS of the moment and restore your to 
serenity and happiness.  

This is also your golden opportunity to reduce your total NIR 
Mass, your ESM, by that much. This, over the long term, 
permanently reduces ESM, and your reactivity, and restores 
your Essence. Therefore, take advantage of every activation; 
use them to free your BEing of AntiEssence. If something 
“negative” serves you, is it really negative?  

Solving that first internal problem makes a huge contribution to resolving 
the second one, the external situation or event.  In most cases, the external 
event is no longer a problem at all; there is nothing you have to do whatsoever. 
It only seemed a problem, as something that had to be changed, because you 
were perceiving it as the Cause of your UPS.  You know now that nothing 
external ever causes your UPS. Eliminate your NIR Mass with CDT (Creation & 
Discreation Technology) and that event will no longer trigger you.  

However, if you do need to take some actions, your new found serenity 
increases your Personal Power. Acting at the effect of an activation is always 
unwise. In fact, it is a Law that ACTIVATIONS DESTROY WISDOM, and 



 

another Law that WITHOUT WISDOM, BOTH LOVE and POWER 
DESTROY.  

Therefore, after discreating the NIR MAS, if you do need to take some 
action, you can now THINK & DO from a position of positive BE-FEEL and 
serenity. You will now thing and act with more Wisdom and Love, and 
therefore with more Effectivity (Power). Now you will be acting with a 
positive Causal Sequence instead of a negative one.  

 
To make the Law that Activations Destroy Wisdom real for 
you: re-live a time when you tried to reason with a person in 
the grip of anger, fear, or grief. What happened to their 
perceptions of the situation, and to their reason, logic and 
Wisdom?  
To make the Law that Without Wisdom, Both Love and Power 
Destroy; recall parents who have over-consented (spoiled) their 
children and so made them irresponsible in the name of loving 
them. Think of people such people as Hitler who had great 
power and loved his Aryan race, wanted to raise it up above all 
others, but that power served only to destroy it. Hitler had 
neither Wisdom nor Love.  
 

Therefore, when you activated, the first step, the Wise and Love-ing step 
for you and for others is to first discreate your activation. Then attend to the 
external situation—if it still needs your attention.  



 

Chapter 13 
The External Quest in Relationships 

Human behavior is the struggle for bettering BE-FEEL, for increasing 
ESSENCE= WPVLJ, which is the only happiness that exists. As we have said 
now many times, this is the ultimate motivation of all human behavior.  
Ignorance of all that you are learning in this book is the cause of the External 
Quest and of all the problems and conflicts and suffering on this planet 
(negative DOs and negative FEELs).   

Existential Experiential Imperative, the Causal Sequence and the 
Internal/External Quest apply to every aspect of human life. In the previous 
chapter, we gave some examples regarding individual behavior. In this chapter, 
we peek at a couple of examples of the IMPERATIVE, the Causal Sequence, and 
the External Quest in the area of relationships. Understanding these factors is 
by no means all that you need to know about relationships, but it is definitely 
one of the most important understandings you need to have relationships 
function. Psycanics contains a great deal of precise knowledge about 
relationships.  

 

PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS 
 
Let’s start with parent-child relationships, where problems, conflicts, 

rebellion, negative behavior and substance use are quite common in today’s 
society. We shall see that the underlying cause is, as always, the struggle to 
control one’s own BE FEEL.  

Parents try to control their children to make them conform to their 
Programs138 of how the children should BE—and FEEL, THINK, RELATE, DO 
and HAVE—the entire Causal Sequence.  (For brevity, we shall abbreviate the 

                                                           
 

138 Programs, remember, are mental models of what should be <> should not be 
projected on to reality, followed by negative DOs to make reality conform to the 
program so that the person can assume PIRS and be happy. .  



 

Causal Sequence in this chapter to the two main areas in relationships BE DO.) 
All such control of another person against their will and choices is a 
SUPPRESSION of their BEing (and FEEL THINK RELATE DO).  It makes 
no difference if that other person is your child: you are in antilove suppression 
if you are trying to control hir BE DO instead of teaching the child Wisdom.  (I 
will explain how to do this, and resolve all parent-child conflicts, in other 
books.)  

Suppression includes any form of forcefully imposing one’s will for another 
on that other.  It is to counteract, to suppress, that person’s self-determination 
=Cause—and over that which each person has the greatest right to be Cause: 
Self. It is to deny someone the liberty, the freedom to BE DO139 as they choose.  

Suppression includes any form of imposing one’s programs for another on 
that other. (Remember that your programs are your hallucinations of how 
somebody should BE DO etc. to control YOUR BE-FEEL.)  

As a matter of personal sovereignty, freedom, and self-expression, each 
person’s BE DO can only be decided by that person.  Furthermore, you can 
NEVER really know how somebody else should or should not BE or DO: you 
can’t know their mission and destiny in life. It is an arrogance of parents to 
think that they know best for their children. Most parents have not done all 
that well in securing their own happiness.  

Again: The fact that a person is a child of someone else, does not give that 
parent or guardian any right whatsoever to suppress. Suppression is totally 
unnecessary to raise a child; and is, in fact, counterproductive. Suppression is 
anti-causal, anti-responsability, anti-freedom, anti-love, anti wisdom, and anti-
maturity.  

Love only begins to exist with total SPace, the total freedom, for the other to 
BE DO etc, as they think best for them.  

Love starts with giving Self and Others the SPace to BE DO 
 as they are, and to NOT-BE DO as they are not. 

 

                                                           
 

139 Remember that BE DO here represents the entire Causal Sequence: BE > FEEL > 
THINK > RELATE > DO > HAVE 



 

If another person’s decisions are unwise, they will best acquire wisdom by 
experiencing the consequences of their choices. To deprive another of the 
opportunity to make hir choices and experience hir consequences is to deprive 
hir of the opportunity to mature and become wise and responsible. It thus 
interferes with the development of Personal Power.140 You see the result of 
such interference every day with children who grow up immature, 
irresponsible, dependent, and otherwise incompetent to handle life.  

Suppression is extremely common in relationships, especially where the 
relative power is uneven. Such uneven power situations are common in parent-
child relationships, and in many marriages. The Cause of Suppression is always 
NIRs in the suppressor ―and in the suppressee! The suppressee only permits 
the suppression without rebellion or leaving because of hir NIRs (except in the 
case of a child, where s/he as yet does not enough power to fight back or leave, 
and so will rebel best s/he can).  

Children with spirit fight for their freedom, fight to escape control and 
suppression, to self-determine their BE DO as they think best. The result in 
many families is a lot of conflict and drama, especially in the teen years as the 
child both decides her own tastes and acquires enough power to stand up to hir 
suppressive parents. Some children do submit to suppression, due to their 
AntiPower and AntiValue NIRs (low self-esteem).  

You are surely familiar with this struggle between parents and offspring. 
As a child, you may have experienced suppression from your parents. As a 
parent now, you may be experiencing it in the form of resistance, conflict and 
rebellion from your children. You have seen it in some of the families of your 
brothers and sisters or other relatives. You know about it from friends and 
acquaintances. You have certainly seen it portrayed in television dramas.  

Let me be very, very clear here: If you are experiencing negative energy, 
resistance, conflicts, sabotage or rebellion with your children, you have been 
suppressing them (usually for years).  Do not blame your children: they only 
react to your failures of Wisdom, Power, and Love in raising them.  As 
supposedly the elder and wiser, the leader, you are the person responsable 
for the negative energy in the relationship.  

                                                           
 

140 Understand #6 may require data on the Cause Effect-Victim Spectrum in Beings and 
on the concept of Personal Power found in other books.  



 

Raising children well is the most difficult thing to do on the planet. Good 
parenting requires great Wisdom, which begins with a good understanding of 
psycanics; and a good level of NIR discreation in yourself (so that you are non-
reactive, wise and love-ing instead of reactive and anti-loving). As a general 
rule, young people (15 to 50) should not be raising children. They do not, yet, 
have the wisdom and patience and maturity needed; they are still trying to find 
their own way in life and are not yet capable of guiding others. Children should 
be raised by elders who love children and are who are professionally trained to 
do so.  

There is a saying about parenting: “Fools rush in where angels 
fear to tread.” We require a great deal of education for doctors, 
lawyers, psychologists and other professionals before we will 
let them “touch” others or their lives; but any and all fools can 
handle—unsupervised and during the most delicate, formative 
years—the most precious and sensitive thing on the planet: new 
humans. (This is another of the reasons humans are considered 
such a primitive and barbaric race in the rest of universe.) 

 
Let’s analyze parent-child relationship conflicts from the point of view of 

the Causal Sequence. We will show what is happening in each area and why.  

BE  FEEL THINK RELATE DO HAVE 
Let’s start with the parent’s THINK. We start with THINK because most 

people are in the External Quest and are ignorant of BE-FEEL. To them life 
starts at THINK and they try to work the Causal Sequence like this 

THINK RELATE & DO HAVE  (BE)-FEEL (BE is always there but not 
usually recognized, much less its importance understood.) 

THINK includes all mental realities and there are many kinds. However, in 
this case, the form of THINK that most interests us is PROGRAMS. The typical, 
psicanically-ignorant parent has many Programs about how hir child should 
BE DO141.  

                                                           
 

141 Remember that BE&DO is an abbreviation s of the Causal Sequence = BE > FEEL > 
THINK > RELATE > DO > HAVE 



 

A Program, you will remember, is a belief, a mental “virtual reality”, of 
how something should be, of the ideal, of what is “Good.”  Through Polarity, 
anything that violates the Program should not Be = is BAD.  

The programs of interest here are the parents’ values, rules, regulations and 
prohibitions for the child.  These can include requirements on how to BE and 
not BE, how s/he should FEEL and THINK about any given thing, what to DO 
and not to DO, how to dress and not to dress, who s/he can see and who not to 
be with, etc. They can include “should & should nots” for school, religion, TV, 
drinking, curfews and bedtime, partying, eating, and so on. In other words: the 
parent tries to impose hir ideas on many if not all areas of the child’s Causal 
Sequences = Life. Each imposition is a suppression of the child’s 
determination of self= Cause (and so will tend to provoke resistance from the 
child). 

RELATE & DO The parents’ THINK= Programs then determines ( ) the 
parents’ RELATE & DO against the child. The parent does hir best to force the 
child to fulfill hir (the parent’s) programs of how the child should BE DO etc. 
S/he does this at first with constant reminders and comments: “preaching”.  When 
s/he does not get compliance s/he wants to hir programs, s/he will step up to 
criticism, invalidation and harping.  As the child fails to comply even more, openly 
or covertly (sabotage); the parent increases hir force. S/he escalates to yelling, 
threats, withdrawal of privileges, punishments, and even to blows. As Resistance 
Causes Resistance and Persistence, the child rebels even more, and the relationship 
spirals downward into more and more negative energy = antilove.  

All of this is antilove behavior (negative DO & RELATE) on the part of the 
parent. The parent uses negative energy = antilove to suppress the BE DO of 
the child, to dominate hir, to implant the parent’s programs of how the child 
should BE.  

BEings naturally seek Cause, Love, and Freedom; and resist Effect, 
AntiLove and Other-Determination142.  (The American Revolution, 1776, is just 
one example.) Naturally, the child seeks to affirm hir Cause and Self-
Determination; and to resist the antilove—and the person generating it. A 
parent is a fool to expect anything but resistance to hir Suppression from any 
spirited child. The children who do not resist, who submit to suppression are 

                                                           
 

142 Determination for Self by others: manipulation, control or domination by others. 



 

too much at the effect of their own NIRs, or have had their spirit broken by too 
much abuse. 

 
DO HAVE: As the Causal Sequence indicates, the parents’ negative 

RELATE & DO can only produce a negative HAVE, in this case, a negative 
relationship with their child. Because of their negative, antilove RELATE & DO 
with their child, they HAVE a negative energy relationship and an 
uncooperative, rebellious child; or worse, an irresponsible one, or worst, a 
completely cowered one.  

 
Now let us look at the dynamics of what is happening behind the scenes: at 

the IMPERATIVE, the Causal Sequence and the External Quest at work. 
The purpose of the parents’ programs and actions (THINK & DO) is to 

produce a HAVE: specifically a child that is GOOD (ideal or as perfect as 
possible). (The standard for the GOOD here is, of course, the parent’s 
programs.)  

 
The purpose of HAVEing a child that is “Good” (or better yet “perfect”), 

is the parents BE FEEL. By presenting a “perfect” child to themselves and to the 
world, the parents are trying to assume positive Identities = PIRs. By having a 
“perfect143” child, the parents, subconsciously, hope to activate IDs such as: I 
AM CAPABLE (of parenting, of controlling, of succeeding as a parent); I AM 
COMPETENT; I AM SMART; I AM WISE; I AM POWERFUL; I AM A GOOD 
PARENT; I AM A SUCCESS; see how VALUE-ABLE and WORTHY I AM! 
Notice that these are the positive Essence IDentities= PIRs in all three areas 
Wisdom, Power and Value.   

BE causes FEEL. By BEing such IDentities, the parents can love themselves. 
The PIRs trigger positive EmoLoveJoy that is the only happiness that exists.  

The parents are trying to BE somebody positive = PIRS  to be self-
lovable  Happy by means of their child. They are trying to control their BE-

                                                           
 

143 As perfect or ideal as possible, perfect defined by the parent’s programs of the ideal 
child.  



 

FEEL, achieve their Happiness by controlling externals, by controlling their 
HAVE, their child in this case.  

Of course, all that they get are MOPs, which soon pass, so they have to keep 
controlling the child to keep fulfilling those programs. Every time the child 
violates a program, the parents’ NIRs will activate and they will experience a 
MOA. They then attack the child with that antilove to drive the child back in 
line with the programs, so that they can return to positive BE-FEEL. Do you see 
here the Imperative, the Causal Sequence and the External Quest at work?   

The parents, in their ignorance of how life works (IMPERATIVE, Causal 
Sequence, BE-FEEL, External Quest, etc.); and therefore of their own 
subconscious motivations, will deny all of this. They will insist that they are 
doing it for the good of the child, and as an expression of their love; and that 
they want only the best for their offspring.  

This is yet another of the many Hallucinations of Humans. To begin with, 
Love starts with and can only exist in the SPace* of Total Freedom for the 
other person to BE DO as they are, and to NOT-BE & NOT DO as they are 
not.  

LOVE is an Act of Will and Cause manifested in all actions that  
Care for, Teach and Grow the Energies around you; and  
that Give SPace to Self and Others to BE144 as they are,  

and to NOT-BE as they are not. 

 
*Definition: SPace Nothingness; the absence of energy and 
reality, especially of negative energy. Ergo, the absence of the 
Opinion of BAD, and of all forms of antilove, ergo, of UPS. 
SPace is the mid-point on the Love-AntiLove Polarity, and 
therefore on the Happiness-UPS Polarity. It is, therefore, the 
point of change between Good and BAD, between Love and 
AntiLove, and between UPS and Happiness.  
SPace is a major concept in psycanics that requires various 
chapters in other works to present.  

                                                           
 

144 BE here includes all other elements of the Causal Sequence: BE > FEEL > THINK > 
RELATE > DO > HAVE. 



 

One of the forms of SPace is FREEDOM or LIBERTY. To deny 
Freedom to someone is to deny them SPace to BE, and that is to 
deny Love. 

LAW:  Love starts with SPace. 
Freedom is one aspect of SPace, and therefore of Love. 

Ergo: Love starts with Freedom to the beloved  
to BE—>DO as they choose. 

 
The parents are trying to BE the Essence IDs so that they can FEEL love for 

themselves and be Happy (the IMPERATIVE); BUT they are doing so in the 
External Quest. As the parents’ behavior= DO is coming out of their NIRs= neg. 
BE, it can only be negative= antilove. THIS IS THE CAUSAL SEQUENCE AT 
WORK. They are using negative energy (antilove) with their child, and 
suppressing the child’s 1- the Self-Determination; 2- the Expression of Self (BE—
>DO): and 3- the Happiness.  The parents’ behavior (THINK & DO) is not love; 
it is antilove.  

To want to change or control anyone, other than by setting an example or 
by win-win agreements, is to invalidate, to “BAD,” how they are now and state 
that they must be different to be “Good”—and so to win their parents’ 
acceptation, approval and love (in this case). Conditional “love” IS NEVER 
LOVE. It is manipulation; it is using the other person for one’s External Quest 
and BE-FEEL.  

The moment you project your programs and start invalidating and resisting 
the BE DO of another person (which can only start with the creation of BAD) 
―much less start attacking them with negative energy to control and change 
them― you are in Antilove, not Love. Parents are antiloving their children 
when they use negative energy on them–I don’t care how they try to justify it.  

Never is antilove needed with a child. If the parents knew psycanics, they 
could raise a super intelligent, totally responsable and accountable, cooperative, 
causal and creative child with pure love. All antilove to a child is a result of two 
things: the parent’s ignorance and the parent’s NIRs.   

The purpose of the parents THINK DO HAVE is to change their BE-
FEEL, but this can only work momentarily as a MOP. There is no true effort on 
their part to take control of their BE-FEEL and to maintain it themselves, 
irrelevant of external conditions.  



 

To really change their BE-FEEL, they must learn to discreate their NIRs and 
to create PIRs. Discreation will free them of neurotically145 needing to control 
the child to control their BE-FEEL. Their change of BE will change the entire 
Causal Sequence with the child, and they will naturally, with little additional 
effort, be WISER and more LOVE146-ing with the child.  

We now complete our examination of the dynamics by returning to our 
starting point, THINK = programs. The parents’ programs are their THINK, 
their ideas, on how to control external events, their HAVE= their child in this 
case, to control their BE-FEEL and so be happy. Thus, the IMPERATIVE to 
control BE-FEEL generates THINK as the plan for action for DO HAVE in 
order to control BE-FEEL.  This is the Causal Sequence in operation in the error 
of the External Quest.   

The THINK here is in error because it lacks data. It is not informed of the 
IMPERATIVE and the Causal Sequence and so leads the person to the error of 
the External Quest; to wit: to THINK that controlling externals (HAVE) will 
control BE-FEEL. (It will not, the best that it can do is a MOP.)  

Of course, there are also other major errors in THINK including ignorance 
of the Fatal Identity Fatal Paradigm External Quest Sequence147. The parents 
THINK is fatally flawed because they are totally ignorant of psycanics, of all 
that you are learning in this book.  

                                                           
 

145 Neurosis: any behavior over which the person no longer has full control. The person 
is acted upon, controlled and moved by hir internal mechanisms without being able to 
avoid or stop the behavior. We are explaining the mechanism in this book.  
146 Remember that all capital letters indicates we are including the concept of the Causal 
Sequence.  
147 Fatal Identity: The ID that I AM NOT CAUSE; I AM NOT CREATOR; I AM NOT 
RESPONSIBLE.  Fatal Paradigm: Given that I AM NOT CAUSE, then externals must be. 
Ergo, I must control externals to control my BE-FEEL (the External Quest). This is an 
extremely important mechanism, and detailed in the book YOU ARE THE CREATOR.  



 

CAUSAL SEQUENCE CHART 
In psycanics, we use a Causal Sequence Chart to diagram any situation. The 

Causal Sequence Chart shows what is happening with the person in each 
element of the Sequence. It is a Polarity, with the Positive desired above, and 
the Negative actual below. Here is one for this parent-child situation. 



 

DESIRED POSITIVE CAUSAL SEQUENCE of Parent(s) 
+BE = 

PIRS=  
Essence IDs = 

WPVLJ 

+FEEL = Self-
Love = WPVLJ 

+THINK = 
Psycanics 

+DO & RELATE + Results = HAVE 

I AM 
WISE 

I AM ABLE. 
I AM 

CAPABLE 
I AM A 

SUCCESS 
I AM a GOOD 

parent. 
I AM VALUE-

ABLE 
I AM 

WORTHY. 
 

Self-Love = 
Happiness. 

 
Positive 

EmoLoveJoy is an 
automatic result of 

PIRs. 

Love has 
NO programs or 
rules: it teaches 
Principles and 
Wisdom and 

gives SPace and 
Freedom to 

BE+DO. 
To achieve 

this, the parents 
need to deeply 

understand and 
apply the 
THINK 

(knowledge) of 
psycanics 

SPace 
Serenity 

Freedom for child 
Open & Calm 

communication, no 
neg. energy; no 

suppression. 
No rules 

necessary. 

A child wise in hir values 
& choices, at Cause over life, 
developing and expressing 
Who S/he IS (not who hir 

parents want hir to BE+DO. 
Good communication and 

Love between parent and 
child. 

ACTUAL NEGATIVE CAUSAL SEQUENCE of Parent(s) 

Parents TRYING to 
produce this HAVE to 

produce the Positive BE 



 
Neg. BE= 

NIRs = 
AntiEssence 

IDs. 

Neg. FEEL=  
Neg. EmoLoveJoy 
= Self-AntiLove 

Neg 
THINK: 

Programs 

Neg. DO & 
RELATE 

 
Neg. Results =  

Neg. HAVE 

I AM 
UNABLE. 

I AM 
INCAPABLE 
 I CANNOT 
CONTROL 

I CAN’T GET 
WHAT I 

WANT from 
child. 

I DON’T 
KNOW 
HOW. 
I AM 

POWERLESS 
I AM A 

FAILURE 
I AM a BAD 

parent.. 

Anger 
Anxiety & 
Worry 
Frustration 

Fear 
Sorrow 

Desperation 
Grief 

Depression 
 

How to 
Externals should 
BE and how to 
control them to 
control my BE-

FEEL 
Programs 

The parent’s 
“virtual reality” 
of how hir child 
should BE+DO, 

expressed in 
the parent’s 
entire list of 

values, rules and 
prohibitions of 

BE, DO and 
DON’T. : 

Anger, yelling, 
recriminations, 

invalidations, threats, 
restrictions, 

punishments, blows 
SUPPRESSION, 

MANIPULATION 
DOMINATION, 

all with neg.=antilove 
energy—that can only 

produce negative 
RESULTS= HAVE.. 

Poor relationship with 
Child: 

Problems & Conflicts. 
Child is uncooperative, 

irresponsible, rebellious, 
behavioral problems, 

uncommunicative, hides life 
from parents, asserts self by 

doing 
 

 exactly what parents 
prohibit (drinking, drugs, 

friends, etc.) 
TRIGGER for Parent’s 

NIRs: 
:Any behavior contrary to a 

program. 



 

Explanation of the Causal Sequence Chart  
 
Negative BE-FEEL Starting at neg. BE-FEEL = NIRs+neg emo: All humans 

are born148 with (varying degrees of) AntiEssence = NIRs. That is our starting 
position—as humans, not as psicans—on the Essence Polarity Spectrum; 
AntiEssence overlaid on our divine nature of ESSENCE to bring us down to the 
level of human. Human “nature” is the struggle between Essence and 
AntiEssence, the classic struggle between “good” and “evil.”  The parents are 
starting out with their Divine ESSENCE of PIRs suppressed with the Essence 
Suppressor Mass that is made of 20,000 watt-hours149 of NIRs. 

Every human being, the parent(s) in this case, IMPERATIVELY wants to 
experience evermore Essence = positive BE FEEL = PIRs = WPVLJ.  

At the effect of the IMPERATIVE, the Causal Sequence and the error of the 
External Quest, the parent(s) tries to change from BEing NIRs to BEing PIRs & 
FEELing Self Love= happiness by producing the positive HAVE of a 
Good/ideal/perfect child. By ostentating the perfect child, the parent tries to 
prove to hirself and others that s/he is knowledgeable, intelligent, wise, 
capable=powerful, a successful parent, and therefore value-able, worthy and 
important and so Love-able, by self and others (including hir child)  These are 
all expressions of the Essence IDentities, which trigger self love, which is the 
only Happiness that exists. In short, the parents are trying to be 
IMPERATIVELY happy. That is the Ultimate Motivation of all behavior.  

 
Negative BE-FEEL  negative THINK: To begin with, the parent is 

already operating in a high level, erroneous THINK that is the Fatal 
Identity150 Fatal Paradigm External Quest Sequence. At the effect of this 

                                                           
 

148 If your beliefs (remember the difference between beliefs and TRUTH) tell you that 
you are not an immortal Spirit who has existed since the beginning of time, and that this 
is your first and only life, then we can pretend that you formed all your NIRs in 
childhood.  
149 A watt-hour in psycanics is the amount of charge that the average human being can 
discreate in one hour. The ESM has about 20,000 watts hours of energy.  
150 I AM CAUSE; I AM CREATOR is the basic Essence IDentity of Power. The Fatal 
Identity is the negation of that IDentity; experienced as the belief that one is not Cause, 
not Creator of hir Experience and life. The Fatal Identity triggers the Fatal Paradigm 
which states that: Given that I am not Cause of my Experience, then Externals must be. 
This belief triggers the External Quest, which is the effort to control Externals in order to 



 
enormous error of THINKing, s/he tries to control externals to control hir BE-
FEEL. In this case, the external is hir child, who therefore will catch the brunt of 
the parents’ DO to be happy.  

The parents’ Programs are a second part of their THINK in the CS. A 
Program, remember, is a virtual reality about how something SHOULD BE = 
the Good. Polarily151, that automatically creates what SHOULD NOT BE= 
BAD.  The parents’ programs are their virtual reality, their vision, of how the 
child should BE DO to be ideal= Good—so that the parents can activate PIRs, 
love themselves and therefore love the “Good” child. (Remember: your love or 
antilove for others is ALWAYS a projection of your love or antilove for Self. 
You can only love others to the degree that you love Self.) Their Programs are 
all their expectations, rules, demands, and prohibitions to mold and shape their 
child to that vision of the ideal child as their HAVE. 

Negative THINK  negative DO & RELATE the parents take ACTION 
(DO) in all ways possible to force their child to conform to, to fulfill, those 
programs. DO & RELATE includes all the parents’ behavior and interactions 
with the child. The parents’ DO& RELATE here include their communications,, 
their treatment of the child, punishments, rewards, and other reactions to the 
child's behaviors.   

 
It is bad enough when a person suppresses hir own negative BE-FEEL with 

drugs. But you know this planet is really insane when we have parents 
drugging their children so that parents can avoid their children triggering their 
(the parents’) NIRs = negative BE-FEEL.  

THERE IS NEVER ANY EXCUSE FOR DRUGGING A CHILD OTHER 
THAN THE PARENTS INCOMPETENCE IN RAISING THEM. 

 

Whenever the child fails to fulfill the programs, s/he is doing something 
that SHOULD NOT BE—i.e. is BAD from the parents’ viewpoint. BAD is that 
which must be attacked with negative energy to change, stop, punish or 
destroy it and so make it Good again. Thus, the parents attack the child with 

                                                                                                                                              
 

control Experience. The Fatal Identity and the Fatal Paradigm are explained in depth in 
other works.  
151 Polarily: By the Laws of Polarity.  



 
negative energy to stop BAD and make the child “Good” again, so that they can 
love hir again.  

But there is a dynamic even deeper than this. The child failing to fulfill the 
parents programs activates the parents NIRs, such IDs as: I CAN'T GET 
WHAT I WANT; I CAN'T CONTROL; I AM WITHOUT ENOUGH POWER; I 
DON'T KNOW HOW TO HANDLE THIS; I AM A FAILURE AS A PARENT; I 
AM A BAD PARENT; I AM LESS THAN OTHER PARENTS, etc.  

These NIRs are, of course, accompanied by MODs= MOAs. The NIRs are 
accompanied by the parents’ activations of self-antilove = negative 
EmoLoveJoy= UPS in the form of anger, frustration, anxiety, sorrow, grief, 
despair, desperation, depression, etc. Operating, as most parents do, in the Fatal 
Paradigm; the misbehaving, BAD child appears to be the cause of the problem 
and the parents’ UPS.  The parent(s) therefore attack the child with their 
antilove to control the “BAD” child and force hir back in the box of their 
programs of how the child SHOULD BE DO—so that they can return to 
PIRs  self-love = Happiness (positive BE-FEEL).  

The AntiLove energy that the parents dump on the child is really a 
projection of their antilove for self, for BEing a “BAD” NIR.  You can only love 
others to the extent that you love yourself. The opposite polarity is also true: 
You will antilove others to the extent that you antilove yourself. All negative 
energy to others is a projection of antilove of Self. For example, whenever you 
are angry, you are activated in Present Time AntiPower NIRs: I CANNOT GET 
or DO (whatever). It appears that you are angry with the person obstaculizing152 
your intentions; but it is really self-anti-love for your own AntiPower NIR of not 
getting what you want from the other person.  All anger is AntiPower; there is 
no other cause of anger.  

The child's “positive” behavior, if the parents can evoke it, is only a MOP 
for the parents. There is no internal (psycanic) control by the parents of their 
IDs, discreating NIRs and creating PIRs. The MOP is not true happiness and is 
fleeting, and so the pattern will continue over and over again neurotically until 
the child escapes the clutches of the parents.  

Negative DO Negative HAVE.  As a result of their negative, antilove DO, 
the parents can only produce negative RESULTS, in this case, a damaged and 

                                                           
 

152 Obstaculizing: verb from obstacle; to be or create an obstacle; to block a goal.  



 
dysfunctional relationship with their child.  The child will be unhappy as a 
target of hir parents’ AntiLove and Suppression..  S/he will resist the 
impositions on hir BE DO etc.; rebelling openly if s/he has enough power to 
do so, covertly if s/he does not. S/he will stop communicating the truth of hir life 
to hir parents and hide as much of it as is necessary to protect hirself from hir 
parents’ antilove, suppression and domination. In hir resistance, s/he may do 
exactly the opposite of the parents’ programs, not only to punish them for their 
Antilove, but also to affirm and assert hir Self and hir own BE DO etc.  

Again, the purpose of the parents’ DO is to produce the positive HAVE of a 
“perfect” child (according to their programs), so that they can assume PIRs and 
positive FEEL. However, remember that the Causal Sequence always starts in 
BE and if the starting BE is negative, the rest of the Sequence will be negative. 
You can not change a negative Sequence pattern for long by changing the 
HAVE, because the HAVE will continue to result automatically from the real 
BE. (All you can do by changing the HAVE is produce a fleeting MOP.) On the 
other hand if you will change the BE directly (with CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology)); install psycanics as a correct THINK (true knowledge required to 
guide DO), all the rest of the Causal Sequence will flow naturally positive. 

We could also do a Causal Sequence Chart on the child that shows how hir 
behavior is also determined by hir resistance to hir NIRs and the fight to BE 
PIRs in the face of all the invalidation (BADding) of hir BE DO by hir parents. 
However, it would make this chapter overly long, and we still have to see the 
example of the spouse relationship. Suffice it to say that the child is also seeking 
hir happiness but at the effect of hir NIRs and in the External Quest.  

The child will have hir AntiEssence NIRs activated: “My parents think and 
make me feel that: I AM TOO STUPID TO KNOW WHAT I AM DOING 
(AntiWisdom).  I CAN’T GET OR DO WHAT I WANT, I AM TOO MUCH A 
CHILD; I AM CAN’T CHOOSE FOR MYSELF, (AntiPower); I AM NOT GOOD 
ENOUGH for them; they think I DON’T DESERVE my freedom and other 
things I want to DO or HAVE.  To avoid BE-FEELing thusly, the child will rebel 
and fight to control hir Causal Sequences, to express hir BE DO etc.  

Some children, instead of resisting the suppression and domination of the 
parents, will become docile and compliant, and do everything they can to avoid 
angering, and to please, their parents. The child sells out to hir own NIRs of 
AntiPower and especially AntiValue. S/he desperately needs the acceptation, 
approval and love of hir parents to compensate hir NIRs and lack of self-love. 
S/he will sell out hir BE DO to get that “love”.  Although the parents may 



 
prefer a compliant child to a rebellious one, the rebellious one is actually 
showing more spirit, self-esteem, and higher levels of Cause, Self-
Determination, and Personal Power.  

The Point Of Power to change this entire parent-child relationship 
structure is to discreate the NIRs of the parents, and a basic education in the 
Principles of psycanics, which are the Principles of ESSENCE: Wisdom, 
Power and Love. 

The Principles of ESSENCE include the Laws of: Cause, Responsability153, 
Responsability for Experience, Victim, Vision and Creation, Consequences and 
Accountability, Wisdom, Personal Power (includes Cycle of Action), NIsGOB-
CarPriCon, Self-Discipline154, Integrity, Ego, Suppression, SPace, Liberty, 
Communication, Negotiation and Agreements.  Each of these words symbolizes 
a concept that requires anywhere from a chapter to a small book to present 
fully. I do not pretend in this introductory book to even begin to explain them.  

You will also need the concepts that we have introduced in this book 
including Essence, IDentities, EmoLoveJoy, the Causal Sequence, the External 
Quest, the Internal Quest, and most importantly CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology), and how to apply it to oneself to discreate NIRs (this last not 
taught in this book). This book is only an introduction to these concepts, each of 
which is much deeper than we have space for here.  

As you can see in our list above, the knowledge that you need to handle life 
in general and raise children in particular is fairly extensive.  This is not a 
textbook on raising children, although I do have one planned. However, let me 
give just one (although incomplete) example of the Wisdom required to raise 
children well.  

 
An Example of Psycanics Applied to Parenting 
There are two things you need to handle to be a good parent:  
 

1: Knowledge–the foundation of Wisdom (some of it listed above).   
2- Discreate your NIRs and create PIRs, so that you become a Wise, 
Effective Power-full), Love-ing, non-reactive= serene person, i.e. more of 

                                                           
 

153 Responsability is spelled with an “a” due to its specific definition in psycanics.  
154 Discipline: The ability to do what is best for you for the long term, when you should 
do it, done to the best of your ability, whether you feel like it or not. 



 
the Essence Identities). No matter how good are your intentions and your 
knowledge, while you are at the effect of your emotional reactivity 
(comes from the NIRs), you will not be able to act calmly and wisely. 
(Law: Activations Destroy Wisdom.) 
 
Here follows just one example of the knowledge you need to be a good 
parent: the difference between punishment and consequences.  
 
 

Law:  
Never punish a child. 

NEVER save hir from the prices & consequences  
of hir actions155. 

NIsGOB, CarPriCon. 
Nothing is Good or BAD, and everything has  

characteristics, prices & consequences. 
Here you must understand the difference between punishment and 

consequences. 
 
 
 
 

PUNISHMENT 
The characteristics of punishment are: 

The purpose of punishment is to cause pain and suffering, to hurt the 
offender in the hopes that hir aversion to pain will stop that behavior in 
the future.  

Punishments are imposed by an outside authority using force to do so, 
and usually without the permission or agreement of the punished.  

                                                           
 

155 Connection Point: There are two connection points here: One to NIsGOB CarPriCon; 
and the other to Wisdom, defined as the ability to predict the consequences of your 
actions.  



 
Punishments are always artificial additives: they are additional negative 

energy added to the situation, beyond any negative energy created by the 
event itself.   

Not only the act, but also the offender is made BAD and wrong; is 
invalidated, and usually made to feel guilty. This is a direct attack to hir 
Essence, to hir innate sense of Value (Good-ness), and therefore to hir 
self-esteem, which is one’s Value to Self. The person must resist the 
imputation of BAD and the punishment to maintain self-esteem = positive 
BE-FEEL, as required by the IMPERATIVE. . 

Punishment inhibits Cause, Proactivity and Initiative, making the 
person less likely to dare to act in the future for fear of new errors and 
more punishments. As Cause is the essence of self-esteem, it thus 
damages self-esteem (not only as Value, as above), but also as Cause.   

BEings seek Love and resist AntiLove (The IMPERATIVE at work). 
Punishment is AntiLove and therefore causes the offender to resist and to 
resent. The offender, consciously or unconsciously, will try to defend and 
assert hir invalidated Goodness, and will mentally justify hir behavior, at 
least to hirself. This counteracts on the purpose of punishment to modify 
behavior by making the person affirm, and so tend to persist in, hir 
behavior.  

Punishment also tends to activate AntiLove in the offender (by 
triggering hir NIRs of failure, unworthy, BAD, etc.). As a result the 
offender will operate in a negative Causal Sequence to counterattack 
openly if s/he has enough power, or covertly sabotage the goals of the 
punisher if s/he does not have enough power.   

In sum, the law that Resistance Causes Persistence is operative. The 
resistance of the parent (which includes all hir negative energy and the 
punishment) tends to cause the persistence of the child in the resisted behavior.  

 
 

CONSEQUENCES156 
 
The characteristics of Consequences are: 
                                                           
 

156 (The entire concept of consequences is bigger than our space for discussion here, so 
this is only an introduction to this concept.) 



 
Consequences are the natural, logical or agreed upon result of an 

action (or failure to act.) (Those three words natural, logical, or agreed 
upon are very, very important; but I am not going to go into them here.) 
Consequences are not negative-energy additives “after the fact”.  

The purpose of a Consequence is never to punish or to cause pain. The 
purpose of a Consequence is to have the person acknowledge the results 
of hir actions, be these positive or negative; AND above all, to have the 
person be Responsable and Accountable157 in restoring the energy lost or 
repairing the damage done by hir actions. The purpose of a consequence 
is to restore, fix, or compensate the negative situation caused by the 
person as best can be done.  This is fairness, balance and Love, not 
punishment.  

There is no opinion of BAD or wrong involved. Consequences are 
Value neutral about the act, and Value positive about the person as 
basically Good, well-intentioned and Responsible-Accountable. 
Consequences are: “Thank you for being Responsible and Accountable. 
Observe your results and notice that they do not work. Now, please, 
return it to its original state, repairing the damage or making whatever 
amends are necessary”.  There is no BAD, no negative energy, no 
antilove, no guilting.  Just: “What you did, these are the results. Please 
put it back like it was, or fix it as best you can. Thank you.” From the 
Value side, Consequences preserve and build self-esteem, where 
punishment damages it.  

Consequences maintain the person in Cause158, in creativity and 
resourcefulness and action, where punishment puts hir at Effect.  
Consequences build Responsability and Cause, and therefore self-esteem. 
Punishment inhibits Cause, makes the BEing more afraid and reluctant to 
use Cause to avoid future punishments. From the Power side, 
Consequences build self-esteem, where punishment damages it.  

Children understand and respond to Consequences wonderfully. They 
have an innate sense of Love, Justice, Fairness, Responsability and 

                                                           
 

157 Accountability is a technical term in psycanics, an aspect of Responsability and of 
Love. It means that a person reaps the fruits of his positive (Love-Ing) actions, and 
restores or replaces the TE (Time & Energy) losses caused by his negative actions. 
Responsability without accountability is empty. Accountability is “reap or repair”.  
158 Cause-Effect is a MAJOR CONCEPT and POLARITY in psycanics, requiring a long 
chapter to explain in other works.  



 
Accountability, and they like to be Cause.  All of these qualities are part 
of Love for self and for others, and are natural and attractive to a spirit-
ual BEing. Children resist and resent antilove = punishment.  

 Consequences teach Wisdom. Wisdom is the ability to foresee the results, 
the consequences of your actions, (to abstain from those actions if you don't 
want those consequences.) Experiencing the Consequences of their actions 
teaches children to think ahead, to think before they act, and therefore to 
become wise.   

Consequences teach the Wisdom of NIsGOB CarPriCon: Nothing is 
Good or BAD, and everything has Characteristics, Prices and 
Consequences.  We have already seen the prices and consequences of 
creating the hallucination of BAD about anything.  

Consequences teach Love and Accountability: What You Give Is What 
You Receive. Consequences teach: A- When you sow love = produce 
positive results= increase Ectropy in the universe, you reap and deserve 
the benefits. B- And when your actions produce Entropy, you need to 
repair the damage, to restore Love for Self, and Responsability and Love 
for others..   

Consequences teach Cause and Power. They make the person Wise and 
therefore Effective (able to produce the desired results= Powerful) in 
handling life.  

POLARITY:        Punishment cowers the Spirit   
            Accountability = Consequences expand the Spirit. 

Note: To be able to actually apply all this successfully with your 
children, you will need to know many other things about 
psycanics, communication, negotiation and agreements that we 
are not going to see here.  
 

Requirement #2 for Child Raising:   

Discreate your NIRs. To raise a child well, you must be in control of your 
Causal Sequences, and of your NIRs Activations that make you reactive and 
antiloving. You must have discreated enough of them so that you are NEVER 
emotionally reactive, discharging and dumping your self-antilove on the child.  

Activations are AntiLove, and they destroy Wisdom. Without Wisdom, 
there is no Power (Effectivity), in this case with your child. Power without 
Wisdom damages and destroys, and that is AntiLove. Therefore, as long as you 



 
are at the effect of your NIRs, you will be violating the principles of 
ESSENCE (WPVLJ) and dramatizing your AntiEssence with your child.  



 
If you will discreate your NIRs (to free yourself from the compulsion to 

control externals to control your NIRs), and raise your child in the Principles, 
you will never have to say anything more than three times (see box below). You 
will never need negative energy or punishments; and your child will be wise, 
responsable, accountable, self-disciplined, causal and powerful, cooperative, 
contributive and loving. And you will never even break sweat to achieve this. 
Life was designed to work well; when it doesn’t, the root problem is ignorance: 
Knowledge Power.  

The Law of Three Times in Communication and Child Raising. 
An important Law of Communication in Relationships and 
especially in child raising is to never say anything more than 
three times. You say something once, (e.g. informing the child 
of possible consequences of hir course of action) and wait for 
the desired change in behavior. If you don’t see the desired 
result, you again advise the child of your viewpoints and the 
dangers (consequences) of their actions—the second time. If 
you still don’t see the desired result, you state your viewpoints 
for the third and last time AND you inform the person that that 
is the Third Time.  
 Once you have stated something Three Times, a whole series of 
factors become operational. (Your child already knows the Law 
of Three Times and how it works, because you have been using 
it with hir since s/he could talk.)  These factors resolve that 
problem.  
One of these factors is that you never mention that situation 
again; you never say anything more than three times. Three 
times discharges your obligation under Love to communicate 
your viewpoints where these may help another (your child, in 
this case).  
Very importantly, both parties understand that you will not 
pay any of the person’s consequences should they occur. That 
person may not come to you for your TE (Time & Energy, 
including money) to resolve any problems to them that occur as 
a result of their persistence in a course of action you warned 
them about. For example: imagine that you have advised your 
teenager three times about the consequences of unprotected 
sex, drugs, and driving under the influence. S/he then gets into 
trouble (pregnant, arrested, crashes car, etc).  
Under the Laws of Wisdom, Power and Love, YOU MAY NOT 
interfere with or alleviate the consequences to hir of hir actions. 
To do so is a double failure of Love and Wisdom. First, it is 
your failure of your love for yourself, which requires that you 
protect your TE. Trying to pay or alleviate the consequences of 



 
the other’s actions (e.g. paying fines) would unjustly reduce or 
damage your TE—-actions that YOU in your Wisdom had 
foreseen and warned about.  You are not responsable for those 
consequences and do not have to respond for them under Love.  
But even worse; to alleviate the consequences would also be 
your failure of Wisdom, Power and Love for your child. The 
saying is: The wise wo/man learns from the experience of 
others; the fool from hir own.” If your child would not learn 
from your Wisdom, your communications and teachings, then 
s/he must learn and become Wise through hir own experience, 
by paying the consequences of hir actions. If s/he won’t listen to 
you, then that is the only and the natural way that you can 
teach hir Wisdom and Power (Responsability and Effectivity) in 
life. The consequence of saving people from the consequences 
of their follies is to fill the world with fools. Do not turn your 
child into an irresponsible fool by saving them from the 
consequences of their actions. Many, many parents do, 
believing that to be love. However, the Law is: Love without 
Wisdom Destroys.  
Furthermore, saying something ONLY three times creates 
respect for your word. Saying anything more than 3 times 1- 
weakens respect for your word and 2- becomes harping and 
preaching (as so many mothers have experienced when they 
finding themselves repeating themselves ad nauseam and the 
kids not paying much attention).  
Moreover, if you are right in your advice to your child, that 
increases respect for your Wisdom and makes it more likely 
that the child will heed you in the future.  If you are wrong and 
the consequences do not materialize, you have only 
communicated your viewpoints and have not suppressed the 
child’s self-determination and freedom to BE. You have thus 
maintained Love (all suppression is antilove). (And when you 
are wrong, by having said it only three times, you do not have 
to eat as much crow.)  
Teach your child Wisdom, not rules and regulations. Teach 
them the ability to think for themselves, and to think ahead, to 
calculate consequences.  Never punish, always apply 
consequences. Maintain Love by never seeking to determine 
your child’s BE DO etc, by never suppressing. The 
combination will make them Powerfully able to handle life and 
be maximally happy. .  

 
What you are (your BE) speaks so loudly that your child cannot hear what 

you say (preach). To be a good parent, you must first create your Self in a 
correct vision of a good parent; and you must have the correct knowledge of 



 
Life, of Wisdom, Power and Love–the correct THINK—necessary to execute 
(DO) that vision of Great Parent. (I will give an example of creating yourself in 
your highest vision in the next example of Couple Relationships.)  

If you find yourself needing rules and prohibitions with your child; then 
you are not applying the Principles of Essence. If you are imposing your 
programs on your child, trying to dictate any part of hir BE DO etc. you are 
antiloving them and failing as a parent. If you find yourself using negative 
energy, arguing, yelling, punishing your child, you are antiloving them, and 
that is to fail as a parent.  

Antilove is never Wise; never Powerful (effective); never Love-ing your 
child; and none of it is necessary. It is all due to two things: Lack of work on 
your Self, discreating your NIRs; and lack of the knowledge of psycanic science. 



 

COUPLE RELATIONSHIPS 
 
The IMPERATIVE, the Causal Sequence, and the External Quest explain 

perfectly the dynamics of ALL the problems and conflicts in close relationships. 
In most cases, they are very similar to the one we just saw in the parent-

child relationship. The main difference in couple relationships is that the power 
is usually more balanced. Therefore, instead of a child just defending hirself, we 
have attacks and counterattacks on both sides.  

Each spouse has hir programs of how the other should BE DO etc. As 
always, the purpose of those programs is to get the other person to BE DO in 
ways that “make” the first person BE-FEEL desirable, needed, competent, 
smart, powerful, important, respected, valued, love-able and loved: in short, to 
activate the Essence IDentities of WPVLJ = PIRs.  

Whenever either of the participants fails to fulfill a program of the other 
person, that person (A) activates in NIRs. The activated person A then attacks 
person B who violated A’s program (and is now BAD according to A) with 
anger and other forms of antilove. The purpose of the antilove attacks are, as 
always, to get B to get back in line with A’s programs. This will make A BE-
FEEL good, and therefore B will be “Good” again, so that A can “love” hir 
again. Of course, what is really happening is that when B fulfills A’s programs 
and so behaves in ways that are pleasing to A, A comes out of hir NIRs and 
goes into PIRs self-love= happiness again. This is the External Quest in all its 
gory.  

To fulfill the first person’s (A) programs, the second person B (most often 
the woman), must make a constant effort to suppress hir own thoughts and 
desires (BE DO), and act according to A’s programs to thereby appease and 
please A. Often, B must sell hirself out to please A; s/he must sacrifice hir 
preferences and happiness to the happiness of the other, and to buy “peace” 
and A’s good graces and “love.”  Life quickly becomes tedious and joyless.  

Religions contribute to this mechanism by praising such self-
sacrifice as love and “good for the soul.” However, it is really 
just NIRs and ignorance on both sides. The only reason B puts 
up with A’s behavior is because of hir own NIRs and ignorance 
of how life works. The consequence for B is unhappiness and 
loss of self. One common example of this is what psychology 
calls the “empty nest syndrome.” It is the feeling of emptiness 
and depression that many mothers experience, when after 
many years of generating their importance and other PIRs from 
their children, after many years of self-sacrifice, the children 



 
leave to DO their own lives. Once their PIR & MOP Activators 
(their children) gone; the women are left holding an empty bag 
of Self: depression (a form of antilove) is common. They took 
their identity and importance so long from their children, they 
have lost their Self.  

 
Underneath almost all conflicts in couple relationships, what is happening 

is that each person is trying to control the other, to change the other’s natural 
BE DO and get that other to act in ways that make the first person happy = 
activate PIRs  self-love. If that second person B buys into this, s/he lives 
constantly selling hirself out, betraying hir own happiness, in the name of 
“love” for and duty to make the other person A happy. However, underneath, B 
is also victim of hir own NIRs and trying to buy acceptance, approval and 
“love” from A.  

Often, each person is operating in the totally false programs (THINK) that 
they can and should make the other person happy (impossible); that they 
should sacrifice their BE DO etc. for the other person.159  (Notice the 
programs of should here.) 

It is impossible to make somebody else Happy; all you can do is give them 
a fleeting MOP. MOPs ALWAYS pass, and the person operating in that level of 
No Responsability for hir BE-FEEL will then return to you (as the external 
event) looking for you to give hir more MOPs. The more MOPs you give 
someone, the more you are consenting to them to be irresponsible for their 
psycanic experience (emotions, love / happiness); and the more you are 
encouraging them to keep coming back to you as a source for their 
“happiness.” It is a vicious circle.   

You cannot make another person Happy, no matter how much you might 
want to. As we have so painstakingly explained, Happiness is a state of FEEL 
as a result of BE, and BE-FEEL must be controlled by each person internally.  

It is a betrayal of self, of love for self, to sacrifice your happiness 
 to give others MOPs. 

 

                                                           
 

159 The latter chapters of the BOOK MEN ARE FROM MARS; WOMEN ARE FROM 
VENUS actually teaches all of this! Another person who teaches this --and should know 
better-- is Dr. Phil.  



 

To betray love of self in the name of love of other is no less;  
and is, in fact, a greater betrayal of love. 

And such betrayal of Self is useless to boot:  
you cannot make someone Happy.  

Sacrificing your happiness to give others MOPs is  
negative for you and negative for them. 

 

Your first responsability in life is to love yourself  
and to make yourself Happy— 

and that is a very difficult, full time job in itself.  
 
Once you have achieved YOUR Happiness, only then are you qualified to 

have and hope of helping others to achieve theirs. You cannot give what you do 
not have. You have no business teaching what you yourself cannot do.  

You cannot love others if you do not first love yourself. You cannot make 
others happy if you are not Happy—and actually, you can’t make them happy 
even if you are Happy. Only each person can learn to control and increase hir 
ESSENCE. You do others a disservice when you help them to avoid confronting 
their Responsability for their Experience160 by sacrificing your BE DO to 
avoid triggering their MOAs, or to give them MOPs.  

All you can do for others is to control your BE-FEEL and model Happiness, 
and offer to teach them how you achieved it: psycanics (or whatever other 
method worked for you). Achieving your own happiness is one of the most 
difficult enterprises you will ever undertake. Trying to achieve it for others, 
were it possible at all, would be a million times more difficult.  

I repeat: It is a disservice to others to sacrifice your BE DO trying to 
avoid triggering their MOAs and give them MOPs = “make them happy” You 
are fomenting their External Quest. You are pampering their NIRs so that they 
do not have to confront and learn to handle them. You are encouraging them to 
continue living in a condition of NO-Responsability for their Experience, for 
their BE-FEEL and emotions.  

                                                           
 

160 Responsability for Experience: technical term in psycanics, meaning each person is 
the creator and the party responsible for hir BE-FEEL. It is not created by externals.  



 
Above all, You are letting your life be controlled by the negative 

emotions, by the emotional problems, of others.  You are caving in to, being 
controlled by, the emotional hissy-fits of others.  You are sacrificing your 
Self, your BE DO, to the manipulative neg emo games of other. You are 
letting yourself be controlled by the NIRs of others! How can your expect to 
find your way to your self-actualization and happiness living out the neurotic, 
External Quest Programs of others? The purpose of their Programs is THEIR 
happiness, not yours.  And they are entirely willing to sacrifice your happiness 
to theirs.  

You are also shooting yourself in the foot because you are training them to 
keep coming back to you over and over again with new demands for more 
MOPs.  

This planet will not work right until people learn that they, not external 
events determine their feelings and therefore their happiness. As long as a 
person lives the Fatal Identity Fatal Paradigm  External Quest161 Sequence 
there is no hope for hir Happiness; and s/he will live spewing flames of antilove 
to all around hir as s/he tries to squash triggers and force events to hir programs 
to bet MOPs.  

 
SO HERE IS HOW LIFE IS SET UP TO WORK 

FIRST: BE! 

Psycanically ignorant people try to control the BE DO of others to be 
happy (get MOPs)–something that is ultimately impossible. Wise people 
understand that they only need to control one thing: their own BE, to be 
Happy. They know they don’t even have to struggle to control the other 
elements of their Causal Sequences; that these result automatically from their 
BE.  

                                                           
 

161 Fatal Identity Fatal Paradigm  External Quest: I AM NOT CAUSE of my 
Experience, BE-FEEL and life. Therefore, Externals Must Be, and therefore, I Must 
Control Externals to BE Happy.  External Quest= all the antilove things that humans 
do, including man’s inhumanity to man.  



 

PROCESS for HOW TO BE IN A RELATIONSHIP and HAVE IT 
WORK.  

Here is a process for you. Do the process to get full advantage of what I am 
explaining here. If you only read through it, much of the understanding and 
impact will be lost to you. 

 
Step 1—Imagine your ideal other.  Imagine the perfect person for you. 

Imagine how you would like them to look, but much more important for a long 
term relationships, how you would like them to BE, FEEL, THINK and DO. 
Make a list of all the qualities you want in that person. Really, envision, mock-
up, and make as real for you as possible this ideal partner. Do this before 
proceeding. Write down not less than 15 qualities that you want in your ideal 
partner.  

 
Step 2- Now imagine HAVEing that ideal partner as yours, and let yourself 

BE-FEEL how you will feel when you do HAVE hir.   
If you get negative experience here instead of positive, you 
need discreation of your NIRs before the rest of the process will 
work for you. Step 3 will seem too real instead of ironic and 
funny, as intended; and Step 4 will not be real and may not 
make much sense to you. Also, note that if you have been 
operating in your relationships with NIRs so predominant that 
you cannot activate PIRs with this exercise, you have had a lot 
of problems and conflicts in your relationships ―guaranteed. 
There will have been way too many negative Causal Sequences 
running loose in the relationship, probably on both sides. To 
break out of your negative patterns in relationships, you must 
discreate those NIRs.  

 
Do Step 2 now and get PIRs up before proceeding to Step 3, or you will lose 

the benefit of this exercise and the rest of the chapter will be less powerful than 
it could be if you do this exercise.  Do not read further until you have done 
Step 1 and Step 2.  If you can’t get PIRs up in Step 2, you need to consult a 
CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) CDT Trainer if you do not know 
how to CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) yourself.  

 



 
Step 3- Once you have completed the above exercise, read this footnote162. I 

have put Step 3 in the footnote, not because it is not important, but so that you 
do NOT accidentally read it BEFORE you do the previous steps.  

If you did not get to positive experience in Step 2, Step 3 will seem 
tragically real to you. If you did get positive, Step 3 will be poignant and funny 
(if you have a sense of humor about yourself). Go to Step 4.  

 
Step 4- .Now observe how you are trying to find the “ideal” person so that 

you can BE-FEEL as in Step 2. This is your EXTERNAL QUEST in action. You 
are trying to create you, your BE-FEEL= activate PIRs, by creating the other in 
your “image and likeness.”  

This is exactly what most people do all the time in their relationships: They 
create their programs of how the other person should BE DO163; and then try—
often with negative energy=antilove—to get the other person to BE DO 
accordingly. The purpose, of course, is so that they can BE-FEEL good = assume 
PIRs of Knowledge, Power, Value (worth and importance), and Love-
deservingness). Of course, when the other person does not comply—as few 
people can or will for very long—they activate NIRs antilove=UPS and attack 
their partner.  

In conflictive relationships, the participants, instead of creating themselves 
as the ideal partner, try to create the other as their ideal of the ideal partner 
(Programs are the mental model of this creation of the other.) This does not 
work! The other will eventually tire of being Suppressed and resist.  

In most relationships, both persons are doing this to each other much or 
most of the time. The relationship can only degenerate in a downward spiral in 
more and more negative energy=antilove.  

Any time you see negative energy in a relationship (any relationship), this 
mechanism (the External Quest and the Reverse Causal Sequence) is at work.  
(Note: This is the same mechanism we saw previously with the parent-child 
relationship; we are just presenting it from another point of view.) 

                                                           
 

162 Step 3: Now look at your list of at least 15 ideal qualities in your vision of a partner, 
and ask yourself: Would a person like that (your ideal, perfect partner) want to be with 
someone like you? Are you an equally ideal partner – you with all your NIRs and 
negative behaviors?  
163 Remember BE DO is an abbreviation for the Causal Sequence or any element of it.  



 
Doing it this way: HAVE (the perfect partner)  so your BE-FEEL= Happy 

is the backasswards way to try to make a relationship work—which is why they 
don’t.  

 
The important thing is not Who the other person is, but WHO YOU ARE. 

Your experience in the relationship (your primary Experience always being 
your BE-FEEL Love) comes from YOU creating WHO YOU WANT TO BE in 
the relationship, and leaving the other person to create Who They Are in the 
relationship.  

 
In that relationship, what is your IDEAL of YOU, of your role, of you as 

an ideal spouse?  
That is what you have to create and that is what will determine your Self-

Love and Happiness-Joy in the relationship: your BEing YOUR IDEAL of YOU: 
BE FEEL.  

 
.Furthermore, your positive identity Self-Love is the prerequisite for your 

Love for other. Your positive BE-FEEL then determines the rest of your Causal 
Sequence in the relationship; your RELATE & DO of how you communicate 
and treat your spouse: they will be naturally Wise, Effective and Love-ing. 
This then produce your desired HAVE of a wonderful relationship  

 
Your prime experience—in the relationship and always—is WHO YOU 

BE. 
(Note how this connects us back to the first level of LOVE as 
SPace and Freedom to other to BE DO as they please. You 
can’t give that Freedom= Love if you are trying to create and 
control the other as a solution to your NIR-PIR problems; i.e. 
you can’t truly Love.)  Once you are controlling your BE-FEEL 
psicanically, you no longer need any particular behavior from 
your spouse to control your BE-FEEL, to avoid activations and 
give you MOPs.  Notice again how Love For 
Others Freedom must come from your Love for Self.  

 
 



 
Here is how to proceed to create not only your Happiness, but also a superb 

relationship164.  
1. You now know that nothing the other BE DOes is ever the cause of 
your activations. You strive to keep your NIRs MOAs (neg-emo 
=antilove) out of the relationship by discreating your NIR Masses 
whenever they activate. (For this, you must learn to CDT (Creation & 
Discreation Technology). Eventually, you will be totally non-reactive to 
anything the other person BE DOes, and therefore your are free of UPS 
and serene in the relationship.  That emotionally cleared SPace, your 
serenity, is the beginning of both your Happiness and your Freedom of 
antilove attack, and Freedom to Other to BE DO as they please = 
beginning of true Love for the other person. 
2. Create your Vision165 of the ideal YOU in the relationship. Who do 
YOU want to BE? Here are some questions to help you understand and 
apply this concept:  

 
a. WHAT is the ideal of the husband or wife (or whatever) that you 

would like to BE and therefore live the EXPERIENCE of BEing?.  

b. WHO, in the area of couple relationships would YOU like to BE and 
how would you like to FEEL and THINK and ACT?  

c. WHAT kind of person and partner would you most want to BE that 
YOU would most respect, honor, admire and love?  

d. HOW would YOU as an ideal spouse BE FEEL  THINK  
RELATE - ACT?  (You might want to include NO PROGRAMS= 
Should / Should Not BE in your THINK.)  (This is to include your 
creation of other parts of the Causal Sequence, which is good, as long 
as you never forget BE is the most important part.  

e. You can also ask your partner what qualities s/he treasures in hir 
partner (you, at least for the moment) and include these in YOUR 
creation of yourSelf—if and only if they interest you also to BE that 

                                                           
 

164 The highest purpose of a relationship is to support each other in your spiritual 
development.  
165 A vision in psycanics is the mental model, the mockup, the imagining, the first and 
psycanic creation of anything. It is the model that is energized to produce manifestation, 
if desired, in the physical universe. . 



 
way. You are not trying to create yourself in the “image and likeness” 
put forth by partner, but s/he may have some good ideas for you.  

Note: To create this ideal person, a person of great Wisdom, 
Cause, SPace, and Love; you will need to know how to Create 
Realities, the concept of SPace and the definitions of Love.  
And, you will need to be able to CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology) to discreate all counter-realities (NIRs, for 
example.)  These things are covered in other books.  
 

Make a list of the qualities and characteristics that would make YOU a 
GREAT partner, and that YOU would like to Experience BEing, and for which 
YOU would respect and love YOU. For example, this list might include:  

SPace: no BADs, no Programs, no Should / Should not BE, no 
invalidations, no dumping166 AntiLove on partner.  To BE-DO this 
effortlessly requires eliminating NIR Masses. 

SPace: BEing totally non-reactive to anything the other person says or 
does.  (To BE-DO this effortlessly requires eliminating NIR Masses.) 

Attentive 
Good Listener Understand the other person’s realities. 
Affectionate (How would you BE, FEEL & DO being affectionate?  

Create that Causal Sequence in you. 
Patient (Where are you failing in patience now in the relationship? 

What NIR is activating when you fail?—Discreate it.) 
Supportive  In what way do you want to support your partner—and in 

what ways does s/he request support?  Who would you have to BE for 
such support to spring up naturally out of you?  

Good negotiator. Here, you need knowledge: take the Communication 
Courses.  

Loving Who and How do you need to BE to be loving? How do you 
need to FEEL to be naturally, with effort loving? Create this BE in you.  

                                                           
 

166 Dumping: technical term in psycanics: To act like a dump truck and unload, 
discharge, your activation energy (your neg emo such as anger, rage, criticism, etc) on 
another person. All antilove is self-antilove and should be handled internally by 
discreating our NIRs. We are never justified in dumping our personal BE-FEEL=UPS 
energies and problems on others, which is to AntiLove them. Our Love begins with 
maintaining SPace for the other person, not filling the space with our negative energies.  



 
Sexy Simply create the BE-FEEL of being sexy, discreating all counter-

realities that come up.167  
Playful 
Good sense of humor (Actually, this will tend to manifest as you 

release NIRs and no longer take life so seriously and heavily.) 
Superb CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) Trainer The 

highest purpose of a relationship is to support each other in spiritual 
growth. A most powerful way to do this is to be able to process yourself 
and to CDT Trainer your partner.  

 
Once you have envisioned your ideal of Self: CREATE YOUR SELF IN 

THAT IMAGE AND LIKENESS, discreating any reality experience that is 
counter to your desired IDentities and realities.  CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology) is an exact technology of how to do this.   

YOU are the key to the quality of YOUR experience in the relationship, to 
your experience of Love (remember all Love starts with Self-Love) and 
Happiness in the relationship. Your relationship is an opportunity to create 
Who You Want to BE, and the Self-Love that triggers in your is your primary 
experience of LoveJoy in the relationship and the prerequisite for your Love of 
the others.  

I repeat: You will live= experience= BE-FEEL your CREATION of SELF 
and the SELF-LOVE that that triggers in you. As a bonus, that BE-FEEL will 
also project out to be Love of the Other, and to your WISE and LOVE-ing 
treatment (DO) with the other.  

The Result is your HAVE of the great relationship you are looking for. This 
is the positive side of the Causal Sequence in action. You will live your 
Creation of Great Partner and that is what will give you Self-Love= Happiness 
AND the rest of such a Causal Sequence (RELATE & DO) that will produce for 
you the great relationship experience you seek.  

                                                           
 

167 Extremely important Law of Creation: The intent to create positive realities will often 
activate the negative counter-realities created in the past and stored in the subconscious. 
When that happens, discreate the negatives that activate and then return to creating the 
positives. Repeat this cycle as many times as necessary until the negative are no longer 
real and the positive are real. See the other texts on psycanics for more info on this.  



 
A relationship is NOT about creating the other person in your image and 

likeness of Who s/he Should Be/Not BE DO etc. (so that you can activate 
PIRs in your External Quest). However, this is how most people live them.  

When you create your BE and therefore your relationships correctly, who 
the other person is, is almost inconsequential. You are practicing YOUR BEing 
and LOVE-ing relative to them, and you don’t need any particular response 
from them to be happy. Your happiness is internally, psicanically created by 
you. Applying this concept, you can create and maintain a relationship and love 
anybody–(because you Love yourSelf and that is the origin of Love for other). 
Your relationship is not about the other person; it is about you.  

Your Creation of Self is the true source of your EXPERIENCE in your 
relationship: YOU, Who You Are—not who the other person is.   

 
No Matter what your 

 partner does,  
YOU CANNOT LOSE. 

 
There are two possibilities of response to you from your partner: Positive 

energy & behaviors = love; or negative energy & behaviors =antilove. Let´s 
examine each. 

How will your partner respond to your Ideal Partner Identity and the 
resultant positive Causal Sequences? How would you tend to respond to such 
an ideal partner who treats you so positively?  

Most of the time, your partner will be returning to you the positive energy 
(attention, support, love, space, etc) = love that you are giving hir. Most of the 
time, your partner will be responding to your love with love, treating you in the 
same way you treat hir.  When this situation exists, ENJOY IT!  

However, sometimes your partner may activate (whether you or some 
other event is the trigger), and dump hir MOAs on you, attack you, invalidate 
your, etc.  When this occurs, USE THAT ANTILOVE, and any activations it 
triggers in your, TO EXPAND YOUR BE DO, and your SPace and Love, 
thereby polishing your identity of a tremendous partner.  



 
When your partner is spewing antilove, it gives you the opportunity to 

practice and perfect BEing the Non-Reactive, SPacious168, Patient, 
Understanding, and Love-ing aspects of your ideal Partner Identity. Being non-
reactive= SPace to antilove is to BE Love and to love.  

And if hir antilove or actions do trigger you, your partner is giving your the 
opportunity to see the limits of your identity, to see Who You Are there that 
activated; to see your NIRs.  You can then discreate your NIR Masses with 
CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) and become that much more your 
ideal BEing.  

All your activations, no matter the trigger, are telling you that you need to 
work on your Self, to discreate NIRs, and so expand your BEing, your SPace 
and Power over Self (the primary Power in life).  In a relationship, your MOAs 
are showing the limits of your creation of your ideal IDentity. Discreate those 
limits and you thus grow bigger as a BEing, and beyond those triggers.  

When you “clean”169 each trigger as it occurs in your life, eventually you 
come to have no triggers. Relationships tend to be trigger intense, providing us 
with many activations= opportunities to discreate NIR Masses and ESM. Thus, 
you use the relationship and your MOAs to polish your BEing and your 
IDentity as an ideal partner. You eventually BEcome greater, Bigger, a Bigger 
BEing, than your trigger, including your partner’s MOAs.170  

(You also get to perfect your CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) 
Training abilities, both on yourself, and helping your partner discreate hir 
activated NIRs to restore hir to serenity and love.  

 

                                                           
 

168 Remember SPace is a REALLY BIG and IMPORTANT CONCEPT in psycanics. It is 
the end of Rxx, BAD, and UPS, and the beginning of Love and Happiness. It is an 
element of ESSENCE, of GOD HIRSELF, who is INFINITE SPACE. Note that both Christ 
and Buddha were and taught SPace. BIG BEings are lots of SPace: no Rxx to anything, 
hard to activate. “Small”, dense BEings (most humans) are resistant and easily triggered.  
169 “Clean the Trigger”: technical term in CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology), 
meaning to discreate all the NIR Mass that a given event triggers. When the trigger is 
clean, you can fully experience that event with zero Rxx and activation. Remember the 
example of the mother who “smothered” her baby. 
170 Note the example and teachings of Christ here: He was more SPace & Love; He was a 
Bigger BEing, Bigger, than all the antilove that humankind could through at Him. He 
absorbed all that antilove and still responded with SPace-Love.  



 

If you grow and benefit from something negative, is it really 
negative? 

YOU CANNOT LOSE when you understand and  
live relationships psicanically. 

 
IN SUMMARY 
If the BE DO etc. of the other person is positive, enjoy it.  
If it is negative, use it to expand your BEing, your SPace, Patience, and 

Love. BE Causal, SPace, non-reactive; rather than going to Effect, resisting, 
reacting and counter-attacking.  

If your partner does trigger you, you have the opportunity to discreate 
YOUR NIRs and to restore and polish your BEing and your identity as a great 
Love-er. (You failed Love and went to AntiLove when you activated.) You have 
the opportunity to reduce your reactivity and increase your SPace so that you 
don’t get triggered by that event next time.   

THERE IS NO WAY YOU CAN LOSE when you understand how the 
universe–relationships in this specific case—are designed to work. No matter 
what, you never suffer (other than the short time it takes you to discreate an 
activated NIR–and that is never suffering, only feeling171). Clean that trigger, 
and that will never bother you again.  

 
To expand your BEing = Essence by creating discreating who you no 

longer want to BE (NIRS) and creating Your Ideal BEing172 in each situation is 
the primary purpose of life.  All the negative events = triggers are invaluable 
for this. Whenever the universe triggers you, in relationships or elsewhere; it 
is putting in your face Who You Are = your NIRs: you get to see your Self. 
With CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology), you can then eliminate the 
NIR Masses, and change to Who You Want to BE, to PIRs, to more ESSENCE   

                                                           
 

171 Suffering is resistance to pain, never the pain itself. As resistance is pain, suffering is 
your resistance to your resistance, your pain about your pain. Suffering is pain. .  
172 In reality, you already are Essence, so most of the work is discreating AntiEssence to 
restore yourself to Essence, rather than having to create Essence.  



 
Thus, one of the main purpose of events (of the physical universe—and 

of relationships in this case) is to mirror (show) you Who You Are, so that you 
can change to Who You Want to BE = more ESSENCE,  

 

And so journey back to ESSENCE= the ONE. 
This is the subject of our next chapter. 

You can grow faster by “eating” your negative energies (with CDT 
(Creation & Discreation Technology)), than you can by just sailing merrily along 
in life with no activations. The trial and tribulations of life are the fires that forge 
and temper the steel of the ever-finer blade of your BEing, your primary tool in 
life. 

 



 
 

CHAPTER 14 
 

The Purpose of Your Existence 
 
One of the primary and great questions of philosophy is: What is the 

purpose of existence? Why does it ALL exist?173 (“ALL” being the cosmos174.)  
Bringing these questions down to a personal level, they would be:  What is 

the purpose of my existence?  
The purpose of existence is EXPERIENCE175. Experience is perception, 

feeling, knowing and knowledge of anything.  BEing, FEELing, THINKing, 
DOing and HAVEing are all experiences.  All is experience. Experience is the 
ONLY thing that exists (caused by realities.) You know something ONLY to the 
degree that you experience it (either directly, or vicariously through your 
experiencing the communications of others about their experiences). Realities 
Cause Experience. Experience is the Effect of Realities. 

 
The cosmos176 is the CREATOR experiencing HIRSELF in all HIR infinite 

possibilities of BEing, FEELing, THINKing, RELATEing, DOing and HAVEing. 
There wasn’t anything before the ONE, and there isn’t anything outside of the 
ONE.  All things are made of the ONE INTELLIGENT CAUSAL CREATOR 
ENERGY; there isn't anything else to make them of.  All things are made by 
CREATOR; there isn't anybody else to make them. There is only the ONE. The 
cosmos is the ONE manifesting in all ways and forms possible to explore, 
experience and know HIRSELF. In simple terms, the cosmos is the CREATOR 

                                                           
 

173 A more fascinating question ―and more complicated the answer― is: How does it 
all exist? Where does it all come from? How did it all start? The answer to these 
questions we must leave to advanced psycanics. 
174 Cosmos: All created reality, consisting of an infinity of BEings in innumerable 
universes of which our physical universe is but one. The opposite of created reality is 
ULTIMATE REALITY, the FIRST CAUSE = the SUPREME BEING. Created reality is an 
appearance of Many, and is an illusion, called Maya in Hinduism.  
175 Experience: MAJOR CONCEPT in psycanics, explained in other works..  
176 We are using the words ONE, ESSENCE, CREATOR and SUPREME BEING as the 
short nickname for the INFINITE CONSCIOUS INTELLIGENT WISE CAUSAL 
CREATOR WILLful ENERGY SPACE LOVE BLISS what-ever-it-is that is both 
CREATOR and CREATED., aka God. 



 
playing and having fun with HIRSELF, experiencing HIRSELF. Notice that that 
requires Polarity. (You will find more on this and how S/HE does it in my book 
Cosmology.)  

Likewise, the purpose of your existence is experience; to feel, to explore, to 
know, to adventure ―where no-ONE has not gone before, (to paraphrase Star 
Trek).  You are the mind and hands of the CREATOR on earth for the purpose 
of expanding Creation through ever more creation.  You are a sub-Creator, 
expanding the Creation from within. 

And you are the Experiencer of the Creation.  You are experiencing 
massively on many levels of energy all the time. You are experiencing in both 
your personal psycanic universe and the physical universe. You are 
experiencing BEing, FEELing, THINKing, RELATEing and communicating with 
others. You are experiencing many kinds of DOing and are HAVEing 
(experiencing) many things.  You are a Point of Perception, Experience and 
Feeling on and of the creation.  You are a sense organ of the SUPREME 
CREATOR extended down to within the Creation: everything that you 
experience, S/HE experiences at the same time, through you.  

However, the most important experience of your existence, as we have 
shown, that which you IMPERATIVELY seek, is the ESSENCE = the ONE= the 
SUPREME BEING from which you come. Your greatest experience is your 
adventure of your return to THAT whence you come.  

If I may use some religious terminology here: You have descended, “fallen” 
if you will, out of “Heaven,” the ONEness and the bliss of the INFINITE 
ESSENCE; into the opposite state of “Hell,” which is the experience of 
AntiEssence = UPS.  

Actually, you don't even need AntiEssence to be experientially in “hell”; 
you only need to be out of ESSENCE.  That in itself is quite painful to the 
Infinite Spirit of ESSENCE that you are. It is a denial of your nature, of your 
Self. But you, Player that you are, wanted to make it even more interesting, even 
more dramatic.  You were not content with only the absence of ESSENCE and 
ONEness; you went all the way down into AntiEssence and maximum 
individuality, separation and aloneness.  

 
Drama is the rich, juicy experience that results from pushing the limits of a 

Polarity, especially the Polarity of Essence, of which the two primary polarities 
are Power and Love.  

For example, a game is dramatic when you go to the one pole, e.g. the 
AntiPower of not being able to win, of almost being totally defeated, to then 
bounce to the other pole of power, of being able and winning. Winning (power) 



 
is important and appreciated to the extent that you experienced losing, not 
being able to win (AntiPower). The more extremely you go to the poles of an 
Polarity Spectrum, the more dramatic is the experience, just as the faster, higher 
and lower you go on a roller coaster, the more dramatic—and stomach-
emptying—it is.   

Your primary EXPERIENCE is your voyage of descending out of ESSENCE, 
into AntiEssence, to experience the challenge and the adventure of ascending 
the Essence Polarity Spectrum (the Scale of BEing) back to ESSENCE again. 
Besides being a great game, a great adventure, great drama in itself; it is 
necessary under the Laws of Polarity so that you can experience and appreciate 
ESSENCE.  

In religious terms, you can't properly appreciate Heaven until you have 
been to Hell. Thus, the idea of “Hell on Earth” is more valid than you might 
think. (Of course, there is no such thing as the Hell as painted in some religions. 
Hell is a personal matter, every person’s internal state. It is your experiential 
position on the Godliness=ESSENCE= Ecstasy <> 
AntiGodliness=AntiEssence=UPS Polarity Spectrum.) You carry your Heaven 
or your Hell around with you all the time, on Earth and wherever you go as an 
immortal spirit. Your ESM goes with you when you leave here (die).  

The most important thing you will ever do in your existence is to work on 
your BEing, on your Essence, on increasing your Wisdom, Power, Value, SPace 
and Lovejoy. This is the master purpose of your existence. The Quest for 
ESSENCE is the most important thing for two reasons and on two levels: 

 
 
THE SPIRIT-UAL LEVEL 
On the spirit-ual level, you work on your BEing to cooperate with and 

fulfill the Existential Experiential Imperative to return to ESSENCE = 
INFINITE WPVLJ. This is the fundamental force in your existence: to increase 
ESSENCE and so become the GREAT SPIRIT177, the ONE again. If you are not 
consciously working on this all the time, you are wasting time here in the 
nether worlds. There is nothing wrong with spinning your wheels here on 
Earth—you have all eternity to get back to the ONE—but the price of wasted 
opportunities is UPS.  

                                                           
 

177 Remember that words in all capital letters refer to God (or to the Causal Sequence, or 
to a few of the really major concepts psycanics, such as BAD.. 



 
As Buddha observed: “Life is suffering.” And all the MOPs you can collect 

is not going to change that much, even if you lucked out in this time around and 
were born into a life of relative ease and abundance178. (Next incarnation, you 
may be a starving peasant in India.)  How much longer are you willing to 
continue suffering? 

 
YOUR HUMAN LEVEL 
On the human level, understanding and working on your BEing makes 

how your human life works crystal clear. As you clean and expand your BEing, 
you reduce and finally eliminate UPS, and addictions and neuroses and 
attachments and the External Quest. You no longer have conflicts with others. 
Working with rather than against the Causal Sequence; you become able to 
manifest what you want ―at the same time you no longer emotionally need it. 
Life becomes easy: you sit back and watch the show, and use it to grow. 
Everything you need comes to you. 

 
179In biblical terms, when you begin to seek first the Kingdom of Heaven 

(It’s Within, your ESSENCE); you begin to come back out of the “valley of 
darkness and tears” and life by the “sweat of your brow”; and back into the 
Garden of Eden, where all that you need falls into your hands from the trees.  

                                                           
 

178 One of the things that the people who HAVE in this life don’t seem to take into 
account, is that 80% of the world population suffers from lack of one or more of the basic 
necessities (clean water, food, housing, medical, education, career opportunities, etc, 
Your statistical probability of positive re-birth situation from a material standpoint is not 
good. You would think that would have people putting more attention on bettering 
conditions planet wide, but it doesn’t seem to.  
179 I am using a lot of religious imagery in this chapter. I want to clarify that psycanics is 
not a religion, and in fact eschews religions as Belief Systems. Belief, you will remember, 
is a “dirty word” in psycanics: the assignation of the sacred label of TRUTH to a reality 
for which there is no proof. All beliefs are, therefore, NOT TRUE. However, most 
religions were founded by Illumined BEings, who lived the TRUTH and were trying to 
explain IT to others. In most cases, especially in the Western religions (Christian, 
Judaism, Muslimism), their TRUE teachings have been lost, in many cases deliberately 
distorted to control others. (For example, Christ taught re-incarnation.) In the few cases 
where the original words of the founder of the religion have been preserved without 
change and distortion, and free of interpretation and additions of others; you can still, if 
you know what to look for, find TRUTH. Psycanics is highly spirit-ual, because you are a 
spirit. It is absolutely nothing religious. 



 
JC180 put it this way; “The Kingdom of Heaven is Within. Seek first the 

Kingdom of Heaven and all else will be added on to you,” meaning that all your 
needs will be met.  But you must make your Internal Quest your highest 
priority: few people do.  

“It is the Father’s good pleasure to give you the Kingdom.” It was God's 
promise to you when you came here (into AntiEssence) that S/HE would not 
leave you here, but would bring you back to HIR = Heaven. You will 
eventually get back to the ONE, (be “saved” in religious terms) even if you do 
nothing. You will be pushed, poked, and dragged back by the UNIVERSE–
painful—but you will get there.  

Actually, you are already THERE; in fact, you were never lost. You can't get 
lost; you are inside of the ONE & ONLY and there is no place else to go.  All 
you have to do is figure out Who You Are and BE that again.  The only question 
is: How much suffering (UPS) will you experience in the meantime? 

You can wander around out here in the Valley, walking around blind and 
bumping into the “trees” (problems, conflicts, and UPS). Or you can begin to 
acquire and apply the Light of true Knowledge, and greatly accelerate the entire 
process of your return.  It's totally up to you.  

It's totally up to you, and you can get all the help you want.  The Law is: the 
CREATOR matches your efforts.  You get more help from the INFINITE for 
your journey HOME to the extent that you truly have the quest for the Kingdom 
FIRST in your value and action systems, and actively seek it with disciplines181. 
Few humans truly do; most pay only lip service once a week on Saturday or 
Sunday, and do little else. Their human goals and pleasures are first in their life, 
not the Kingdom Within.182 

As part of that help, you will receive the gift of negative events that activate you. 
Thus, the world serves as a mirror in which you can see Who You Are, so that you 
can change to Who You Want to BE = more ESSENCE, and so journey back to the 
ONE. 

The fundamental purpose, verily the IMPERATIVE, of your life is your 
experience, your Happiness. We have shown that the only Happiness that exists 

                                                           
 

180 JC: Jesus Christ 
181 Disciplines: meditation, contemplation, reading and study, CDT (Creation & 
Discreation Technology), service to others, yoga and any of many other spiritual 
practices.  
182 Most people run from CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology), which is one of the 
most powerful spiritual disciplines on the planet.  



 
is your BE-FEEL of ESSENCE. The fundamental motivation, the IMPERATIVE 
of your life is to move out of AntiEssence and into ever more ESSENCE. 

Psycanics offers a very direct and very powerful way to work on your 
BEing, to reduce and eventually eliminate your AntiEssence 
(NIRs BAD UPS), and to restore your to ESSENCE = PIRs. It is called CDT 
(Creation & Discreation Technology), and it is the subject of our next chapter. 

 
CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) is a one-tool-does-it-all. It 

“fixes” your human life, and it accelerates your spirit-ual journey back to the 
ONE ESSENCE.  

 



 
 

Chapter 15 
 

CDT  
 (Creation & Discreation Technology):  

How to Create and  
Discreate REalities 

 
In this chapter, we are going to introduce the Creation and Discreation of 

Realities, activities that are the purpose of CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology). We are going to look at the theory behind the technology of 
creating and discreating anything you wish to appear or disappear from your 
life. This is not an in-depth “how-to,” but rather a general overview of the 
principles. Although it often works like magic, there is nothing wizardly about 
it; it is simply the application of non-physical (mental and emotional) energy 
physics.  

 
Everything that exists is energy. All realities are made of energy. Einstein 

stated this with this formula E=mc2, which says that “solid” matter is really a lot 
of energy conglomerated in the modulation, pattern, and form of that object. 
That “everything” includes all physical realities such as rocks plants, and 
bodies.  

 
It also includes all psycanic realities such as your identities, your thoughts, 

and your emotions. (BE-FEEL-THINK). All your psycanic realities are forms or 
objects made of energy. A reality is energy with an identity; energy in a 
particular, unique form and “flavor” that makes that object what it is and 
different from all other objects. (No two objects are ever completely identical.). 

 
Psycanic energy is less dense, more subtle, of a higher frequency than 

physical energy, but it is all the same “stuff”.  Energy is the basic building block 
of everything that exists. If it exists, it is formed of energy.  



 
 

Concept: Two Universes.  You live in Two Universes: 
The first is the familiar physical universe. This universe 
includes your body and all other life forms such as all plants, all 
insects, all animals, all sea life, etc. It includes all the energies 
and realities that cause your physical experiences: light, heat, 
sound, electricity, all forms of electromagnetic radiation, all 
natural matter: rocks, mountains, water, air, and all man-made 
objects: tables cars and houses etc. 
Physical realities are perceivable with physical instruments, 
including the five senses of the physical body.  
The second universe is your spirit-ual universe, your psycanic 
universe. This is the universe of all your non-physical 
Energies Realities Experience183. This universe includes you: 
the psican, the “soul,” the non-physical Aware-Will entity made 
of the non-physical energies of ESSENCE: Consciousness, 
Wisdom, Will, Value, SPace, and LoveJoy.  And it includes all 
your non-physical energies= realities such as identities, all the 
contents of your mind and of your subconscious (all thought 
forms), and all your emotions. 
Psycanic realities are perceivable by the psican, by the spirit, by 
the Conscious energy entity that you are as a 
individualization of the ONE LIFE=BEING. They are too high 
a frequency, too fine an energy, to be perceivable by present-
day physical instruments.  Trying to perceive psycanic energy 
with present-day physical instruments is like trying to catch the 
wind in a sieve. 
When you, the psican, depart the body, your psycanic universe 
goes with you (including your Essence Suppressor Mass and all 
your memories and history, and all the realities and identities 
that make you a unique individual “soul”). Everything 
physical, including your body, you leave behind.  

 
All experience is the action, impact, effect of energy=realities on 

Consciousness. When you experience anything, you must be experiencing 
something. You cannot experience no-thing, nothing. If there is no-thing is 
there, there is nothing to experience. The universe is Cause Effect. Something 
must be there to cause your experience. All experience is the experience of some 
thing= a reality. Realities CAUSE Experience. 

                                                           
 

183 Energy is formed into realities; realities cause experience.  



 
Likewise, there must be something there that experiences that reality. We 

call that something Consciousness. Your consciousness is your ability to 
perceive= feel=experience= know. It is a very, very high frequency of ENERGY, 
the second highest that exists (exceeded only by Will). Awareness, 
Consciousness, Perceiving, FEELing, Experiencing, Knowing: all these words 
are the same phenomenon at work.  You as a spirit, a psican, are made of 
ESSENCE, and one of the main properties of ESSENCE is Consciousness= 
Awareness.  Cause Effect. You are an Aware-Will-Essence entity, a psican = 
spirit, temporally located in a physical body in order to focus, perceive and 
manipulate the physical universe.  

Realities act upon Consciousness to CAUSE Experience. Experience is the 
EFFECT of Realities on you as Conscious Energy, one of the elements of 
Essence=BEing.  

In the physical universe, you perceive= experience physical realities when 
energies such as light, sound, heat from those realities impact (“touch,” act 
upon, “hit”) your physical sense receptors such as eyes, ears or skin.  These 
transmit nervous energies to your brain, which then transduces those signals to 
your nonphysical Consciousness= Spirit that is the ultimate unit of perception.  

Realities basically work the same way in your psycanic universe.  In your 
psycanic universe, your psycanic realities such as your thoughts, emotions, and 
identities (BE FEEL THINK) directly impact (touch, vibrate or modulate) your 
Consciousness, causing you the experience of their form and modulation of 
energy; i.e., of that particular "flavor" of reality. All your psycanic experience is 
the impact of your psycanic creations = realities on the Conscious Energy of 
which you are made as a spirit-ual BEing.  Just as in the physical universe, 
experience is the EFFECT of Realities impacting Consciousness 

Realities and Experience are the two sides of the same coin, i.e. the Cause-
Effect Polarity:  

Laws:               Realities CAUSE Experience 
Experience is the EFFECT of Realities on Consciousness. 

 

To control your psycanic experience, you have only to discreate the 
negative realities causing your negative experience, and create the positive 
realities you wish to experience.  

You are the creator of your psycanic realities. You create your psycanic 
realities by molding raw energy into the modulations and forms you desire to 



 
experience. The three main kinds of your psycanic realities are identities, 
thoughts, and emotions, which correspond to: BE  FEEL THINK.  

Your THINK creations: You are the Creator of all the content of your 
mind, all thoughts. For example, think of a car: Hold the image there in your 
mind and observe it a moment. You either called up from your memory the 
psycanic reality (thought energy image form) of a car that you have seen; OR 
you created a new image of a car that has not existed before neither physically 
nor as somebody else's drawing.  To be sure that you experience your ability to 
create, now create in your mind (imagine, visualize) a car that has never existed 
before in the physical universe, or in your memory, or in present time mind. 
Create an entirely new psycanic car in your mind; we don't care what color, 
form, shape, etc, you give it.  

That image of a car is your creation of a mental reality. Most mental realities 
do not have much mass so they do not have much persistence; they come and 
go quickly; create and discreate easily. You create as many as 200,000 thoughts 
in a day, but unless you make a special effort for one to persist (such as 
intentional memorization184), they discreate and are gone by demodulating back 
into free energy.  You can also make a thought persist by resisting it as a “BAD” 
thought, as Resistance is also energization. The Polarity of the energy does not 
matter: energy is energy: negative energy will make a reality more massive and 
persistent just as well as positive energy. (A glass is full of water no matter if the 
water is clean or dirty.)  

You can make realities persist, and will often want to do so–as with your 
PIRs and any sciences you study, for examples—but this is beyond our depth of 
our discussion here. Do note, however, that you do have many negative 
realities–NIR Masses, childhood traumas, painful memories, for example—that 
have been persisting with you for years—and that sometimes activate (move 
from your subconscious ( your psycanic reality “storage area”) to your 
consciousness= experience so that you feel or re-live them again.  

Remember that all MODs = MOAs = UPS185 are the activations of NIR 
masses; there is no other source of unhappiness and emotional pain.  

                                                           
 

184 Memorization is a process of energization over more time to give the reality more 
mass= more density more persistent.  
185 MODs = Moments of Dolor= Pain. UPS= Unhappiness, Pain, Suffering.  All 
activations are MODs and are UPS. 



 
Another good example of your creation of mental realities is your creations 

of Good-BAD, and of Should Be & Should Not Be, as well as all your opinions 
and programs about anything.  

Your BE creations: Your creations of Self: You are the Creator of your 
IDentities186, especially your AntiEssence IDentities = NIRs. Most of your 
NIRs have built up a lot of mass (due to your BAD resistance = negative 
energization of them) and are quite persistent in your psycanic universe. They 
are stored in your subconscious where they can be triggered by events to move 
into your consciousness = experience.  

Your FEEL creations: You are the creator of your emotions. As we have 
seen, your emotions are your Love-AntiLove Polarity energy modulations about 
your Self, where that Self is defined by your Essence-AntiEssence IDentities 
(PIRs & NIRs), plus your creation of Good-BAD about that ID.  

All of these three areas of your psycanic realities are your psycanic 
creations, and cause your psycanic experience. You only know all these realities 
because you experience them. You cannot experience no-thing, nothing. You 
can only experience something. These “somethings” are modulated masses of 
energy that we call Realities. You are the SOLE creator of your psycanic 
realities. 

You are the creator: What you have created, you can un-create. Just 
as you can modulate energy into masses= realities, so too can you de-modulate 
that energy and release it from its mass= reality. This we call the dis-creation of 
realities. (Note you are not discreating the energy itself: you are demodulating 
it, releasing, liberating it from that “flavor” and from that reality mass.)   

To understand this, imagine that the energy is a rope. The rope itself is all 
one and the same everywhere, with no differences or distinctions. On creating a 
reality, you take the rope, the energy, and tie a knot in it. This is to form the 
rope into a specific shape; give it character and an identity. There can be many 

                                                           
 

186 You are the creator of your identities, other than your Essence IDentities= PIRs, as 
these are part of your nature as the ONE BEING. Remember that, by the Laws of 
Polarity, your ESSENCE IDentities= PIRs would not be experience-able if it were not for 
your experience of the AntiEssence IDentities. However, it is only necessary to have 
experienced the AntiEssence IDentities= NIRs once. You don't have to wallow in them as 
most human beings do --such wallowing caused by their resistance to them (NIRs) and 
their ignorance of how to discreate them.   
 



 
kinds, sizes, and complexity of knots.  Each knot is a reality, a distinctive form 
of energy that, when you perceive it, causes the distinct experience of that 
particular form and size of a knot.  To discreate the reality= knot, you have to 
untie it and so return the energy= rope to be without modulation, with the 
bending and form of the knot. This is done by experiencing fully the reality 
according to exact laws you will find in the book and course on Realities: 
Creation and Discreation.  

 

CREATION AND DISCREATION 
Here is another analogy: Think of creating a reality as inflating a balloon. 

The air represents the energy. The smell of the air, perfumed or stinky, 
represents the modulation, the “flavor” of the energy.  

You make a reality bigger, more massive, by putting more energy= air into 
it. You inflate the balloon = reality. The odor of the air is the modulation that 
gives that reality its particular flavor of experience (e.g. anger, fear, or sadness 
would be stinky air; satisfaction, enthusiasm, joy would be perfumed air.)  

Discreation is just the opposite: You discreate the reality as you would dis-
inflate a balloon, by letting the air out of it, which causes you to experience the 
flavor of the air (as if you were letting it blow out over your face). You discreate 
a psycanic reality by letting its energy flow out to your 
Consciousness=experience, which is to say you feel that energy as it is 
discharging. Thus the Laws: Experience Experienced Discreates; and 
Resistance Causes Persistence. (Resistance can be thought of as the refusal to 
experience to BE-FEEL.  

This discharge/discreation of a psycanics reality with CDT (Creation & 
Discreation Technology) can take anywhere from a split second for a just 
recovered, recognized-false belief with no BAD Resistance; to many hours for 
a major, traumatic incident (remember the mother smothering her baby). It can 
require scores or even hundreds of hours over months or years for a major NIR 
Mass like all your varieties of AntiPower. It takes about 20,000 hours of CDT 
(Creation & Discreation Technology) to completely discreate your entire 
Essence Suppressor Mass. Discreation of your ESM will return you to the level 
of BEing of Buddha or Christ.  

The experience of a reality is determined by the “flavor” modulation of the 
energy in it (analogous to the air in the balloon). The energy of a positive reality 
(e.g. a BE-FEEL such as I CAN enthusiasm) is like perfumed air: it is 



 
something that you enjoy experiencing.  The energy of a negative reality (e.g. I 
AM WEAK and fear) is like stinky air; it is something that you do not want to 
experience.  

Therefore to discreate a negative reality, you will need to experience 
something unpleasant*: primarily your NIRs and to some extent your negative* 
emotions. . *You are now far too wise to use the label “BAD” in place of 
“unpleasant” or “negative”, right?  

To discreate a reality you only need to understand how to apply the 
following Laws of Reality187.  

 

The purpose of the Creation = Cosmos is Experience. 
The purpose of the creation of any reality is experience. 

The Cycle of Existence188 of a reality is: 
Creation Experience Discreation 

A reality persists until it fulfills its purpose i.e.  
until it is experienced. 

Ergo: Experience Experienced Disappears. 
Resistance is refusal to experience.  

This hangs up the Cycle of Existence in Experience.  
Ergo: Resistance Causes Persistence. 

 
It is the experiencing of the reality that discreates it, that lets the air out of 

the balloon, so to speak.  
This seems very simple, no?  And it is.  All you have to do is experience 

your negative experience: your NIRs, BADs, resistances and negative emotions–
whatever shows up189—and they will discreate, disappear.  

However, this is exactly what you do not do with your NIRs; you do NOT 
experience them. You refuse to experience them; you RESIST them. You avoid 

                                                           
 

187 The Laws of Reality that follow are not all of the laws.  
188 Cycle of Existence: Everything that exists or changes does so in a 3-stage cycle, for 
example: Born, Live, Die.  
189 There are faster and more precise procedures for wholesale discreation, but this is 
the fundamental dynamic. For example, it is a waste of time to discreate emotion when 
the NIR is available, as discreating the NIR will automatically discreate the emotion.  



 
them, attack the triggers, distract yourself from them, suppress them with 
chemicals, use TV, shopping, overwork yourself, seek therapy: everything 
under the sun EXCEPT BE-FEEL them. You do everything possible to avoid 
experiencing them, which is Resistance = Negation to Experience; and which 
efforts we call the External Quest.  

In the External Quest, you resist (avoid or suppress) your negative 
experience = NIRs with substance abuse; you attack the trigger to change it so 
that it stops activating you; you try to evade your experience with distractor 
activities.  You sell-out to buy acceptance and approval from others to 
compensate your NIRs; you seek physical pleasures mistaking them for 
happiness; you accumulate and hoard material things for their MOPs mistaking 
them for happiness; and you engage in many other behaviors; all in a vain 
attempt to avoid MOAs and BE FEEL good.  

In short, you do everything possible to try to not feel your negative 
experience—except BE-FEEL= Experience your NIRs.  Instead of experiencing 
your NIRs, you refuse to experience them, and that is to resist them. Resistance 
Causes Persistence.  For this reason, you have been dragging many of your 
NIRs and traumas190 around with you ever since childhood—and long before.  

CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) is the reverse of all this. In CDT 
(Creation & Discreation Technology), you first discreate your resistance to your 
NIRs, and then you discreate the NIR. On discreation, there is no longer any 
thing there, any reality there, to experience. There is no longer that negative 
IDentity energy mass defining Self to resist; no longer that NIR to antilove. Thus 
your Self-AntiLove=UPS disappears automatically and immediately.  

You could discreate your negative emotions = antilove as a separate 
creation from the IDentities that cause them. Some systems teach this: Sedona 
and Energy Tapping to name two. Other systems like The Work, Scientology, 
and NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) break the Causal Sequence in the 
THINK area.  

However, Discreating FEEL or THINK without discreating the Causal BE 
(the NIR) does not produce any real growth in your BEing, in your Essence. 
Although you can alleviate emotional pain with other methods, if you do not 
discreate the NIR that negative Causal Sequence is fundamentally intact. Over 
time, or in relation to a different trigger, the Causal Sequence will “repair” itself 

                                                           
 

190 All traumas and traumatic incidents are strong activations of NIR Masses.  



 
and the AntiLove= UPS will regenerate. To obtain real progress, YOU MUST 
DISCREATE THE NIRs, and not just the neg emo, the should-not-be’s= BADs, 
or the programs.  

Furthermore, discreating the FEEL and THINK is unnecessary and a 
waste of time, because when you discreate the NIRs, the FEEL and the 
THINK disappear automatically.  

With the Creation and Discreation of IDentities with CDT (Creation & 
Discreation Technology), you need only change your BE: your FEEL and all 
the rest of your Causal Sequence: THINK > RELATE > DO > HAVE change 
accordingly.   

In theory, it is a simple as that. Of course, in practice, due to many factors 
beyond our discussion here, the application of the principles can be more 
complicated. It is like the internal combustion engine. In principle, a car motor 
is simple and easy to understand. However, the practice of actually 
disassembling and reassembling a real motor is more complicated than the 
theory of it, and requires additional knowledge and skills.  

For that reason, we have CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) 
Trainers. A CDT Trainer is a person who has learned psycanics thoroughly, and 
has trained in the ability to teach others how to maneuver through their 
psycanic universe to find and discreate the root causes of any negative element 
of any of their Causal Sequences. The person being guided to explore hir 
psycanic universe, the person doing the creation and discreation, is called the 
Explorer. The person doing the guiding is called the CDT Trainer. The CDT 
Trainer navigates the Explorer through the Explorer’s psycanic universe, 
discreating and creating realities as needed to achieve the Explorer's 
experiential and behavioral goals.   

The basic skills in CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) are to:  

1- be able to find in your subconscious, the root causal realities of 
any negative element of any of your Causal Sequences; and then  

2- to discreate those realities; and then  

3- to create the positive realities-experiences (includes Causal 
Sequences) you wish to experience in the future.   

Our objective in psycanics is that each person learn to CDT (Creation & 
Discreation Technology) hirself. You probably don't have the time or the 



 
money to go running to a professional CDT Trainer every time you are 
activated, angry, fearful, sad or depressed, neurotic, abusing a substance, have a 
relationship conflict, or want to change anything in your life. Nor are there 
enough CDT Trainers to handle such demand.  

To learn to CDT Training yourself, you must first learn psycanics and how 
to explore, to be an explorer and to create and discreate under the guidance of a 
CDT Trainer. Then you must learn to CDT Trainer others, to learn that side of 
the equation: how to CDT Trainer. Once you have learned both to explore and 
to CDT Trainer, you can then begin to CDT Train yourself.  

CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) gives you enormous control 
over your experience and your life (which consists of your Causal Sequences, 
remember). Anytime you are activated = in unhappiness or emotional pain= 
negative FEEL, or in negative DOs such as behaving in negative / neurotic ways, 
or experiencing an interpersonal conflict, find yourself abusing a substance, or 
afraid to do something; you work on your BEing with CDT (Creation & 
Discreation Technology) by finding the underlying NIR and discreating it. This 
will automatically change that NIR’s Causal Sequence and therefore the 
negative FEEL, THINK, and DO associated with that NIR.  

When you are not activated, you still work on yourSelf. You polish your 
BEing with CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) by energizing and 
strengthening your PIRs.191  Thus, you extract yourself from AntiEssence -
AntiLove and ascend the BEing= ESSENCE & the Love=Happiness ladder to 
“heaven”.  

 

CREATION IN THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE 
Theoretically, you = the psican = “son of God” made in HIR image and 

likeness, are the Creator of everything in your experience = universes, 
including the physical universe itself–(big reality stretch, if not way over the 
horizon, for most people). I show how this is true and how our control and 
manifestation in the physical universe works in other books.  

There are many factors that control how much power you have as a human 
being over the physical events, circumstances, and things of your life.  Your 

                                                           
 

191 The intent to create positive realities can activate negative realities already present in 
the subconscious. There is a powerful technique to handle this called CCC: Creation 
Counter Creation that is taught in other materials.  



 
Creator Power varies from life to life, from epoch to epoch in your life, and even 
from situation to situation, and also according to what you are trying to 
manifest—not to mention the psycanic factors of Identities, Vision, 
Energization, Disposition to Receive and Destiny.  The factors all interweave 
and are far too long and complicated to explain in this introductory text.192  

However, as the Causal Sequence indicates by BE HAVE, the most 
important factor by far, is your BEing, your level of ESSENCE193 =POWER and 
LOVE. Your Power to Create and to Manifest194 in both the physical universe 
and your psycanic universe is a function of the amount of ESSENCE that you 
are (have liberated). (HAVE, remember, includes all your results in the physical 
universe: family, career, success, money, material things, etc.?  

BE HAVE is obvious just looking at life: The more Essence that you are: 
the Wiser, more Powerful, more Loving; and the better you are at BEing the 
human roles: parent, businessman, lawyer, whatever; the better will be your 
results= HAVE in the physical universe.  

We can also see the POWER of BE-FEEL = I AM + LOVE by looking at the 
level of BE of really BIG BEings such as Buddha and Christ and the other 
Illuminati195. The Illuminati are former human beings who have discreated their 
Essence Suppressor Mass196 and reached full Spirit-ual Illumination, and are 
ESSENCE once again. They have transcended the illusion of individuality and 
separation from the ONE, and so have BEcome the ONE ESSENCE again. As 
Christ put it: “The Father and I are ONE.”  They had the full and instantaneous 
power over the physical universe that we call miracles (walking on water, 

                                                           
 

192 They are presented in the book: PSICANICA. To understand how the human being 
creates hir life and how and why s/he manifests what s/he does -- including negative 
events--was one of the most difficult things to discover in all of psycanic science.  
193 ESSENCE = Wisdom, POWER, Value, LoveJoy.  
194 Definitions:  Create: to cause something new, to cause something to exist for the first 
time.  Manifest: to pull, to attract into your life something already created, often by 
others. (If you paint it) you create a work of art; you manifest a car; it was created at the 
factory.  
195 Illuminati.  Only about 235 humans have achieved this state since the beginning of 
the human race. They are relatively rare in Westerns religions, but common in Eastern 
ones – which is also a statement on the relative value of the religions.  
196 ESM: The sum total of all the AntiEssence creations that suppress your true spiritual 
nature of ESSENCE. It takes about 20,000 hours of CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology) to discreate the ESM and achieve Illumination.   



 
raising the dead, water into wine, etc.), because their BE was that of pure 
ESSENCE=the SUPREME BEING, again:  

So for starters, you can consider your amount of power over the physical 
universe as a function of your level of ESSENCE = BEing; of your Wisdom, 
Power and Love.  The average human being is very low in his quantity of 
ESSENCE and so has relatively little power over the physical universe.  

However, as we said, there are many other factors involved, and so some 
humans in any given lifetime or at any given moment, will have more power over 
the physical universe than others, even though their level of BEing is 
approximately the same. Therefore, some people demonstrate a great deal of 
power to manifest whatever they set their mind to; while others experience a lot 
of AntiPower: not being able to get what they want, frustration, and failure.  

 
PROCESS 
Here is a process to illustrate the importance of BEing to HAVEing. 

Remember, to understand a process, you must experience it. Just reading it will 
not have anywhere near the same effect.  

Step 1: Think of something physical that you have wanted for some time 
and have not yet been able to produce. Examples can include a new car, a home, 
a new career, your own business, success in any kind of endeavor, more 
income, etc. 

Step 2:  How will you FEEL when you have that thing? Imagine that you 
have it, that you are living and enjoying that thing. Let yourself feel all the good 
feelings: pride, happiness and joy that you hope and plan to feel when you get 
that thing. Enjoy this!  

Write down how you will FEEL by HAVEing that thing 

Only when Step 2 is very real for you, and your FEEL recorded in writing, 
proceed to Step 3:  

Step 3:  You know that FEEL BE: that FEEL comes from BE. Who will you 
BE to be FEELing like that? Remember that those good feelings that you are 
seeking, that pride, happiness & joy are always self-love and only come from 
PIRs. Look for the IDentities here that you are trying to achieve by manifesting 
that thing. Are you not trying to demonstrate yourself as more Essence: as 
WISE, INTELLIGENT, SMART, ABLE/CAPABLE, POWERFUL, SUCCESSFUL, 
RESPECTED, IMPORTANT, WORTHY, DESERVING, BETTER THAN 



 
OTHERS, etc.?  Identify the IDentities you are seeking by getting that thing. 
Write them down. Observe the relationship BE FEEL, although you were 
previously unaware of the BE.  

Do you see how you are trying to HAVE that thing in order to control your 
BE FEEL?  You are trying to HAVE to (BE)-FEEL; HAVE (BE) FEEL.  (You 
were probably unaware of the BE).  As we pointed out at the beginning of this 
book, what you really want is the BE FEEL; you want that thing because you 
believe it will create in you a positive BE FEEL. What do we call this? Try to 
answer before you check it below197 

 
HERE IS HOW CREATION WAS DESIGNED TO WORK: 
Life is BE HAVE, not HAVE BE which is how most people are trying to 

work it, as we showed above. Here is how you should be going about this. 
Using CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology), you should simply create in 
you your desired BE FEEL. You don't need to HAVE the thing to do this; you 
do it with CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology), as your creation of your 
psycanic reality of Self =IDentity. This has numerous advantages: 

1. You get the BE FEEL you are looking for almost immediately, and you 
get it with or without that thing, which thing could turn out to be difficult or 
long-term (or even impossible for you) to manifest.  

2- All the while that you are trying to manifest that thing but don't have it 
yet, and whenever it appears to you that you might not achieve it; you will 
experience activations of your Anti-Power NIRs and neg emo such as anger, 
fear, sadness, even depression. You can avoid all that UPS by creating your 
desired BE FEEL now, irrelevant of that thing. 

3- You may find that once you have your desired BE-FEEL, you really don't 
have all that much interest in striving to get that thing.  You are already Happy, 
ecstatic even.  You may find you are not interested in another “toy”.  Thus, on 
creating the BE-FEEL, you may save yourself a lot of struggle and effort. True 
Spirit-ual Masters, operating in the bliss of ESSENCE, have always shown 
indifference to material things. In fact, material things in excess of the minimum 
of what you really need and use actually interferes with Happiness198. No High-

                                                           
 

197 We call that the External Quest. 
198 This is explained in the course on Money.  



 
Essence person wants to use hir TE199 accumulating, counting, caring for, and 
hoarding matter. Their motto is: I need little; and the little that I need, I need 
little.” They are in ecstasy because they are in ESSENCE: dealing with 
materialities only “brings them down.”  

4- Because BE HAVE, if you do decide to go after that thing, it will be 
much easier to manifest. The appropriate BE focused on and energizing with 
Love (FEEL) the Vision (THINK) of the desired physical reality will manifest 
that reality200201. Create FIRST the state of BE appropriate and relevant to that 
thing, and it will manifest with just the intention that it do so.  

In summary, there are only three things going on in life 1- Creation; 2- 
Experience of the created; and 3-Discreation of the realities once they have 
served their purpose. You ARE and DO those three things. You are the Creator, 
the Experiencer, and the Discreator of your creations= realities. You create your 
IDentities, your human roles, your thoughts, your memories, your opinions, 
your BADs, your relationships, your physical events and circumstances, your 
emotions and your happiness or your UPS (Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering) in 
life.  

You are creating all the time. You cannot not create. You can only learn 
how the process of creation and discreation works so that you take control of 
it, rather than having your creations control you—as they do for most of 
humanity. (As long as you remain a human being, you will never have total 
control over the physical universe due to a variety of the factors before 
mentioned. Only a Full ESSENCE BEing has complete control over it.)   

Knowledge is the first step to Power. Psycanics will show you how your 
BEing and all elements of your life, of the Causal Sequence, work; and how you 
create and how you can discreate.  The knowledge is available. It is up to you to 
acquire it or not.  

As long as you keep operating your life with the ideas and knowledge that 
you use to guide it now, you can only continue to have the same results. One of 
the definitions of insanity is to keep doing the same things and expect better 

                                                           
 

199 TE: pronounced TAY:  technical term for Time & Energy, which is what your life 
consists of: you time and energy (in all forms: attention, work, money, etc). .  
200Will manifest that reality subject to the other factors that we have mentioned before. 
201 We can use the Illuminati again here as an example. Their Godly BE focuses their 
INFINITE LOVE energy on the desired psycanic reality (THINK) and that causes it to 
densify and manifest in physical reality instantly, in what the ignorant call “miracles”.  



 
results. If you want better results in your life, you must acquire more and better 
knowledge so that you can act more effectively to produce them.  

Nobody can learn for you; nobody can act for you. It may help you to keep 
in mind this saying: 

If it's to be; it's up to me. 
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Chapter 1 

You Are A Philosopher 
 

You are a philosopher. You are a philosopher whether you know it or not, 
and whether you want to be or not, and whether you like it or not.  YOU have a 
Philosophy of Life202 (includes religions for the moment); one that addresses 
most, if not all, of the 10 Great Questions. (You will find the 10 Great Questions 
in the Appendix and at www.psycanics.org ) See if you have answers to most of 
these questions—no matter what the answer is or where you got it. If you do 
have an answer, you are a philosopher as we prove in the main book.)  

The purpose of a philosophy is to guide you to understand your existence 
so that you can live the “good life” and so be Happy. The ultimate purpose of 
all philosophies and of all religions is your Happiness. This can be seen and 
proved by: 1- examining the nature of philosophies themselves; 2- by reference 
to the Law that “The only motivation of all human behavior is one's own 
happiness”203; and 3- through understanding the Causal Sequence and the 
IMPERATIVE. The purpose of all philosophy in general and yours in 
particular, is happiness.  

What you—and every other humbe, without exception—seek in life is 
YOUR happiness. Human beings are universal in what they seek: their 
happiness. What varies is where and how they seek it—and this is determined 
by their philosophy/ religion.  

                                                           
 

202 Philosophy and religions address the same questions. The difference is that 
philosophy uses evidence and reason for its conclusions, while religions claim divine 
revelation. Here we include religions within the concept of philosophy. However, 
philosophy does it best to be TRUTH; religions are patently NOT TRUE.  
203 We prove this Law in the main book. 



 
Your Philosophy of Life is the most important thing in your life because it is 

your Magna Carta, your “Life Operating System”, on which all of the rest of 
your THINKing DOing is based.  It is the basic programming that guides your 
DO (actions), and so ultimately determines your goals, success, and happiness 
in life.  In fact, your philosophy even defines for you what “success” is, an 
answer that varies greatly from person to person.  

If your philosophy is not an accurate model of what life is and how it 
works, it cannot fulfill its purpose of guiding you to your happiness.  

Observation of the lives and experience of most humans makes it clear 
that most people's philosophies do not work. Their lives are filled with 
problems, conflicts, emptiness, dissatisfaction, and the negative emotions= 
UPS204. Most have addictions to food, alcohol, tobacco, drugs, emotional 
dependencies on other people and things; millions use tranquilizers and 
barbiturates.  

The most common kind of pseudo-philosophies on the planet are the 
religions: few of these contain any TRUTH, and certainly do not work to bring 
Love, Happiness, peace or abundance to self or the planet.  

 

Chapter 2: 
HAPPINESS 

 
Our next questions are: Given that, the purpose of our philosophy is 

happiness: What is Happiness?  And then: What causes Happiness?  We 
certainly can’t expect to produce much happiness in our lives if we do not know 
with total precision what it is, and what causes it.  

We established that Happiness205 is a state of positive experience, 
especially Joy, ALL THE TIME206. We proved that Happiness is ALL THE 
TIME or that the condition of Happiness does not exist for that person. Just 
as health or wealth are not existent if at one moment you are healthy / 
wealthy, and the next moment you are sick / poor; Happiness is not if at any 

                                                           
 

204 UPS: Unhappiness, emotional Pain, & Suffering: the opposite of Happiness, Love & 
Joy.  
205 Remember that the first letter capitalized means that the word refers to the entire 
definition and concept in psycanics, which in this case of the concept of Happiness 
includes ALL THE TIME.  
206 We prove this in the main book. 



 
moment of your life you are unhappy or in emotional pain or suffering. If 
you live bouncing in and out of the negative emotions= UPS207, then you do 
not qualify for our (admittedly high) standard of “Happy.”  

(The negative emotions include: hostility, anger, anxiety, worry, 
fear, shyness, terror, sadness, sorrow, grief, frustration, 
desperation, guilt, resentment, hate, despair, depression, to 
name a few. If you live experiencing any of these more than 
extremely rarely (more than once or twice a year), you do not 
quality for the condition of Happy.  

Very few humans ever reach a state anywhere near Happiness. Almost all 
live with frequent activations, even daily, of their negative emotions. Those who 
have learned to suppress their negative emotions pay the price of living in a 
grey, neutral state without much experience of love or joy: likewise, not 
Happiness.  

We next saw that happiness is purely emotional. We showed that 
happiness is never the events208, but how you FEEL= your emotions during, 
about and after the events. People struggle in life to control events, to control 
externals209, but what they really seek is the FEELing involved. People seek to 
stop negative events to avoid or stop emotional pain. They seek to cause 
positive events to produce in themselves fleeting moments of good feelings 
(called MOPs; Moments of Pleasure—not real Happiness as they always pass).  

The blessing here is that you do not have to control events to be Happy–
that is impossible anyway—you only have to control your emotions = 
FEELings. If you had to control events to be happy, there would be no hope for 
Happiness, as no one who has ever lived, no king or emperor even, has had 
enough power to control events. Controlling your emotions, on the other 
hand, is totally within your power when you know how. 

 

                                                           
 

207 UPS: abbreviation for Unhappiness, Pain & Suffering. Remember “UPS” as you will 
see it used frequently in psycanics.  
208 Event: a technical word that means any of these: any occurrence, arrival, departure, 
change of any thing or person; any situation or circumstance, any object or energy, any 
person, any person’s words or actions. The word “event” in psycanics is very general 
and refers to anything occurring or existing, usually in the physical universe.  
209 External: short for External Events: an external is anything outside of the BEing: see 
the definition of “event” above.  



 
We then proved that the events themselves are never cause of your 

emotions. Different people will FEEL differently, even oppositely about the 
same event (see our pet cobra example in the main book). This violates the Laws 
of Cause & Effect. A supposedly same “Cause” producing widely varying 
Effects is scientific proof that that event is not the Cause of those Effects. The 
fact that humans generate such differing emotions about the same external 
events proves that events are not the Cause of the internal emotions. 

Events never cause your psycanic210 experience, ever. 
Therefore:  

#1- Events are never the cause of your UPS in life: nothing external to you 
EVER causes you to suffer; and  
#2- no kind or amount of events can ever make you Happy. Nothing you 
DO or HAVE in the external world will ever make you Happy.  
 

As regards #1- People waste their time and energy trying to avoid and stop 
events to avoid pain: This is a waste of time because:  

A- events are not the cause of your pain; and  
B- because there will always be new events you can’t control (the death of 
a loved one, the loss of money or a job, etc). If it were necessary to control 
external events to avoid pain and suffering, you would never be able to 
avoid them and would never be able to be Happy.  

As regards #2- People waste their time and energy trying to produce 
positive events and to get and hoard things to be happy.  

A- To begin with, you often don’t get what you want in life: this is 
painful.  Or you do get it eventually, but suffer a long waiting period.  
B- But even if you do get what you want, no amount of power or things 
can ever make you Happy.  Notice that there are many people who “have 
it all” and are intensely unhappy.  (Hollywood and the sports world are 
famous for mega-successful but unhappy people and their antics 
including substance abuse.)  Getting what you want can only give you 
Moments of Pleasure (MOPs) and these always pass. They are not true 
Happiness; they do not last, and you will never be able to get enough of 

                                                           
 

210 Psycanic experience: your mental and emotional perceptions and feelings 



 
them. You will always be on the merry-go-round of more and MORE and 
MORE—as so many people are.  

This waste of time and energy trying to control externals to be Happy (as 
opposed to learning to control the true, internal mechanism of Happiness) is 
called the External Quest. The External Quest is all struggle and effort to 
control the external world to control our internal psycanic experience= our 
FEEL BE = be Happy. The ways the human being blindly runs through life 
Questing externally are legion: the entire list of negative human behaviors, as 
explained in the main book.  

The External Quest is impossible and doomed to failure. 
Nobody who has ever lived has ever won Happiness in the External Quest. 

Nobody who has ever lived has had enough power to control adequately the 
external world to eliminate all negative events, or maintain hirself in a continual 
stream of positive events.  

As long as the mechanism that causes your negative emotions continues to 
exist in your subconscious, you will continue to suffer in life. In the External 
Quest, you continue to live bouncing in and out of negative emotions, a 
condition that is a specifically excluded from our definition of Happiness. The 
External Quest is impossible and makes people compulsive and neurotic. 
Nevertheless, almost all of humanity is lost in it and so living like Don Quixote. 

This brings us to the question: “Given that external events do not cause 
our psycanic experience, our Happiness or Pain211, then what does?   

Obviously, it must be something internal to each individual—there is no 
other possibility ―but what is the mechanism? 

 
 
 

 
Chapter 3 

POLARITY 
 
In seeking to understand the causes and dynamics of Happiness—which 

requires the understanding of Life itself—we must start with an 

                                                           
 

211 Pain, in psycanics, always means emotional pain unless physical pain is specified.  



 
overwhelmingly important phenomenon: Polarity. Most of the important 
factors that control life= experience are Polarities—including Happiness+/- itself.  

It is impossible to be Happy without understanding and respecting the 
Laws of Polarity. The human being who does not understand and respect the 
Laws of Polarity will suffer and will not be able to stop hir suffering—
guaranteed.  

A Polarity is an idea or concept (for a kind of experience <> as opposed to 
the experience itself) that is “pulled apart”, s t r e t c h e d, into two opposing 
directions or poles.  

This creates a scale or spectrum of possibilities of experience between those 
poles. The poles, and their respective halves of the total spectrum, are called 
generically “positive” and “negative,” especially when one side is more 
desirable experientially than the other (e.g. rich<>poor, healthy<>sick). A good 
example is the Temperature Polarity, with the poles of hot and cold, and the 
spectrum, all the gradients, of temperature between the two poles.  

One of the Laws of Polarity is that you cannot have one pole (e.g. the 
positive side) of a polarity without having the other (negative) side. One pole 
(and/or one-half of a polarity spectrum) can’t exist without the other.  It is both 
or nothing. 

Similarly, you cannot define the position of any experience on a polarity 
spectrum except relative to another point that can serve as a pole. This is the 
phenomenon of Relativity.  

Another of the Laws of Polarity is that you can know and appreciate one 
side of a polarity only to the extent that you have known the other side. 
Furthermore, you must refresh your experience of the other polarity (negative) 
occasionally to maintain awareness and appreciation of the one you like most 
(positive). For example, if you are always in a warm room, you lose 
consciousness and appreciation of that. To revive your experience and 
appreciation of warmth, you must go out into the cold awhile. Understanding 
this is critical to understanding what you are as a Spirit, and to understanding 
why you exist and how life works  

The Laws of Polarity, and of Games and Drama212 (which are dependent on 
Polarity), are the reasons why you are here on Earth being a human being. You 

                                                           
 

212Game: technical term: the effort to overcome an obstacle to reach a goal. Everything 
in life is a Game, including life itself. Drama: technical term: maximum experience or 
feeling produced by exploring and pushing the limits of a Polarity. These terms probably 



 
have descended from ESSENCE into AntiEssence213 to have the adventure 
(experience, game, drama) of ascending again into ESSENCE, now with full 
awareness and appreciation of Who You Are (ESSENCE). That awareness and 
appreciation of ESSENCE is not possible without your occasional visits to 
AntiEssence. (Besides, you get bored with being ESSENCE = perfection all the 
time and so go out into the Cosmos looking for a little action.)   

Life is the play of opposites, and the play between opposites. 
One of the most important parts of understanding Polarity is that Life is a 

Polarity, and therefore both sides are essential for either to exist.  All your UPS 
(Unhappiness, Pain & Resistance is resistance—and only your resistance. If 
you are ignorant of psycanics, you will tend to resist one side or the other of the 
many Polarities in Life. Such resistance is foolish as: 

1- it is to resist Life itself as it is and as it must be (i.e. resist Reality)  
2- Resistance Causes Persistence; and  
3- your Rxx214 is your ONLY UPS in life.  
 

By resisting events (with your negative emotional energy), you generate 
your pain and suffering in life.  And if what you are resisting is one side of a 
Polarity (being poor, evens that “should not be”, BAD things, to give three 
examples); then you are resisting Life itself as IT IS (resisting REALITY); and as 
it must be for the other pole (rich, what “should be”, and Good, in these 
examples) to exist.  

What you most resist, and is most deadly to resist, is your Self in the 
AntiEssence IDentities. This generates self-AntiLove, and that is the only 
pain and suffering that exist. (See the main text for more explanation of this)  

 

                                                                                                                                              
 

require much more explanation than space here permits. However, it is impossible to 
understand life without understanding them. See the advanced texts.  
213 ESSENCE<> AntiEssence: The main Polarity of Life. The fundamental ENERGY of 
LIFE= SPIRIT = BEING. They are Consciousness, Intelligence, Will, Cause, Power, Value 
and Love-Joy. AntiEssence is the negative Polarity of ESSENCE, necessary for ESSENCE 
to exist. God is ESSENCE; man is dramatizing AntiEssence. You must read the main text 
to understand this as it is too long to explain here.  
214 Rxx: abbreviation for Resistance. 



 

Chapter 4 
REALITY AND TRUTH 

 

REALITY 
What you do in life is try to control reality; to get everything to be as you 

want it to be.  To control reality, to reach Happiness, you must first understand 
it: few humans do. Above all, you must understand the distinction between 
psycanic realities and physical realities.  

Everything that exists is made of an underlying, transcendent 
INTELLIGENT ENERGY. This ENERGY field, aka215 the SUPREME BEING, 
underlies and permeates all that exists, and forms itself into the almost infinite 
variety of things that we perceive. (Think of each thing (each reality) as a knot 
tied in a bed sheet (the INTELLIGENT CAUSAL CREATOR ENERGY field). 

All things that exist are forms, modulations, and agglomerations of this 
ENERGY, resulting in waves and objects of many kinds, frequencies, and densities.  
Each form, wave, thing, or object is called a reality in psycanics.  Anything that 
exists is a reality: a waveform or object, made of energy.  Realities can be physical 
or they can be psycanic (thoughts & emotions, for example).  

 

CREATION  
All realities are creations: somebody sometime created them.  You are a 

Creator of your realities, and can discreate anything you have created. 
Understanding how you create and can discreate your realities is the secret to 
Power, Love & Happiness.  

 

 
 
TWO UNIVERSES 
You are a non-physical Life Energy entity, a spirit, a psican, concurrently 

but temporarily residing in this physical universe. You exist, and create and 
experience realities in two universes at the same time: the physical universe 

                                                           
 

215 aka: also known as 



 
and your personal, psycanic universe. Your psycanic universe consist of all 
your non-physical= psycanic realities, such as your identities, thoughts and 
emotions. Each of these is an energy form, wave, or object.  Each of these is a 
psycanic creation = psycanic reality, causing you psycanic experience.  

 

 

 

EXPERIENCE216 
Your EXPERIENCE is the only thing that exists for you. Your experience is 

your perception, feeling and knowing of realities. Something exists for you, and 
you know something ONLY to the degree that you experience it (either directly, 
or through experiencing (reading) the experiences of others). The ONLY 
motivation of all human behavior is to control Experience.  

Realities operate Cause-Effect. All your experience, both physical and 
psycanic, is the Effect, the impact, of the corresponding realities on your 
Consciousness.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Realities Cause Experience;  
Experience is the Effect of Realities. 

                                                           
 

216 Major concept in psycanics, but not really explained in this book. See advanced texts.  



 

You are a Creator of Realities, especially your psycanic realities 
(thoughts and emotions, for example). You are therefore the Creator of 
your Experience.  

You are a psican: Your psycanic realities are your Creations.  
You are the Creator & the Experiencer of your realities. 

However, creating realities and experiencing them is only 2/3 of the 
equation:  

What you have created, you can un-create: 
No creation is greater than or beyond its creator. 

Realities Cause Experience.   
When you are experiencing anything that you do not want to 

experience,  
you can find and discreate the underlying, causal reality; and  

thereby end that experience.  
This is done with CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) 

 
 
 

 



 

 
Chapter 4 

REALITY AND TRUTH 
 
TRUTH 

There is a huge difference between reality and Truth. 
A reality is anything that exists, physical or psycanic. Psycanic realities 

include all the emotions, and ALL thought-energy forms: memories, data, 
knowledge, ideas, mental images, visions, values, goals, dreams, opinions, 
Good-Bad =Should / Should Not BE, programs, paradigms, beliefs, doctrines & 
dogmas, etc.  Everything anyone ever thinks, says, or believes is a reality.  
Relatively few of these realities are TRUTH. 

Humans are creators of psycanic (mental) realities (and physical ones, but 
we are here interested in the psycanic ones). Realities are a nickel a million. 
Every mind, every day, generates about a 200,000 realities such as thoughts, 
ideas, opinions, programs (should / should not Be’s BADS), ruminations, 
beliefs, likes and dislikes, emotions, religions, dogmas, doctrines, etc Some of 
them are saved, deliberately or not, in the subconscious.  Study, for example, 
packs the mind with thousand of data realities. Every human being has millions 
of mental realities, both conscious and subconscious. Relatively few of these 
realities are TRUTH. 

 

TRUTH is the degree of demonstrated correspondence  
between a reality and a statement about that reality. 

 
Thus, TRUTH217 is any statement about a reality that is proven, 

demonstrated to be correct and accurate description. If the correspondence, the 
accuracy, is not proven, not demonstrated, then the Truth is not known, and the 
statement is not and may not be labeled TRUTH. This is where humanity gets 
into so much trouble and conflict: labeling things TRUTH that are not.  

TRUTH exists ONLY when there is a proven correspondence between the 
reality and the statement. A statement can receive the CERTIFICATION of 
TRUE only when the correspondence is demonstrated to the satisfaction of all 

                                                           
 

217 Knowledge is a synonym for Truth.  



 
rational beings involved. Any failure to demonstrate correspondence means 
that the statement does not fulfill the condition for a Certification of TRUTH 
and may not, in Truth, be so labeled.  

A failure to demonstrate correspondence= Truth is in no way mitigated 
by the fact that the reality is not available to show correspondence. If there is 
no reality to measure, then the TRUTH cannot be known and may not be 
certified. Any reality that is not proved TRUTH is NOT TRUTH (or MU—see 
advanced texts).  

 
BELIEF: A belief is statement about a reality to which the 
holder has awarded the label of Truth arbitrarily, without 
proof of its correspondence to the reality.218 Because a belief has 
been falsely assigned the label of TRUTH, all beliefs are NOT 
TRUTH, and the holder of the belief is lying to hirself (and 
others) when s/he calls that TRUTH.   
 

TRUTH is sacred in psycanics. Belief is a dirty word in psycanics. You 
either know something (know that correspondence exists and therefore the 
datum is TRUE), or you know that you don't know the TRUTH of the matter, 
in which case you know that it is a reality and NOT TRUTH.  

All science (and philosophy) MUST work ONLY with TRUTH, never with 
belief. It is easy to label TRUTH something which is not, in which case TRUTH 
gets totally lost: religions are a prime example of this. For example, a mechanic 
who believes that this or that is wrong with your car, instead of really checking 
and finding out (TRUTH); is going to do a lot of things to your car ($$$), but it 
will be happenstance if he actually fixes it.  

Religions are one of the many violators of TRUTH on the planet: most of the 
things they assert have no evidence whatsoever. Another prime example is 
many of the claims made in advertising and politics.  

                                                           
 

218 Note: “Belief” contrasts with “Knowledge” in psycanics.. You either know 
something, know that it is TRUE; or you know that you have no correspondence and 
therefore you don't know TRUTH, which is the condition of NOT TRUE. You hold as 
TRUE only those things which are truly TRUTH. Anything else goes into the NOT TRUE 
bin. If you have any beliefs, you know that they are beliefs and not TRUTH -- at which 
point they are no longer beliefs, but realities.  



 
In addition to their importance in philosophy and in creation 
and discreation, the concepts of Reality, Truth, Knowledge, and 
Belief are also very important in communication and 
relationships. When you understand that people speak their 
realities and rarely the Truth, you no longer need to fight with 
them for the Truth. This eliminates many arguments and 
conflicts.  

To achieve Happiness, you must be able to distinguish between reality 
and TRUTH, especially as regards your own mental creations= realities. Most 
people are not able to do so.  

In the next chapters, we are going to examine a case of how YOUR failure 
to distinguish your realities from TRUTH causes many of your problems and 
ALL of your pain and suffering.  

 
 

Chapter 5 
SHOULD NOT BE = BAD,  

and RESISTANCE 
 
The first kind of created-by-man-realities that we look at in this book is the 

SHOULD BE<> SHOULD NOT BE Polarity, which is intimately linked with 
the Good<>BAD Polarity. They are so closely linked, that for practical 
purposes, we can consider them the same thing.  

Your ideas of what should and should not Be are called your Programs.  
Any thing that violates your Programs of how something should or should not 
BE (or FEEL, THINK, DO, HAVE), you will label BAD, and tend to attack with 
negative energy to change, stop, punish, or destroy it.   

That is the problem with BAD events: you will resist them with negative 
energy. Your negative energy against BAD starts with your negative emotional 
energy = UPS. You can activate your negative emotions only in the presence of 
something BAD = should not Be.  Your negative emotions, generated against 
something BAD, is the ONLY UPS that exists. You ONLY suffer in the presence 
of something BAD, and you only suffer because YOU are resisting that BAD 
thing with your negative emotions. THIS IS THE ONLY CAUSE OF UPS in 
life.  



 
You love = generate positive energy about that which is “Good” and 

therefore should be.  That love is the ONLY happiness that exists.  

We proved that YOU are the SOLE Creator of your REALITIES of 
should/should not Be =Good<>BAD.  You are the SOLE creator of your 
REALITIES of BAD (events, people, and things) in your world. 

We proved that there is never any objective reality of BAD in anything. 
There is no and can never be an objective quality or measure of BAD, and so 
can never be any correspondence. Ergo, Good—BAD is never TRUTH. All your 
programs, your ideas of should be<>should not be, of Good-BAD, are merely 
your opinions, your realities, and not True. You can never know the TRUTH of 
how anything should be nor should not be219–particularly other people. You 
can only know What Is.  Should not be = BAD are realities and never Truth.  

We proved that should not be = BAD does not exist outside of your mind 
and by your creation. Your realities= programs of should / should not BE & 
BAD are illusions, delusions. They are your hallucinations.  

You are the SOLE generator of your negative emotions as a result of your 
creation of BAD.  Ergo, you are the SOLE creator of your UPS in life–and you 
create it because of a hallucination! 

Furthermore, most of what you resist is one side of a Polarity and therefore 
something essential to the existence of that Polarity and its positive side—and 
therefore to Life itself. For example, you resist your negative emotions, but 
without negative emotions= pain, there can be no positive emotions= 
happiness. To resist anything is to resist the TRUTH of What Is, and that is to 
resist Life as IT IS and MUST BE. This is AntiWisdom = foolishness.   

Your creating the thought-emotion Sequence of  
          Should Not BE BAD Rxx  Perxx  UPS220 is foolish as: 

1- It is to resist Life itself as it is and as it must be (i.e. resist 
Reality). Whenever you argue with Reality, you lose and you suffer.  

                                                           
 

219 Unless you are looking at a broken machine and have diagrams and schematics of 
how it should be to work. Life doesn’t work like that.  
220 This reads: Should Not BE triggers BAD that triggers Resistance that Causes 
Persistence (Perxx) of that which is resisted, and which Resistance is Unhappiness, Pain 
and Suffering.  



 
2- Resistance Causes Persistence of that which you resist 
(especially your own neg emo = UPS221; and  

3- Your Rxx222 is your ONLY UPS in life.  

 

To change your negative emotions to positive emotions, you must 
understand EmoLoveJoy223, where it comes from, and how to discreate and 
create your psycanic realities. Your resistance to your negative emotions only 
causes their persistence and more UPS for you.  

BAD is something you create, project and “paint” onto reality, and thereby 
distort it and lie about it. BAD / Should Not Be are worse than mere illusions or 
mirages; they are self-created delusions; they are hallucinations.  

Wandering around out-of-touch with reality and lost in hallucinations 
(should not be & BAD to name two; there are many more) are the traits of an 
insane person. Is it not a frightening thought to realize that most of humanity is 
certifiably insane? 

Furthermore, no one has ever done anything BAD or wrong from their 
point of view at the time of the act.  (When you contradict this sense of right 
and goodness, you will get a conflict.)  

 

 

In summary:  

YOU are the SOLE Creator of (your realities of) Good-BAD and thereby of 
your pain or happiness.  

Your UPS in life is never the events, 
but rather your RESISTANCE to events  

that violate your Programs of what Should Not Be= is BAD. 

                                                           
 

221 Neg emo: negative emotions, the only UPS that exists.  
222 Rxx: abbreviation for Resistance. Perxx: Persistence. 
223 EmoLoveJoy: Emotions = Love = Happiness, explained in the next chapter. 



 

Your Rxx= UPS is triggered by your own Creation of BAD, not by 
the event. 

Should Not Be  BAD  Resistance  UPS & Persistence 
You think you resist events because you think they cause  

your resistance= UPS—something we have proved it ain’t so.  
What you really resist is not the events, but  
your “BAD”AntiEssence IDentities that  
you activate in relation to those events. 

 
Whereas:  

A- your negative emotions are the only UPS that exist in your 
life; and  
B- you can activate them only in the presence of something BAD:  
        It is impossible to suffer in the absence of BAD; and  
C- you are the sole Creator of BAD;  
all you have to do to stop your UPS is stop creating BAD / 
Should Not Be.   

You are the sole Creator of BAD.  STOP IT!! 
The solution to creating BAD is to be SPace224. 

Nothing is Good or BAD,  
and everything has  

Characteristics, Prices & Consequences. 
 

Wisdom is the ability to foresee the consequences of 
your actions. 

Accountability is that part of Cause, Responsability,225 and 
Love wherein you respond for and repair the negative 

                                                           
 

224 SPace is a major concept in psycanics, one of the 3 fundamental forces of the Cosmos, 
and part of ESSENCE and the nature of God. The concept is too big for this book and will 
be found in the advanced texts.  
225 Responsability is spelled with an “a” in psycanics when it refers to this all-important 
major concept of psycanics.   



 
consequences of your actions.  Responsability and Love do not 
exist without Accountability. 

The consequence of saving men from the consequences of 
their follies  

is to fill the world with fools. 
Never save your children from the consequences of their 
actions if you wish them to grow up Wise, Responsible, 
Effective, and Love-ing.  
 

 The Should /Should Not BE BAD Polarities are the catalyst for the 
EmoLoveJoy+/-226 Polarity, which is the Self-Love=Happiness <> 
AntiLove= Resistance= UPS Polarity. 

What you most create SHOULD NOT BE= BAD about is  
your SELF in your ANTI-ESSENCE IDENTITIES. 

Of all the BADs you create, the BADdest is  
I SHOULD NOT BE (any AntiEssence IDentity= NIR). 

Of all the BAD you create, the BADdest is  
I AM (whatever) and it is BAD to BE that. 

 
Your negative emotions = anti-love for Self for BEing in  
AntiEssence IDentities is the ONLY UPS that exists- 

Your positive emotions = Self Love for BEing Essence IDentities 
 is the ONLY Happiness that exists. 

 
Chapter 8 

Your ESSENCE and Your BEing  
 
Observing the universe, it is obvious that there is a CAUSAL ECTROPÎC227 

LIFE FORCE acting in and on matter.  This LIFE FORCE, often called “God”, 
distinguishes matter into many elements, organizes the elements, and has them 
cooperate with each other producing life organisms (i.e. bodies).  Then it uses 

                                                           
 

226 As proved in the book, Emotions, Love and Happiness are Polarities and are all the 
same thing, the same energy, a fact which we represent with the word EmoLoveJoy+/-.  
227 Reference to the Ectropy<>Entropy Force Polarity in physics. Ectropy is the force that 
increases organization and energy (i.e. life). Entropy is the force that works against 
Ectropy to decay things into minimum energy and into homogenization: death, mud, 
dust.  



 
the bodies to experience and manipulate the physical universe228, thereby 
expanding the Creation from within.  

This FORCE, IT, displays the qualities of Consciousness =Awareness, 
Perception & FEELing, Cause, Will, Creator, Intelligence, Wisdom, Value, 
Beauty, and LoveJoy (among others). These are characteristics of BEing, of LIFE 
entities.  (Life is a spectrum of these qualities along a gradient or spectrum from 
rock to plant, from animal to man, to higher BEings (physical ETs and Spirits), 
and finally to the SUPREME BEING = INFINITE LIFE FORCE.)  We call these 
qualities the ESSENCE of LIFE or the ESSENCE of BEING and abbreviate 
them to Wisdom, Power, Value, SPace, and LoveJoy: WPVSPLJ.   

 
The SUPREME LIFE FORCE ESSENCE BEING, to experience and know 

ITSELF, operates as a Polarity. One pole of the LIFE FORCE ESSENCE BEING 
performs as Cause (in the Cause-Effect Polarity) and acts on the other, 
“created”, parts of ITSELF (the universe) that is the Effect Pole.  

The CAUSAL part of the LIFE FORCE acts to “pull” things “up” into ever 
higher levels of Life: of energy, differentiation, order and organization: this is 
called ectropy. Another part acts to pull ITSELF “down” into the lowest 
possible energy and homogenization states: this is entropy. Thus, we have a 
basic polarity of existence: Ectropy-Entropy / Life-Death / Order-Chaos / 
Distinction-Homogenization. 

 
 
Another extremely important Polarity of the LIFE FORCE BEING is ITSELF 

that manifests in the ESSENCE-AntiEssence Polarity. Because of the Laws of 
Polarity, part of IT must go “down” into minimum ESSENCE = AntiEssence = 
minimum intelligence, knowledge, wisdom, will, cause, power–so that the other 
Part can BE-FEEL the opposite: ESSENCE.  You, as a (human) being, are 
currently in the AntiEssence Polarity–whence all your problems and pain in life.  

AntiEssence is any creation of Self, any identity, any “I AM”, that denies or 
counter-creates ESSENCE and so blocks or suppresses the awareness and 
experience of ESSENCE.  The three main kinds are AntiWisdom, AntiPower, 
and AntiValue. These statements that so create you are called IDentities, and the 
negative ones are NIRs: Negative Identity Realities.  

 
Examples of Anti Essence IDentities= NIRs 

                                                           
 

228 This is a very brief presentation of a large concept.   



 
 

AntiWisdom 
NIRs = IDentities 

= BE 

AntiPower 
NIRs = 

IDentities = BE 

AntiValue 
NIRs = 

IDentities = BE 

AntiLove 
Emotions = 
FEEL rather 

than BE 
I can’t learn 

(It’s hard to learn.
I am dumb. 

I am stupid. 
I am ignorant. 

I am unwise. 
I am not smart 

enough (less smart 
than others). 

I am 
powerless. 

I can’t do it. 
I can’t get it. 

I can’t 
control. 
I am unable. 

I am 
incapable. 

I am a 
failure. 
I am weak. 

I am a 
coward. 

I am less 
than. 
I am not 
good  

         enough. 
I am 

unworthy. 
I don’t 

deserve. 
I am BAD. 
Nobody 

loves me. 
I am alone. 

Anger 
Fear 

Anxiety 
Sorrow 
Grief 

Desperation 
Guilt 

Resentment 
Hate 

Depression 

 
As a human being, you are an immortal spirit currently dramatizing the 

AntiEssence IDentities: There are many ways to express the AntiEssence 
IDentities, but the concept is always AntiWisdom, AntiPower, or AntiValue. 
ALL negative emotions are self-AntiLove for BEing in one of the IDentities—
there are NO exceptions to this rule.  The purpose of the CDT (Creation & 
Discreation Technology) is to discreate these IDentities permanently from your 
subconsciousness, so that your Essence shines forth once again.  

Man comes from ESSENCE, is a part of ESSENCE, and is ESSENCE: ONE 
fire, many candles. Thus, the Essence of your BEing is the same as that of 
SUPREME LIFE FORCE BEING: Wisdom, Power, Value, SPace & LoveJoy.  As 
some religions express it: “Man is a “son of God,” “made in HIR “image and 
likeness.” 

A human being is a psican (Spirit BEing) deeply embedded in AntiEssence 
Realities (IDs). The psican counter-creates hir ESSENCE with BE’s of 
AntiEssence for the purpose of suppressing the consciousness, knowledge, and 
experience of ESSENCE229.  Thus, s/he can descend into AntiEssence reality to 

                                                           
 

229 This may require additional information about AntiEssence to be comprehensible.  



 
have the Great Experiential Adventure Game230 of playing in and exploring the 
cosmos, all the while ascending again to ESSENCE.  

The ascent back to ESSENCE is the Existential IMPERATIVE of your 
existence; the ultimate motivation of all human behavior.  The descent into 
AntiEssence is necessary (by Polarity) to refresh the experience of ESSENCE. It 
is all part of the GREAT COSMIC POLARITY GAME DRAMA in which you are 
engaged. 

AntiEssence is any creation of Self, any IDentity, any “I AM”, that denies or 
counter-creates ESSENCE and so blocks or suppresses the awareness and 
experience of ESSENCE.  These individual creations of Self are realities and 
identities called NIRs: Negative Identity Realities.  They are identities; they are 
creations, they are realities, and they are the negative half of the ESSENCE 
Polarity, and each one is itself a Polarity: all these concepts and their Laws 
apply. 

The opposite polarity of AntiEssence are the Essence IDentities, call PIRs: 
Positive Identity Realities.  These are declarations of Self that affirm ESSENCE, 
that affirm Wisdom, Power, Value, and LoveJoy.  

 

NIRs are the root cause of all human problems, conflicts, all 
neurotic and psychotic behavior, and all UPS. 

 
They are the true enemy of humankind. Each humbe must eventually 

confront and defeat them by discreating them and so liberating once again hir 
ESSENCE. Their elimination will restore PIRs (Essence) and transform this 
planet into a dynamo of ESSENCE, of Wisdom, Power, Love, Justice, and 
Abundance for all. 

The compulsion to first escape AntiEssence= NIRs, and then to climb the 
Essence Polarity Spectrum back to ESSENCE is the ultimate motivation of all 
human behavior and effort: It is the Existential Experiential Imperative.  

                                                           
 

230 Game: the effort to overcome obstacles to reach goals. To have Game Conditions, 
you must limit Knowledge (Wisdom) and Power. Note how limited the human being is 
in these qualities; just above animal and light-years below God.  



 
 
 

Chapter 9 
ANTI-ESSENCE 

 
The sum total of the AntiEssence IDentity reality masses that suppress 

your remembrance and experience of your ESSENCE is called the Essence 
Suppressor Mass (ESM). All your UPS in life is an activation of this ESM, in the 
form of activations of individual NIR Masses.  

The Essence Suppressor Mass is made up of thousands of NIR Masses. A 
NIR Mass is a NIR (an Anti-Essence IDentity), “painted” BAD (I should not 
BE that) and “encased” in a mass of self-antilove resistance = negative 
emolovejoy energy.  

Abbreviated, a NIR Mass is:   NIR + BAD231 Self AntiLove= UPS.  
NIR Masses activations are the underlying cause of all pain and suffering 

and of all negative behaviors (addictions, compulsions, neurosis, antilove to 
other, relationship conflicts, etc.  

The NIR Masses are the world’s ONLY source of ALL UPS,  
and of all compulsive and neurotic behavior. 

There are three basic “flavors” of NIRs: AntiWisdom, AntiPower, 
and AntiValue, all of which when BADed will be accompanied by 
AntiLove = negative emotions.  

 
Repeated:    Examples of Anti Essence IDentities= NIRs: 

AntiWisdom 
NIRs = IDentities 

= BE 

AntiPower 
NIRs = 

IDentities = BE 

AntiValue 
NIRs = 

IDentities = BE 

AntiLove 
Emotions = 
FEEL rather 

than BE 
I can’t learn 

(It’s hard to learn.
I am dumb. 

I am stupid. 

I am 
powerless. 

I can’t do it. 
I can’t get it. 

I am less 
than. 
I am not 
good  

Anger 
Fear 

Anxiety 
Sorrow 

                                                           
 

231 BAD: personal creation = opinion = judgment that something or someone is BAD – in 
this case, your creation that you are BAD, for BEing a NIR. BAD, you will remember, is 
always a reality, never Truth. It is a hallucination.  



 
I am ignorant. 

I am unwise. 
I am not smart 

enough (less smart 
than others). 

I can’t 
control. 
I am unable. 

I am 
incapable. 

I am a 
failure. 
I am weak. 

I am a 
coward. 

         enough. 
I am 

unworthy. 
I don’t 

deserve. 
I am BAD. 
Nobody 

loves me. 
I am alone. 

Grief 
Desperation 

Guilt 
Resentment 

Hate 
Depression 

 
An AntiEssence IDentity, BADed232, will be AntiLoved  

with negative emotions (anger, fear, guilt, grief, depression, etc.) 
 

Behind every negative emotion, 
there is always an AntiEssence IDentity.  

There are NO EXCEPTIONS to this rule.  
 
 

An ACTIVATION is the triggering and movement of a NIR Mass233 from 
the subconscious (which is packed with them, with the ESM) to Consciousness= 
Experience.  It is there FELT primarily as negative emotion, but the NIR and 
BAD are always underneath the emotion (which denser energy tends to obscure 
the perception of the lighter, mental energies of BAD and the NIR). 

 
Synonyms for an Activation include: MOD (Moment of Dolor=Pain), 

MOA (Moment of AntiLove); AntiLove, Resistance, Self-Resistance, negative 
emotions, negative emolovejoy, and UPS.  Each is a slightly different 
viewpoint on the same phenomenon: the emotional aspect of a NIR Mass. 

                                                           
 

232 BADed: “painted” with an opinion of BAD.  
233 A NIR, painted with the Opinion of BAD, and resisted with Self-AntiLove = negative 
emotions, creating a mental-emotional reality mass. The subconscious has thousands of 
NIR Mass that can activate = move into consciousness= experience= FEEL with any 
trigger event.  



 
Although these words focus on the emotional aspect, the NIR and the creation 
of BAD are always present or there would be no emotion.  

A trigger event, or just trigger, is any event that activates a NIR Mass into 
Experience= FEEL. It can be absolutely anything, any perception or change in 
either universe, including one’s own thoughts.  

 
 

Your Emotions= Love= Happiness/UPS is your  
Love or AntiLove for yourSelf where that Self is determined  

by the Essence IDs you are activating at the moment.   
 

 
 

The ONLY Happiness that exists is the Self-Love celebration of  
Who You Are when you are in Essence IDentities = PIRs. 

 
The ONLY UPS that exists is your Anti-Love Resistance (neg emo) to  

Who You Are when you are in AntiEssence IDs = NIRs. 
 

BE Causes FEEL 
Your Point of Power: 
 

You cannot control most events in life.  
You cannot control your emotions directly, and suppression of them is 

unhealthy. 
Your Point of Power in life is your control of your IDentities. Here 

you have total Power: you are the Creator and the Discreator.  
 
 



 

Chapter 7 
YOUR EMOTIONS ― 

FEEL in the Causal Sequence 

 

Your emotions are a Psycanic Energy Spectrum that runs from the deepest 
depression & despair, up to bliss & ecstasy; passing through grief, hate, guilt, 
fear, anger, indifference, satisfaction, interest, enthusiasm, joy, bliss and ecstasy, 
to name a points on the Emotions Spectrum.  

As we demonstrated: The Emotional Energy Polarity, the Love<>AntiLove 
Polarity, and the Happiness<>UPS Polarity are all the same energy.  Your 
emotions are the Love Energy Polarity Spectrum.  

 

Emotions+/- = Love+/-. 

 
The only happiness that exists is the experience of Love energy; the only 

pain that exists is the experience of AntiLove energy. This energy is the 
Emotions Energy Polarity.   

Emotions+/- = Happiness/-. 
and 

Happiness+/- = Love+/-. 
 

S/he who does not understand that emotions, love and happiness are all 
the same, understand NONE of these things and is condemned to suffer in 
life. You cannot control what you do not understand.  

Emotions+/- = Love+/- = Happiness/Pain: 
It’s all the same! 

 

To include all these concepts in one, we call it:  



 

EmoLoveJoy+/- 
Happiness+/- is purely Emotional+/-. You cannot separate the Happiness or 

Pain of any event from your emotions about that event. Nor do events ever 
cause your emotions; this is proved beyond all doubt. The beauty of this is that 
you do not have to control external events—basically impossible—to be 
happy; you only need to control your emotions, a much, much simpler task.  

As your emotions are Love+/-, to be happy, you only need to learn to Love 
and to eliminate AntiLove. Psycanics is teaches you about Love and how to 
Love (as well as about Wisdom, Power, SPace and Happiness.)  

You are the Creator of your emotions= EmoLoveJoy+/- through your 
IDentities. This fact is expressed in the Causal Sequence as:  

BE FEEL = IDentities  emotions.  . 

Your emotions are your Self-Love  
Your emotions+/- are your Self-Love+/-. 

Your negative emotions are your Self-Anti-Love.  
 

Your Emotions are your Love or AntiLove  
for your Self,  

for Who You Are= BE, in relation to any given event. 

 
Your Emotions are your Love or AntiLove for Self, 

and  
that Love+/- is the only Happiness or UPS that  

exists in the Cosmos  
Your Emotions are your Love or Anti-Love for yourSelf,  

where Self = the IDentities that you assume  
in relation to the events. 

 

How you FEEL in life is ALWAYS about  



 

YOU;  
not about the events, but about Who you  
ARE= BE = Essence+/- IDs = PIRs & NIRs  

in relation to the events.  
 

Nothing external EVER causes your Emotions = FEEL. 

 
The Facts of Life: 

You cannot control most events; either to stop most of the negative 
ones (triggers), or to produce enough positive ones to maintain yourself 
in MOPs all the time.   

You cannot control your emotions: they are automatic love energy 
reactions to Who You Are, to your Essence+/- IDs, your BE.  Suppression 
is not control and is unhealthy physically and emotionally.  

What you can control is Who You Are, your BE.  You can learn to 
create and discreate your IDentities.   

 

TIP:  
Falling in Love with others: You don’t: you fall in love with Self; with  

Who you BEcome (PIRs) in relation to the other.  
When you “fall in love” with someone,  

it is because you are loving Who You Are  
in relation to that person.   

You are activating in you such IDs as: beautiful, important, wanted/needed, 
good, appreciated, loved, capable, powerful, successful, etc.  

 
As you love BEing those IDs, you glow with your Self Love, and  

that Self-Love is the ONLY happiness that exists.   
You then attribute the cause of your Self-Love to your partner, and say that you 

love hir, which Love is a projection of your Love for Self.  



 

Chapter 10 
THE EXISTENTIAL EXPERIENTIAL  

IMPERATIVE 

 
Imperative: a compulsory order or course of action due to its importance, 

or through great authority or force.  Existential: applies to your entire existence 
as an immortal, spirit, not just to one or a few lifetimes. Experiential: having to 
do with your experience, particularly your BE-FEEL.  

The IMPERATIVE is the fundamental, always operative, force 
deep within every BEing to return to BE-FEEL the highest Experience: 

ESSENCE =the SUPREME BEING.  
(It is a return to that from whence you come.) 

The IMPERATIVE is the power behind the Causal Sequence and the 
External Quest. When a person does not understand the IMPERATIVE and how 
to fulfill it through the Internal Quest, s/he will embark on the External Quest. 
As human being out of ESSENCE and in AntiEssence, s/he has NO choice: s/he 
must find ESSENCE.  

The vast majority of humanity is in the External Quest. As the power of 
technology increases without a corresponding increase in spirituality, the 
External Quest will eventually destroy mankind, as men continue to compete & 
kill for power and wealth.  It is imperative for the survival of the human race 
that the Internal Quest begin to reign on this planet.   

According to your level of understanding, the IMPERATIVE can be 
expressed in many ways:  

The ultimate motivation of all human behavior is: 
1. to control one’s Experience (physical and psycanic, but primarily 
psycanic) 
2. avoid Pain, find Pleasure. 
3. to control one’s FEEL= emotions  
4. to be Happy / find Happiness.  
5. Love: be loved; love others 
6. Self-Love: to realize that self-love is the key to Happiness & love for 
others.  



 
7. increase one’s BEing to BE more and more self-Love-able.  
8. to control one’s BE-FEEL (as one thing, as what one is).  
9. Essence: to BE-FEEL ever more Essence.  
10. (Return to and) BE-FEEL the INFINITE ESSENCE=God—
again.  

 
The IMPERATIVE manifests in the experience and behavior of mankind 

according to each individual’s Level of Consciousness or BEing.  As the person 
acquires more Consciousness, more BEing, hir target within the External Quest 
to satisfy the IMPERATIVE will evolve. The general line of this evolution is:  

LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
Lower Human: Survival, Security, Sensation (Pleasure), Dominion. 80%+ of 

humanity are in these lower levels of Consciousness, of BEing.  People in these 
levels of consciousness will not be interested in psycanics, and many will 
resist and even attack it. Humans in these levels are still extremely focused in 
the External Quest, and are not ready to for any kind of true spiritual search. If 
they have a spiritual component in their lives at all, it will be a religion. 
Religions are a spiritual cop-out. They are easy and comfortable, as they forbid 
questioning and so require no thought, no personal effort to seek Truth. 
Religions encourage people to believe that they have resolved the questions of 
existence, spirituality, and God; when in actuality, they close their accounts 
with ULTIMATE REALITY behind irrational dogma and blind faith.  

Transition: Dark Night of the Soul: This is a stage of burnout of the lower 
levels, desires, and goals so that the higher ones can be born.  For those who 
have reached this level of Consciousness, life will appear empty and 
meaningless. This is usually a time of great suffering and can last many years. 
At its onset, it can come and go in spurts, but eventually becomes all the time.  

Upper Human: The stages are named: Happiness, Love in Effect (be loved), 
Love of Others, Love of Self, BE Love-able = WPVLJ= BE-FEEL Essence, BE-
FEEL the SUPREME ESSENCE BEING.  

The IMPERATIVE operates at every stage. The difference is the knowledge, 
understanding, and application of the person.  Seek ESSENCE is what every 
human being is trying to do at all times, according to hir Level of 
Consciousness. This is what YOU are trying to do at all times; this is what you 
really want.  You can either reorient your life in direction of the “heavens”, or 
continue to fool around here on earth, visiting “hell” every time your 
AntiEssence activates and you go into UPS.  



 

“If it's to be, it's up to me.” 



 
 

Chapter 11 
The CAUSAL SEQUENCE 

 
The Causal Sequence is:  

   BE   FEEL  THINK RELATE & DO  HAVE, aka 
IDENTITY  EMOTION  MIND  RELATIONS & ACTION  RESULTS 

 
Everything that occurs in your life, all your experiences, fall into one of 

these areas; and that area and its experience is always part of a particular 
Causal Sequence. Your life is the sum of your Causal Sequences. 

It is a Causal Sequence because each area determines, causes, the following 
ones.  

For example, your BE= IDentities= PIRs & NIRs determine your FEEL= 
Emotions+/-.  All emotions are your love or antilove for self according to your 
ID of the moment—and your IDs are the ONLY cause of your emotions, and 
therefore of your happiness or unhappiness. Your BE-FEEL then determines 
your THINKing; and your THINKing guides your actions= DOing to produce 
your results= HAVE in life.  

When you are living as life was designed (i.e. in the Internal Quest and 
creating your BEing), your life flows naturally out of your BE and all along your 
Causal Sequences to finally produce your HAVE, whether that is the quality of 
your relationships or material things. A positive BE (PIRs) will produce a 
positive FEEL= Self-Love-Joy, and a positive all-the-rest of that Causal 
Sequence.  

A negative BE= NIRs produces a negative FEEL=AntiLove=UPS, and 
negative THINK, DO, and HAVE. You experience a negative Causal Sequence 
every time you are activated (angry, fearful, sad, depressed, feeling guilty, etc.) 
You will have noticed that life doesn't work very well when you are FEELing 
like that (neither your happiness, your relationships, your behaviors, nor your 
results).  

Furthermore, you are FEELing like that precisely because your life is not 
working as you want it to at the moment, that is, according to your Programs. 
You are not getting your desired results—and you are not getting them because 
you are in NIRs, and in the External Quest to NOT BE those NIRs. 

 



 
All you have to do to control your life is to control your BE. Your primary 

BE is your Essence Polarity IDentities (PIRs & NIRs). You control your BE 
with CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology), by discreating your 
AntiEssence IDs and creating Essence IDs. 

However, this is exactly what the average human being does not do. Most 
people resist and therefore persist in their NIR Mass and turn to the External 
Quest for the solution.  

 





 

Chapter 12 
THE EXTERNAL QUEST 

 
The IMPERATIVE is the ectropic LIFE FORCE = ESSENCE= the 

CREATOR in you, seeking ever more BEING = ESSENCE = to BE God again. 
This search commands your obedience: to increase your ESSENCE is the 
ultimate motivation of everything you DO. When you don't know how to grow 
your Essence correctly, internally; you will try to do so externally, by trying to 
controlling events and things, by DOing and HAVE-ing.  You will try to operate 
the Causal Sequence backwards as THINK DO HAVE  FEEL (with BE 
there but without much awareness).  

The External Quest is any and all attempts to control your BE-FEEL by 
controlling externals. There are two sides and many facets to the External 
Quest: 

1. The first side, the “negative” side is all efforts (DO) to stop or change 
negative BE-FEEL. It includes all efforts to eliminate negative trigger 
events (stop negative HAVEs), or to suppress FEEL directly (with 
chemicals, for example).  
2. The second side, the “positive” side is all efforts (DO) to produce 
positive BE.-FEEL. It includes all efforts (DO) to acquire events (HAVE) 
that trigger MOPs, or produce positive FEEL directly (with food or 
chemicals, for example).  

The list of the negative DOs of humanity on both side quite long, and 
includes such behaviors as: 234 

Attack the trigger, appease the trigger, manipulate the trigger, emotional or 
debt blackmail, Victim, substance abuse (food, alcohol, tobacco, drugs), 
addictions, attachments, emotional dependencies, workaholism, masks, ego 
trips, ego, suppression, timidity, chameleon, octopus, skunk, NOT DOs, 
ostentation, glamour, hog in the trough, commercialism fodder, toys, stellar 
heroes, escapism, despotism, tyranny, better-than-others, king of the mountain 
(climb hierarchies), war, to name a few.  

 

                                                           
 

234 These are not covered in this book, other than a few in the next paragraph, and all 
are technical terms labeling specific behaviors.  



 
In the External Quest, people try to DO HAVE BE-FEEL: to control the 

external world to control their experience= BE FEEL. They use substances to 
suppress their FEELing. They try to control the BE DO of others to stop them 
from being triggers and to make them BE according to their programs so that 
they can BE FEEL good.  They try to become prestigious or famous to 
counteract the internal FEELings of low self-worth due to their NIRs. And if 
they can’t become rich and famous personally, they do so vicariously by 
adopting a “Hero.”  They are preyed upon by advertising and business worlds 
to buy all kinds of products to compensate their Anti-Value NIRs and search for 
Love and Happiness. They try to amass and hoard power, money and material 
things to ostentate their power and importance.  If they have business, political 
or military power, they attack and try to take over other countries and the 
world (think Pinky & The Brain, or more seriously: Hitler, Hussein, Microsoft).  

 
No External Quest strategy works more than momentarily. There will 

always be another trigger, and MOPs always pass. You can only reach true 
Happiness by directly controlling your BE-FEEL internally, psicanically, with 
creation and discreation.  

The short-term, illusory effectiveness of stopping triggers and getting 
MOPs is dangerous because it prolongs the Mirage235 that you can eventually 
control your BE-FEEL if only you can get enough Power to stop all the triggers 
and maintain yourself in continual MOPs. At the effect of the Mirage, you live 
in a compulsive, neurotic struggle to get more and more and MORE, as what 
you get never satisfies for long.  

The External Quest is a Sisyphean task.  
It a constant struggle and effort:  

you never get a permanent result and  
so you have to do it over and over:  

it never ends.  
 

                                                           
 

235 The Mirage: The illusion that you can eventually win the External Quest if only you 
can control everyone and everything sufficiently (get enough Power); and get and hoard 
enough of the right things to finally assure your happiness. The Mirage exists because 
MOPs do create the illusion that you can find happiness externally, if only you can get 
enough of the right things. The Mirage keeps the person on the Merry-Go-Around, the  



 

Addictions, Attachments, Emotional Dependencies 
The structure and dynamics of Addictions, Attachments, and Emotional 

Dependencies are all the same, and here we use the word Addiction to mean 
any of them.  

An addiction is a compulsion to use a substance (or any thing, person, or 
activity) to suppress negative experience (which is always a negative BE-
FEEL—and even better if it also causes some positive experience (as food, 
alcohol and some drugs do).  

The force of the IMPERATIVE to avoid negative BE-FEEL is the ultimate 
motivation of all human behavior and the strongest force in the universe. The 
power of the addiction over the person is the force of the IMPERATIVE to end 
hir UPS (by whichever means the person has found as effective for hir). This 
force is stronger than the will power of most people and so the addiction is 
beyond their control.  

However, you can easily and quickly eliminate any addiction by 
discreating the underlying NIR Mass that the substances are being used to 
avoid or suppress.  



 

Chapter 13  
The EXTERNAL QUEST IN 

RELATIONSHIPS 
 
All human behavior, relationships included, can be understood in terms of 

the Causal Sequence and BE-FEEL. 99% of the problems and conflicts with 
others are caused because of External Quest; and almost all relationships 
conflicts can be resolved by applying psycanics.  In this short chapter, we can 
but give the briefest example of how all this works.  

 
The factors leading to difficult relationships are:  
1. The IMPERATIVE: Each person MUST control hir BE-FEEL: avoid UPS, 

and do all possible to BE-FEEL more Essence= Happier.  This is the ultimate 
motivation of all human behavior: NO EXCEPTIONS.  

2- Fatal IDentity Fatal Paradigm External Quest sequence.  The Fatal 
IDentity: I AM NOT CAUSE, I AM NOT CREATOR of my experience 
(particularly emotions)  (produces) the negative THINK of the Fatal 
Paradigm: “Given that I AM NOT CAUSE of my FEEL, then external things 
must be. Therefore, I must control externals to stop pain and produce my 
happiness.”  

This THINK produces the DO of the External Quest: all efforts 
to control external things (HAVE) to control BE-FEEL. Instead 
of working the Causal Sequence correctly, the person is now 
trying to work it backwards, trying to use externals (HAVE) to 
control hir BE-FEEL.  

 
3.  Lost in the Fatal IDentity Fatal Paradigm External Quest sequence; 

each person ties to do increase hir Essence by forcing the world—including 
other people—to BE as they SHOULD BE according to hir Programs. In the 
External Quest, producing a “perfect” world means that the BEing is: SMART, 
INTELLIGENT, ABLE, POWERFUL, SUCCESSFUL, IMPORTANT (VALUE-
ABLE), RESPECTABLE, WORTHY, DESERVING, and therefore LOVE-ABLE, 
etc. These are PIRs and so activate positive self-love that is the only happiness 
that exists.  



 
However, these are MOP236s, temporary activations of PIRs by external 

events, rather the result of a real work on Self to permanently become PIRs. 
MOPs are only a mirage of true happiness and always pass, leaving the person 
“high and dry” as to the tide of hir happiness, and compulsively having to seek 
more MOPs (the Merry-Go-Round).  

At the effect of the Fatal Sequence above, and of the Mirage of seeking 
MOPs and stopping triggers to avoid MODs, humbes try to work the Causal 
Sequence backwards as:  

A- Neg. side: THINK DO NOT HAVE trigger  no MOD = not 
suffer.   
B- Positive side:  THINK DO  HAVE  MOP = FEEL good.   

4- At the effect of all this above, person (A) tries to control the 
BE DO etc. of others to persuade, force or manipulate them to fulfill A’s 
programs of how they should / should not BE DO etc.—so that that A can 
BE-FEEL good.  All efforts to change or control others fall into this mechanism.  

 
As A’s programs are designed for the BE-FEEL (happiness) of A, and are 

often contrary to the programs, desires and happiness of the other, the other (B) 
will resist. There now exists a conflict of programs, of interests, and an intent of 
Suppression237 by A of B.   

5- There are several possible scenarios from this point:  
5A- Whenever person B resists the impositions of A, A will trigger and 
activate NIRs and attack B with hir anti-love.  B is usually already 
activated since A’s attacks, and defends hirself and counterattacks with 
hir own antilove. The antilove in such conflicts can range from angry 
words to knives, bullets, and bombs.  

                                                           
 

236 MOPs: Moments of Pleasure: the fleeting stimulation of positive emotions when an 
external trigger activates a PIR. They are a mirage of happiness that always passes, but 
leave the person believing that IF only s/he can get enough of the right things, eventually 
s/he will be happy all the time. This Mirage keeps the person lost in the External Quest, 
every seeking more things to stimulate more MOPs, like the rats in the experiments with 
electrical stimulation of the pleasure centers in the brain. They would starve to death to 
stay at the button that activated their pleasure.  
237 Any intent by one person (A) to dictate the BE, FEEL, THINK, or DO of another (B), 
thereby counter-efforting that person’s (B’s) FREEDOM to BE hirself and control hir own 
Causal Sequences= Life= BE FEEL THINK DO.  



 
5B- When the balance of power between the parties is unequal (such as in 
parent child relationships), one party may not be able to openly resist and 
will go to covert resistance and sabotage. The rebellious, 
uncommunicative, uncooperative teenager is a classic example.  

5C- Sometimes the suppressed party will be so low in self-esteem (all low 
self-esteem is but AntiPower and AntiValue NIRS); and so programmed 
and cowered to obey A, as to simply submit and comply with A’s 
programs. Such a person, prey of hir NIRs, fears, and compulsive need 
for the acceptation and approval of others, obeys to buy A’s continued 
“love” and support that she needs so much to compensate hir NIRs.  The 
doormat wife (suppressed and unhappy, but afraid to assert hirself or 
divorce) is a classic example.  

5D- Many people, especially women, have been Programmed (usually 
during childhood) that they should make the others happy; and that they 
are responsible and BAD if they “cause” others any UPS238. A person B in 
a relationship with this Programming believes that s/he should NOT BE 
or DO anything that would activate A; and should try to BE DO all that 
s/he can to please and appease A.  
Victim of this foolishness, B will live “voluntarily” selling-out and 
sacrificing hir own BE DO in the name of “love” for A (and to buy A’s 
approval and “love”). The price of this sellout of Self is great stress–s/he is 
trying to do the impossible—loss of Self, and great unhappiness, often for 
many years.  

6- In many situations, especially couple relationships, each person is doing 
this (programming, trying to control, and resisting or selling out) to the other at 
the same time that s/he is being “done to.”  This generates a lot of negative 
energy and drama in the relationship (and sometimes plates and flower pots 
flying hither and thither).   

Love can begin to exist ONLY with total SPace, the total freedom, for the 
other to BE DO etc, as they think best for them.  To impose your programs 
on another is Suppression. Suppression is anti-causal, anti-responsability, 

                                                           
 

238 You cannot cause others UPS. We have already proved that nothing external EVER 
causes psycanic experience. The UPS of others is their NIRs activating and that is THEIR 
problem. You have no duty or obligation whatsoever to sell out your BE DO and so 
sacrifice your happiness to the NIRs and MOAs of others. Furthermore, to do so is to 
betray your Self-Actualization and Love of Self that is your first responsability in life.  



 
anti-freedom, anti-love, anti wisdom, and anti-maturity. It generates all kinds 
of negative energy resistance in relationships, and it damages and destroys 
children as they have not the Power to resist.  

The solution to this entire unhappy dynamic to relationships is simple: that 
each person learn to control hir BE-FEEL internally (by discreating NIRs and 
affirming PIRs).  This will discharge all compulsion to control others, and 
eliminate all the negative energy= antilove.  

 

HOW RELATIONSHIPS WERE DESIGNED TO WORK 
Your BE and therefore your FEEL = experience of Love and Happiness, are 

determined by Who You ARE, which is determined (created) by you.  The 
secret to relationships is for YOU to create YOU in your best “image and 
likeness”, of your ideal of YOUR relationship identity.  You must create of 
YOU Who You Want to BE DO in the relationship—as opposed to trying to 
create the BE DO of the other, as most people do.   

For example #1: If you are a husband, what is your vision of a perfect 
husband?.  How should a husband BE? What characteristics and qualities 
should he have? How should he act (DO)? How does he need to THINK to 
naturally act thusly?  

Once you create of YOU that BEing, the ideal husband, your FEEL of self-
love= joy will automatically trigger: BE FEEL.  

BE FEEL DO: your DO in the relationship will follow naturally out of 
your loving BE FEEL. That GREAT husband you have created of YOURSELF, 
operating in great Self-LoveJoy, will naturally express itself in your treatment 
(RELATE & DO) of your wife.  

 
Example #2: If you are a mother: What is the BE DO etc; what are the 

characteristics and qualities, of a great mother? Create yourself thusly, and your 
Self-LoveJoy will spring up naturally. BE-FEELing that way, you will naturally 
ACT (your DO) Wise-ly and Love-ingly with your children, and so HAVE a 
great relationship with them, and great children.  

 
Furthermore, as you thereby free yourself of the External Quest, you no 

longer need or use them to try to control your BE-FEEL. You are free of all 
compulsion to control and suppress them; you naturally let them be free to 
BE DO etc. themselves—without which freedom, your love for them does 



 
not exist. You are only using them to control your BE-FEEL—the case of the 
vast majority of parents on the planet.  

Is it fast and easy to create yourself in your ideals? Not usually.  But you 
can do it—by applying psycanics. It is much easier, faster and more effective 
than trying to re-create the other in your ideal (your Programs) for hir—as that 
is impossible. And even if you could, you still would not be Happy.  

 
 

Chapter 14  
THE PURPOSE OF YOUR EXISTENCE 

 
The Ultimate Purpose of your existence and of all your efforts in life is to 

return to BE-FEEL the ecstasy of the INFINITE ESSENCE from which you 
have come (and which you still are, buried under all your AntiEssence creation 
reality mass).  

Within your journey of Return, your secondary purpose is to explore and 
adventure through the Creation, to play and enjoy yourself.  

You have gone as far from the ONE ESSENCE as you can go, descended 
way down into AntiEssence, to have the challenge and adventure of Returning. 
It is Herculean task even when you know what you are doing; and a Sisyphean 
one if you don’t.  

The events of your life, especially the events that trigger your NIR Masses = 
UPS, permit you to see Who You Are, your AntiEssence. When understand 
your BEing and life, you then discreate that AntiEssence= NIRs; and create Who 
You Want to BE, which is ever more Essence. (When you don’t understand, you 
go the External Quest.) Thus, events in your physical universe are mirrors that 
permit you to see Who You Are. With CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology), you can change to Who You Want to BE.  Thus, when correctly 
understood and used, LIFE itself takes you HOME239 on the road of ever more 
ESSENCE.  

Your continual transformation from Who You Are now to BE more 
Essence resolves your life on both planes: the human and the spiritual. On the 
human level, it terminates your negative emotions and suffering, eliminates 

                                                           
 

239 Remember words in all capitals refer to the ONE:  



 
your neurotic behavior, ends your relationship conflicts, and makes it easy to 
manifest what you want in the physical universe.  

On the spiritual level, you are always working on yourself to expand your 
BEing, increase your Essence. Every time you activate, you discreate that 
AntiEssence mass, and so uncover and restore your Essence. Thus, you are in a 
Continual Quality Improvement program of Who You Are, constantly 
becoming more Essence and so advancing on your journey back to BE the ONE 
again.  

The technology for that evolution, one that handles both the human and the 
spiritual level at the same time is CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology).  

Here are the two basic life styles of humans: 
Ordinary human (the Lower Levels of Consciousness):  
Living at the effect of the world.  Life is a sequence of trigger events that 

constantly set off NIR Masses (NIRs + negative EmoLoveJoy). Every time that 
happens, the person goes into UPS (anger, fear, sorrow, guilt, despair, 
depression, etc) and suffers. S/he tries to end that suffering by attacking the 
trigger event, selling out to it, or through substance abuse.  

The person lives consumed in one of four modalities: 1- Regrets of the past; 
2- Glories of the past; 3- Fear of the future, or 4- in hoped for glories of the 
future, to be happy some day when s/he reaches whatever goals. The human 
being spends her time and energy trying to get MOPs to alleviate the internal 
emptiness and pain. Hir relationships are built on attachments, need, use, 
control and manipulation, all of which fills them with negative energy.  

Psycanic human: (The Upper Levels of Consciousness) 
The person lives in the Consciousness of BEing an Immortal Spirit and of 

ONEness with the ALL THAT IS. Life on this planet is recognized to be a 
temporary state, a mere passing through no need or reason to be attached to 
anything here. At the same time that the person does hir best to create and to 
serve others.  

But nothing in the physical universe ever becomes very important 
compared to hir psycanic universe.  Hir primary focus is on BEing all that s/he 
can BE, and therefore on increasing Essence (Wisdom, Power, Value, SPace & 
LoveJoy). Every trigger event is viewed as the opportunity to confront NIRs and 
discreate them, thereby reducing Anti-Essence and recovering Essence.  
Eventually, such a person becomes non-reactive to the world and maintains Self 
and serenity at all times.  



 
The person focuses on discovering and following hir destiny plan for this 

life. When s/he wants to manifest something, s/he first creates the necessary 
state of BE and then lets that manifestation result from applying the Laws of 
Creation. S/he has the power to easily manifest all that s/he wants in the 
physical universe, at the same time that s/he no longer wants much. S/he is in 
the world, but not of it. 

 
 



 

Chapter 15  
CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) 

This chapter explains the theory of CDT (Creation & Discreation 
Technology).  

The how is explained in the book: Emotions, Love & Happiness. 
 
Everything that exists is made of Energy. Energy formed into discreate 

things is called a reality. Realities may be physical or psycanic. Psycanic realities 
include all forms of thoughts, all emotions, and all identities. In this book240, we 
have paid special attention to such psycanic realities as Programs, 
Should/Should not Be, and Good-BAD, the AntiEssence Identities= NIRs, and 
EmoLoveJoy+/-.  In the advanced texts, we go into how you can control your 
physical realities.  

You are the creator of your psycanic realities. 
What you have created, you can dis-create. 

All experience is the effect= impact= result of realities impinging on 
Consciousness. The main forms of psycanic experiences are identities, thoughts 
and emotions—all caused by a corresponding reality. Of these three kinds of 
psycanic realities, the most important, by far, are the IDentities, the BE in the 
Causal Sequence.  

To change or eliminate any psycanic experience, you only have to 
discreate the psycanic reality causing that experience. All psycanic realities 
are forms or masses of thought or emotion energy within your BEing (mind, 
consciousness and subconsciousness). You form them and you can un-form 
them.  

To discreate a psycanic reality, you only need to experience it, to BE-FEEL it 
completely. The experiencing of a reality discharges its energy which reduces its 
mass=reality, in much the same way that letting a flashlight bulb glow 
discharges the batteries. The Law is: Experience Experienced Disappears 
(discreates). Resistance Causes Persistence.241  

However, this is exactly what the ordinary humbe does NOT do. Most 
humbes do everything possible EXCEPT experience their creations= realities = 

                                                           
 

240 Refers to the book Psycanics: A Spiritual Philosophy. 
241 Resistance being any form of refusal to experience).  



 
experience. For example, they attack the trigger with anger, suppress the 
experience with drugs (and so become addicted), try to change or control 
others, go to the external world to get as many MOPs as possible, etc.  What 
they do not do is sit down, open up to, and go into their FEELing and BEing.   

All such forms of negation to experience are Resistance, and Resistance 
Causes Persistence.  

CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) works by guiding you to 
discharge the energy from a reality, which eventually causes it to no longer exist 
as that reality. (The energy continues to exist, but is not longer agglomerated 
and modulated into that experience form. You discreate the reality as a 
particular modulated energy form, not the energy itself.)  

Physical Universe Manifestation 
Your psycanic universe sets the patterns for your manifestations in the 

physical universe. Your power to manifest in the physical universe is a function 
of your “quantity” of ESSENCE, your visions and energization, destiny rigidity 
(and other factors beyond this book—see the advanced texts). Thus, the secret to 
controlling the physical universe is also within you. You have innate within you 
the same Power to control the physical universe as Buddha or Christ and the 
other BEings of high ESSENCE that have walked this planet. Your innate Power 
is suppressed by your AntiEssence.  

CDT (Creation & Discreation Technology) is a major part of the Internal 
Quest 

When human beings abandon the External Quest and begin to take 
responsability and control of their experience, conditions on this planet will 
transform and humanity will enter in a new age of harmony, brotherhood, love 
and abundance. People will begin truly to love, cooperate and share, instead of 
competing, fighting, and hoarding as they do now.  



 
FINAL WORDS 
You now have an overview of some of the basic concepts of psycanics, a 

philosophic science of Happiness, a spiritual philosophy of How Life Works. 
It is only an overview: there is much, much more.  

The question now is what are you going to do? Ignore it and continue to 
live as you have, or continue to study and begin to apply the knowledge so that 
you transform your life?   

Many people have done so, transformed their lives, but many, many more 
have done nothing. It’s up to you.  Nobody can do it for you.   

www.psycanics.org 
 
 



 
 
 

THE 10 Great QUESTIONS  
OF  

PHILOSOPHY 

 
 
 
 
Since the beginning of thought, man has sought to understand the universe 

and his own existence. He has sought to explain them through myths, 
superstitions, and religions on one hand; and through science and philosophy 
on the other.  

 
Religion proffers answers to many of these questions, but based on alleged 

divine revelation as interpreted by ecclesiastical “authorities,” and expressed in 
dogmatic—and often irrational—belief systems. Science and Philosophy eschew 
dogmatic belief and seek to answer them by reason and logic or through 
experience. 

 



 

While the whole of philosophy is extensive and complicated, it can be 
reduced to the search for the answers to the 10 issues below. 

ONE 
What is the nature of the universe? Where does it come from? Of what is it 

made?  How did it come to exist? What is its purpose? By what process does it 
change? Is it evolving or devolving?  Does it function by itself or would it 
degenerate to chaos without some kind of intelligent control?    

TWO 
Is there a Supreme Being? If so, what is His nature? Did He create the 

universe? Does He continue to control it personally and if so, at what level? 
What is his relationship with man? Does he intervene in the affairs of man? Is 
this Being good?  If this Being is good and all-powerful, how can evil exist?   

THREE 
What is the place of man in the universe? Is man the highest fruit of the 

universe or is he just an insignificant speck in infinite space—or something in 
between?  Does the spirit of man descend into matter from higher spiritual 
realms, or has it evolved from matter?  Is the universe conscious or unconscious 
of man? If it is aware, is it warm and friendly to him, or cold and indifferent, or 
even hostile?  

FOUR 
What is reality? What is mind; what is thought? Is thought real? Which is 

superior: mind or matter? Has mind created matter or has matter evolved 
mind? Where do ideas come from? Does thought have any importance—does it 
make any difference in our lives—or is it just fantasy? What is Truth? Is there a 
universal Truth, true for all men forever, or is Truth relative or individual?  

FIVE 
What determines the fate of each individual? Is man a creator and mover of 

his life, or does he live at the effect of forces over which he has little control?  
Does free will exist or are our lives determined by outside factors—and if so, 
what are those factors? How does life work: is there a Supreme Force that 
intervenes in our lives?  Or is everything pre-determined from the beginning of 
time? Or is life just random, full of coincidence and accident?  Or is there some 
other control mechanism we do not perceive?  

 

 
SIX 



 
What is good and what is bad or evil? What is moral? What is ethical? Who 

decides good and bad, right and wrong; and by what standard?  Is there an 
absolute standard of good and bad beyond one’s the personal opinions?  Should 
good and bad be determined by custom, by rational law, or by the situation? 
What if the decisions of others (society, authorities, laws, etc) determining good 
and bad are contrary to one’s personal beliefs or freedoms? ―should you obey 
others or follow your own conscience?  Moreover, if as an answer to FIVE, we 
do not have free will but are ruled by outside factors, what difference does good 
and bad make? ―we have no choice. If so, we have no responsability for doing 
bad.  

SEVEN 
Why are things the way they are? How should things be ideally? What is 

the good life—for the individual and for the many (society)? What would a 
Utopian society, a heaven on earth, be like? Is it even possible to create a 
Utopia? If so, how?  Would not a Utopia assure personal freedom? What, then, 
should you do with those who don’t cooperate and violate the Utopian system?  
If you control or punish them, is there no longer a Utopia?  

EIGHT 
What is the ideal relation between the individual and the state? Should the 

individual serve the state or the state serve the individual? What is the best 
form of government and what is the worst? When is a man justified in 
disobeying the dictates of the state? To what extent should the majority rule and 
thereby act against the freedom of the minorities? When is a man justified in 
rebelling against the established order and creating a new state? What are the 
relative merits of the different economic systems (capitalism, communism, etc.).  

NINE 
He who controls education controls the future. What is education? How 

should the young be educated—what is important and what not? Who should 
control education: the parents, the student, the society or the state?  Should a 
student be taught to think for himself or to adopt the beliefs of the society? 
Should man be educated to be free and live for his own interests; or to subjugate 
his desires to serve others or the state? ―see Question EIGHT.  

 

 

 
TEN 



 
What happens at death? Is death the end of everything or is there a soul in 

man that continues to exist beyond death?  If so, is that soul immortal or does it 
too eventually cease to exist?  If the soul does continue to exist after death, what 
is the nature of that existence? If there is an existence after death, is “good” 
rewarded and “bad” punished? If so, how do you reconcile this with the 
concept of predestination?  And if there is a God of INFINITE LOVE and 
FORGIVENESS, how to you reconcile punishment?  

 
 
 
 

Psycanics is a modern philosophy that answers most 
of these questions and many more. It is a science of 
Being, Mind, Emotion, Love, Power, Wisdom and 

Happiness, at the cutting edge of human knowledge 
today. See www.psycanics.org for more information 

and other available reading materials. 
 
 
 
 


